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now,

PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION.

THE Author's return from a six years' tour of foreign service at the end of last
yea!' coincided with the exhaustion of the Third Eclition, which rendered
necessary the immediate issue of a new one.

The alteration of the size of the wol'k, so as to correspond with other books
issued officially, or by authority, and the change made in the illustrations, have
been clone at the request of the Authorities.
Endeavours have been made to place the work in harmony with the "Instruction in :Military Engineering" and the "Manual of Field Engineering," issued at

the School of Military Engineering, Chatham, both of which works have come
into existence since this book was fil'st published; also with the "Text Book oi1
Fortification, &c.," used at the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich. This point, so
desirable in many respects, is specially so at the present time, when officers in all

parts of the wol'ld have to prepare themselYes for examination in military subjects,
and frequently with a difficulty in obtaining the necessary text books.
A few days after the work was hanclecl over to the printers, their premises
were destroyed by fire, which also destroyecl all the wood blocks of the illustrations of the fol'mer Edition, togethel' with much of the matter of the present one.
Under the press of work thus thrown on him, the Author gratefully acknowledges the assistance afforded to him by the authorities of the School of l\Iilitary
Engineering, Chatham, and of the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich.

His best

thanks are also due to Colonel H. Schaw, R.E., from whose work on the "Defence

and Attack of Positions and Localities" much of the matter of Chapter X. has,
by permission, been extracted.

TH
LONDON, August, 1884.
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SECTION !.-GUNPOWDER, ARTILLERY, ETc.
1, p. 1. Gunpowder, composition; mode
of action when fired, how used
to propel projectiles.
2, p. 2. Combustion, how effected : special use of each of the components.
-3.
Explosive force : on what dependent. Granulation, its object;
how regulated for various
pur1)oses.
4.
Different sorts of powder in use.
3.
p.
Cm·tridges
for ordnan,ce, how
5,
made up.
6.
Gun-Cotton, of what composed,
how prepared.
J.
Its special properties, when wet
and dry; when detonated. Its
exploSlve force.
s, p. 4. Forms of Service Gwi-Cotton. :
discs and slabs.
9.
D~finitions:
Axis, CalibrP,
Windao-e, &c.
10, p. 5. S. B. Oriliiance, for what pur.
poses retained.
11.
Two chief defects of.
12.
Causes of inaccul'acy of £.re, as
regards windage.
13.
Ditto, as regards eccentricity.
14, p. 6. Ditto, irregularity of shape.
Hollow projectiles. Causes of
inaccuracy may, or may not,
be combined.
15.
Shortness of Range, to what due.
16.
Long range S. B. Guns necessarily heavy: why.
17.
Table showing loss of Yelocity.
Why S. B. shells haye less
range t.h an shot.
18.
Rifting: its object; how effected.
19, p. 7. Achantages gained by rifting.
20.
Advantages of elongated pro•
jectiles.
21.
Comparative error of S. B. 0.
and R. 0.
Senice Rifled Ord11ance, three
22.
sorts in use.

23, p. 8. Armstron[J B. L. Guns, manufacture, system of rifling.
Parts of an Armstrong Gun.
Method of loading: action when
fired.
J.l[u:.:.le-loadin[J Rifled Guns,
26.
general types.
27.
Mode of manufacture.
28, p. 9. Coils, single and double, how
made.
29.
Rilling of AL L. Guns ; method
of loading·.
30.
Studless projectiles for M. L. 0.
Velocity of projectiles.
31.
Recent B. L. Guns: their dis•
tinctive features.
32.
Object of chamber. Velocity of
B. L. projeetiles.
33, p. 10. Reason for returning to B. L.
system.
34.
System of rifting B. L. Guns:
advantages of increasing twist.
35.
Description of breech-loading
"interrupted screw."
36.
Use of gas check or driving
ring.
37.
Construction of B. L. Guns.
,, p. 11. Table of principal Rijled Gu,ns,
1884.
38, p. 12. Pr<!J°ectiles for Rifled Guns:
rotation in different systems.
Common Sltells described: action
39.
and uses.
Double Sh,-/1 ditto: ditto.
40.
Palliser or Battering ditto: ditto.
41.
Reason for fuze not being re42.
quired.
Shrapnel Sltelt described: action
43.
and use.
44, p. 13. Case Slwt ditto : ditto.
Sc.?ment
She/ts ditto : ditto.
4J.
Action of segment shells.
46.
Gas
Checks,
original object of ;
47, p. 14.
present uses.
Automatic gas check for M. L.
48.
Ordnance.
24.
2J.

D14ailed S!J1WJ"A~is nf Cuntenis.

xii
48.
-:H).
JO.
Jl.
J 2, p. 15.

J3.
,H.
JJ.

J6, p. 16.
Ji.
58.
.59, p. 11.

60.
61, p. 18.
62.
63.

IJr/l'i11g Ri11 qs of B. L. Gun s.
:[ubcs, natm.'e and object.
1-'11:es, two classes of; action of
each.
lJ" .JI.L.Fu:t'{ 1'im(') ,dcscribec1.
Action when fired.
Mortar
fuzes.
F u::.l•, P ercussion R.L., described.
Action when fired.
S. B. 0. retained in Service.
Mortars, their uses.
S. B. 32-pr. conver~ed in_toB.L.
Rockets, construct.ion of: cause
of motion.
S1f1nal R ockets, construction ancl
u ses.
J-lale Rockets, clitto, ditto.
General advantages ancl uses of
rockets.
Carriaues for Ordnance, two
general classes of.
Garrison Carrioges ancl Jlortar
Beds, referred to.
Cascmate 1'racersing Platform,
ditto.

or

64.

Jioncrieff,

OJ.

Piehl (Tu,t Carria[Je and Limher:r

Di:sappearil1f1,,

C'arn'af!t', ditto.

ditto.
,, }), 19. Sll·r1c Gun Carriaue for orerbank
tire, ditto.
Artillery Fire, the various kinds.
GG.
of.
])itto,
as regards direction.
G'i.
Ditto, n.s regards elevation.
68.
69, p. 20. Iitf'antry Rijle, details of arm ,.
&c.
.Jiartini-Ilcnry Rifle, gTooves,.
70.
&c., of.
Cartric~qe for ditto.
71.
Rifle
1J11/lr.:ts, table of penctra-7:!, p. 21.
tions .
Jlachinc Guns, object of. De73.
tails of Gatliog and .J.Yordcnjelt Gun.
L. S. GatllnlJ Oun, general de-•
i4.
scription of.
75, p. 22 . Ditto, ranges ancl effects.
.1.Yurdt>11fdt Gun, ranges and.
76.
effects.

SECTION II. -GEOMETRICAL DRAWING, ETc.
'ii, p. 23. Drmcing In struments.
'i"S.
Protractur , use of.
'i9, p. 2'±. Jlarquois Scales, use of.

SO, p. 25. Bisection of a line.
SL
Ditto, an angle.
fi2.
Per_pe11dicnlars, constructionof.
S3, p. 26. Parallel Lines, ditto.
84.
Equal Angles, ditto.
SJ.
Division of a line into equal
parts.
86, 1>- 2i. To reduce a figure to a triangle
of equal area.
fi 'j,
Square, construction of.
88.
Pentagon, ditto.
I-Iexa,qon, ditto.
89.
90, p. 28. Tanyents to Circles, ditto.
Scales, plain, clcfine<l; use of.
91.
92.
Reprcsentath:e F1·actio11, how
determined.
93.
Comparative Scales defined.
94.
Graduation of Scales, method of.
95, p. 29. Construction u.f Scales, two operations required,
96.
Calculation for Scales, how
effected.

9i.
98.

99, 100-1 ,
102, p. 31.
103.
10'±, p. 32.
105, p. 33.
106.
lOi , p. 3'±.
108.
109, p. 35.
110.
111.

Hints (practical) for correct
construction of scales.
Example worked out am1
drawn.
p. ;JO. Three clitto, ditto.
Diayonal Scales, natm·e and.
use of.
Table of linear measures.
Jlensuration
of
rectanyle';>
trian_r1le, and trapezoid.
Ditto, of ordin::u·y parapet and'.
clitch.
Slopes, inclinations of, bow
expressed by fractions anc(
how measured.
0£,ometrical Drml'lng, necessity:
for knowledg-e of.
Prqjcction defined: also Plan ,.
Tra ce, Ele cation, Section 1,
and Profile.
Plan , constn1etion of, from:
given profile.
Section, construction of, on a.
given line.
Elevation, ditto, ditto~

SECTION III.-FIELD FORTIFICATION.

,v

CH.iPTER !.-THE PROFILES OF REGULAR
FIELD
ORKS, \V.ilLS, HEDGES, ETC.
HA!'._;TY ENTRE:::-l"CIDfENTS.

112, p. 3i. Fortification, object of: Field
and Perma11ent 1 defined.
113.
Princljdes to be fulfilled in all
fortifications.

114.

Permanent Works, conditions
under which usually constructed.
,, p. 38. Field \Yorks, ditto, ditto.
115.
Parapet, Ditcli, and l'renc!t,
object of each.
r
llG.
Parapd with Ditch, tn>e of ::
for what generally us"ecl.

xiii
l]i.

Parapet with Trench and Ditch,

t;nit~ of: ditto. Defects inht.:rent to tr<'nd1cs.
118.
Parn1,ct trilh 1'renclt only, h1>e
of, wlH:Il used.
~
119, p. 3U. T.,111u•s of vrotilcs may be- modiJic<l. as l:ircumstances dictate.
C'mnuwnd, Command of' Obsercalio11, and Rt•litj~ d'efined.
I' r1!fi /,,, with dimc·rn•ions marked,
of l'arapl'f and Ditch.
121.
('mnmand, onlinary,maximum.
\rh en it should be increased.
l'.!2, p. 40. Comma ml, when it may be dcC'rcasecl.
•
123.
Thickness of Parapet, how re-

120.

gulated: thickness for field
work!-!. P~netrations of field
shL•lls into earth parapets.

B~~~ue~:~·v
1 ~.i, p. 41.

12G.
127.
12'l, p. -12.

129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
13-1, p. 43.
13.3.

13G.
137.
138.
139.
HO, p. 4-1.

1-11, p. 45.
142, p. -!G.

143.

14J.
H6.

1-17.
148.
1-19.
!JO, p. 48.
lJI.
152.
153.

o~~~:~a1:en~tn~

parapet m·e posted.
Slope of Banquette, inclination,
&c.
When replace,! by
steps.
I nfrrior Slope, how regulated:
reason for.
Superior Slope, ditto: ditto.
lts steepest slope, defect of.
(.;facis, its use and slopes.
I ntaiur Crest, or Th e Crest,
1\''h;v it is the ma(listral line.
E:cterior Slope, usual inclination: when ma<le less or
~rcater.
Berm, its object, dimensions,
&e. AclYanfag-es and defects.
Ditch, its two-fold object : neceg~ity for :flanking it, if
po~sible.
Esct1171, ordinary slopes for.
Bottom of Dittlt, usually le~el.
Depth of Ditch, ordinary limits
for, in :field works.
Counterscarp, ordinary slopes
for.
Trian_qularor V- s7,aped ditches,
ach-antages of.
Glacis, uses of: slopes, how regulated.
Prr!Jile of a n-ork, usual mode
of selecting, for a giYen
case.
Deblai and Remblai, defined;
assumed to be equal.
E.:ca mph· of a profile from giYen
conditions.
Ditto, ditto. Calculation for
triangular ditch.
Area r!f Parapet found by reducing-its profile to a triangle.
Caleub.tions only approximate i
sufficient for practice.
Stockades, nature of i intervals
for loopholes : climem;ions of
timbers; use of ribmul.

1J5, p. 49.
1J6.
1J7.
!JS.
IJ9.

160.
161 , p. JO.

162.
163.
"

P· 51.

16-1.
165.
166, p. 52.

16i.
168.
169.
I 10, p. ;j:3.
I 71.

Ad ,·antages of stockades.
Loophole.~ in stockades, details
for. Heights for infantry to
tire OYer , 1:,fandi11g, kneeli:ng,
and lyiny dOH'll.
Stockade with 10' timbers for
5ingle rank, details for.
Ditto, 11 1 ditto, ditto.
~tockade, square timbers, arrungemeRt of.
Ditto, with 13' timbers, fo r two
rank.!5 of defenders.
Ditto,moditications when longer
timbers are used.
Arrangement of round and
half-round timbers for stockades.
n -alls, Dtfcuce of, general condit ions under which prepared.
Effect of artillery fire. Cover
behind walls, for shooting
line and supports.
Loopholes in u -alls, dimensions
suitable for; usually ycry
roughly made.
D efence of TJralls, 4' and 6'
high : details of.
TVall, 7' high, defended in two
methods: details for.
Wall 9' luj1h, defended by two
ranks: two varieties.
Advantages of loopholes close
to ground level.
H'alls deft' nded against artillery
by trenches.
Ditto, ditto, by earth on the
exterior.
H ead C'orer for infantry in
defensive works. Swat-bar,
L oopholes , B ruslnl'ood and
Log Loopholes, &c.
1-IN(qes, defence of: advantages.
Hedge prepared for defence
in half uu hour.
Ditto, in one to two hours, and
six to eight houl'S,
Ditto, on sloping ground; also
on each side of a sunken
road.
Ha sty E ntreneltments, their
object and general nature:
when principally used.
She/tei· Pit for one man : details of.
Shelter 1're11ches: dimensions of
the three stages of the Service.
trench.
Positions suitable
for.
Modifications of ScrTice sheltertrench.
Breastwork made from ditto.
Rijfe Pits, nse of: details f~r.
Con:rfor Fidd Guns, necessity
for ; how applied.
Gun Pits and Gun Epr11dements, defined; intervals for.

Detailed Synopsis of Contents.

:xiY

IronBancl Gabion (Jones'), de-

172.

Gun ·Pit and gun epaulewents,

202.

173.

described; examples of.
Gun pits closed to form n.
battery.

202 (a), p. 62. L(qht Gab1on of brushwood

II.-OnsTACLES,
17-!, p. 64. Special uses of obstacles in field
works.
17 5.
Objects attained br their USC:
where generally situated.
li6.
Conditions they should fulfil.
177.
Palisades: nature, construction,
usual positions.
178, p. J5. Praises: clitto, ditto, ditto.
179.
Military Pits, two sizes: details for d•ep pits.
180.
Shallow military pits : details
for.
181.
Crows' Feet, use of; dimensions.
182, p. 56 ... lbatis 1 construction of : usual
positions; suitable wood.
183.
Entanvlement of trees, how
formed.
184.
Jr-i.,·e Entanglement, ditto: ad.vantages of ..
185.
Ditto, another kind.
186.
Iron Band Trip, how to make
it.
187, p. 57. Clte1.:aux - de-frise, mode of
making and of using.
188.
Pointed Stakes, use of.
189.
Cv,rmwn Fougassts, how made.
Charge of powder required :
modes of firing.
190.
Site/I F ougass,howformed,used,
and fired.
191.
Se(f-acting Po119ass, or Ground
1'orpedo, example of.
192, p. 58. Stone Fougass: object, how
made, qu::mtity of powder and
stones. Effect when fired.
193.
Position suitable for fougasses.
Why seldom used.
194.
Immdatio11s, how formed· details for.
'
195.
Dam, dimensions suitable;
method of formation.
196, p. 59. n-aste n-eir, objects ; details
for. Use of Sluice Gates.
Inundations, why not often
197.
used.
Cn_HTER

CHA.l'TER IIL-REYETMENTS.

198, p. 59, Reretments, use of ; materials
in ordinary use.
199, p. 60. Gabions, dimensions of.
200.
Ga?ion makin,q, arrangement of
pickets ; making the web :
use of Pairin.r, Rods. Sewinr;,
how effected. Men, tools
and time required.
eight:
201, p. 61.
Gabion (Tyler's), de-

S~~~1bi~;r:i

,v

SCl'ibed ; advanta?es of, uses
to which applicable.
and wire netting, proposed.
203.

Gabion Revetment, how built:

two examples of. Use of
Anchors for revetments.
Advantages of ga bion revetments.
dimensions
of.
20±, p. 63. Fascines,
1'restles, how set up. :Mode
of making fascines : use of
Choker. Varieties of fasteningssuitablc. Weight, labour,
and tools required.
Tr'"ithes, how made and fastened.
205, p. 61. Fascine Ret·etmeut, how built
and anchored : defects of.
Other uses for fascines.
8and-bar;s, dimensions empty
206.
and when used.
How liuilt in a revetment ;
201.
method of building ; labour
required; number of bags
required. Advantages and
defects.
209, p. 6J. Suds, dimensions ; how built in
revetment. Number required.
210, p. 66. Casks, how used in revetments.
211.
Plm1ks 1 ditto, ditto.
212.
Hunlles, how to make ; labour
required. Anchored in revetments.
Hurdle-work re,etment, mode
of making and anchoring.
IJruslnvood Rel'etment, how
213.
made.
Stone TVall, ditto, ditto.
214.
Heather, ditto, ditto.
21.3.
216, p. 67. Addenda. Examples of calculations for revetting materials.
CILU'TEil IV.-DESCRIPTION OF FIELD

Won.Ks.
217, p. 68. General arrangement of works
subserYient to tactical requirements. Active and pasliice defence.
218.
Spf~~:1Jtints to be strongly
Supportin_q Points 1 or Pi·ruts,
object of. General use of
obstacles, for active and for
passii:e defence.
220, p. 69. Supportinr; Points constructed
by Engineers: Shelter 1'rencltes, &c. 1 by the troops who
use them.
221.
Definitions, various, of lines
and angles in works.
222, p. 70. Principles to be observed as
regards 01ttline :-(1) Sim-

219.

D, tailed Synopsis of C,mtents.
plidty of trace; (2) Lcn~th
of firing (crest) line;
Adaptation to ~round ; 4
J
l{edprocnl defence ;
Len1sth of flanks, nnd of
lines of defence; (G) Hcemity
from cntifodc ; ( i) Kize for
sali..,nt angles: undefenclccl
sectoral space; (R) 8izc for
re-entering augleR.
223, p. 71. Redan, cl(:Jined. \Yrak points;
~mitable po~ition.
" Pan
roup~," ohject of; usual
length.
_lu:riliary jlank,
use of. Length for flanks.
Doubh· Rn/an, Triplt· Rnltm,
and
Bbmtnl Rnlan, cleRcri becl. Their 1·especti vc dc-

!3l

fl·Cts, &c.

defined: shape, Rizc,
<lderts,&r. Blunll-dLunetfl'.
rositions suitable for open and
half-closed works.
Rec/,ml,ts nncl Forts, defined.
Defects inherent to closed
wurks · muc-h folt in small
work~.'
O1·dinary minimum size for
redoubts.
Si::.c of a work, its shape, and
!/mTison, how regulated.
Disfribution <!f f/arrison, how
regulated. Uso of reserre.
Allowance for guns (when used
inside) and traverses.
Example of size of work t-0 suit
a giYen garrison.
cak points of redoubts i how
strengthened.
C'aponll!r, n:iturc aucl use: its
length, breadth, nncl height i
its tloor level, when sunk ;
~allery of communication.
Positions suitable for caponiers:
protection from artillery fire;
methods of attaining it.
Comtlerscarp Galleries, where
placed : climensions for i de fects and advantages.
Entrances into closed works,
where placed ; how formed.
Block ]louse, its nature, usual
!-hape and construction. Cases
in which used.
Breadth for one or two rows
of beds: lenyih, how regulated. When tloor should be
sunk.
Timber~, how prepared. When
m,ecl only against infantry.
When made cross-shaped, 'and
in two storeys.
Conf.itruction to resi~t light
artillery. Exnmple of.
Forts, why larger than redoubt~. Comparison of Forts

244.

245, p. 80.
246.

24i, p. 81.
248.

249, p. 82.

Lunl'fll',

2~7, 11, i3.

22D.
230.
231.
232.

2:33, p. 75.
234.

235, p. 76.
23G.

237.

238.
239, p. 77.

240.
241.
'..!J2.

2-1:J, p. 78.

,v

2J0, p. 83.

2,jl, p. 84.

xv

with Redonbts. Why they
arc exceptional works.
Star Forts, _bow traced, when
regular or rrregular. Defects
of. nrnd yromul in clitch,
how determined.
Do_uble Star Fort, its trace,
sue, and advantages.
llastiont'd Forts, adYantages of
trace. Construction on each
extc·riorside. 1'ecl1nical terms
in a fi·ont. Use of pe11Jendicufar1 its various lengths.
Length~ for exterior sides.
nitcli of (1, 13astin11ed Front,
methods of formin!( it.
Irrl'fJttfar Bastioned Fort, trace
of.
noni-13astinned Ports, trace
and clefeets.
Rr:duit, or Keep, object of.
Its trace, if an earthwork :
rc-latiYe command. Use of
block hou'.--eS for. Garrison, a
distinct unit.
Examples of Fiel,lRedonbts for
three and .tive reliefs.

Cn.1rTER V.-DETAILS OF FIELD

\VoRh'.$.
252, p. 84. _Jrfilfery in field works, two
modes of working.
253.
Embrasw·,·s, nattire of: ,arietics in use.
254, }), 8,j. ~ames of different parts of an
embrasure.
2,jJ.
Details of construction : hides
for revetments of cheeks.
2JG.
AdYantages of direct embrasures : space required for
gun!;. Use of hurter.
25i, p. 86. Height for cheek: gun banks
required with hilJ'h parapets.
2,jS,
Co11ntersloping embrasures, use
of.
2.39.
General defects of embrasures:
positions suitable for.
260.
Jiantlets, their use.
261.
GunBalll~s, object of. Dimensions for one gun.
262, p. Si. Example for one gun behincl a
parnpet.
263.
Ramp, object; slope and dimensions.
264, p. 88. Gun Bank with traverse to
guard against enfilade.
Gunllankswith Gun Recesses,
265.
ancl .lmmunition Recesses.
266.
'Gun Bank at a Salient, for one
,;un.
267.
Ditto, ditto, for three gun~,
,vith and without gun recesse~.
2GA, p. 89. Achantages of gun banks:
their defects.

Detailed Synop,i, of Cuntent..
269.
2/0.

271.
272.
273.

IIow protected from musketry,
splinters, &c. Use of bonnettes.
Gim ReN'sses, object ancl
nature.
Ammunition ditto, ditto, ditto.
Jliaqa:ines, Pou.:der; usually
si;rnn; where placed. Two
shapes, in profile, for.
Rectanr;ular J1Iaga::.ines,

described.
214, p. 90. Trianqular .11Iaqa::.incs, ditto.
2i5.
Trat·<!rses, object of. Various
kinds in use.
2i6.
Splinter-proof Trm:erses, di2.7i.

mensions for; where placed.
Tranrses exposed to artillery
fire, details for.

2i8.

1'Nlfl!rses to stop 1.mfiladcfire:

their thickness, length, and
slopes. • Two heights for,
Magazines, &c., inside.
•2i9.
1'rart·rse to corer entrance,
length for.
280.
Method of forming, when exposed to artillery.
'281, p. 91. Ditto, only exposed to musketry.
'282.
Parados, object of; height for.
CoYer inside them.
283.
Coi.:er shell proof; for troops
in ~ field work': how pro~
Yicled.
-28-1-.
Field Casemate, its nature,
suitable dimensions, and positions. Details for ...-arious
cases.
'285.
Splinter-proofs, nature ancl
object. Positions for.
286.
Two methods of connecting
timbers for cascmates, &c.
287, p. 92. Gun Platforms, use of. Details
of f/l'Otmd pla~form.
.288.
PlankRunners, climensionsfor .
Use of wlieel wedges.
289.
Barrier Gates: width for artillery and infantry. Substitutes for.
.290.
Entrances into n-orks. Roacl,
when formecl by a bridge,
or the natural earth. Br/dqe
orcr ditch, how formec\ ;
moYable part.
291, p. 93. Rack Lasl1i11r;s, use of; method
of tying.
CHAPTER VI.-DEFILADE
WORKS.

O}'

FIELD

'292, p. 93. DEFILATIE, object of; when
necessary.
"293, p. 9-1. Amount of co,er afforded by a
J)arapet.
'29'±.
Protection to interi?r of works;
to what extent g1Yen.

Modes of giving co,·er. Plane
,!f D~filadr defined.
Tan.1ent Plane, its use; how
fixed.
291, p. 95. Command for parapet, how determined at any one point.
298.
Positions for a parapet, when
commanded.
299.
}.,~~-~l~~:bl~-o~~~J.e for parapet
29.i.
296.

300.

To defilafe open works from
one bill.

301, p. 96. Three examples of ditto.
Open work, how detiladed from
302.

two or more hills.
How to constnwt a Tangent
Plane for Art. 300.
304, p. 9i. Ditto, ditto, ditto, Art. 302.
30;;.
Necessity for Paraclos; where
placed; example in section.
Paraclos: example in plan.
30G.
Salient work, with parados,
307.
commanded bv two hills.
308, p. 98. Use of traverSes, bonnettes,
&c., against enfilade.
Necessity for protection from
309.
reverse fires on leYel sites.
310.
Method resorted to by Prussiuns in Paris redoubts,
1870-il.
311.
Four examples of calculations
for dcfilacling pm·poses.
303.

CHA.PIER YII.-EXECUTIO:N 01~ FIELD
WORKS.

312, p. 100. 01)erations to be successively
performed :-(1) Outline determined; (2) Profile of
parapets fixed; (3) Dimensions of excavations (ditches
or trenches) fixed; (4) Work
traced and pro!iled ; (5)
Workmen posted and work
commenced.
313.
1'raciny, how effected. Lines
to be marked.
Profiles,
clirect and oblique, ,vhere
placed.
314, p. 101. Example in detail.
315.
Profile, direct, how to erect,
for small commands.
31G.
Ditto, ditto, ditto, for high
commands.
31 i.
Number of profiles required;
varieties of, when material
is scarce.
318.
IJistribution of 1l~orkmen.
Points to be· ~ttendecl to.
When more than one row
of diggers in an excavation
can be used.
Slwrellers,
when used.
Labour of
soldiers as diggers.
310, p. 102. Diqqt•rs and 8lrnrl'llNs in a.
,~-ork of ordinary profile-.

Drtailetl Synopi.s of Content,,
320.

Manner in which earth should
be passed. When the number of shovellers may be
altered.
321.
Extra diggers in trenches.
Advantages of trenches.
322.
Method of commencing work.
Ditches with slopes, how
excavated.
323, p. 103. Tasks of D(qyers, how a.rra.ngcd in specified cases.
324.
Time required to construct a
work : on what dependent.
325.
How to calculate the time
required.
326.
Excess and deficiency of earth:
when felt; how reclined.
32i, p. 104. .Drainage of field works: necessity for; how effected.
328.
Field Sen:ice Level, described.
329.
Three examples of calculations of time required to construct parapets.
CHA.PTEU VIII.-COM.BINATION8 O:P
ORKS, BRIDG }~ HEADS, ETC.

w

330, p. 105. LINES defined. Names given
according to nature.
331.
Names according to object of
the intrenchments.
332.
Method pursued in all cases.
333.
Single Line of TVorks: intervals used in different cases ;
anangement for line, either
straight, convex, or concave.
334, p. 106. Trace of faces, flanks, and
gorge for above cases.
I ntermediate H,..orks, where
necessary.
335.
D ouble Lzne of TVorks, when
used ; how arranged.
336.
Adi,ancecl 1Vorks, use and
object; nahu·e of.
Fleches to increase fire of supJ)Orting point.
337, p. 107. Continuous Liu es, when resorted to ; how arranged to
close "intervals." Interya}s may be reduced.
Varieties of trace for continuous lines. Straight lines.
Bastioned Fronts. Indented
lines.
338.
BRIDG>O HEADS, defined. Two
kinds of, Double and Sin_qle.
339.
Double B1·ic~qe Heacl, suitable situation for.
340.
Single Bril(qe Head, best
position for ; its defensive
Bridge readvantages.
garded as a narrow defile.
341, p. 108. Number of bridges usually
necessary, Example of a
Simple Bridg~ Head.

xvii

342.

E:rfonsfre Bridge H ead: re-

343.

quirements to be fulfilled ·
points to be attended to. '
Example in illustration, description of.
abandoning a Bridge

3-14.

l\IH~:t

345, p. 109. Action of streams; formation

of Fords.
346, p. 110. Ful'ds, where to be looked for.
Depths suitable for troops
of various arms. How to
reconnoitre a ford.
CHAPTF.R IX,-DRFENC}~ AND ATTACK OF
Poi;rs, ETc.

347, p. 110. Defence of H ouses, cases in
which required.
348, p. 111. Conditions a honse should fulfil for defence.
349.
Garrison for a H ouse, how
determined.
350.
Steps to be taken in fortifying when time is extremely pl'essing·, one to three
hours.
351.
Ditto, when twenty-four to
for ty -eight hours are available.
352, p. 112. Barricoding doors and windows, details for.
353, p. 113. L oopholes in houses, how
arranged ; distance apart.
r entilation
and
L ight,
~~f!:~~~ for : how to be
354, p. 114. Flank Defences and Obstacles.
Tambours, u~e of. Sunken
1'mnbour (or caponier), advantages of.
JlfachiNmlis Gallery, its u se,
355.
situation, and construction.
Stockade T ambour, details of;
356.
how constructed at an
angle 1 or in front of a line.
Sunken T ambour (or Capo357.
nier), details suitable for.
358, p. 115. Obstacles, method of arrangement according to circumstances.
Dl:fl·uce of Villages. Use of
359.
villages as supporting points.
Cases when ,illages need
not be occupied.
Advantages of villages when
360.
occupied for defence.
361, p. 116. Their disadvantages.
The objects for which villages
362.
may be held.
Conditions to be fulfilled363.
( 1) as regards the ground,
and (2) as regards shape of
village, natm·e of houses,
&e.

XYiii

Ddai/,•d Sy1w1,s/$ of Content.,.

363.

S1lceinl feu.tureb in salient,
bnmdsidt!, and
circuhir
villageb.

364.

..lrmnflt'lllentsfor tl1t• De.fen re.
Shooting Line, supports and

resenes for front line.
~ccond line, object for.
Communications.
Oarriso11 1 infantry, for a
365.
village; how told off and
clistributed.
366, p. Iii. Foreground, clearance of.
Obstacles, provision of.
Ruads, barricaded.
Barricades, mode of construc367.
tion; principles to be followed.
Slwoti11!f Line, where best
368.
pluced. Flanking tire, how
obtained.
369, p. 118. Cover during cannonade.
Fit1hl Guns, positions suitable
370.
for.
Supports to shooting line,
:371.
strength of.
Radial lines in rear of shoot3i2.
ing line, object of.
Second Line, use of.
l'<ver for second line, usual
373.
nature of.
Points to be
attended to.
3H.
Use of a Keep to a village.
When necessary.
375.
Buildings suitable for Keeps.
376, p. 119. Comnmnications, importance
of; principles to be followed
in arranging them.
A.rrangements for extinguish3i7.
ing fires.
Use of machine gtms. Guard
378.
houses and hospital buildings.
3i9.
~rao~~:;
of.
380.
Explanatory plates 1 references
to.
381.
DPfe11ce of <I TnJOd, special
points in reference to.
382, p. 120, Garrison, suitable for a wood.
Shooting line, how posted.
Points to be attended to in
arranging for defence.
Supports, &c., where posted.
:383.
Guns, where placed. Rodia/
obstacles, where formed.
Second line, where formed.
384.
C'mnmunications, radial and
lateral.
:385,
How to occupy positions in,
or in rear of, woods.
:386, p. 121. Attack 011 a I-Iouse: Yarious
cases which may occur.
By htf'antry in daylif!ht, how
arranged ; com·se to be followed.

R::~:: :~ta:;~;~~

387,

By 11!/antry at 11ir1l1t, advantages of operation ; how best
cunied out.

388,

By i,!fimii'y supported by
t1rtillery: house sc1·ecned
from distant fu-e ; com•i5e to

be followed,
Ditto, ditto ; house exposed
to distant fire i outline of
01~rntion.
390, p. 122. Dtfemling a I£ouse Jroni
assoult: steps to be taken
by day ; and also
By
night. Surprise guarded
391.
against.
Defence against infantry suy392.
ported by artillery-(1)
if screened, and (2) if
not screened, from distant
tire.

389,

393,

Attack

on

Piehl

TVorks,

varieties of. Engineer and
artillery arrangements for.
394, p. 123. Four phases, or JJeriods, of the
attack by Stonnin_q.
Artillery, how distributed;
395.
objects to be attained.
SerYice of the gnus at
different periods.
Advance of infantry, how
396,
made ; working parties
supplied. Outer reserYes,
how dealt with.
397.
Entry into ditch, how effected;
obstacles, how passed or removed ; fire on defenders.
398, p. 124. Passage of ditch, method of
facilitating it.
How to destroy or pass abatis,
399.
palisades, £raises, chcvauxde-frise, entanglements, and
military pits, How to deal
with caponiers.
400.
Assault of the parapets, how
made. Keep, how attacked.
Mines to be looked for.
401.
After capture, steps to be
taken to guard against a
counter-attack, if work is
to be held; or before withclrawal, if to be abandoned.
402, p. 125. Attack by S101n·ise, when
m1dertaken.
403.
By Cannonade only, when
undertaken ; how carried
out.
404.

405.

Defence of Field 1Vorks.
Against Stirprise, steps

necessary.
Against StorminfJ:
four
periods of. The l'a1111onade:
use of marksmen; employment of defending guns;
infantry garrh,on, where
placed.

xix
40H, p. 126. Step~ taken, on advance of
enemy's infantry, by defending- artillery and infanh'y.
~
Pai,.)ingt: of dit<•h: use of shells
40i.
and hand g renades ; firl' to
be kept Ull·
Dcfenl'e instdl' work; employ40A.
ment of the inner rl'sl'rve.
Rule of the keep.
Attempt
at recaphue, when
409.

4:!J.

426, p. 130.
42i.

428.

to be made.
After repulse, step-; to he

taken.
I-Iasty D emolitions, means
ordinarily employed.
-Hl , p. 12i. Bickford's ordin arv fuze cles<:ribecl.
~
Ditto, instantaneous fuze de412.
scrihecl ; method of joining
different lengths of Bickfo1·d'~ fuze.
How to tire a cha1·ge with
413.
instantaneous fuze.
H ow to fu·e two or more
414.
charge!'! simultaneously.
Pmcda IloiJt', description of:
415.
how made and filled; use of.
D etouato,· for Bick.ford's
416.
Fu:t', description of; how
to
gun- cotton
applied
charges.
Precautions in firing gWl41 i.
cotton, as regards primer,
fuze, and detonator.
118, p. 128. To blow down a Tree with
~un-C'otton, best method
deseribccl; nclYantage of
aug-er holes.
Bl't'f/c/iinf/ a Stockadt' ·with
419.
O'Un-cotton or gunpowder;
~barges requfrc,d in each
case.
T o blow in a Gtdt•u·ay.
420.
Charges necessary ; how
lllaced. Preca utions requisite to be taken.
alls. Cha1·ges of
421, p. 129. Breac:hin(Y'
gun -<:otton necei,.sary, with
and without tamping; thin
or thick wall!,. \Vith gtm})OWder : charges, how
arranged.
To blow clown allouse. C'ourRe
422.
to he followed in different
cases.
r:.ing-le char~e of
p;unpowder, when used.
Woodtm Bridge, course to be
423.
followed in clesh'oring- it.
Masonry ditto. Chai·~es, poi-i424.
tion Of, for a single arch,
according to available time ;
size of chargeH.
\Vh en piers would be attacked;
charge requisite, and position for.
410.

"r

429.

430, p. 131.
431.
432.
433, JJ· 132.
434, p. 133.

Iton Oirder Bridf!es : charge~
on pier~, where placed. How
to clestro~· an iron-plate
g-irder with gtm-cotton.
'I'o disable u Raihcay, steps
to he taken. How to break
rails with gun-cotton.
1i., dt•1Jtroy a R aiht·ay, i-teps
to be taken. How to remove
ancl to twi:4 rails.
Lint's '!f' 1't-lef1raph, how to
disable and to destroy.
How to destroy Guns, \\;·ought
or rai-;t iron.
Defonsihle posts round Paris,
&c. 1 18i0-il ; general remarks.
Fortified post of Le Butard,
nem· Yerf-ailles.
},ortitied Yillage of Noisseville,
near Metz.
Fortitiecl Yillage of Thiais,
near Paris.
Fortified chateau of Coeuill,·
near Paris.
·
Table of data for works of
haisty defences.
1
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435, p. 134. Usual mode of preparing a
-136.
-137.

-138, p. 135.
-139.

-140.
4-11, p. 136.

4.-12.
-1-13.

4H.

445, 1>. 137.
4-16, p. 138.

4-li.
CHAPTER

scheme of defence.
Offensive or defensive objects of a work: intluence
on its protile.
Rlopes, fayourable, or the reverse, for defence.
Defensive ndYrmtages of a
position on summit of rising
ground.
Poi-itious suitable for a parapet on top of slope.
Ditto, if slope be very con"Vex
in se<:tion.
Y err steep slopes, how deft'ncled .
Precipitous ditto, ditto.
Three positions for para.pets
on top of risin~ ground.
How to determine («) most
retired ancl (b) most ad,nnced po~itions for line of
parapet. Also, how to pare
away slopes interfering with
fire.
Example of a 8alient on top
of g-entle slope.
.
Ditto, ditto, on spur of a hill.
Ditto, Tiedoubt on summit of
a hill.
Xl. - Hrnm;s
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Tm-:xcnE::<.
-148, p. 139. Conditions under which fortresses become liable to at-

XX

/Jcfai/Pd Synnp•i• of Content•.

tark. The Yarious methods
of ath1cking fort,resses.
Attack bfl Surpri1Je, when
H9.
1wdcrtaken i conditions necessary ; steps to be taken.
Attack by Open Force, when
450.
underhtken; how effected.
451, p. 1-!0. Detail of ''Colnnm of Assault;"
duties of component parts.
lu Escolade, duties of "ladder
452.
1mrties.'' Numberofladders;
necessity for reheal'Sal.
Columns Of assault should be
453.
strong.
454.
Bomba1"dment: its nature, object; when undertaken; in
what cases likely to succeed
or to fail.
455, p. 141. Blockade: nature and object;
its success, on what dependent; when undertaken.
4J6.
Rt'gular Sier;e: outline of required operations.
45i.
Stre11gt!t ufa Besier;iug Army,
two main duties of; strength
of investing troops and of
working troops.
458, p. 1-!2. Calculations for, in a given
.case. Relief's necessary.
459.
Ditto, a second case.
460, p. 1-!:3. Siege 1'rain, how organized;
uses of the different pieces;
number of units probably
required.
461, p. 144. Am11,.u11ition for siege train,
orclmary amount; probable
daily expenditm·e per piece.
462.
Ince1,tment of Fortress, how to
be effected; strength of force
to effect against small and
large fortress. Portions to
be occupied and fortified ·
principles to be followel
Partial investment by weak
force ; mode followed.
463.
C'lwice of Side of Attar-k :
points to be considered ·
vicinity of railways or riYers'.
Prqject of Attack to be
drawn up.
46-1, p. 145. Artilfery anclEn,qinee,· Parks:
positions for; distances from
fortress; railway communication. Intermediate DepUts,
when made ; where placed.
1'renc!tDepfJts, use of.Works
to be done during im-estment.
465.
First Artillery Position, batteries of, object, and dist~nce from fortress; disperinon of, and choice of site
for ; nature of the pieces
used.
466, p. 146. Openi11y Fire, when arranged;
how carried on,

First Parallel, when made;object of; usual extent and
distance from fortress.
Corcri11y 1'roops, how J)OSted ;.
468.
Guards of the 1'renclies.
Approaches, ·where placed ;.
how traced.
470, p. 147. Beliefs for Guards of Trenches,
ancl for Working Parties.
Mixed detachments not to
be used. Siege " nights."
Second
Artillory Position,
471.
when taken up ; distance
from fortress. Nature of
ordnance used; special objects of the batteries ; conditions under which constructed. Opening of their
fire ; effect to be expected.
472, p. 148. Adrauce ji·om first parallel,,
zigzags of. Second parallel,
where formed. Use of flying
trench work.
When flying trench work must
473.
be given up, and Sapping
resorted to.
Sapping, its nature; method of
474.
execution by sappers : use
of infantry. Saz) Jieads,
progress of. Approaches to
third parallel, how traced.
475, p. 149. Use, nature, and position of
Demi-parallels.
Use of
light guns in them.
1'llird Parallel, where placed; .
476.
its extent; how organized.

467.

477.

Execntion nf Siege Tt·encltes.
"Queen's Regulations" for·
working parties at sieges.
Reliefs, intervals of ; when
made; number of reliefs deorks commenced
sirable.
at dusk ; reason.
p. 150. Tracin,r; parallels, how executed; sappers and tools
required. Approaches: trace
of zigzags; how formed. Returus, length of.
1Vorl.-ing Parties, strength
of; reserve for. Number
extended from one point.
Dress of. 0l"der of parade.
Tools for, how laid out; two
methods, rows and heaps.
p. 151. General regulations as regards.
working parties.
,vhen
marched off and where"
halted.
Extension rf workmen along
tape, howeffected; arrangements made. Work, when
commenced. ReserYe, where
posted. Extension on approaches, method of; rate
of extension.

,v

478,

4,9.

480,

481.

D,·tai/,'(l SynopsitS of Contnif,,;.
482, p. 152. Rnp1)c-rs with working parties,

483.
484.

486,

487.

488,

489.

490.

how used. 8econcl relief,
tools for ; how posted.
ExtC'nd.ing with fascines: arrangements for carrying and
for distributing.
C'onmwn 1'renc/t, TVi1rl.· : its
nature; when used. Relief's
advisable.
Pn!fih· j(ir a Prtralle{, and
tasks. Intervals for workmen. Mode of commencing
excavation. Work of each
rf!lief.
ShoYellers, when
used; number of.
p. 153. Prr1fih:fi1r..Approaches: breadth
according to traffic. W 01·k of
ench relief.
Flyiny 1'rench Tr'"ork: its nature ; when used. Gabions,
l10w earried to trenches.
\Vorking party, how formed
on gabions; mode of canying gabions and tools. EX.tension along tape, how
effected ; arrangements before commencing work; intervals of workmen for first
relief.
p. 15.J.. Second Parallel, profile of.

~it ~:

f~~~nfa~·:!::J
nliefs. Tools for each relief.
Profiles suitable for rocky
ground and for marshy soil.
Moclifications necessary on
irregular ground, favourable
or the reYerse.
Sortie Steps, how made; usual

}~~~~~.:~t~J :~1°:~.:~~:eJ
0

parallels.

491, p. 155, Adranced Sentries, how covered ; use of rifle pits;
sand-bagandother loopholes.
492.
Sapping: nature of operatioR;
ordinary rate of progress ;
arrangementsfor facilitating
its aclvance. Si11,9le and
Double Saps, defined. I-Iead
Parapet used. Sap Roller,
use of. Use of double working parties.
493.
Two kinds of Single Sap. The
Deep Sap: detachment for
each sap head ; length of
relief ; dress of men. Ranks,
when and how relieved.
Work done by Nos. I. and
II., and by 1II. and IV.;
formation of sand-bag head
parapet. Directin,9 Rod, dimensions; how used. Detail
of duties of each rank, and
of each man; also of N.C.O.
Arms of workmen, where

xxi

ProgreRs of deep
sap. Tf ,.idt'ni11g Party, where
posted ; task of, in parallels
and approaches,
494, p. 157. Sl1alfow Saps, two kinds of.
" 7 ork done by No. I. in
each car.e. Use of Sap Roller
and 1lf a1dlds . Kn eelim;
Sap: use of shields, or sandbags in lieu. Gabions, how
crowned.
495.
Detachment for Kneeling Sap:
ranks, when and how reliewd. Number of shields;
interrnls of sappers; work
done bv each No. Profile of
:tinishecl sap: its rate of advance. V\7ideningparty, how
extended.
496.
Standin.f/ Sap, detachment for:
intervals of; tasks of each
sapper ; relief of ranks, and
in each rank.
Profile of
finished sap. Sand-bags, use
of, in place of shields. Progress of a 8tanding Sap.

placed.

Crr.<rTER XII.-MILI'fARY BRIDGES.

497, p. 158. llfilit,11·11 Bric(qcs, defined.
Usual modes of supporting a
roadway.
498, p. 159. Weights brought to bear on a
bridge by troops of all arms.
499, p. 160. General rules for bridgemaking.
500, p. 161. Precautions in passing temporary bridges with troops.
501-21, pp. 162-3. Knots, various, how to
make them.
522, p. 164. Sheers, pair of, how to form.
523.
Tripod Trestle, how to form,
with three spars.
524.
Transom, mode of lashing, to
an upright s1mr.
525.
Trestle Brfrlr;e, when applicable, advantages. Details
of a trestle, with timber and
nails.
526, p. 165. Two-le!]fjed Trestle, how to
form and lash.
527.
Fonr-legged Trestle, ditto,

ditto.
528.

Tripod Trestle, ditto, ditto;

its advantages.
529, p. 166. Modes of constructing trestle
bridges ; preliminary operations.
530.
Description (general) of the
" booming out" of a trestle
bridge.
531.
Trestle Brid,9es, cases in which
they are unsuitable.
532, p. 167. Pile Bril(qes, how formed.
Details of a pile pier. Cases

xxii

Delaifrd Synopei, <f Cmdmt,,.

m whieh pile bridges are
suitable ; their defects.
J33.
Method of dri,;ng light piles
bv hand.
534.
Swiss method of pile driving,
,\;th '' 11H,nkey," by hand.
535.
Po11tuo11 Bridqes: shape of
pontoon ado1)ted by Yarious
ntttiorn;.
536, p. 168. Sert"iCt' Pontoon Bridye, its
g·rneml capabilities.
53i.
Serrice Pontoon, details of;
also of balllh, saddles,
clwsses, and ribands.
538.
Cuit of' Pmdoon Train, details 'of.
539.
Allotted to an Army Corps.
Pontoon bridges in field
operations.
540, p. 169. Fonr modes of forming the
brid~e : their respective
merits.
5-11.
[~nit used as a detachment for
bridg-ing purposes.
542.
Cuts in bridges, how formed
with service bridge.
5-!3.
Boat Br-ic(qes, how formed ;
size of boats; saddle, how
fixed. Cut to beprovidecl for.
54-1, p. 170. Cw,k Bridyes ; general rnles.
Casks generally used for
barrel piers, size of.
545, 1>· 1 il. Stores used in making- cask
bridges, description of.
5-16.
List of stores for a barrel
pier. Mode of forming a
pier.
04 i.
Methods of making· piers with
small cask:-.
5-!S, p. 172. Cask Bridr1es, how formed
with piers, &c. Various uses
of Cask Rafls. Methods of
H formin°· ei•ido·e "
549.
Stores for ; complete bay of a
cask bTidg-e.
5-!9(a).
Two kinds of J.liakesltijl
Anchors.
550, p. li3. Rr~fl (Timber) Bridr11:, when
used ; special merits and
defects ; general mode of
arrangements.
551.
Description of Rrift Bridge
const.ructed over Danube.
552, p. 174. Plyinr1 or Swin.'li11!J Bridr1e,
nature of; details to be
observed; suitable positions.
1'hree modes of working.
553.
Suspension Cable, arrange ments for; details of.
554.
Swin;1inr1 Cable, length of;
how anchored and supported·; varieties in rapid
currents, also in broad
rivers.
555, p. 175. JVm]J, how used. Use of a
shore line buoyed.

,},}6-7.
55R,
559, p. 176.
560,
561.
562, p. 177.

563,
564, p. 178.
565.

566, Jl, 179.
567.
568.

569, I'· 180.

570.
511.
572.
5i3, p. 181.
574.

515.
576, p. 182.

5ii.

578.

579, p. 183,

Limbu Ladder Bridr;e, method of forming·.
1'russnl Ladder Brid!Je :
mocle of trussing ladders
and of forming bridge.
Portabh· 1'r1tssNl Beams,
description of.
Various
methods of using.
Frame ::,.par Bric(qes: names
of spars used.
Gap, satiu11 of: how laid out
on ground.
Sinyle Lael.- Bl'idfle, of what
composed ; section, how laid
out ; measm·ements to be
made ; ji·ames, how lashed
together. Guy and foot
ropes.
Getting frames into position,
and completing bridge.
List of materials required for
a bridge.
Double Lock Briczqe, component parts of. Section of
g·ap, how laid out, a.nd
spars arrang·ed.
Pra mes, how lashed on shore,
and got into final posit.ion.
Materials, &c., required for a:
bridge.
Sin;jlt Slin,q Briczqe, component parts; span for~
Sectio11 rtf' .'JOJJ, how laid
out. Prr1mes, how lashed
on; g·ot into position. 8usptmled transom, how got
into position.
Spa11ish TT,.i1Hllas1, S/in,q, description of.
Modes of strengthening an
orclinary single sling bridge~
Materials, &c., required for
single sling bridg·e.
Puotinys for spars, how made.
Boulks or Roml-lwarers, how
laid and secured.
Abutme11t1, for temporary
britZ<Jcs, how formed .
Planks for road, how pre:pared ; mode of carrying
for laying down.
Ramp at shore encl of bridge,
when and how formed.
Use of Ilamlrail for bridges.
Addenda to Chapter XII.
Calculation for Bridges. Conditions of buoyancy and
strength of beams. Pressures on each pier.
Bur1y{//1c,11 of a pier, and of a
bay, how calculated; length
uf bay, ditto.
Stn:n!Jfh of beams; conditions
for length, breadth, and
depth.

xxiii

;;sn.
JSl.

J)jtfl'rt·nt strl•sses 011 a brillg-e
hat1lk.
~trl'""l'S a<•rordin~ to di~h·ihution of lontl : lirt• and dt•fld
l,1a!l".
J-tlrurn/11
for
rectangular
hl'am~; strt'ngth uml detkctinn.
'\Yl'ig-hh fol' cubic feet of diffon•nt timbl'rs.
Rule fin· eulcu.luti.ng· buoyancy
of t'a!-iks.

Hull• for ealc-ulating cuhir content of uns(1uared timber.
J8G, p. 18.i. l•i,ur t•:ra111ph·i. of raleu.lations
for bri<l).{l'S,
JHi, p. lfi6. Sin!llt• Lo1·l,· JJridflt', drill~

5HJ.

for.
J88, p. 181. DouM(' Lori.- JJrid!Je, ditto.
JH9, p. 181-t 1'rN;f/,, 1Jrirl11e by II boomi,lf/
011t i" clitto.'
·
·
J911, p. IH9. Piers r!f' ('ai,;l.·s, ditto.
;0 1, p. rn1. Limher Ladda Brid!Jl', ditto.
5H:!, p. 192. 'l'russ('(/ Laddt•r Brid!Jt', ditt◄ i.
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SECTION I.

GUNPOWDER, ARTILLERY, ETc.
GUNl'OWDEI~: Us composition and action; object of gi'mmlation; 1xwious kinds in the Se1~vicc. CAnT1tmGE:-1 for Onlnancc.-GUN COTTON : how prcpa,·cd; its special properties; discs
01ul slabs.-Alt1'ILLERY, dcfinitions.--OuDNANCE, ,·ijlul; <tdlXrntagcs gained by rifling~·

'Use of clungatcd prujcctilc.s.-SERYJCE

RIFLED O nDNANCE :

tltc th,·cc typcs-Armstro11g

(IJ. L.) fluns; M. L. (1Vool1cich) Guns; Recent B. L. Guus; general mode qf manufactu,·c; SIJS!on of r(fling.-PH0JECTI LE.S FOR R. O.-SHELLS: Co;,wwn, Palliscr, or
Batt<"ring, Shrop11cl ). Case Shot; Segment Shells (Ar111strong's).-GA/i CHECKS, tu;o uses
of-Tu1n:s. -Ft'ZE.s: Time and Percussion; S. B. 0. still iii u-sc; Mortars; B. L. Guns
(S. B.).-RutKETs: Signal mul Halc.-CAlUHAGES Fon OullNANCE: general classes of;
cm11iplcs of coch typc.-YARIOUS KINDi-. OF ARTILLERY FrnE, ·with 1·efcrcncc {l ) fo
clim:tion, and (2) to claation of JJicce.-:-THE I NFANTRY RIFLE mul its Amnmnition.PENETJ:.\TIONS 01'' RIFLE BULLET::;.-MACHINE Gum;: Galling and i.Yordcnfclt Gu,ls,
GUNPOWDER.

1. Gunpowrler is an intimate mixture of N ifrc or Saltpetre, Sulphw·, and
01,arcnal: the proportion s of the several
ingredients in the powder used by
:Nitre.
Sulphur. Charcoal.
various Govc111ments are here annexed :
\Vhen a burning holly is brought
into contact with some of the grains England
10
15
i5
of a charge of powder, these take fire ; France .... ..... }
12·5
Prussia.
........
.
75
and, owing to the nature of the ingreUnited States
dient~, t}w intimate manner in which Russia
73 ·78
12·63
tlwy arc mixecl together, and the air Austria.
12·5
i6
spaces lx·tween the g:rai.J.1~, the comlJustion spreads through the mass so
rapi,lly as to he almost instantaneous ; and the result is the suclllen production
of a quantity of an t>la:stic gas in a highly condensed state.
The force> ('Xf•rte1l liy this aas in expanding: in every direction possible at the
moment of its g,•1wration is ui:;e7l in tire-arm:s for propelling the various projectiles
in Ut-1<•. Being confined lJy the metal of the gun from expanding in any direction
r, .. ,1~J
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but that of the bore of the piece, a charge of powder when tired in a gun of any
kind acts in a two-fold manner-viz., by forcing the projectile in one direction
out of the bore of the gun, and by causing the gun itself to recoil in the opposite
direction.
2. The combustion of gunpowder is principally effected by the eombi_nation of
the charcoal ( carbon) with the oxygen of the saltpetre, the result of wluch 1s the
formation of carbonic acid gas and carbonic oxide, and the setting free of the
nitrorren in the saltpetre. The sulphur, at the same time, combines with the
potas~ium of the saltpetre, forming sulphate and sulphide of p~tassim:1,_ and
serves to increase the heat of the gases generated, and thereby then elast1c1ty at
the moment of firing.
Generally speaking, it may be said that the object of the charcoal is to supply
the body to be burnt ; that the saltpetre supplies the oxygen necessary to support
the combustion; arnl that the sulphur serves prmc1pally to 1ncrease the expansive
force of the gases by raising their temperature, and by rendering the action more
rapid, as it take, fire at a much lower temperature (560° to 600° F.) than do the
other ingredients.
3. The explosive force of gunpowder depends on three things-(1) The
amount of gas generateu, (2) the heat to which it is raised, and (3) the rapidity
with which it is formed.
The most reliable researches result in determining that the permanent gases
generated at O" C. occupy 280 times the volume of the original powder, and
that they form 43 per cent. by weight of the original powder; also that the
temperature of explosion is about 2,200° C. or 4,000° F.
The chief gaseous products are carbonic acid, carbonic oxide, and nitrogen.
The rapidity of the explosion is much affected by the size of the grains, or
lumps, of the charge.
This is a most important point affecting the explosiveness of gunpowder.
Although a charge of gunpowder appears to explode instantaneously, yet both
ignition and combustion are gradual : the flame is communicated from one grain to
another, each burning in concentric layers until it is consumed, so that the
combustion of the grains is not simultaneous.
The rate of ignition of a given charge depends principally on the air space
between the grains, which allows the flame to pass from one grain to the next, and
so through the mass, more or less rapidly.
The rate of combustion depends principally on the size of grain and on its
density; largeness of grain causing the time of combustion to be increased, and an
increase of density having a similar effect.
Consequently, by regulating the size of grain, or lump, of charges of gunpowder, it is practicable to regulate the rate of explosion in a desired manner;
and also by having the bore of a gun of a length suitable to develop the full
effects of a given charge, it is possible to obtain a high veloeity to a projectile
without undue strain on the gun. This important point is now fulfilled with the
various Service guns.
]tor small arms; which are practically indestructible from the effects of their
own firn, and with which the charges are very small, small grain powder is
used, as the combustion is required to be rapid ; but for heavy rift.ml guns,
where very large charges are used, and where the stress on the gun is very
severe (as much as 25 tons per square inch), it is necessary to render the
explosion pr?grcssiv~, _and so d~velop the required velocity to the projectile
g!aclually,. with a mnum.um stram. And this is effected by proportioning the
size of gram for the charges of various classes of guns, accordil1g to the weight or
bulk of the charge itself. (See table of Service Ordnance for list of char~es
-~

0

4. All t~e powder in use in the Service is of the same composition, and
varies for different purposes only in the size, shape, and density of the
grains.
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The following is a list of the principal powders now in use :-

- -

Description of
Powder.

Prismatic ...

Rize e.ntl Shape
of Grain.

Density.

For what Purposes Used.

... Hexagonal; size,

1 ·75

various; 1" height
and Ii\" diameter,
with central hole
·89" diameter.
lt/1 cubes

80 and 100 ton guns and
larger calibres

1 ·75

9", 10", 11", and 12"

...

l ·75

gi.ms
64 pr. M. L. and 40 pr .

"I','" (Cubical) ..

"P" (Pebble) ...

i" cubes

...

R. L. G, ...

...

3 to 6 mesh

. ..

1·66

R. F. G, .. .

... 12 to 20 mesh

. ..

J-72

Remarks.

Pressure on gun
from 20 to 22
tons per sq.
inch.

t! s~'ir. al,~ guns up
FoB.~~1~1~fbr i.0pr.
Martiui-Heury rifle and
Machine guns

5. Cartridges .for Ordnance are made up in ba"S of silk cloth which
material combines the properties of being of sufficient str~1g:th to stand "!ear and
transpm·t, and of being totally consumed and leaving no smoulderi.I1a particles in
0
the gun after being fired.
Each cartridge has distinguishing marks on its exterior by which its weight
the gun it is intendecl for, &c., are e"ident.
GUN

COTTON.

6. G,m Cotton is an explosive that is used principally as a destrnctive agent,
such as in the charges of torpedoes, and for demolitions of all kinds, especially
hasty ones; but it is not use<l. as a propelling agent in addition, as is the case
with gunpowder.
Gun cotton is prepared by steeping cotton waste (thoroughly cleansed) in the
strongest nitric acid.
The cotton, while remaining unchanged in outward
appearance, increases (about 70 per cent.) in weight, and undergoes a marked
chemical transformation, and becomes gun cotton, which has many special
properties.
The gun cotton thus preparecl is, after being cleansed, reduced to a pulp, and
in this state is moulded and pressed into the forms required.
7. Among the remarkable properties possessed by gun cotton are the
following, which are especially useful for military purposes : ·when dry and unconfined it will not explode if ignited by a flame or heated
body, but merely blu·ns rapidly. If, however, it he confined in a strong case, the
action is very different ; it then explodes with great violence, and the strength of
the explosion depends on the thickness of the case : to develop it fully a strong
iron ca!:ie is required, such as is used for the charges of submarine mines.
Compressed gun cotton may be detonated, even when unconfined, by the action
of various detonating bodies, of which fulminate of mercury is the most suitable.
,Vhen JetonatcJ the explosion of gun cotton is e.dreuiely 1·avirl and dolent, but at
the same time the effect is greatly local. It is this property which renders
it such a valuable agent for destruction, although it preYents its use as a
propellent.
Wet compres~cd gun cotton is, by itself, unin.flamma.ble, but it can be
detonated provided a small "primer" of the di-y material, in contact with it, is
itself detonated-i.e., fired by some kind of detonating fuze. This enables gun
cotton to be kept stored in a wet state and perfectly harmless; while it can be
used in thn.t state, if fired, as above described, by a dry " primer."
The explosive force of gun cotton is about four times that of gunpowder ..
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8. Fotms of Sen,ice Gun Oofton._-~xce1~t when gun cotton in the forn~ of
yarn is used as a primer for fuzes, 1t 1s un1v~rsally employed compressed into
$labs or (li:::-cs of different dimensions awl weight, from 2} lb. clown to_ l oz.,
according to the purpose for which it is rcquire(l. The pre~sure used 1n the
manufacture is 4 tons to the square inch. These slabs, ~r discs, for the most part
have holes bored in them 1 while in the wet state, to receive the ddonatol', or small
metn.l tube containinc, the charc:re of fulminate of mercury.
The sla.hs are a.bo~1t 6 inche~ square, and from lf' to 1¾'' thick, and weigh
from H to 2! lb.
The... discs ~"nry in size from a diameter of l ¼'', weighing 1 oz., to a diameter of
311 weiahi11rt 8 to 9 oz.
' The" dis~ and slabs can be used either singly, or thread.eel or sewn together in
any number: thus a necklace of them can be used for blowing a gap in a wall
or ,:,;tockaclc, or for cutting clown trees) &c. Large charges of gun cotton are
confined in suitable cases.

9.

DEFINITIONS IN ARTILLERY.

The A.,_:is of a Gun is an imaginary line passing through the centre of the
bore, as E B (Fig. 1).

FIG.1.

The Calibre is the diameter of the bore in inches. In rifled pieces it is
measured across the lands.
1Vinclage is the difference between the sectional area of the gun t}uough its
grooves, and that of the body of the projectile through its stucls. "'ith gas
checks there is practically no windage when the gun is fired.
Clearance is the linear distance between the body of the projectile and the
bore of the gun. This was formerly called the winclage.
The Line of Sight is the visual line passing through the t"·o sights used ( at
any elevation) and the object, when the grn1 is laid, as A B C (Fig. 1), where C is
the object.
The Line of Fire is the imaginary line from the muzzle of the piece to the
point aimed at.
The Angle ~f Elecation of a Gzm is the angle formed bet"-een the line of
sight and the axis of the gun, as ABE or D B C (Fig. 1). That of a Mortar
is the inclination of its axis to the horizontal plane.
The Range is the distance from the muzzle of a gun to the second intersection
of the trajectory with the line of sight, as B C (Fig. 1). In practice the range is
usually measured from the muzzle of the gun to the first graze of the projectile.
Point Blank. A gun is said to be laid point blank on an object, when the
line of sight is parallel to its axis : practically this means that the axis produced
passes through the object.
Initial, o,· Afuzzle, Velocity is the velocity (always stated in feet per second)
with which a projectile issues from the bore of a gm1.
Final, or Remaining, Velocity is the velocity at any given range.

Cr11t1'i-11' of
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10. S111nofh.Bun' Orrlnanc1' are practically oh!sol<.>te, and ·will not be specially
refr1Tt d to hen•, although Rnme pieces 1·enrniJ1 mmmted at variouR stations, anU
l'L'rtain sJwl'ial piL•ces are lll'ing utilize(! for particular purpo:::;ei::, such as flankinrr
0
the ditchl's of fnrtR, as descrilicd in ArtidL•s .5.5, 56.
1

n,,fnw tlL•:-;crihing the pn•:::;ent Service Rifled Onlnance, a. short explanation of
the :ulnmt.1gL'S of the R(ffr l::J!J8!f'1,2 is given, as an illustration of the ya:::;t superiority
of rifh·1l wt•apons (small a.rrus as well as or<.b1ance) over smooth Lores for nearly e,·ery
purpoHc of war.

11. Hmnoth-hore guns have the two following great defects:(!) Inaccuracy of :Firl'.
(2) Hhurtrn•ss of RangL'.

12. Inaccuracy of lire is principally due to the evil effects of u·i11rlaye, or the
RpacL' between the projL•ctile and the lJore of the gun. In loading, tlie projectile
(which i~ rn•cl•ssarily spherical) rests on the bottom of the bore, and the windage
at thu moment of firing is above the projectile. \Vhen the .!:,'lID i:s fired, the rush of
gas through thl' windagc fon:es the projedile downwards at the same time that it is
puxlwd onwant~. The downward pressure on the projectile causes it to rebound
and strike some other point in the hore, while it i:s also given a rotatory motion.
This rebmmding action goes on lhuing the time the projectile is within the bore
of the gun, which it leaves after haYing struck it several times at various parts.
In fact, <luring its pa~sage along the bore of the gun, the projectile is W't:er monin!f
accul'afl:'l!J in a direction cuindfling ltith fh.P a.cis of the piecf', but is always
bounding from one side to the other, and at each bound it receives from its friction
with the bore an irregular

ii-Ef::.go~ ·~·~ ~:'.E:?~2•:;::;,~,J~;
~----,=--------~
. _

_

_

twisting, or rotatory, motion.

_

represented in Fig. 2, he
away from the point of the
Fw. 2.
hore last struck by it, and the
position of this point will
princ:i pally affect the axis of rotation ; hut as this po~ition ~annot he foreseen,
the inaccuracy due to this cause cam10t be allowed for m practice.
. _
It may, therefore, be generally assumed that a smooth bore ptOJ('Ctile ne\:er
lea\'~s the o-un in the direction in which the latter is pointed; and also that its
further fligl;t is complicated by the irregular rotatory motion given to it by friction
with the bore.
13. A further cause of inaccm-acy is due to the eccentrici_ty of the projectiles
used. A cast iron shot or shell is always more or less eccentric-Le., its centre of
g:ravity do1.::s not coincide with the centre of the sphere: iJ1 simpler language, one
side is heavier than the other.
Now, any body which has a rotating or spinning motion tends naturally to

.,.,..---...,,.

----- -~~~---.J!!-}fffORY

u

--------@------~
,JI-

~

"'-----'·
Fro. 3.

rotate rourul its centrr of gravity; and if, in the cas.c o! a. smooth•h.orc shot
moving through the air with a rotating motion, the proJcct1le 1s eccentric (as in
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:Fig. 3, where G represen_ts the cent:·e of gravity), ~t will. acqu_ire a "wohblii:g"
motion which not only mterferes with the regularity of its fhght, thus causmg
inaccm:acy but also tends to retard its flight, and so cause loss of range.
14 j,'.req11hi1·if>1 of Jann of the projectile also to a certain extent (but comparativ~ly tO a slight extent) ~ffects its flight, ~s it causes it to experience on
rotation a varying amount of resistance from the au.
Hollow projectiles (shells) fired from smooth-bore guns arc less aeeurate than
so1id 011ei-, as they are not so heavy, and are therefore more easily diverted from
their intended direction by wind, Nor do they range so far, owing to their
small weight.
1Vith the exception of this last.named cause, all the other causes of inaccuracy
of fire from smooth-bore guns may, in any single case, be combined to cause
deflection either towards one side or the other of the object, or to increase or
decrease the range; while it may happen that they partly neutralize one another:
they are, however, sufficient to account for the well-known fact that, if a number
of shot he fired from the same gun, with equal charges and elevations, and with
gunpowder of the same quality, the gun carriage resting on a platform, and the
piece being carefully laid before each round, very few of the shot will range to the
same distance, and the greater part will be found to deflect considerably to the
right or left, unless the range be very short.
15. Shortness nf 1·ange in a smooth-1)ore gun is clue to the necessarily spherical
form of the projectiles, which causes a rapi,l loss of velocity as the projectile
mov·es through the air.
This loss of velocity arises from the comparatively small weight or mass of a
spherical projectile in proportion to the surface that it opposes to the atmosphere
in its passage through it; for the power of a projectile to overcome the resistance
of the atmosphere is measured by its weight, while the amount of resistance, for
equal velocities, may be measured by the area of its section.
An example will illustrate this: If a shot with a diameter of 8 inehes be fired
under precisely similar conditions of elevation and initial velocity to one with a
diameter of 4 inches, the 8-inch shot will range further than the 4-inch shot ; for
while the 8-inch shot has a greater resistance from the air to overcome, viz., in
the proportion of 82 to 4 2, or of 4 to 1, it has a still greater power in its weight
to overcome that resistance, because the respective weights of the two shots are in
the proportion of 83 to 43, or of 8 to I.
16. Therefore, with smooth-bore guns, those of large calibre have longer
~1tnges than those of smaller calibre (elevation and initial velocity being the same
m each), because their projectiles lose their velocity at a less rapid rate. It is for
this reason that a long range
smooth-bore gun necessarily
Velocity Lost in
must be one of large cnJibre, and
Nature of Gun.
Initial Velocity.
50 Jl'eet.
therefore of great weight.
17. The accompanying
S.B. 68 Pr.
table exhibits the octual loss of
,. 32
velocity in solid shot from the
24
Service S. ]3. Guns named, occa12
sioned by the resistance of the
9
6
air in passing over a distance
of 50 feet, and fully illustrates
the foregoing remarks.
Shells for _S. B. Guns have a less range than ~hot for the srune gm1s, owing to
the lesser weight that they have, on accom1t of their being hollow spheres. This
causes them to lose their velocity more rapicliy than a solid spherical shot does
and thus prevents their having so long an extreme range.
'
18. Rfffing.~In a rifled piece the bore is provided with n. number of rrrooves
running in a spiral direction throurrhout its leno-th with the object of oivin~• to th~
projectile, which fits into them, a ~-otatory motion' on an axis coinci<l~g with that
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of tlH' lim,•. The rotation will be more or less rapi<l., according to the t.legrec of
twist gin•n tn the h'l'onvcs.
19. ny th~· applicutiun of rifling to gmrn, the following advantages over smooth
bores arc :ll'1pt1rl \l : 1. Owing to the rapid rotation* givl'n to the projectile in a known
1lirl1di1111 1 th,, cauRl'S of deviation arii-ing from win1lagl·, arnl from the irregular
sh:qic atl(l l.:'l'ccntricity of the projectilP, aro almo::;t entirely abolished.
2. ~inl'c thP projL•ttilc fits the hore w]wn the gun is firell, from its being
:tL'-curatl·Iy ,·cnfrcrl, it isi-ues from thr gun with its long axi::; coiucidl.:'nt with
thL· axis of thP gun; that is to sa.y, it comllll'nces its flight in the required
din•C"tion, or that in which the gun ii:; pointed.
ThesL• two ruh-antages arc the 11rincipal NilU~l'8 of flu• accuracy of fire of
rifll•d gum~.
3. The projectile being given a rapid rotation on an axis coinciding with
that of thL· gun, does not turn over in itR flight, hut passes through the air
in a rna111w1· similar to that of an arrow, with its head to the front.
This permit~ the U!-,e of elongated in place of spherical projectiles, thereby
allowing an ll1cn•a~t' of weight without an increase of diameter, or of the surface
which i!-3 oppuse(l to the atmu:::phere during its flight : and it ah;o allows the head,
or fun• part, of the projectile to be mru..le of the form most favom·able for passing
through the• air with the kast resistance, or (as in tlw case of haltcrin[J projectiles)
of penetrating iron defonccs iii the most effective manner.
Owing to thei:;e caUSL'S, rifled projectiles lose tlu·ir r,,focity at a 1mU'h less tapirl
rat,, thnu is the cu~e ,\·ith those of smooth-bore guns; and to this result is
principally due the lrmg ranf/P of rifle<l. guns.
20. The uxc of elongated projectiles leads to the further advantages of great
weight of projectile when soHd oneR are used, and also great capacity for holding a
bursting charge uf powder when shells are used, which greatly increases their
<lestructive effects. For instance, an 8" shell S. B. weighs 68 lb., aml holds 2 !h.
of powc!Pr, while the shell of an S" Rifled Gm, weighs about 17 5 Ju., an<l hol<ls
14 lb. of powder as a bursting charge.
Flll'tlwr, the use of clongate<l projectiles enahles all the projectiles of each kiml
of gtm to he maLle of cl1ual weights, a great advantage in many respects. AnU it
may l ,e here remarked that the acclll'acy of fire of hollow projectiles from rifled
.gmrn i~ even more accurate than that of solitl ones, which is due to their weight
lying near t1w circumforcnce (Rimilar to the fly-whed of an engine), and so inducing
stea<line!:ii-i of rotation and flight.
21. The o.micxe<l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
table shows thl' length
.Breadth.
Length.
and lireaclth of a rectR
18-Pr.
1
angle in which oneange.
s. }t~~;n. R.
Gun. S. B. Owl. R. )I.13-Pr.
L. Gun
half (50 p.c.) of the 1------e--Y-.,--d-,.--l-ynrd-,.--,-.-.,,-,.--,-.,-.,1- ,.projectiles tired from
800 yards..
92
7
0·77
t)w guns namc(l will 1000
12·15
25 '8
respcctivclyfoll. These 1760
121·7
1 .44
23 _25
1

~fl.

~s~:~~ti.'.~;:ll'!;::e::t 5

irn

r~~

:.wcnracy poss1:~se1l hy 5000
46·94
:2·69
the Hcrvicc Rifl.P1l Utms, L."6~000~_,__,__:c;__:_:=--1-...:5::,7c_·4.:c4,___~_ _ _ __:3~·l 5__
which have leo:-1 error
at 6,000 yar,h tlum S. B. Guns had at SOO yanls range.

22.&,-vfr,, Rif{,,I Ol'(/llct1U'(',
There arc three sorts of Rifled Orlln;nce at present in use in the Ser,·ice.
Thty are : .
i
.
•
•
(1) The Arm::;trong D. L. Rifled Guns, ur1gmnlly mtrolluced.
• The i--helll< of recent B. L. Gun!'-i rotate aUOut 200 time~ in a second.
16-Pr. }.L L. Gun aUOut 150 time8 in a :second.
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(2) J\luzzlc-lomling Rifled Guns, which 1·cplaccd the Arm~trong Guns.
(3) The present ]). L. Rifled Guns, which will eventually replace those
_ _ _
of classes (1) aml (2).
E..xisting armaments arn composed of the three dasses, the d1stu1Ct1ve features
of "·hich will be briefly referred to. They arc illustrate,! in Plate I.
23. Armsfron11 B. L. R(ff_cd Guns are made of coiled wrought iron . In som? of
the later patterns the barrel is of steel. Outside the barrel coils of wrought u·on
were shrunk on to obtain the strength required.
Guns on this system are fired with small charges only (about one-eighth weight
of projectile). They are comparatively weak, and have not been used for armourpiercing purposes.
.
. . .
The system of rifling for Armstrong Gtms 1s as follows :-The pr0Ject1le_ 1s
coated with lerlll, and is a little larger in diameter than the bore of the gnn, which
is provided with a large number of small gmoves, of the Llimensions shown in
Fio-. 8. At the lower end of the bore the diameter is enlarged to form a i'Jhot
ch~mbe1· (b, Fig. 4), aud behiml this is a powde,· chanlber (a), which is not rifted,
and has a diameter equal to that across the bottom of the grooves. The bore also
is very slightly enlar<Jed to within about a calibre in front of the shot chamber:
the intervening portion (c), which has a less diameter than any other part of the
bore, is termed the yrip. The diameter of the grip is the calibre of the gun.
24. The principal parts of an Armstrong Gun are shown in Fig. 4.
The bartel or inner tube contains the bore, the shot chamber, and the powder
chamber.
The vent piece, Y, is of steel.
·when it is dropped through the vent
slot, or opening in the top of the gun, to its position, and pressed by the
breech screw tightly against the end of the powder chamber, it effectually
closes the bottom of the bore.
The breech screw, s, fits in a. thread cut in the breech piece, and is worked
backwards or forwards by a lever, so as to release or press home the vent
piece. The breech screw is made hollow, so as to a.llow the charge to be
passed through it in loading the gun.
25. In loading at the breech, the projectile first and then the cartridge are
inserted through the breech into their respective chambers; the vent piece is
clroppe,l into its place, and the breech is then closed by the breech screw.
On
the gun being fired, the force of the explosion driYes the projectile through
the bore, compressing its soft lead coating into the grooves, anU so impa.rting to
it the rotating motion Jue to the twist of the grooves.
The heaviest Armstrong B. L. Gun made was the 7" gun (origllrnlly termed
110-Pr.) of 82 cwt. Owing to the small charge of powder used, the muzzle
velocities of their projectiles are only about 1,100 to 1,150 feet per second.
26. AiazzlP-loar/ing Rifled (htn,.-1Iore powerful guns than those of Armstrong being required, especially for service on land against ships, anU on ships
against ships, the complicateU Al'lnstrong System was replaced by the Service ]\I. L.
Gm:s, ,.vhich are altogether more powerful, and a.re provided with armour-piercing
proJ ectiles.
Fig. 5 represents a section of the 25-Pr. :ThI. L. Gun of 22 cwt., and Ficr. 7 is a
sectim1 of an 8" M. L. Rifled Howitzer of 46 cwt., a very short piece of O;:;_lnance,
specially _useful at. sieges, and generally in. positions in which short ranges only
are l'equned, while a heavy shell carrymg a large bursting charge can be
employed.
27. !he general mode of c01:struction is as follo_ws :-The bore is composed
of. a solul-enrled steel tn?e, winch has been forged from a cast i11got, bored
O'~tt, and toughened by bemg plungell, when heated to a high temperature, into
011. It thus parts slowly with its heat (oil not boiling under 600° F .), am[
1s toughened as well as hardened.
The rcrnainder of the boUy of the gun is 1rnilt up of duuLle or triple cuill'J
shrunk on to the steel tube, or on to one another.
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28 • .A cm'! i~ nHH.lc hy heating a long har of wrought iron anJ.. twistinu it
round a mamhil, so as to form n. rough cylinder, "·hich is then welded, tm~1ed
mHl bored to the required climensious. The cylinders thus made from the
l'Oils are in short lt:ngths (ahout 3 fct>t); any increase in len('J'th is made by
0
wehling two or mm·t· C()ils together.
. A c~oulJfr coil is maL~e liJ~ winding a bar of :nought U'on over one previously
c?ile,l 111_ the reverE:c duc?t10n, a.ml_ thtn weldmg arnl preparing the mass as a
sm9lc ~011. ~he hreech 1s dosed 111 the larger calibres by a cwwaUe sere,,·,
wluch 1s a sohd hloek of for<JCd wrought iron, Hcrewcd into the breech coil until
it presses against tlw end of the steel tul,e. In the smaller calibres, the A (bore)
tube ii::. carried through tv form the cascable.
29. The rifling of :i\L L. Guns consists of a number of broad aml shallow
grooves, varying from 3 to 10 according to the calibre, of the shape shown in
]fig. 9. The projectile is smaller than the bore, an<l. has projecting studs of soft
me~al on its exterior, ,d1ich on loading fit loosely in the grooves. In loading
a nfled gun from the muzzle, the studs of the projectile on passing down the
bore press against one side of the grooves, termed the loadiny side; but on
pas!='li.ng out of the bore, they press against the other side, termed the drfriny
side, and thus impart to the projectile the rotatory motion due to the twist
of the grooves. The strnls fit loosely in the grooves, hoth in loa<l.ing and firing,
but owing to their pressing against one side when fired, the projectile is centred,
that is, it moves along the bore with its axis coinciding with that of the gun.
30. Recently, ,turlle8" projectiles have been provided for l\I. L. Guns: the
use of vas check-.;, referred to hereafter, having done away with the necessity for
studs. Stmhled projectiles for :i\I. L. Guns are not, however, abolished.
The muzzle-loading guns have been made of all calibres up to the 16" J\I. L.
Gun of 80 tons, and the 17·72" :i\I. L. Gun of 100 tons. They are all poweiful
gm1s, capahle of withstanding the effects of charges of powder sufficient to impart
a muzzle velocity of from 1,400 to 1,500 feet per secoml to their projectiles, and
those of 7" calibre and upwards are armom·-piercing guns, provided with special
battering projectiles.
31. Present Breech-loading Guns.~Since the introduction of l\L L. G1ms
(about 1870), there has been a constant demand for guns more and more po,verful,
in orJer to be able to cope with ironclad ships, which have been constantly
increasing in thickness of armour.
Increase of velocity to the projectile is acknowledged to be the best form in
which increa!.e of power in a gun can be given: the present B. L. Gm1s are strong
enough to withstanJ charges of powder sufficient to give a muzzle velocity of
over 2,000 .fPPt per srcond to their projectiles. For list of actual charges used, sec
Table of Rifled Ordnance, p. ll.
In orJer to reduce to a minimum the stress on the gm1 with the large charges
of powder requisite to Jcvelop high muzzle velocities, a slow-burning powder (see
Art. Gunpowder) is used with recent heavy guns; and to enable the fullest
possible effoct to be obtained from the charge, the guns are now made much longer
than formeTly. This increase of length (see :Fig. 6) is one principal feature in the·
new type of gun.
Another peculiarity is the enlargement of the bore to form a chamVe!· for the
receipt of the cartridge: the diameter of the chamber is about one-tlunl more
than that of the bore.
32. The object of a chamber is to enable a short cartridge to be used, an:l
to allow a given charge of powder to be fired in a given space, larger than 1s
actually occupied by the powder. This is termed "air spacing," and the effect of
it is to allow of the use of a heavier charge, and to ol)tain thereby a higher muzzle
velocity without unduly increm,:ing the strain on the gun. On a~1 aver~~e the
capacity of the chambers of n. L. Guns is about -10 per cent. m add1t10n to
what would he actually requircJ by the e;harge itself.
The combll1ed uffee;ts of a long gun, an enlarged chamber, anJ a heavy charge
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of slow-burning powder, are very 1:1-igl~ muzzle velo~i~ies (2,0~0 f.s. an<l. upwards),
with a strain on the gun less than 1s given to the origmal :Th!. L. Guns, w]uch have

velocities of only from l,+00 to 1,500 f.s.
33. As regards the comparative advantages of muzzle and bre~ch load?rs,
opinions differ considerably; but there is no doubt that a muzzlc-loadmg gun 1s a
more simple weapon than a breech-loader; bu~ the great length of modern gt~ns
has malle the re-alloption of the breech-loaLlmg system a matter of n?cess1~y
rather than choice, at least for heavy guns.
It has been stated officially m
Parliament that: "High velocity is now required for the projectile, and this can
only be obtained by length of gun; and a gtm beyond the usual length cannot be
loaded at the muzzle under ordinary circumstances." And this statement applies
as much to heavy guns in casemates of shore batteries as to those on shi_ps.
.
34. The system of rifling with B. L. Guns is as follows:-T~e gu~1 1s provided
with numerous shallow, rounded grooves of the type shown 111 Fig. 10. .AJ~y
aroove in a (Tun is now recognized as a source of weakness, and therefore an en1,
~1though a ~ecessary one. This evil is reU.uced to a minimum by having the
urooves as above, instead of their being few in number, deep, and sharp~cornered.
t>
The size of groove is similar for each gun ; their number increases with the
calibre, being usually at the rate of 4 grooves per inch of calibre-i.e., the 6" B. L.
Gun has 24 grooves.
The twist given to the grooves is an increasing twist from the breech, where
it starts at the rate of about 1 turn in 110 or 120 calibres to 1 turn in 35
calibres, at a distance of about 10 calibres from the muzzle: the remainder being
a uniform twist of 1 turn in 35 calilires.
The "increasing" twist adopted gives rotation to the projectile gradually and
not suddenly, with nearly uniform pressure on the gruoves; and it facilitates high
velocities, without undue stress on the gun.
35. The breech is closed on the "interrupted screw" principle, and is as
follows (see Fig. 6) :The cylindrical chamber is fully open to the rear, to permit the insertion of a
cartridge of the diameter requll'ed.
The breech screw, or ltreech block, has on its exterior three longitudinal smooth
surfaces (each one.sixth of the circumference), which inirrl'Upt the screw which
is cut on the remainder of the surface, and is left in relief. The exterior of the
breech screw is thus divided into six equal portions, which arc occupied alternately
by the tlueads of the screw and by the smooth smfaces.
The breech of the gun is prepared in a similar manner. Thus the raised
portion of the thread of the breech screw, coming opposite the relieved portion of
the tlucad in the gtm, can be readily pushed home ; and a turn one-sixth of the
circumference suffices to engage the threads and securely close the breech.
"\V11en the breech screw is withclrawn it is received on to a carrier, which
revolves to the right on a hinge, and thus moves cleru· of the bore awl permits
the gun to be loaded.
36. Projectiles for B. L. Guns are provided with a gas check, or driving ring,
~orme~l by a narrow barnl of copper sunk in a groove near their base, and projectmg shghtly from their surface, sufficiently to make the diameter of the band a
~ittle more tha.~1 that of the bore of the gun. On being fired this copper band
1s compressed mto the grooves, and imp,1rts the necessary rotation to the pro•
jectile, which it centres, while it also does away ·with wincb.ge, and thus causes the
full effect of the charge to be expende,l on the projectile.
37. Const1·ucfion ~l B. L. Gnno.-In all B. L. Guns the bore is turned in a solid
block of tough steel (A tube), and the requisite increase of stren,,th to the "till
near the breech is obtained by "shrinkin:1 on" coils of wrought inH~, or, as in tihc
mo$.t recent P?-ttcrns, rings or Jr:ckch:i of tough steel. The latest guns, therefore,
nre made entirely of steel. Fig. 6 is an example.
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PROJECTILES OF RIFLED ORDNANCE.

38. The projectiles of Rifted Ordnance (omitting exceptional ones) are fourin number, viz. :-

1

Conwwn Shells . . .
..·
Pall iser, or Batte,·ing Shells Figs. 11 to 14,
Sh ,·a1,nel Shells . . .
...
Plate II.
Case Shot...
...
. ..
The rotation to shells of all kinds is girnn as before stated-(!) In the case
of Armstrong Gtrns, by the lead coating of the projectiles; (2) In ~1:. L. Guns,
either (a) by the studs or (b) hy the gas checks; and (3) In the ]3. L. Gtms, b:·
the ga., check (or drivinq ,·ing) only.
39. Common Shells (Fig. 11).-Common Shells are hollow cylindrical cast iron
projectiles, the interior being fill ed "·ith the lmrstin{J clta,·[Je 0f powder. The
head is conoidal, and proviLleLl with an opening (fuze holP) for the insertion of a
fuze.
,Vlien fired, the shell is burst at the required moment by the action of the
fu1.e, and the destructive effect is due to the large bursting charge carried, which
causes the splinters to fly with extreme violence: the bm·sting of the shell is also
a most ciolenf explosion.
Common Shells are used either to do damage by their splinters, as when firecl
against troops in masses; or to destroy earthworks, buildings, wooden ships, &c., by
first penetrating them, and afterwards exploding in them. In the former case they
should hurst a little before they reach the object; in the latter, just after reaching
it. Under suitable conditions Common Shells are terribly destructive; against
troops in extended order Shrapnel Shells are, however, more efficient.
40. A Duuble Shell is a shell of increased length (4 calibres), so as to hold a
larger bursting charge. It is issued only to a few gm1s, and is intended for
short ranges with reduced charges of powder.
41. Pal/i.scr, or Bcdfninu Shells (Fig. 12).-Thcse are the projectiles specially
intended for penetrating the armo1u-plates either of slllps or of sea defences. An
onlll1ary mass of cast iron fired against iron armour breaks to pieces without
effecting penetration, to secure which special conditions are required to be combincJ. These conditions are principally (a) hanlness of metal to the head of the
projectile, ancl (b) suitable shape. Both of these are fulfilled in the Service
battering projectiles.
The shell is of cast iron, having an ogivale heaU, the radius of the curve for
,d1ich is about 2 calibres ; this gives n. sharp point to the head. The fore part of
the shell is cast in an iron mould, by which that part becomes rapidly cooled, or
"chillrd," and made intensely hartl. That portion of the mould which takes the
body of the shell is of sand, by which the base of the shell is unhardened, so as
to avoid exposing too brittle a portion to the shock of discharge.
These shells a.re thicker than Common Shells, and their bursting charge is
much less. The interior is fillecl with powder.
42. The shell, on striking a suitable object, such as an armour-plate, penetrate&
and bursts im111ediate1y, without a,ny fu1.e Uein[J requi1wl.
The cause for this particular action was original1y attributed to the heat
wmerated in the projectile by its alteration of shape on impact; it is now cons1~lei:ecl to .he caus~d b): the heat generated in the bursting charge itself, by its
fnct10n. with the 1ntenor of the shell-head on impact. ,vhen fired the blu·sting
?ha.rgc 1s set back, and rests at the base of the projectile. ,vhen the latter strikes
1t 1s suddenly arresteLl, and the powder inside moves forward towards the heall
:vith the vcl?city of the shell at the moment of striking, and is violently forced
mto the comeal space at the hea1l, "·ith the result of being ignited.
43. Slua,pn~l Shf'!ls (Fig. 13).-These are .'..ntonded to bring a shower of small
balls on to an obJCGt at all ranges except close quarters. The Shrapnel Shell has
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lH~cn termed the man-killiuy projectile, and is terribly effective against troops
l'::q)l)sed to view.

The shell is of c~st iron, ha.Ying side~ so thin that it is only strong enough to
l 1ear thr shock of discharge: the head 1s of wood, coyered with thin iron. The
!:-i,1es of the shell have six grooves cast in them, £-o as to ,veaken them and enahle
a l'l'r!f s1,wll hurRting charge to crack open the shell, without violently bursting it,
and so relC'asc the hulll'ts.
The bursting charge is placed in the space at the base of the projectile, from
which au iron tuhc in the axis of the shell leads to the fuze at its head.
The hall8 arc packed round this hollow axis, the interstices between them
l ieing filled with resin.
The effect of a Shrapnel F:hell, if bm-st open at the proper moment (which
shoulcl be when it is about 80 or 100 yards from the object), is due to the remaining velocity of the shell, and not to the bursting charge. The bullets when
released open outwards in wha.t is termed the cone of di.'lj_Jersirm, arnl fall in a
8hower. The lmrsti.ng charge is intended only to crack open the shell with the
least possible violence : if burst at rest the fragments of a Shrapnel Shell pnly fly
a p,,,, jpef, while those of a Common Shell burst at rest will fly from 600 to 1,000
yards.
More nicety is required in firing Shrapnel Shells than with any other projectile,
for it is essential that correctness of aim and pl'Oper length of fuze be combined
in order to obtain the desired result.
44. Case Shot (Fig. 14).-This is simply a case or canister of thin sheet iron
filled with iron balls. " 'hen fired the case breaks to pieces, and the balls are
forced to the front over a "cone of dispersion." Being small, the balls soon lose
their velocity. For this reason Case Shot for field guns are only used for distances
up to 300 yards ; if the ground be hard and smooth they are effective for a
_greater llisku1ce. It is the projectile to use at close quarters, when it is, of course,
most destructive to troops.
In the example given in Fig. 14 there is an iron disc at the bottom of the case,
.and a. lining fanned of three curved iron segments, which serve to protect the
.grooves of the gun from friction with the shot, which would injure them.
The handle shown is for convenience in loading.
The bullets are packed in a mixture of sancl and clay.

45.

SPECIAL AmrSTRONG PROJECTILE.

The Seument Shell (Figs. 16, 17, Plate II.) consists of a thin cast iron shell,
inside which are placed a number of rows of cast iron segments, w"l1ich form a
series of rings round the central cavity that contains the bursting charge. The
interstices between the segments are filled with lead. The lead coating of the
projectile is shown also in the figures. The interior surface and the head of the
shell are provided with grooves to cause it to burst easily. The bottom of the
shell is a separate casting, and is pressed in after the segments haxe been inserted.
This shell is, from its construction, very strong to resist an exte111al or crushing
pressure, such as acts on it when forced through the grooves of the gun, but very
weak to resist a bursting pressure from inside, and therefore it requires but a small
bursting charge to break it open.
46. "\Vhen the shell is burst, the segments fly outwards, owing to the centrifu,ral force due to the rotation of the shell, at the same time that they are carried
fo~ward by its onward velocity at the moment of btusting: they thus open out in
a. cone of dispersion, and produce an eft'ect somewhat similm· to that of a Shrapnel
Shell in bringing a shmver of pieces of metal on to an obje_ct.
Seam<:!nt Shells should be burst close in front of an obJect. The lower natures
of Segment Shell are usually fired with both a time. anl~ a_ percussion fuze : the
time fuze is screwed in the fuze hole, with the percussion ms1de, so that should the
time fuze fail to act the shell is burst on ricochet by the action of the percussion fuze.
Segment Shells have been used only with Armstrong B. L. Guns.
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47.

GAS CHECKS.

The original use of a gas check was, as its name implies, t~ prevent the escape
of gas through the windage when a 1\I. L. Gun v,·as ~red. This escape was found
seriously to erode the bore of heavy guns, more especially over the seat of the shot,
and to render them consequently short-lived.

The early patterns of gas check consisted of a copper disc, of the same diameter
as the projectile, to the base of which it was attachecl with a nut and screw.
Some patterns of oas check were flanged, others were saucer-shaped. In either
case the soft meta.I {copper) of the gas check was, on the gtm being fired, flattened
and opened out by the pressure of the powder ~as, which _forced it into th~ ?rooves
and against the lands of the gm1, thereby sealmg the wn1tlage, and attammg the

object required.
.
It having been found that attached gas checks gave good shootmg, and themselves imparted rotation to projectiles, this latter fact obviating the necessity of
stucls being continued in use with M. L. Projectiles, the latest patterns of these
are 15fu,clless and provided with automatic gas checks, which serve the double
purpose of sealing the wi.nclage and imparting rotation to the projectile.

48. Fig. 15, Plate II., is a type of the automatic gas check for heavy M. L.
Rifle Guns.
The curved portion of the base of the shell is cast with radial and other
o-rooves, into whid1 the gas check is forced on discharge. The gas checks are
~iade of copper, with projections round the circumference corresponding with the
rifling grooves of the gun. They are automatic and are inserted loose in the bore

(care being taken to place them in the proper direction for fitting on the shell); on
firing they become attached to the shell as described above.
The driving rings of present B. L. Projectiles (Figs. 11-13, Plate II.), already
described, both close the winclage of the gun and impart the necessary rotation

to the projectile.
49. T«bes.-Guns are fired by means of tubes, which for Janel service are
made of copper. The principal pattern used is the Service short tube, which is
thus made (see Fig. 18, Plate II.) It consists of a copper tube, 3" long, clriven
with mealed powder, and pierced with a central hole, without which the tube
woulcl not explode, but only bum rapidly.
Across the top of the tube is inserted a nib.piece, or short cylinder of sheet
copper. This nib-piece contains a copper friction ba,·, roughened on both sides,
and covered with a detonating composition.

The nib-piece is pinched down so as to press on the sides of the friction bar,
the projecting part of which has a vertical eye, into which the hook of the
lanyard fits.
On pulling the lanyard (which should be stretched and then sharply pulled),
the friction bar is drawn out, igniting the composition and firing the tube.
Tbe gas from the exploded cartridge drives the tube out of the vent.
50. Fuzes.-Fuzes are used with shells of all sorts (except Palliser, or Battering
Shells) for the purpose of iguiting the bursting charge, and so bursting the shell
at the required moment. There are many varieties of fuzes in use, but they may
be divided into two classes-viz., Time Fuzes and Percltssion Fuzes, in the former
of which there is a composition, which, being set fire to by the discharge of the
gun, burns at a regular and known rate, and is made to ianite the burstin(T charae
in a given time (according to the time of flight of the sh~ll) after the shell leav~s
the gun ; in the latter, the shock experienced by the shell on impact causes a
patch of detonating composition in the fuze to be ignited, the flame from which
is led to the bursting charge of the shell. But in order to avoid accidental
explosions, this detonating anangcment cannot act unless set free to do so by the
effect of the shock of discharge.
One type of each of the two classes is here <Tiven · -

51. The 15 Seconds il'I. L Fuze, Time (Fig. 19~ Plat~ II.)-This time fuze is
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of wool 1, tn1wring slight1y, so as to fit easily into the fuzc hole. In the centre is the
compo,..~iti,m d1mmr•I, which extends nearly to the bottom, antl is driven with 2" of
a. composition which hurns a.t the rate of 1 inch in 7! seconds. Above this is a
pellet of 1ncall'll powder, having a hole hared down i€ for about two-thirds of its
lh'J~th. ~he hl•:icl ~f tlw fuze is closed hy a gun-motal plug, rouncl the pin of
wlu~h qmckmnkh IM loopetl, and letl through two fire holes to a groove on the

outsu ]p of the head of the shell.
Therl' nro six priwdN channels, fi1letl with fine powJ.er, antl which all externl
through the hnttum of the fuzo. A paper scale pasted on the outside of the fuze
gives the kngth of composition (opposite one or other of the powder channels)
for <'tH:h quarter second of })luning. To prepare this fuze, a small hole is bored
from the l•xterior through a pO\nler channel into the composition channel at the

inten,le<l point, which depends on the time of flight; the fuze is then fixed in the
fuze hole of t.he shell, and the latter loaded in the gun.
52. The flash of discharge ignites the fuze composition by means of the quickmatch at the head, aml when the composition has bumt as far as the bored hole,
it sets fire to the powder in the powder channel, the flash of which strikes downwa,~ls into the shell.
.Although six powder channels are made in this pattern of fuze, only one of

them is made use of, acconling to the actual tin1e of flight of the shell for the
range required.
The 15" fuze can be use,l for all ranges up to 15 seconds time of flight.
}..,uzes for Morta1~, which have long times of flight, do not require powder
channels, as the bored hole refened to above comes, when the fuze is placed in the
shell, inside the shell, and not opposite the.metal thereof. ·when the fuze composition has burnt down to the bored hole, the flame can escape at once into the
shell t]uough the bored hole, antl so ignite the bursting charge.
5 3. Faze, Pl'rcus.ion R. L. (Fig. 20, Plate II.).-This is the percussion fuze
chiefly used in fieltl sen·ice, and is therefore described. It, as well as othe1~
percussion fnzes, is made of gun-metal, slightly conical, and tapped externally

with a screw to fit into the fuze hole.
In the bottom of the fuze is screwed a bottom plug of gun-metal, aml on the
top, from the lower surface of the head, a steel nPed/e projects inwards.
Inside the hotly is a gun-metal guard, raised as shown in the figure, arnl
supported in position by two "feathers" on the exterior circumference of a pellet

ma,le of lead and tin in equal proportions.
There is a bevelled edge on the pellet above the feathers, corresponding to a

similar recess in the interior surface of the guard (see section in plate).
The pellet is hollow, and cupped out at the top to receive a copper cap, containing percussion cap composition.

The safety of the fuze in transit, &c., is insured by a safely pin of twisted
brass wire, to which is attached twine, wherewith to pull it out at the moment of
loading.
The safety pin passes through one side of the head, through the space between

the pellet an,l the head, and through the guard into the other side of the head,
In ortler to close the aperture left by the
witlul.rawal of the safety pin from the flash of discharge, a small IPacl pellet slides
freely in a rece~s, antl when the shell is rammed home it sets back, and so closes
where the wire ends arc opened out.

the safety pin hole.
54 . The action of the fuze is as follows :-On the shock of discharge the
,m,ard sets hack, shcarinn off the two feathers of the pellet, and locks itself on to

t'he pell~t by 1nl•ans of the projection on the latter wedging into the undercut
recess in the guard.
.
On impact (or graze) the pellet and guard fly forward, . and clnve the cap
against the steel ueedle, thus ignitini; the detonating compos1t1on, the flash from
which vasses downwards into the shell.
.
.

55. S. B. Ordnance retained in the Service.-A Mortar (Fig. 7a, P late I.) 1s a
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very short piece of Ordrnmce, having the t111nnions at the end, intended to throw
sheils at high angles of elevation, usually 45°. The mortar rests on a 11wrfa1· bNl
(Fig. 26, Pln,te III.). The elevation hcin~, as a rule, _constant, the charge of powder
has to be varied for particulal' ranges. } or each calibre of J\Iortar, tables of charges
arc prepared for each 100 (or 5_0) yards of range.
.
.
fllnny large 1\Iortars are still mounted 1n fortresses, and are hkely to remain
for many years. They are very useful for droppii.1g Rhells_ into a ~onfined space,
such as a fort or bastion, but are not able to ]nt a particular ob,1ect, such as a
single gun. l\Iortar shells, which drop from a w·eat height, nre c_apable of hreaking
through insufficiently protected pow~ler magazm.cs, and s~arclung out the ,veak
buildings of a place genrrally. Then _fl~zes shoulc~ be a little long, so as to burst
immediately after, but not before, strikmg an obJect.
56. S. B. Guns retained.-The 32-Pr. S. B. Gun of 42 cwt., large numbers of
whith are on hand, is being conYerted from a l\f. L. into a B. L. Gun, for the
purpose of being used in the flanking parts of forts as a gun for the rapid firing
of case shot only.
For this particular purpose a rifled gun is not necessary; in fact, a smooth
bore is preferable for firing case shot. The gun will be mounted on a carriage
specially made to chock recoil.
The breech-loading arrangement (interrupted screw, similar to that described
in Art. 35) is specially advantageous in ca.poniers in which these guns will be
mounted.
ROCKETS.

57. A Rocket consists of

a cylindi·ical case of paper or metal, containing
inflammable composition ; to one end of the case is attached a head, usually
of a conical or cylinclro-conoidal form; the other end is closed, but has one or

more vents or holes in it, for the escape of the gas of the ignited composition.
There is a conical hollow space in the interior of the rocket, ex.tending nearly
The object of this hollow in the
throughout the length of the composition.
interior of the rocket is, that a large surface of composition may be at once
ignited, and the gas be thereby generated more quickly than it can escape through
the vents ; the result is, that the gas becomes condensed inside the rocket, and
exerts a pressure in every direction on the interior surface.
The pressures on the sides of the rocket neutralize one another, but the
pressure on the head exceeds that on the base, in consequence of the escape
of the gas from the vents. This excess of pressure on the head over that on
the base causes the rocket to move in the direction of the head, slowly at first,
but with an accelerating motion, owing to the continued generation of fresh gas,
and its escape through the vents, which increases until the resistance of the air
is equal to the force of progression, or until the composition is consumed.
The motion of a rocket is in reality a continued recoil1 differing from that of a
g:1-n in being caused by a continuous force which acts during a great part of its
flight; whereas the recoil of a gun is caused by an impulsive force, which ceases to
act on it as soon as the projectile has left the bore.
. ~ stick or long rod is attached to the base or side of the rocket, to guide it in
its flight.
There are two descriptions of rockets used in the Servicc-Yiz., the SIGNAL
RocKET, and the HALE ROCKET. The former are used as sianals at niO'ht and
0
0
the latter as destructive projectiles.
'
58'. The SIGNAL RoCJIBT has its case and head of paper; the latter contains the
compos1t10n for the stars; the bottom of the case is choked so as to form a si.J:10'le
vent in the axis; the stick is attached to the side of tl:e rocket case. Th~re
are two sizes of Signal Rockets in use-viz., the 1 lb. and the ¼ lb. rocket.
Signal Rodrnts ~re fired vertically or nearly so. \Vhen the ~composition is
con~umecl, the hurstmg charge explodes the head and ignites the stars, which in
fallmg produce a brilliant light that can be seen from a consi1.lerable distance.
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RocketR hetween 1" aml 2" in diameter ascend between 450 and 600 yards in
height, nntl are visihle within a circuit of from 35 to 40 miles.
59. Tl,e Ha/,, Rlil'k,·fs (Figs. 21-24) have the composition in a metal case·
the head is of caRt iron, a.nd has a hollow, which is plugged with wood. The cas~
has thn'l' corrugations, as shown in ]Tig. 24, in order to crive the case a firm hold
0
of th<' composition.
Hale Rockets nrc contrived so thnt the gas issuing from the vents imparts a.
rotatory motion to them, in a,klition to the forward motion which impels them
onwar,ls. They thus acquire a motion similar to that of the projectile of a rifled gtm,

$)

FIG. 21.

}'w, 22.

FIG. 24.-Scction a.t A B.

Fw. 23.--Base.

and do not require sticks to guide them in their flight. The gas on issuing from the
vents presses on the metal projections, termed half shields, which are slightly
oblique to the axis, and causes the desired Totation.
Two natures of this rocket are in use, the 9-pr. for field service, and the 24~pr.
for fortresses.
It is probable that the plugged head will be altered to a shell with a bursting
charge, in order to increase the tlestructi ve effect.
Troughi:. are supplied to fire the rockets from. They are provided with a
suitable arrangement for giving the required elevation. They may also be fired
from the ground, the head of the rocket being slightly elevated. A munber of
rockets placed in a row, and fired in this manner, may be use<l with effect again~t
cavalry.
60. Rockets are employed, both in the land and sea services, to set fire_ to
houses, shipping, &c., in the bombardment of towns, in addition to thell' being
used simply as projectiles.
,
Rockets have the nJ.vantanc of containin" within themselves thell' own
therefore be u~ed in many situations wher? it
propelling power, and they
woul.U be impracticable to transport artillery, or in which they can be brought mto
action sooner than artille1y, as, for instance, on first landing on ttn enemy's shore_
They, however, have the 11.efect of lJeing very irrc!!nlar in tbeil' fl ight.

maY
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CARRIAGES FOR ( )nDN.ANCE.

61. Thl' Cnrri:,gt'~ mi wliiL·h Or1l11;1nee arl' mou1~tetl nrc 1liville1l into tw_o
gcw.::r11 } cl:ls.scs-t.110 onf' including all thOSl' npon wlt1d1_ !lw ~un t,r:~,vel~, or 18
con,·cycil, a~ wt•ll as workc1l in action; th~ ot.lwr compr1s111g. all carn~~?'S upon
whid 1 ordnance is mounted when placctl rn pemrnnent or fixed positions, hnt
which arc not intemled to be used in their trnn~port.
Tn tJw former cb:-:s belong .Fi,,/d and Si,,yf' Ai·ft'/1('1'!/ Carriay,,.-;; to the latter,
Ga,Tf,w,u and Shi'.11 <-:nn Carriayn:, '1'1-a1..•,,,·siu(J I'la(fo1·1w1, Alrmr·,•if>j/" (or fJi.>(r,_]">J)('ar·iny) Carriau1','\ and A[01·far B('(ls. T,11p1•s of each class are given in Plate III.
nm\ Plate I\'.
62 :Fiu. 25 n•p1•c::,;(•nts in side Yiew a. Starnling Garrison Gnn Carriage for a
GJ~Pr. ~r.
C:tm, which when thus rnonntctl cfl.n fire O\'C:!l' a height of 2-f. The
carriage is of wootl ; tht~ trucks are of cast iron.
Fig. 26 represents a 1\Iortar Rct.l for a 10" :M ortar. J\Iortar heds are malle of
l'ast iron.
" 1'] 1en the lwd rest:. on a level surface (such ns a 1liol'far pla~6u·111) the )Iort:ir
has an elrvation of .f.iY'.
63. Fig. 27 rcpresc11ts a heavy gun on a CasPmate Travnsing ])latform.
The traversing platform 1s of wrought iron, provided with trncks, awl moves
horizontally, or trac1,;•,-;1•,-;, on iron rails or racf'r.-;, in Hn me of a circle having a11y
oonvenirnt point as a centre.
The carriage, also of wrought iron (doul,le plate), is somewliat similar to a
aarrison cnrriagc without trucks. It slides along the sides of the tm.Vl'rsi11g platform (which rise to the rear at a. slope of 5° to check n•coil), and its recoil is
stopped at the rear of the platform by various kinds of buJj'(,,-.~.
By this anangement the heaviest guns in lt!:le can he worked C'nsily and
quickly hy a few men. The mechanism for large guns is complicated, hut the
principle followc1l is the same. In all, the 11.im horizontally is given hy trateri,;fnq
the platform, arnl vcrt.ically hy f'll'1 1afinr1 the gun sufficient}~, on its carriage. The
gun is, of course, run np to the front of the platform lJcfore heing tired, and
recoils to the tail thereof when tirctl.
64. Fig. 28 rqw('sents ,1 gun on a nioncrieff (or Disappenring) Cani,1ge.
This carriage gives the powrr of loaLling the gun nnd t1pproximat1-·ly aiming
it while umler cover and 1p1ito concealed from view ; it i~ then hronglit to the
firing position and firctl on•r a parapet, the recoil bringing it har.;kwanls to
a. lo1tf'1' level, where it (lisappears from view. Thl•1·e are two pattc>1·11s of nioncrieff
Carriages, that shown in Fig. 28 being the most recent.
The gun rests on an f'l1•1·afur (Fig. 28) 1 wliich rolls, hut 1lors not recoil,
on the pla(t'otm. In rolling, when the gun is fired, the trmmion holes move
hackwa.rUs about 11 feet, and down wart.ls about 6 feet; consequently the gun may
he saitl to recoil 11 foC't and to drop 6 fcC't on being fired.
The elevator contains a counter-weight a little heavier than the gun.
By the rolling action of the elevator, the gun when tiretl moYes hack liy the
force of its own recoil, from the firing position in which it is shown in Fig. 28,
to the loadinr1 pnsifiou shown hy dotted lines.
It is there retaincll hy a lnY'ak until the l~ading is compleh-ll. The gun is
then released from the break, the counterwPight drops, aml the rruu rises to the
firing position, to Llisappear ag,,in from external view on being tin.'S.
The gun is thus exposed to Yiew only for the short time rerp1ircd to complete
the aim.
65. Plate IV. gives examplei:1 of the two principal type:. of travelling carriages.
Thcs~ were _form~rly 1~rnde of wood, lint now are wholly of iron.
F!?· 30 1~ a s1~le v1~w of a wrought iron Ffr,ld Carriay11 for a 13-Pr. ir. L. Gun,
mul l!1g. 311s a side view of the Liml,<'r for the same.
The gun when in action rests (as in Fig. 30) on thrco points, viz., the two
wheels and the trail.
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. \\'"hl'll n·,t~1in•d tn J_11• _11uw1•d, tlw twil is hookl'cl on to tht· lirnht·r (tltt· gu11
li1•111g tlw!l :-:.a1tl to lJe li111lwn·rl-np), and t}w gun t.:mriage aiul lirnliL'l' thus lil'l'UllH> a
f,nn·-wl11•1·l1•1l carriagt'.
Fil'ld gu11s fil'l' uv<'t' n hl'ig11t of 3~ fot·t.
·Fig. :}9 is a si1l1.• vil'w of a 40-Pr. ( :un, 11101mk1l on a f-lit•gp 1.:nrri..igc, adnpt<.•(l
for on•,·l;ank tin•, whith }'Pl'luit:,:. tl1l' gun to tire 6 fo,·t ,tlion' tht· platform surfoct.
Tlw ;.{UH ix i--Jiown in tliL· )friny frmmiuu lio!f,x. ,rhcn rcquirt:'tl to tran_
•l, the
gun is 1tH1vc1l hnl'kwanl:-: to tlw trnvelling trunnion holes (a), i;;o a:-:. to distriln1t<: its
Wl'ight fairly lwtwt·t·n tht· wlH·t•ls of tht• t·aniage and those of its limLer, to wliich
it is st·l'Ul'l. d in a :-;imilm rn:nml'r to thrit of a tii...ltl gun.
1
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66. Tht• fire of artillny 111ay hl', :u, l't•gardt- tl1e directioll :ilhl position of tl1e
olijl'l't, either Fnmlal, UUilJ.11'', .R1{1;/ad1•, Jt.,,,.,,,.,w,, FI auk, 01· C,·11.-:.-: ,· arnl il8 regard:-:; the
l'levation_ u:;L•1l, it mny citlll'~' hl• J)l}',,d, [11,li,·,,,·f 01· C1tJ"1 ed, Jiiyh Anyle, or Pluuying.
1

67.

.FlRE AS REGARDS l>m.EC'l'IO:S.

FIG. 32.

Frontal tire is that of which the direction is 1wrpcrnlicular, or nenr1y s,,, to the
line of tlll' ohject (wltether fomwd hy tro1Jps or hy a 1inL• uf fortification) fired at.
Olililjflf' tire i~ that of w)1ich the Llirl'ctiou is ohli11ue tu the line of thl' ohject
tin·tl at. :X o authority i~ laid <lowu as to the th•~rce of obliquity m"ct>~8ill'j' for the
tt•r1n io apply. The tl'rlll rnni-\t h .· ust•tl g'L'Jll'l'<llly.
A't{Tila,le tire is that which i8 Llirectt•tl 11lnng a line tired at; the gun requires,
tl1en•fo1v, to occupy tlw prol011gatiun of the Jim· to lw l'1{ti1a.d,,,l.
Jl,,,.,,,·.-:1• tire is that wliil'h i8 brought tu hP:n· on the rear of an ohjcd, which
is the11 :--aid to he taken in re,·erSL'.
Flcr11kiny tire is that which ,l,;ti·u,ls a line h,r hringiug a fire along it8 front.,
paTall(•l, or 1w,wl,r 80 1 to the linl' 1kfr1ulcd, or jlanl.-r'll by it. It i~ thus H,nned,
hl·e;tus,• an l'IH.>111y, whl'n attacking the work, woulil have his l)\\'11 fta11k exposl'1l
to (or lie takl'll in flank hy) tlw flanking fil'l'.
(',·us.-: tire is that uht,1i11e,l liy tlw li1u•:,; of fire of two or more guns iu liiffL"rent
po:--itious crossing one :nwtlicr un nuy particul.n spot, which is thus d1111hl,r
111·1)tt'ctl•tl.

68 . .FIRE

AS REGARDS ELE\"A'J'IOK.

JJir,·d tire is Uwt which is obtainL•d from guns with Scn·icc clwrgL'R at all
angles of C'lc,·ation not exceL•.ling 1.,
lurli'l'l,l'f or Cw·r,•d tire is that uhtainC'tl from g1ms with reduced ehargl'S, awl
from huwitzeri,; ,ual mortars with all charges, nt all angll'S uf dl•Yatio11 IHJt
0

•

C
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Hiqh Anqle fire is that obtained with all charges from guns, howitzers, and
mortnr~, at nil angles of elevation exceeding 15°.
Plnnginy .firo is that which can be brought to bear from a gun in a high situation on to the ground, level, or nearly so, below it. If the grou1:d sloped up to the
fl'Ull the fire would cease to be plunr,inr1, and would be termed grazing.
0
Plunging fire implies lteir,ht of ;::ifuatirm for the gun. Against a moving object,
such as an enemy advancing to the attack over open ground, it is the least effective
fire, as there is the least margin for error in aim; but against a fixed object, such
as an enemy in trenches or batteries at a siege, it is most effective, for the
projectile (fired with Service charges) will cut through the crest of the parapet, and
search out the ground beyond most thoroughly.
Curved and High Angle fire will.equally reach, or search out, objects concealed
from view, as well as Plunging fire, which latter can seldom be applied; whereas
the two former can be used urnler all circumstances when it is requisite to give to
a projectile a steep angle of descent. The concealed cscarps of fortresses would
require to be breaehecl by this kind of fire.
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TERMINAL VELOCITIES, MARTINI-HENRY RIFLES.
Range in Yards
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SER'fICE CHARGE, 85 GRAINS.
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1200
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70. The Martini-Henry Rijle derives its name from the fact
that it combines the lYiartini breech mechanism with the Henry
barrel and rifling.
Th~ barrel is of steel, the calibre is ·45", the grooves arc
seven m number, and arc polygonal-i.e., the bore has seven
si<l.es, which circumscribe a circle, the diameter of which
is ·45". Along each angle of the bore there runs a raised rib
which projects inwards as far as the (imaginary) ·45" circle,
thus forms each groove into a double one.
The rifling has a twist of one turn in 22 inches.
71. Cartridges for the Martini-H~nry R(fle (:Fig. 33) have a
case of thm sheet brass. Into the head of the case is choked
the bullet, which is ·45" in diameter, a.nU has a sin(l'le cannelur0
for s_ecur~ng it to the cartridge. The bullet is solid, cy lindro?ono~,dal m form, ·45" lliamete~ at the base, tapering slightly (to
439 ) towards the head. It 1s made of lea,l hanlened by tin
lea,l to l tin). Betwee1.1 the bullet aml the powder charge
1s a wad of beeswax, with thm cardboard wads in front and in rear.
The ba~e of the cartridge has a percussion cap in the centre.
The base rlln allows the cartridge case to be withdrawn from the
chamber after firing. It is impossible to load the rifle ,vith more
than .one cartridge at a time.
. VVhen fired, tl~o bullet is 8f4 up by the :.:;hock of Ui~~harge, and its
diameter becomes1ncreaseJ sufficiently to take the grooves of the rifle.

mui

p2

FIG. 33.
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This ammunition is waterproof, and by means of the beeswa.-x wa<l is self]uluicating.
Thl· powdl'r charge is 85 grains.

72.

PEN~TllATION 01'" RIFLE BUU,ETl-i,

Martini-Henry Rill.e-Range, 20 yards.

Description of Target.
Penetmtion.

18" to 21"
15" to 18"
8" to 12"
12" to 20"
4 planks
7" to 8"
3'1 to 4"

Pa.rapet--earth
sand
"
So.1albags-filletl
Cu.bions-fillcd

...
Timber, Fir-3" pla.11k

,, in baulk
Oak-in log

I

-3-t-.-.t--:--------1

I
I

Pl'oof.

Remarks.

3 "
2 baus . Or l bag lengtlrnays.
1 gabion
6 pla11ks

12"
6"

The Martini-Heru·y Rifle will fire 25 una.imed, or 12 aimed, shots in a minute.
ItR exti·cmc effective range is 3, 000 yards, at which distance its penetration is
as follows:Damp Sand.

9 inches

4 boards

D1y Earth.

Remarks.

9½ inches•

• At 2,500 yards.

Any distance less than 300 yards is considered close range, requiring but little,

if any, change of th~ rifle sights.
:ilIACHINE GUNS.

73. JJiach inP Guns are used for the purpose of bringing a. rapid and continuous
fire of small projectiles to bear on a given spot. They are so named from the
fact that the operations of loading and of firing are performed by working a.
special mechanism-in the case of the Gatling Gun by means of turning a handle,
and with the N ordenfelt Gun by working a lever handle backwards and forwards.
T.rnLE 01'~ PRI NCJl'AL DIMENS IONS OF GATLING AND NoHDENFELT GUN8.

Gun.

Calibre.

No of Nature of) No of
Barrels. R1flmg.
Grooves

Twist of
R1flmg.

Weight of
Bullet

I

Powder
Charge

Weight of
Ji'illed

Cartridge.

- - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -

Gatling .... . .
N onleufelt..

10
l ·OO"

H emy

7

Hemy

11

l turn
22"'
1 turn
3511

111

111

480 grs. 1 85 g1s.
lead
7¼ oz
1 ·43 oz.
steel

800 g,~.
11 ·21 oz.

74. Tho Land Service Gatling Gm, consists of ten rifle barrels ( calibre ·45 inch,
so as to take the 1fartini-Henry ammunition) attached to a spindle, and caused
to revolve by means of a handle in rear of the breech. The cartridges are
contained in a drum (holding 240 cartridges), which is placed over the breech,
and they drop through a slot in it, are forced into the barrels, and fired one after
another, as the barrels revolve. The rate of firing depends merely on the
rapidity with which the handle is tun1ed.
An automatic tr-a.versing arrangement is attached to the breech, which giYes
a slight horizontal motion to the l)arrels, and thus a lateral spread to the bullets.
If not required, the traversing arrangement may be thrown out of gear, so 3S
not t.-0 act.

(
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SECTION II.

PRACTICAL GEOMETRY-SCALES-GEOMETRICAL DRAWING.
D1:AWING IN.sTl1U:MENTS: r011tpasscs,
IX PL.\:SE GEu:METl:Y: ln'.scclion

protractor; ,Afarq1wis Six1,lcs <111d 1'riitugle. --P1tuuLEM1,;
of a lim; a,Ld of lln angle; constrnction of pcrpcndi~ulars;
lo draw It linf pnmllel to a li,w; to make an anglr rquftl to one given~· division of a lim;
into Cf)Ual pa:rts; reduction uf a rcctili,wtr jig11re to a trirrnglc of equal a.rea; construction of
polygui!S Oil 1i git11·n line, mul of fr1,ngc11l8 to cfrdes.-SC'ALEl'i : 1111:thod of c011strudio1t;
c:ra,npk~ uf nc('rssary colcuhriiu,1s.-D1.-\<:uKAL SCALES: lablr of E11.glish and Pureiyn li1tcar
111crt,wrrs.-1\I 1,::ssn: .\T1ox: ,ucas uf rrda11glcs, trim1gle,s, and tmp,·::uids; porapct.~ aMl
ditduw.-h'C'LIXA'l'IONi'I of slopes~· method n/ ~1rrr,:,si11g b!f fradio11s. - UEOMETIOCAL
D1:A w1 :-.1: : ortlw9mpliic projedio,1.s ~· pla11, clcvatiun, scdiou, a1ul profile~· c011str-11ctio11, of a
plnn, a sccliim, mid wt efomtion.

77 . .A

kuowletlge of the elements of goonwtrical Lll'awing is desirable in the
stntl_y of .Fortification, buth for the purpose of comptehelllling the ,•;uious
drawings by which works and lmiltlings are represented on paper, antl also for Uw
purpo8e of tracing, or marking out on the grouml, t]1e necessary details of dcfensi vc
works.
The drawing instruments in use at the Royal l!Iilitary College arc the
folluwing :A Pai,· uf Compa ...sel'i, having .t movable leg to aLlmit of a pen- or })encil-leg
being substituted fur it, so as to allow of circles being tlrawn in ink or p1mcil.
A S1,1all Pair of Uuwpas::ws with a pen-leg, for lhawing smaller circles than can
1,c tle:-crilwtl conveniently by means of the larger compasses. These are called bow~weeps : thL'.)' shouhl not be used for circles which require the legs to he upern,• d
to a greater angle than about 30\ unless they han:: doulJle joints, which permit
the legs to be bent perpernlicularly to the paper.
A Pn1-h y .-md a l'e111:if-l,,!/, to i11scrt in the pince of the movable k·g of tl1c
large compasses.
A JJ,-awi11,1 p,,.11.
An Irrwy j)rotrado,·, to set off angles, and lmving on it various useful scales.
78. To ,,et oft' an angle by means of the protractor (l'lnte Y.) : Let C A (l;'ig. 34) be the given straight line, C a point in it, and 40° the
augle rc(p1irell to he !-'.:et ot[ Place tlic centre mark on the lower edge of the
protractor at the point C, and move the protractor round uuti1 the line marked 40°
011 its r~Hliatcd edge eoincitles with CA.
Dniw the line CD along the ellge;
J) C A is the requirc•ll anµfo.
If the point tltl"(J\ln'lJ which tll(" stmiHht li11e. formi1w the angle of +0° witl1
thP line C A, is to pa:.~, be n ut in tlie ~t~liglJ t li1~e, as D (.Fig. :34), the protractor is
1Jfoce1l on tlJC line C A, with the centre poiut and the rnark 40Q coinciLling with
tliat line, ant.I it is moYed along the liue C A in thi8 position until the edge CD
cuinci<lef- with the pl1int ] ).
Jn L'Hch of the :tlJovc operatiu11s the l'(:lpti.red line can he drawn with ono :uljnstl11(•11t of tlic protractor.
\\"}u~n the line C A is not, as in Fig. 35, long c•no11g11 to n,hnit of the nlioYc
1
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construction, place the lower edge of the protractor on tha_t line, with the_centre on
C . tlrnn make a mark against the upper edge, at the Jme on the ra<lrntcd edge
wl~ch imlicates th e required angle (D), and draw D C.
The scale on the edge of the face of the protractor, and those on the back
Jmlrked 30, 35, 40, &c., are plain scales, an inch being divided into the number of
parts indicated by the figures.
.
The protractor has also on it a. diagonal scale. The principle ~f the drn~onal
scale is explained in the Art. on Scales. The scales generally given are either
inches divided into lrnmlredths, with half-inches similarly divided on the right-hand side· or half-inches divided into hundredths, with quarter-inches on the
riHht-hmul 1side. To take off a given distance-let the distance be 4·35 units, this
le~tO'th beiuu made up of the sum of 4 units, 3-tenths of an unit, and 5-hundredths
of ;n unit. 0 Look along the horizontal line marked 5 (for fiv e-hundredths), place
-0ne point of the compasses ou the point where this horizontal line cuts the oblique
line from the point 3 (for three-tenths), and the other point of the compasses where
it is intersected by the perpendicular from the point marked 4 (for four units).
79. A Box qf ])£arquoi.s Srnles.-The Marquois Scales consist of two rectangular rulers and a right-angled triangle. The hypothenuse of the triangle is three
times as long as the shortest side. On some of the edges of the rulers there are
two scales, one on the actual edge of the ruler, the other close inside. The inner
scale is a natural scale, in which an inch is divided into the number of parts
marked in the f;entre of the scale, as 35, 40, 50, 60. The outer scale is an
ad~ficial scale, the divisions of which are three times the size of the accompanying
11atural scalc-?°.e., these two sets of divisions bear the same proportions to one
another as do the hypothenuse and the short side of the triangle, for a reason which
'Will be explained. The scales on the bevelled edges of the rulers are natural scales,
and are most convenient for ed[te nading. Let A BC (Fig. 36) be a position of
the triangle, F G the ruler. The ruler remaining fixed, let the triangle be movetl
from A B C to A' B' C' ; it is evident that the perpendicular distance A' E,
between the parallel lines A B and A' B', bears to the distance A A', which the
point of the triangle has moved (or to D D' its equal), the same proportion which
the hypothenuse AC docs to the short side BC. A' Eis thereforeone-third of DD'.
Tlrns' by sliding the hypothenuse any given number of divisions, as marked on
one of the artificial scales, the triangle will fall the distance represented by the
same number of divisions on the natural scale.
To apply this principle, let it be required to draw two parallel lines a quarter
of au inch apart.
On the scale of 40, one large division (or ten small divisions) will he equal to
a. quart~r of an inch. Place the bevelled edge of the t.riaugle carefully against the
gn·en hne, and make the star point on the triangle agree with the zero point on
the scale of 40. Then slide the triangle down (the ruler being held firmly with the
left hand) until the star point coincides with the division on the outer scale
marked 10, and draw a line along the bevelled edge. It will he, as requireJ,
¼,g.ths, or one-fourth of an inch from, and parallel to, the given line.
To apply the l\Iarquois Scale to the construction of a given rectilinear figure on
a_ given scale :-Let A B CD E F (Fig. 37) be the given figure of the dimensions marked, to be drawn on a scale of 20 feet to 1 inch. In this case one
division, on .the natural scale of 20, being :fzy-th of an inch, will represent foot
on the drawmg; of course, two divisions on the 40 scale, or three divisions on the
60 scale, would give a like dimension. Lay the bevelled edge of the triangle
along A F .. ~l~en draw be, ee', <l d 1 parallel, when the star point coincides with 3½,
6, and 8 <l1v1s10ns on the scale of 20 (or a multiple of these divisions on another
scale), and slide the triangle up far enouah to draw D D' at ri<rht anO'les to A F by
the short side of the triangle. Now tur~ the rulers round m~ke th;bevdled edcre
of the triangle c~incide with D D', and set the zero a1~d star points togetlu~r.
Then move the t~·iangle towards F, marking Eat 12 divisions an<l Fat 18 (12 + 6) ;
ne~t move the triangle towards A, marking C at H, Bat 4½ (or I¼+ 3), arnl A at
11 2 (or 7 + 4½),
•
•
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,Toin A B, C D, D E, and E :F, to obtain the required fi::,r1.ue on the given
::;calc.
PROBLEMS IN PLANE GEOMETRY.

The folJowing are the problems of the most general application in Geometrical
Vrawing, and also for tracing on the ground the outlines and necessary details of
works of defence. }~or the compasses may be substituted a cor<l. tixed at one end
when describing arcs on the ground, and a measuring tape or line when settin<r
0
off distances.
80. 'l'o bisect a yfren straight line :-Let A B (Fig. 38) be the given
straight line; with A anLl B as centres, aml with any convenient radius, A C
(greater than ½A B), describe uircles intersecting in the points C and D ; join
thL•se points by a line intersecting the given line in E. A 13 will be bisected in E.
N.B.-C D is perpendicular to A ]l. *
To apply this construction practically, double a rope so as to be able to take
hold of its centre, and while its ends are held to the points A antl ]), the points
C and D can be fixed by moving the rope until both its halves become tight.
The point E can then be obtained.
".,..hen the given line is too long for the above construction, set off from each
of its ends, A and B, equal distances as marked by the figures 1, 2, &c. (}"ig. 39) ;
a length convenient to bisect, as 3·3, will thns be obtained, the midJ.le point of
which, C, will evidently bisect A B.
,vhen the given line, A TI, is of known length, it may he bisecte(l by measuring from either of its ends one-half of its length to obtain its point of lJisection, C.
81. To bisect a gfrru anr1le :-Let D A C (l?ig. 40) be the given angle;
make A C equal to A D; then from D and C as centres, and with equal radii,
dl'scribe arcs intersecting in E; the line A E being then draw11, bisects the
angle as required.
OBS.-The triangle D E C must be isosceles, but nee,! not be equilateral.
To bisect an angle traced on the ground by pickets, or other 1rn:u·k~, as D A C,
fix a mark at any point, C, in the line A C, as far from A as possible, and another
at D, in the line AD, making the uistance A D equal to C A; double a c01,l so
as to find its centre, and stretching it from C to D, mark the point equidistant
from C and D, then the line bisecting the angle will pass through this point.
It may here be observed that any straight line traced in this way by pickets,
&c., may be prolonged by placing other pickets so that they may appear to
coincide with them; and that the point of intersection of two lines may be
found by observing the coincidence with pickets phtced in both lines.
82. Thrmlf/h a giren point, to rfraw a line petpendiculat to a gicen line:(1) "'hen the point P is in the given straight line A B, and not near either
entl of it, as in Fig. 41 : Set off equal distances P C, PD, in A B; from C and D
as centres, with auy suitable equal radii, describe arcs intersecting in E ; join
P E, which is the perp1::1H.licular required.
(2) '\Yhen the point P is not in the given line A B, as in Fig. 42 : From P
as a centre, with any convenient radius, describe an arc, cutting A B in C and D;
from C and D as centres, and with any suitable equal radii, describe arcs inters~cting in Eon the side of A B opposite to P; join P E : it is the perpendicular
re(1uired.
These constructions may be employed on the ground, the point E being found
as ~xplained for Fig. 40, in Art. 81, by doubling a conl.
(3) W11en the point P is the line A B, but very near to one eml, as in Fig. 43:
Knowin<r that the anale in a semicircle is a riuht angle, tix :rny point, C, as a
P, describe a semicircle P D, cutting A 13 in point D;
centre ; ~,·ith radius

C

E

• Jn the fi,mres the ,ri_ven lines are "t.l1in and continuom~;" the lines of constructioni.r., those us;i to obtafn t li e re1mltE1, 1e thin and dotted;" and the re1Snlt in:;;: lines" thick
n.nd continuous." A given point. ii; shown by a dotted circle describe~] about it as a centre ;
and, generally, those lines which are only required for proof are unntte<l.

26
dmw tllt· di ameter E J); join E P: it is tho perpemlicnlar retptire~l. This is ;t
gnud pr.1ctica1 mod e.
.
St•cond con:-truction (F.ig. 4fi) : Tnke any senlc of equal part~; then with P
n::: ceutrt.•, aw l rmlins t.'1 p111l to tl1ree such part[.;, descril~o ,m }ll'C cntti11g A J;, in ~;
with ]~ a:-; ct.•ntre, arnl radius l'((Hal to four parts, ,md with 9 as ct.·ntre, mul railing
t•,pml to fin• part:-, ,le:-crihe arcs iukrsecting in lJ ; joi11 V]) : it is the J)el']ll'J11licular rPtp1ired.
]for :):? + ,J:? = f>:?, ;.,,,, thP Sttl~are on C ]) equal:,; the sum of the
8qnares pn l' C arnl P D , and, Uu.:rcfore, C P lJ is a right a11gl~.
(4) When tile point P is nearly opposit,· to_ the t·ml of A
(Fig. 4-1): Draw
p Cat a conreu ient anglu to A]; to ht~ the ,lwmeh•r tif a :,c1111c1rcle, b1f.;cct 1t m
D. .From l) as a centre with rmlius D P, dcscrihL' a11 nrc cutting A ]~ i11 .E;
tlrnw ] > E : it is perpendicular to A D, because P E ]1 is the angle in a. :,;L'mic::in.:le.
83. 'Thl"VU!fh a r1il'ni point tu draw et t_;f,-aiyht lim, JK1,ra./h,f fr, a, yirf"l1 .,t,.ai!fld
/iw· :-Let A ]) (Fig. J6) he the give n straight line, aml P th u given point.
l•'l'Om P let fall a pcrpenllicular, J> C, to AH, an,1 from a11y co nvL·niL·nt point,]), i11
Al~ draw a perp1:!11dicular, D }:, making its length ey_llal to P C: join P E to
obtain t h e ref1uiretl line.
N.11.-This i..:; the only c011strncti on h ere given, as it is the most convenient
one for practical operations. Tlw perpernliculars m.:1y usually he laid out by the
eye, without pl'actical erro,· J'.n flu, JUll'ctllc/i;,;111 of the required lines.
~ 84. T u t:011.,fl'ucf an aur;le ('(pta l fo a yif"r,n a11yf,, :-Let J3 A C (Fig. 47) he the
given angle, aml P the point in the given line, PD, at which it is reqnire1l to construct an angle equal to ll A C. \rith A nn1l 1-' as centres, arnl with an erptal
radius, draw the arcs ]~ C arnl ]~ D ; with D as crntrc, and with a ra<lius equal to
thr ch or1l ]J C, draw an arc cutting D E in E: join P E to obtain th e requirl·tl
angle 1) PE.
To .•wt <(tf" any!('~ on the gmurul :-This is most rapiLlly effecte1l hy means of a
theoLlolite or sextant, hut if they me 11ot availalJle, it may be don e thus, with a
corJ only : A right angle may be tracCll as shown in Art. 8 2.
An angle of
60° is obtaine1l hy tracing a11 equilateral triangle i arnl a line passing thro11gh
any one angubr poi11t of this figure aml the eentre of the opposite si1le wi11 giro
an angll' of 30°. The angles of 90° arnl 30° l,eing also l)iseetc1l (see Art. 80),
angles of 45"" ,uul 15° ar1• ohtainl'cl; and l•ach of th e aho,·e m1gh,:-. hcing adclrtl
to any of the other~, or suh:;tmcteLl from thern, hy laying them out on the
grou nd with equ.11 radii, aiul ndjaeent to each other, give a fow others: tlrn~ we
gc•t angles of 7fi 0 , 105°, 120'', 135°1 a11Ll 150°.
85 . To dirirle a. yicen .-:fralyld lhw hdo aU!J um11lH'I' (n) r!f Np1al parts:(1) lly trial with a pair of compasses.
Open the Llivitlers to what appears to be the 11th part of the line, step this
distance along th e line from one end, arnl if it be fonnll l'itlw1· to exceed or to fall
~hori of the nth part, correct the opening, aIHl repeat tlie tri,tl till the exact nth
part is ohtainccl.
Ons.- "rith care 111111 a little pmctico it will be found that two or three trials
are generaily sufficient; but the process may be shortt.>netl l,y atte11di1w to the
0
following rul e : If n can be resolve,1 into two factors (p and '1), one uf which, p, is any power
of 2, :.1s -!, 8, &c., the line shoulll be first bisected (which can always be tlone liy
two trials) j each part should again he bisected, and so on till t.he line is ,Evided
into p p,trts; each of these may again be divided i11to '1 parts t}w qth part of 0110
being obtainell hy trial as above.
'
(2, a) ]3y construction suitable for work on ~round, as A U (Fi~. 48):
]haw A~' making an m1gle of about 30° with A B, and through ]~ lh-aw B ])
pnrallel with A C. On AC anJ D D set off 11-l equal part:,;, each 1warly ecpial
~o ,'.th of A ]! ; join n-1 C with 1 B; n-2 C with 2 J\ &c., to di,·itlc A ]J
mto n eitnal pnTtt-.
(21 7J) ]1y c011struction on paper: Draw A C a~ ahove, setting off along it the
<:1p1al p:uti:: 1, 2, :J, &c., up to n.
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,loin 11 ]1 (with the :i\forquoiR Trinng-le), nnd througl1 the other points in AC
tlr:tw p:\mUt•l li11eK The iuter:R•t:tion of these lines with A H will lli,·i1le the
latter as l'l'(j u ired.
(3) To 1/irid,• a sfraiyht linl' info a trmsi,l,,raU1• 111wtlH J', n, of e11ual parts, hy
llH:ans uf the )Lm1nois Hcah.·:- (Fig. 49) : Di:-ert .A. U i11 C, and 1.h•:-;cribe the semicircle, A I> 11, and la.y off ]1 D a
chonl, c11ual ion partx (or any multiple of n parts), on m1y convenient scale on the
:i\Jar1ruois ; arnl setting the trim1gh_. 011 A D, which i8 pcrpcndicmlar to A ]1, slide
off tlw cm·rt:..pondi11g di,,isiuns on the 1'farquois Scale. ln lng. 49, A ]1 is thus
1liYide1l into 176 e(iuctl parts; arnl if A ]l reprcscmte,l a mile, diYisio11s of humlretls
and of tern~ of J':·m ls woul<l he thns obtained.
86. 1'0 J't'fl1u·r, a yireu n,dilillf'Cff_tiuurt' to a frim1y/,, /ia,·iuy an ('(ptal a,·ea:Let A lJ C D E l<' l, (Fig. 50) be tho given tigure. A l, is taken as a
b:1.-:e, nml is prollucetl outwards indefinitely.
Thi.' point D, being tht• highest
point of the .tigurc above A G, is taken as the apex of the inten1kd trirmgle.
,Join AC, antl through H tlrnw 1~ /J parallel to..\. C, until it meeti- the l);lSl' in
thr poi~tt h; it is evitlent that a line ,hawn from C to l1 (not shown i11 the figure)
would mclude the same area as the lines C ]; a.ml]; A, as it cuts off a portion of
the Ol'iginal figure, and atlds thereto a portion of equal size. Thus, in place of the
original sides A
and ]{ C, a substitute C h is found.
Repeat a similar operation hy joining n b, and through C drn.w the parallel
line Cc, meeting the base in the point c; join]),. to obtain a .w,1·0,ul i-:1llp;fitute,
atHl in the figure in question to obtain also a side of tlw required triangle.
On the other side of the apex, simihn constructions are l\eces~ary-i.e., join
E G, arnl through F tlrmY Ff parallel; then E/ (not tlrawn iH the tigure) will he
the tirst substitute. To obtain tlw next, join D _t; and through :E draw E e
parallel, then join D ,, to obtain the other side of the triauglc.
The number of operations necc8sary in a construction of this kind is determined by deducting three (number of sitlcs in a triangle) from the m1mber of silles
in the given figure. In t11e illustration chosen, the original figure, A ]{ C D ]~ l◄' G,
consists of seven sitles; four successive operations are therefore necessary to rc1luce
it to a triangle of equal area.
Having thus reduced the original figure to a trin11gle of eqtrnl area, the area is
found by measuring the base a.nd perpm1tliculilr height of the triangle and taking
half their product.
87. To co,1,.'-lfntd a lifJUW'f on a !liff'n liw:-On A :C (.F'ig. 51), the givensi1le,
make an isosceles triangle, the ef1ual sides of which, A C uml ]l C, are of a convenient length (about= A B), then prolluce AC nntl ]l C for tllf tl' 01r11 ln19tl1 to
obtain the points ]) antl E in the sides of the sl1uare 1wo1.lucetl. Along these lines
me,umre A F and :C G, each equal to A ]3, to complete the sc1uarc. The entire
construction relJttll'cs only seven points to be market!, all(.l is very c01n-enient for
practical work on ground. As a check to the aceuracy of the work tlw diay(/nat.~
-~hrJu!d lj,, r·o11tpar,,d, as they ought to be of the same length.
88. '1'11 1·on.~tn1cf a 1'C!/Ular 1u.mfa!f1Jlt on a !fil'eu linP:-From either cnc.l (as B)
of given line A B (Fig. 52) draw a perpendicular B C, equal in length to onehalf of A B ; produce A C, aml make C D equal to ll C; then A D is the length
of the diagonal of the rec1uired pentagon. ,vitli this 1i11e A]) as 11Wius, from
A and as centres Uescribe a.l'cs intersecting in E, whieh point is the ape~ of the
pentagon. The remaining angular points, F and G, are found by tlr,nnng arcs
with mclius eL1ual to the sitlc A B from E and ]3 to ol>tain G, and from E and A
to obtain :F.
N.R.-The arcs described from A and n, with AD as radius, will pass through
the points G arnl F of the pentagon. The various diagonals shou}:l all be eq1~al.
89. 'Po ,·rmxfrucf a ,·1•y11lar h1,.,·ayrm una !liren line:-On A]~ (} 1g. 53) clescnbe
im e11uilateral triangle A (_) U; on A() and JJ O describe other equilnteral triangle:s
to obtain points C and lJ; finally, on C O and D O describe other similar
tri;rnglPR to fix the points F and G.
1
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90. T o dm,r a tanrff'Ut to a yil'M1 l'lrcfr fhrouyh a yi1:cn point
...
. .
(!) ,v110n the point is on the circumference of the circle as P (hg..54), JOm
p with O, the centre of the circle, and throug h P draw .A. P, pcrpen1.hcular to
O P to obtain the 1·equired tangent.
(2) ,vhen the point is outside the circle, as P. (Fig. 55), .i,rn tangents can be
dn1.wn. Join P with O the centre of the circle, bisect O P m D, and from D as
a centre, with m<lius D 0, describe a circle, cutting the given circle in two point~,
B and C ; join 1) C and P B to obtain the required tangents.
SC.A.LES.

91. A Scale is a mode of expressing, by a divided or graduated line, the
1n·oportion which exists between :1 drawing and the objeet represented by it.
Scales are used for the purpose of measuring lengths or distances on plans, maps,
&c. Fig. 56, Plate VII., is the plan of part of a room, ~ncl Fig. 57, Plate VIL, is
the scale for the same plan. The breadth of the room 1s marked on the plan as
beinrr 12', and it will be found on comparing the scale and the plan that the
lenot'h of 12' is the same in each. Any other dimension of the room can evidently
he ouml by reference to the scale in Fig. 57. It will be also found that the
length marked as 12', both on the scale and on the plan, is actually 2"; the
proportion between the plan and the full size of the room is therefore as 2": 12'.
This proportion may be expressed by the fraction iS'. = n~TT = -.Ar, which means
that the dimensions (linear) on the drawing are ~nd of the real dimem:lions
represented.
This fraction, l::r, which expresses the proportion of the thawing to the real
size of the object represented, is tenneU the repre:1e11tative fraction of the scale.
The scale may be termed either "A scale of T¼," or, "A scale of 6 feet to I inch,"
since the length of 1 inch on the scale will represent 72 inches or 6 feet.
92. The representative fraction of any scale is determined by placing as the
nmnerator of the fraction the length (usually given in inches) of some known
distance or dimension on the scale, while the denominator is the real length
representeLl.
Thus, the Ordnance Survey is principally on a scale of 1 mile to 1 inch, the
representative fraction of which is1 inch
1 mile
1760x3xl2
63360.
The method of expressing the sea.le of any drawing by its representative
fraction has the great advantage of being intelligible to foreigners using English
plans, or to Englishmen using foreign plans. Thus, a Russian officer using the
Ordnance Survey of England, on the above scale of 1 mile to 1 inch, would
be able to understand its proportion, and also, if necessary, to construct a scale of
Russian 1~1eas1ne~ to suit it, if he knew the scale to be "ij"AiJlJ, without being at
all acquamted with the length of an English mile or an English inch.
93. Comparative Scales are those that have the same representative fraction,
and which, therefore, would suit the same drawing. As an example-a French
and an English officer jointly studying the plan of a fortress would probably
each prefer to measure dimensions on a scale the units of which were familiar to
him-i.e., the Frenclunan would prefer measurina in metres and kilometres ·
0
'
the Englishman in yards or miles.
94. The graduation of a scale should suit the notation in common use which
is decimal-i.e., the principal or primary division:,; of the scale shoul~l each
r~p:e~ent either 1, or 10, or 100, or 1,000 of the required units; the left primary
chv1s10n shoul~l then he subUivided into 10 equal parts. By this means any
number of umts may be measnreU from the scale at one operation with a pair of
compasses. Thus, 97 tmit_s, which is made up by the sum of 9 tens anU 7 unit.<:i,
t::onld be measm-etl by placmg one leg of a compass at the line marking the 9th
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ten, an,1 the. other leg at the 7th unit. The 0 or Zero point of a scale shonlrl
invlll'iah]y be on the right of the left primary division, so as to measure l0's or
100 1s, &c., to the right, and the smaller llivisious to the left of this point.
95. The construction of a scale Ter1uircs two distinct operations: (I) the
calculation nccci;;sary for determining- its length in inches, and the number of
units to he shown in that length; (2) the actual drawing of the scale.
The first is n. case of sin1plc proportion, which is conveyed either by the
repre!-cntn.tive fraction, or by the given length, on the dntwing, of some dimension
a~ compared with the real length of that dimension.
96. If the following l'Ule he adhered to, no difficulty ought to be experienced
in calculating any required scale, however complicated it may apparently be.
RuLE.-Asccrtain, by proportion, the length in drcimal::: r~( an inch of one unit
of the required scale, and from this cahmlated length determine the entire
numhcr of units (I0's, or I00's, or l,000's, &c.) to be shown in the requirecl
scale.
A convenient length for the scales of 11wst military plans is about 6 inches,
more or let:..-:, to suit some decimal number of the primary divisions. A scale
should, however, be made long enough to show the greatest length required tobe measured from it.
97. As regards the drawing and gra,luation of the scale, Fig. 57 shows the
usual mode of drawing, lettering, and figuring. The following hints will be
found useful in order to ensul'e accural'!/ of con;-;traction, without which scales.
are useless:-(!) "rork from the whole to get the parts-i.e., calculate the entire
length of the scale, and lay it clown by measurement, which always can be conect
to within 1 lu.th of an inch. An error of not more than r!uth of an inch in the·
u1wl, length of a scale is not of importance. (2) Choose a number of primary
This
divisions for the entire length of scale, which is not a prime number.
is for convenience of subdivision afterwards. It is preferable, for instance, to subdiYide a scale with 20 or 18 primary di visions, rather than one with 19 divisions.
(3) Use a hard pencil (H.H.H.) with a fine point, am! pl'eM li!7Mly with it.
]1eginners sometimes use a B. pencil, with a point (so called) about 1 \th of an
inch broad, and express surprise at the result not being satisfactory. (4) Check
your work before drawing it in ink, in the following manner, which is practically
most accurate : Apply the straight edge of a piece of paper to the scale ; mark
off on the paper the divisions of the scale, then shift the paper to the right or·
left one or more divisions; if the marks on the paper continue to correspond with
those of the scale, it may be assumed that the latter is accurately graduated.

EXAMPLES IN CONSTRUCTION OF SCALES.

98. Ex. I. Required a scale of -J75 to mea151,re feel and inthe..

As denominator : numerator : : 1 unit of the scale : the length representing
(expressed in inches) 1 unit on the drawing.
Or as 30 : I : : 1 foot, or : 0·4 inch, which represents I foot (unit) on the scale ..
(12 inches)
Since 0·4 inch represents 1 unit
4·
10
4·8 ;:
12 ::

To draw the scale, as in :Fig. 58, Plate YII.
Take a line 4·8 inches lono- for the length of the scale, which will represent
12 feet; subdivide it into 12 c4ual parts for the primary divisions, each of which
will represent I foot.
.
.
Divide the left primary division into 12 equal parts, each of w]uch will represent 1 in(;h. },igure the scale as in the illustration.

Cmlf~1• of P11rlifi1·nfiun , Eli-.

99. Ex. ::?. H ,,~11tfr!'d a. ,.,,f'{/lr• rl yard~ fo a. JJlan on 1d1frlt a. liw· 0·51 inf'h
!tmu r1·1n·,,.,.,,uf.,· D !/al'd,.:.
Iu eh.
Uuit~. Uuit.

f t}l(_' lc11gt,lt 011 tlw ,hawing of
0 _0566
• • 0·51
)
1 unit (.ranl) of tlie scale.
0·0!\66 inch represents
1 unit (y,ml)
0·!166
,, will n·preRrnt 10 ,,
.1·1
,,
,,
90 ,,
To tlraw thC' Real e, aR in ]◄'ig. 59, Plate YIT. :Takl' a lim• !'j·l incites long for tlw length of thl' Rc11 le, which will n :presL"ut
no ynnls; ~nhdi\·i1ll· into 9 partR for the primary_ ,~i:•i~io_ns, ead1 of which will
rqm..> Sl'llt 10 ,rarlls; i: ; uhtlivid<· the le-ft pr1mnry d1n s10n 111to 10 l'tptal patts, cad1
of which will l'l'presc nt 1 yard.
Fi• rlll'l' tlw scale a~ shll\\'ll.
~
·0!\l inch
·051
Thl' n•])l'c:-entatiYC fraction uf this scale i:-: - 9 yards = 1fx°":3G
635·29.
As

9

~ince

100. Ex. 3.

Jl,,,p1,lJ',,d a l:il'ale of .1l lilan 111£/r,s ('(/11/parafire fo a :-ll'ftlP of 10

Elll/li,.:lt JJ1i!es fo 1 inch.
1 J.l lilan 111i!P = 1808·81 E-n;Jli~h !Jatrll:i.
H ere the known distan ce is 10 Englis]1 milcs1 the <limcn sion which rrpresents
it on pa.per i:-; 1 inch, antl thl' tmits rcquit-i11g t o he PXlH'l'f,;scd on tlie scale 1.ne
l\Iilan miles (the ltngtl1 of whi ch is known in English yar(h;).
Iu ch.
Milan ~1 ile,
Euglish l\liles.
{ tlw length 011 pa 1wr rl'prr..
10
As
senting l 1\lila11 mile ;
Yanls.
lut:h.
Y:rnls.
1808·81
1
0·1028 incli.
..
or li600
Since 0·1028 inch represents 1 unit (i\Iilan mile)
·

1 ·028

10 ,,

5·14
50 ,,
To draw the scale, as in :Fig. 60, Plate VII. : Take a. line 5·14 inches long for the length of the scale, which will rcprcse11t
!50 Mila11 miles; 1livit..lc it into .) ctprnl parts for the primary 1livisions, each of
,rhich will reprcge nt 10 :M ibn miles; ::;11l,tliri1le the left primary divl~ion into
10 cqunl parts, each of which will represent 1 J\Iilan mile.

TI

. f
.
f I.
I . 1 inch
I
1c 1·epresentahve ract10n o t us sea e 1s 10 miles - i6x T; 6 o,;-3 6 G336Cf0.
101. Ex. 4. On a flw.;.,;i(w, 1fW,JJ 25 1 n.-;fH are r,,p,•r,,,..rndnl lJJ/ 1 a,·cliiue; ,,.,,_
q1tiJ'f'rl a cowpa.mtir(' :s,·al~ nf French kilumdre:s. l r,,,.~t = 1500 archim,s; 1
kilm,wfr,, = 1093·63 Eny//1,h yard.-;,
1

This example may appear at first glance to be complicated, hut it is not so in
reality.
The representative fraction of the sc.:ale is

1 archinc
~5 vcrsts

25xl.'i00
Here the proportion l1l'tween the real dimensions and those on the map is as
37500 : 1 ; and the units to be cxpresseU are ]trench kilometres, the lencrth of
0
which is given in E11glish y,rnls; consequently,
Kilometre.

As 37500

f the Jength on paper rcpresenti11g
1
) 1 kilometre ;
or 1093·63 English yards;
or 3n370·58
inches ;
Incl1cs.

or

3i500

..

393i0·58

Inehcs.

:

l ·04U8.

Since l ·0498 inches represents l unit (kilometre)
5·2+9 (or .5·25) inches rcprcRents 5 units.
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To tlraw tlie i;,cak\ a~ in Fig-. 61, l'JatP YJ [. : Take a line f:i·:!fi inchex long for the Jeugtli of the st:alc, wl1ic:l1 will 1·t•p1·r-st.•Ht,
!, kilonwt,res; divide it into !j equal parts for the primary t.li,·i8iOJ1s, each of
which will rtq1re~cnt 1 kilometre; snhtlivitle tl1c left primary division intn
10 cqnal pnrt$, cncl1 of whid1 will rcpre~eHt 100 nH:tres.
102. JJirtymwl s,-a/,,.-. art.' \\Sctl ft 1r the purpose of obtai11ing thl' measurement uf
a more minute quantity thnn can Uc rent.lily taken from a plain scale.
The prindplc of the diagonal scale is illustrated in Fig. 63, l.,late YI r. If a lJ he
a ~hort length, of whid1 tl1e uth part be required, tlraw 'It lines, parallel to a b, ant.I
d ,,,,ual di.-.tan1·,,,-. (about y1.0 th to }th of an inch) apart: through lJ draw l, 1·
(usually) perpen,licular to a b; join a. ,·. Then,/,, will he the ~th part of" I,; f rt
will he Clltrnl to 1 ths of a Ii, &c.
In ltig. (33 a" U is Llivi1le(l into 10 e'lual p,1rts-i.r'., ,7 '' = ·r1u a I,/ .f !J=--l'o
a IJ; h f> = ~ -l· a h ; k !I= }"fr a l,, &c.
The mode of using a. lliagonal seal(' is best illustrate1l h,r an exampl('. Fig. G:2
j:-; a plain Reale of :-;1.r, showing yards and feet, and a diagonal ·scale is a,ldet.l t.o
:,,:how inuhcs. It i~ therefore J1eee8sary in the diagonal scale to represent r\rth of
the smallest dimensions Rhown 011 the plain sr:nle. To do this, it will be observl'd
tliat there are twdrr' equi-distant parallel lines ,1.mwn above the top line of tlw
plain scale (making thirtn•n e1p1i-distant parnlld lines in all), having twelve equal
:-;pac,•s l,ctween them. Thron;.:-h the Jn·imary divisions of the scale, which in thii,;
c·t~e show ynrds, <lraw pcqwmliculars to the parallel lines, join the left han,l
sec01ulary ,!i,·ision (the ~ feet) with the upper left hand l'Xtremity of the top liiw
of tL.C' scale, nrnl through the- ot11er secon<lary diYisions (the 0, 1 foot) draw linex
11arallel to this oblique 011c.
To u.~,., fhP w•a/r, :-Let 13 feet 7 inches he require<l at a. single measurement.
This length being equal to 4 yanls l foot 7 inches, the measurement rnnst bu
111a<le on the 7th par.iJ!el line (for the 7 inches), and will be comprise<! betwee11
the points on tha.t line exten<ling from the perpendicular which marks the 4th
ym\l to its intersection with the obli(1ue or diagonal line from the 1st foot.
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Locality.

Austria.

J'eet.

t•nit.

Zoll (12 Linicn ) ...
Fns!s or Sehuh (12
Zollc) ...
Elle
...
Klafter (6 F'uss) ..
Ruthe {10 Fuss ) ..
Meile (4,000 Klaf-

·0SG40

I ·0:1i1
2·5586

ter)

)leile
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liich
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Fur\011g
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(l'Onllll011) .
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or Kautical

--- I

3·000
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·02880
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·85:!89
2·0741
0·4568
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4·7142

8101 ·O

4"602u

·02iii
,33;3a3
1 ·000
I ·2500
2·000
5·5000
22·000
220·000
liuO·OOO
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a·ooo

l ·Hi06
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Unit.

Locntity.

Frauce

·0033
·0 32
·328

Milin1ctrc

Centimetre.
DecimCtre
Metre .. .
]\ilomCtre
J.lyl'iamCtre

Prussin.

-C'outinurd.

...

Fuss (Rheu ish foot)
Ell e

Sl'l1ritt ..

l ·0297
2·1879
2·4714

·0011
·0]09
•]093
l ·0936
1093·63
10936·33
·3432
·7294
·8238

Klafter or .Fallen
(6 Fuss)

2·0596

Ruth e (12 Fuss) ..

4"1192

1

r Now ~lcasurcs.

·62138
6·2138

)

This Ruthe is di { vided into tenths
and hundredths,
for surveying, &c.

Rome

Rnssia.

i\f e ile
Ruthe)
Piede

(2,000
·9665
2·3332

Archine

Sachine (3
chines)
V erst (500

Sa·9292

Fuss

Pulgado
... . ..
Palmo(9Pulgatlos)
Pi6. (Castilian) (12
Pal.)
...
Yara (3 Pi8s) (4
Palmo)

Sweden

·7iii
2·3332

Meile (24,000Fnss)

Spa'i;1

4 ·6807

Ar.

chines)

Saxony

8238 ·0
·3222

Foot (10 inches).
Aluer
Mile (18,000 Al11ers}

·077
·695

1166·6
·3097
7432·8
·0257
·2283

"9273

·3091

2·7682
·9742
1 ·9484

•927
·3247
·6494
11690·0

·6628

42,000 inches.

4"2227

6·6423

:l\I&NSURATION, INCLINATIONS OF SLOPES, ETC.

104. The following simple rules are necessary, in order to find the areas of the
different parts of the profile of a parapet (see Figs. in Plate VIII.).
(1) The area of a ,-,,ctangle is equal to the product of the two a,ljacent sides.
1Yofr.-The area and one si<le being given, the other is found by dividing the
area by the known side.
(2) The area of a ,·igld-anglrd triangle is equal to half the product of the two
siLlcs containing the right angle.
(3) The area of any triangle is equal to half the product of any side and the
perpendicular from the opposite -vertex.
Arca A B C = A C x B 1'
2

(Fig. 65).

N ote.-As by .A.rt. 86 any rectilinear figure drawn to scale can be reduced to
a triangle having an equal area, this rule affords the means of finding the area of
any rectilinear figure.
( 4) To find the area of a tmz,ezoid, a,1,l together the two parallel sides, then
· J l)J two too btam
· tie
l mean length (A-D-+
BC
)
d.1v1Le
2- - =m n in Fig. 66 , and
multiply by the perpendicular tlistance between them.
Area A R C D = m n x d ]J in :Fig. 66.
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. If th,· arm of a trapezoid, the_ distance between the parallel sides (i.e., depth of
-,htch d ]~)! and the slopes, be gn·en, the length of the parallel sides may he thus
found. D1vule t.he area of the tmpezoicl by the distance between the parallel sides
AreaABCD
)
for the mean length (
d B
= 111 n . Adel aJ1d subtract half the bases
of the slopes for the lengths at top an,l bottom.
A d+eD
m n± - - 2--=A D and BC.

105. The principal application of the above simple n1les in mensmation consists
in detcnuin:i.ng the dimensions of a ditch such as y, 71, i, k, so that it shall have
the same area as the parapet a, U, c, d, e, .f (Fig. 67), in onler that sufficient earth
may be supplied hy the ditch to form the parapet.
The parapet is llividecl, ns shown in the figure, into two trapezoids and two
right-angled triangles ; the (litch into two right-angled triangles and one rectangle.
Arca of parapet, a, U, c, cl, e, .f, consists ofb p +a o
(1) 1st Trapezoid, a I, po
= - -2xp o

cpxp d

(2) 1st Triangle, c p d

= - ~2- -

(3) 2ncl Trapezoid, d o n e

= ~ x on

( 4) 2nd Triangle, e n f

=--2-

do+ne

enxnf

Area of ditch, g, h, i, k, consists of:-

(1) Triangle (escarp), g ,n h
(2) Rectangle (in middle), rn hi l
(3) Triangle (counterscarp), kl i

r;mxni h
=--2--

=mlxm. h
klxli
=-2-

106. The inclinations of slopes are expressed by fractions, in the following
maimer :-The line of the slope is supposed to be the hypothenuse of a rightangled triangle ; the sides of the right angle being a vertical and a hor1·zontal
line. The vertical line, which represents the height of the slope, is made the
numerator of the fraction; while the horizontal line, which represents the base of
the slope, is made the denominator of the fraction.
Thus, in Figs. 68 and 69, the clotted lines represent vertical and horizontal
lines, and the slopes of the other lines are represented by the fractions accompanying each.
This method of expressing slopes is generally more convenient than by
referring to the inclinationsofthe slopes in degrees, both for drawing on paper and
for erecting slopes, and also for measuring the inclinations of existing slopes.
For instance, if, in Fig. 70, a slope of ½is required to be drawn passing through the
point p, and meeting the ground line g g, the vertical line p a can be obtained by
any ordinary plumb-line; and then by measuring the height p a, and from a
setting off the horizontal line a b equal to a p, a point b in the required slope will
be obtained; the line p b being produced to its intersection c with the ground
line, will be the required slope.
.
Again, suppose an existing slope (a c, Fig. 71) has to be measured; 1£ from any
convenient point a in the slope, the horizontal line a b is set off, and fr?m any
convenient point b or Z/ in a l, the vertical line b c or l/ c' is drawn meetmg the
slope, the lines a b and b c being measured, the inclination of the ::;lope a c will be
expressed by the fraction ~ or ~ · and this will be correct of whatever magal/'
a lJ
nitucle a h and b c are taken, provided they are respectively lwriznntal ancl
t·ertical i" practically, however, the longer these lines are, the better.
n
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,vhcn the ground is practically level, the bases of slopes may, of course, lie
measured on the ground itself.
GEOMETRICAL DRAWING.

107. As remarked in the opening paragraph of the section, a knowledge of theprinciples of geometrical U.rawing is necessary for the student in _l!...ortifi?ation.
This necessity is really twofold: firstly, because constant reference 1s reqmred to
tJ1 e various drawings (plans, &c.) by which works are represented o_n paper,. on _a
scale more or less small ; secondly, because a knowleLlge of geometrical drawing 1s
l'equisite in order to be able to mark out on the ground the various works of
Uefence, 1when the works may be said to be draum full size or on a scal e of
The following short description of the principle and method of constructwn of
the ordinary geometrical drawings is therefore given.
108. The Projection of an object is a representation of it, macle by imaginary
lines or rays, proceeding from some point in space ~hrough every point of _the
object, and meeting a given JJlane or surface, on wluch they form the reqmred
representation.
If a!1 observer, in a room, sees a landscape through a window, and while
remaining stationary himself marks the outline of the landscape, as it appears to
hini, on the window, that outline will be a projection of the landscape on the glass
of the window as the plane of projection, the eye of the observer being here the
voint of projection.
Thus, every ordinary picture, so far as respects its sketch or outline, is merely
a projection of the objects represented: the eye of the artist being the point qf
proj ection, and the paper or canvas being the plane of projection, which is here
supposed to be vertical, ancl to be placed between the eye of the artist and the
landscape.
A projection is ORTHOGRAPHIC when the projecting lines are parallel to one
another, the point of projection being supposed infinitely distant from the plane
of projection.
In the actual drawing of fortification it is not necessary to get every point of
the object to be clrawn really projected, for since the object is usually bomuled by
plane surfaces, those surfaces will be shown by drawing their intersecting lines or
edges; to clo which, all that is necessary is to be able to fix the points in which
they (the edges) meet, for the lines joining these points will then represent the
boundaries of the surfaces, and the spaces between them the surfaces themselves.
Thus, if Fig. 72 represents a triangular pyramid, it is only necessary, in order
to be able to draw it, to fix the four points A, B, C, and D correctly; for by
joining these points in the manner shown in the figure, the six lines and the
three visible surfaces of the figure are obtained.
The PLAN of an object is its orthographic projection (in its natural position) on
a horizontal plane of projection, which is represented by the drawinfl'-paper.
Plans are used in drawing to show the true horizontal lenfl'ths a~ul breadths of
0
the object they represent.
The TRACE of a work is a plan of its guiding or mafl'istral line. In Field
Fortification this line is the highest or crest line of the parap;t while in Permanent
'
Fortification it is the line of the top of the escarp wall.
-~he ELEVATION of an object is its orthographic projection (in its natural
pos1t10n) on any ver~ical plane of projection, represented by the drawing-paper; it
shows the true heights of the various parts, and it rrives an idea of the
appearance of the object when viewed perpendicularly to th~ pla.ne of projection.
The SECTION of an object is the representation of the surface that would be
expo_sed, s:1-pp~sing th~ ~bjec~ to be ~ut through by a plane passing in any
TCqmrell chrect10n. Tl11s nnagmary cuttmg plane is usually vertical.
The PROFILE of an object is a section made by a Yertical plane, cutting the
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object in a uirection perpendicular to its length. A profile eviuently shows the
true l'1'cadths and heights .or depths, and is the only section that does so.
Plans and profiles of works arc the only drawings that are ordinarily required,
as by means of them ·we obtain a correct representation, on any convenient scale,
forge or small, of the true length~, breadths, and heights of eYery part of the
work drawn.
ElcYations are, however, necessary in order to make more apparent the general
appearance of the objects represented, more especially when they (the objects)
are complicated ones,
All these different kinds of drawings-viz., Plans, Profiles, Sections, and
Elevations-are usually made on the same piece of paper, and, at first, great
difficulty is experienced in endeavouring to comprehend their nature and method
of construction. This principally arises from the drawing-paper being treated in
the plan as a horizontal plane; while, in Profiles and Elevations, the same paper
is considered a vertical plane.
109. In explanation of the foregoing, supposing we have to make the plan of
a line of parapet, of which a profile is given in Fig. 73, where the bases and
heights are figured. Here the horizontal surfaces covered by the slopes of the
parapet are evidently AG= 6', G I-I= 4½', I-I l= l½', I K = 12', and K F = 5f.
The point (D) in the profile, being the highest or crest point, represents the
magistral line. Draw a line, D D (Fig. 74), to represent this line in the plan,
making it of the length required to be shown; parallel to it, and at the distance
from it of the bases I K = 12' and K F = 5f, draw the lines E E and FF,
represented in profile by the points E and F; and on the other side of D D in the
plan draw the lines C C, B B, and A A, parallel to it, and at the distance apart
of the bases shown in the profile-viz., I-I I= l½', G H = 4½', and A G = 6'-to
represent in the plan the lines shown in the profile by the points C, B, and A.
Suppose, now, that the line of parapet, thus far only partly represented in the
plan, is to be terminated at its extremities by slopes of f and i, on its right and
left respectively :
To draw the plan of the slope of f on the right produce D D, making D d =
½D I in profile; through the point d draw the line A F, perpendicular to the line
of the work; this line A F will be the intersection of the terminating slope of
f with the surface of the ground ; from this line set off e E = ½K E in profile,
c C = ½H C in profile, and b B = ½G B in profile; join A B, B C, C D, D E,
and E :F, to complete the figure.
If the line A F terminating the work on the ground had been first assumed,
instead of the point D, the same result would have been obtained by setting off
the four bases b B, c C, cl D, aml e E equal, respectively, to ½rd of the heights
of the points B, C, D, and E in profile above the ground.
To draw the plan of the terminating slope of f at the other end or extremity
of the parapet, a similar process to the one just mentioned must be gone through,
taking care to make the bases b B, c C, d D, and e E one-ha{f, respectively, of
the heights of the points B, C, D, and E in profile above the ground.
110. We will now suppose that a SECTION of the above line of parapet is
.
required on the line X Y (Fig. 75).
This line X Y is here supposed to represent the plan of a vertical plane,
cutting through the parapet. This section line intersects the lines of the pbn in
the points l, m, n, o, JJ, and q. The distances l m, 'In n, n o, op, and p q will be
the bases of the several slopes in the section.
To draw the section, select any line (X Y, Fig. 75) for the ground or base line
along which mark the bases l m, m n, n o, op, and p q; trom the pomts m, n, o,
and p erect perpendiculars to the base line, making them of the several heights
shown in the profile (Fig. 73). The angular points of the section will thus be
obtained, and by joining these points the section itself will be completed, as
shown in Fig. 7 5 by the shaded portion.
111. Let us now suppose that, in adclition to the section on X Y (Fig. 74),
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on the same line is also required to be constructed, as shown in

Fig. 75.
In this case it must be imaginedt hat the object to be represented is viewed in
directions perpemlicular to the line X Y in the plan (Fig. 7 4), where imaginary
lines are shown drawn from the points A, B, C, D, perpendicular to and m(::eting
X Y. These perpendiculars intersect X Y lll the points r, s, t, and v.
To draw the elevation, transfer the points r, s, t, anU v to the ground line of
the elevation (Fig. 75); from s, t, and v erect perpendiculars, making them equal,
i-espectively, to the known heights above the ground of the points B, C, and D in
the profile (Fig. 73). The angular points of the elevation, in addition to those
fixed by the section, will thus be obtained, and by drawing the proper lines
through these points the elevation itself will be completed.

Pl.VIII. Figs. 6;, w ,.;
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SECTION III.
FIELD FORTIFICATION.

CHAPTER I .
THE

P ROFILES

OF

REGU LAR FIELD WORKS.
WALLS,
H ASTY ENTHENCHMENTS.

HEDGES,

ETC.

Object of Fortification; principles to be Ju~fillcd ,· causes of the difference between Field (or
temporary) and Permanent TVorks ,· object of the Parapet and D itch,· command aucl 1·elicf;
command gii•cn to field works; object of trenches, as a means of obtaining cover, thefr advantages and dqfccts; thickness of parapets, how regulated; table of penetrations; banquette, ?°ts
1bSC and dimensions; slope of banquette ; interior slope ; superior slope ; 'lt.Se of glacis ;
interior and exterior crests; crest plane; exterior slope ,· berm ; ditch , cscarp, bottom of ditch,
depth of ditch, countcrscarp; triangular profile to ditches ; u·id.th of ditches; example qf a
pro,fi,le ; usual mode of determining the profile of a work ; rernblai a11d deblai; two examples
of the calculativn of a pro_fi,le; loopholes on a parapet, and their varieties; Stockades, thcfr
'Uses and construction~· how to prepare walls and hedges for defe;nce ). shelter trcm:hes and
pits; rifle pits; gun epaulements and gu,n pits.

112. P RELIMINARY OnsERVATIONs.-Fortification, or the art of fortifying, as a
practical science, has for its obj ect the strengthening of positions h eld by troops,
so as to enable a small force to wi thstand the attack of a greater number. lt has
been usually treated in two divisions-viz., Field Fortification and P ermanent
Fortification; the former (Field) referring to the class of works made during a
campaign for te mporary defeusive pnrpo8es ; the latter (Permanent), as its name
implies, treating of works intended to exist for an unlimited period 1 which may be
constructeU to secure the vulnerable frontiers, the leading communications, the
arsenals, dockyar<ls, or ports of a country from capture or destruction.
The division of the science of F ortification into the two branches of Field and
P ermanent is convenient for purposes of instruction, but it is to be borne in
mind th at the principles to be followed in each are the same, and it is only the
difference of the conditions under which the two kinds are constructed that causes
the difference between them.
113. The principles to be fulfilled in every fortification, whether P ermanent
or Field, are the following : ( 1) It should cover or protect the defend ers from the view and the fire of
an enemy.
(2) It should enable the defenders to see the enem y and to use their
weapons with effect, over the whole ground ,~,ithin range of fire,
with the least possible exposure to themselves.
(3) The assailant's access to the position should be difficult and obstructe,1,
in order that he may be kept as long as possible under the fire of
the defenders.
Snch being the principles to be fulfilled in all defensive works, it is evident
that their nature greatly depends on the stature cf men 1 and on the effects of the
weapons used both in the attack and in the defence.
114. PERMANENT Fon1·1.F1CA'l'IONS are usually constru ;tecl in time of peace
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with reference to future wars. From three to five years arc required for their
construction, for which all the means at the disposal of the State arc available;
and the advantages obtained ought to be as perfect as the natural strength of the
position and the expenditure au thori zed for the P\lrpos~ will permit.
.
FIELD , vonKS, on the contrary, are almost mvanably constructed 111 haste,
often in Yiew of an enemy, and even sometimes under his fire; the reso urces
available for their construction are also generally very limited j consequently it is
but seldom that any degree of perfection is attainable with fi eld works, and all
that can be usually attempted in defending a position by them, is to fulfil the
three conditions before mentioned as n early as is possible in the time and with
the means available.
In most cases any fortified position will consist partly of natural, partly of
artificial works; the position being selected for defence from its natural advantages, which will be ma<le the most of, as time and circumstances permit, by
the a<l<lition of artificial works of defence.
115. Where no natural obstacles exist, troops are placed under cover of a
bank of earth, termed the Parapet, the earth for which is either obtained from a
Ditch excavated in front (Fig. 76, Plate IX.), or from a Trench in rear as well as
from a front ditch (:Fig. 77, Plate IX.); or (as in Fig. 78, Plate IX.) only from a
trench in rear.
The three figures in Plate IX. are typical of the nsual profiles given to field
works, the choice between the three depending principally on the time available
for the construction of the work; but partly also on the position of the work, its
exposure to fire, and liability to assault.
116. The Parapet with Ditch (1st type) gives the best cover to the ground in
rear (interior of work), and affords the greatest command to the defenders, owing
to the height of the parapet (7 ½' or 8') being the greatest; also, the ditch can
be made more of an obstacle than in the other profiles, as it is the largest excavation. On the other hand, this profile requires the longest time to construct. It
is th~ type of a solidly constructed work in cases where time is not particularly
pressmg.
117. The 2nd type of profile Fig. 77 (Parapet with Ditch and Trench), is
used in cases where good cover to the defenders is required close to the parapet,
while time also is pressing. In this type the parapet is lower than in type 1
(usually 6' or 6½' in height), and is therefore a smaller mass of earth; and as this
reduced quantity of earth is obtained from. two excavations, viz., the ditch in
front and the trench in rear1 which are simultaneously execute<l, the ·work can be
constructed in a very short tinw. This important fact is the chief recommendation
of the profile. Its drawbacks are-that good cover is only afforded to the
rlefenders when in the trench; that the ditch necessarily is not so great an
obstacle; and also that the trench (like all trenches occupied by men) becomes
more or less a quagmire in wet weather, and is difficult to drain.
But, notwithstanding these drawbacks, the profile is typical of that given to
most field works constructed for the defence of positions liable to immediate
attack, but requiring good cover from field artillery and musketry fire for their
defenders.
The sides of the trench may either be with slopes, as shown, or be made in steps.
Trenches are made, when necessary, behind parapets of the heiO'ht shown in
Fig. 76, in or<ler to increase the cover to the defenders ·when a O're~t amount of
fire may be expected. The slope of the banquette and the fro,~t of the trench
would then be made with steps, so as to increase the cover afforded.
. US. The 3rd type of profile, where a low parapet only is required, is shown
11~ Fig .. 78, where all the ~arth for the parapet is obtained from the trench, the
chmenswns of the latter bemg regulated accordingly. In this case, the defenders
to be under cover must be in the trench : they are not even hidden from view if
on the ground in rear.
Siege parallels, and sometimes lines of intrenchment connecting works of
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importance, have profiles of this type, which has the advantane of affording cover
,1uickly, since eYcry foot of depth of the trench may be said° to afford two feet of
cover; and, further, if properly constructed (with steps, &c.), it is no impediment
to the forward movement of the defenders, who can charge over it on a wide
front.

These advantages peculiarly fit it for certain positions.

TI,e clisa<lYantages of the trench formation were referred to in Art. I I 7.
N.B.-The_ term Ditch is applied to an excavation outside a parapet; that of
Trench to one ill rear of the parapet. The earth from each is used to form the
Parapd, but the former is intended as ,m obstacle to an assailant, while the latter
is for the purpose of covering or screening the defenders.

119. It must be understood that the three profiles referred to are tupes only,
the dimensions of either being altered to suit particular circumstances. The
details are so various that an endless number of actual profiles might be given.
ETc., OF PROFILES OF FIELD \'I'oRKS (SEE Frn. 79).
120. The Command of a parapet is the height of its c1'est (or highest point)

DrnENSIONs, SLOPES,

above the ground 011 which it is constructed, as D R.
One work is said to have a Command of Observation over another in its
front, when it is of sufficient height over the front work to prevent an enemy,

H

Frn. i9.-Scale

AT.

Base of slope of banquette.
Ditto of the banquette.
Ditto of interior slope.
Ditto of superior slope; also thickness
of the para.pet.
QF. Ditto of exterior slope.
FG. 'fhe berm.
GP. Base of the escarp.
PO. ·width of bottom of ditch.
OK. Base of counterscarp.
KN. Base of reverse slope of glacis.
NM. Ditto of superior slope of glacis.

T S.
s R.
RQ.

rh•

BT.}

Height of banquette above ground.

E Q.

Ditto of crest above ground ; or tlu command of the parapet.
Height of exterior crest above the

or
CS.
D R.

pH.}

ground.

or

Depth of the ditch.

L N.

Height of the glacis.

or.

when in possession of that work, being able to see into the interior of the higher
work. An additional command of 4' 01· 5' is requisite for this purpose.
The Relief of a line of work is the height of the crest of its parapet above the
bottom of the ditch ; or, the sum of its command and depth qf' ditch.
Fig. 79 is the profile of a parapet, having a thickness of twelve feet and a
commru1d of eight feet, with the bases and heights figured, so as to show the
orcfurnry dimeni:.ions of a work having a good field profile.
121. The Command should be sufficient to give cover to the defenders
standing on the ground inside. Infantry are assumed not _to exceed 6' in height,
and to protect men of that height, within a moderate <.hstance o_f ~he parapet
(say 20' from the crest), from projectiles just clearing the crest, 1t 1s generally
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mlmitte,l that the command should be, for a parapet on a love! site, 8 feet
or mQl'e.

A (rreater command than 8 feet is necessnry, either when more than the usual
coyer i s required, or when an enemy is able to occupy higher groun<l within
effective ran rre and so fire into the work with an increased angle of descent.
a parapet constructed at P to cover the ground in rear from the
Thus, in Ji. , ig~

So,

--------Fm. SO.

fire of an enemy on the higher ground at H, would evidently require an increased
command ; but to be able to find out how m:uch greater it must be, the reader is
referred to the subject of "Defilade."
Field wor~s seldom have parapets with a command greater than 12 feet, on
account of the large increase of labour required to construct them ; the extra
labour required (measured by the amount of earth) increasing at a much more
rapid rate with each increase of command.
122. If a parapet had to be constructed on the top of the height H, in the
preceding figure, facing the low ground, it would be so advantageously situated that
proper cover would be given with a less command than 8 feet. The necessary
command would depend on the actual height of H, with reference to the ground
in front within effective range. Where this superiority of site is very decided, a
command of 5' or even 4½' may yive as good cove/" to the defenders as would be
afforded by an 8-feet parapet on a level site.
This is one of the advantages attending a commanding position; others will
be hereafter referred to.
123. The thickness of a parapet is measured horizontally between the cre,t
(D, Fig. 79) and the exterio,- crest (E). In Fig. 79, the line R Q evidently measures
this. The thickness depends on the amount of fire, and 011 the calibre of the
artillery likely to be brought against it; and it should be sufficient to prevent the
passage of projectiles, even after a considerable resistance.
Parapets are usually made 3 feet thick when exposed only to musketry fire;
6 feet to 9 feet thick when exposed to light field artillery (9-Pr.); 9 to 12 feet
thick a_gainst heavy field guns (16-Pr., &c.); and 12 to 18 feet thick against guns
of pos1t1on.
The actual penetrations of Collllllon Shell into stiff clay at Shoeburyness, in
1882, with ranges under 1,000 yards, were found to be :9-Pr.
4 feet.
16-Pr.
6 "
13-Pr.
7 "
In cases where parapets are only eJ]JOSed to oblique fire, as in the side faces of
redoubts, &c., it is usual to make their thickness only two-thirds of what it should
be to withstand direct fire.
124. To enable Infantry to fire over a parapet is the object of the Trearl of"
th e Ba,!quette (BC, Fig. 79); or, as it is more usually termed, the Banquette. This
1s a rmsed pathway, on which the defenders stand when required to fire over a
parapet. The parapet is then said to be "manned." The banquette is made
4½ feet . below the level of the crest, as that height, 4½ feet, is the greatest over
wluch mfantry can. fire above the ground on which they stand.
. The banquette 1s usually made 4' wide, but it is sometimes (on the least
important parapets) made 3" wide. Formerly two ranks of defenders were allotted
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to the principal parapets of a work; this, however, is no longer require<l, as the
maximum fire offect is obtained from a. single line of men, at intervals of one
yard, on a banquette. The defernlers of any parapet will consist of the "shootinu
line on the banquette, at one yanl intervals, with a "support" of about one~
half the number at the foot of the banquette slope, or in the rear trench.
The surface of the banquette is given a slope of about 2 inches to the rear
to <lrain off water; but for purposes of calculation, an<l in llrawing profiles of
works, it may be treated as horizontal.
125. The Slope of the Banquette (A B, Fig. 79) is the term applied to the
slope leading up to the banquette from the interior of the work. Its object
is to allow the defenders to get on or off the banquette ·without inconvenience,
and for this purpose it is given a base twice its height, or a slope of ½,
In works where interior space is valuable, if the parapets have a corn.mand
greater than usual, this slope of the
banquette may he replaced by steps,
as in the annexed sketch (Fig. 81 ),
,{/
where the dotted line shows the ordi_,,-'// /f
nary position of the slope of the
<,
banquette, and i.llustrates the object of
Fro. 81.
replacing it by steps to save interior
space. l\fore ground sc,.eened from fire is also afforded by the parapet. These
steps, however, have the disadvantage of requiring much extra material, such as
planking, &c., in their formation, and the communication by them to the
banquette is not so convenient as with the earthen slope, especially at night.
126. The INTERIOR SLOPE of the parapet (C D, Fig. 79) is made as steep as
possible. In Field " ' orks its usual slope is for f· The object of this steep slope,
when a banquette for musketry is used, is to enable the soldier to stand close to
the crest, so that he may fire over the parapet with ease, using the crest as a rest
for h.is musket.* As the nature of ground is such that it will not stand by itself
at so steep a slope, it must he kept up artificially by what is termed a Revetment,
the mode of making which will be pointed out subsequently. See chapter on
'' Revetments."
127. The upper surface of the parapet, termed the SUPERIOR SLOPE (D E,
Fig. 79), inclines to the front sufficiently to enable the musketry fire directe,I
parallel to its slope to defencl the top of the counterscarp or further side of the
clitch. This will be effected whenever the superior slope produced passes with.in
3 feet of the ground at the counterscarp.
This slope is evidently an evil, though a necessary one, as it weakens the
parapet at the crest, and the more so the steeper it is; but it is a less evil than
having the grouncl outside the ditch undefended hy the fire from the parapet.
An inclination of I in 6 (¼) is usually sufficient for the superior slope on a level
site. A slope of ¼, or any intermediate one, may he employed, hut steeper slopes
than ¼for superior slopes are not recommended, as the parapet at the crest would
he too much weakened : if with a slope of
the top of the counterscarp cannot
he defended from the parapet, the ground in front of the ditch should be
raised by moans of a Glacis, as seen in }. . ig. 79, so as to keep an assailant exposed
to the fire of the parapet as long as possible. This is of great im1~ortance ; an<l,
as will be described in the next chapter, obstructions are placed 111 the way of
an enemy to delay him under the fire of the work while he is close to it.
11

±

• To resist an assault the defenders should at the last moment mount on to the superior
slope, in order to oppose the enemy when attempting to scale the parapets. ~l'hc steep interior
slope, 4½' in height, is a great obstacle to their Uoing this with ea~e and r~d1!1ess. .A.t:ter the
first assault on the works of Sebastopol all the banquettes were raised to mthm 90 centimetres
(1 yard) of the crest, to facilitate getting on to the su1_Jedor sl~pes.
If a step, l' 6'' high
and broad, were built on the banquette at the foot of the int~nor slope,
same advantage.
would be gaine<l, while the defenders could fire either {l) starnlmg on the Ol'Llmary bam1uette~
(2) kneeliug ou the top of the step, or (3) standing on the step.

the.
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The glacis shonlJ have a gentle slope to the front corresponding to tho
superior slope of tho parapet, so as to be grazed by the musketry firo of the latter.
The parapet should have a command over the glaci~ of at least 5 feet, 1n order
that tho attacking troops may not be able to fire mto the work when on the
glacis.
128. The INTERIOR CREST, more usually termed simply TIIE CREST, of the
parapet, is the line of intersection of its Superior and Interior Slopes. It is the
Marjistral Line in Field Fortification. This_line is the one that is first laiddown
in drawino- a plan of a work on paper, or wluch hai-: to be fixed before tracmg 1t
on the g;ouml, as it is the principal line in the work, and it is most important
to fix its position properly; its length also determines the number of defenders
required for a field work.
129. The EXTERIOR SLOPE of a parapet, which is the slope most exposed to
fire (E F, Fig. 79), should not be steeper than what is termed the natural slope of
the earth, or the slope at which the earth usecl will stand without artificial support.
With the generality of soils this slope is t,
In works which are expected to be exposed to a heavy fire of artillery (such as
the batteries at a siege, &c.), or when the soil is light and sandy, the exterior slope
should be made less steep, ¾or ¾,
In some cases, which are, however, exceptional, the exterior slopes of works
may be revetted steeply, so as to save space outside the work so treated. This
may be the case when one work is constructed inside another to prolong its
defence. See Art. on "Reduits."
The intersection of the SUPERIOR and EXTERIOR slopes is called the EXTERIOR
CREST, and, as before mentioned, the thickness of a parapet is the distance
(measured horizontally) between the ci·est and the exl&rior crest.
130. The BERM (F G, Fig. 79) is a space left between the parapet and the
ditch; its object is to relieve the escarp from the pressure of the parapet by
removing the weight a certain distance away. This pressure is very great, as the
weight of earth when well rammed will usually be about l½ tons per cubic yard.
The breadth of the berm depends upon the height of the parapet and the nature
of the soil ; it may vary from 1 to 6 feet.
The berm facilitates the construction of and repairs to the parapet, as a line of
workmen may be employee! on it to throw the earth on to the parapet as required.
It has, however, the great defect, in a parapet of ordinary height, of affording a
footing to an assailant, safe from the direct fire of the work, at a critical moment
of the attack. It is some.times dispensed with altogether, but when indispensable
it may be occupied with obstacles, and in many cases it may be cut away, after
the work is constructed, without ·weakening it, by producing the exterior slope
till it meets the escarp slope.
131. ,Ve now come to the DITCH, which supplies the earth required to form
.he parapet, and also acts as an obstacle (though by itself it is not a very
fornudable one) to the advance of an enemy, who may have reached it. .An
inspection of the profiles given will show that the ditch in itself is no crreat
obstacle; for the assailants ~iaving reached its edge will not hesitate to jump into it,
to be out of reach of the cl1rect fire of the work, whatever may be the steepness of
the c?1mterscarp, and once in it, (f not exposed to flankinrt fire, as is generally the
ca_se rn field works, may sprend along it, and then rush into the work and close
with the defenders in a body, to prevent which is a great desideratum in the
defence.
132. The EscARP (G H, Fig. 79), or side of the ditch nearest to the work, is
ma<le as steep as the nature of the soil will allow; as the steeper it is made, the
gren.ter the obstacle it wi~l he. Its sl_ope in ordinary ground is f, sometimes it can
be 1!1ade steeper; _but_ u1 weak soils, and when works are required to last a
considerable tune, it will generally be impracticable to crive the escarp a steeper
ti
slope than i-, unless it is artificially supported.
133. The BOTTOM OF THE DITCH (H I, Fig. 79) is considereu horizontal;
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hut in executing u. work it would generally be given a slight incliuation from
sides to centre, to prevent water lodging at the foot of the slopes.
134. The DEPTII OF THE DITCH (P H, Fig. 79) should be at least 6 feet to
be considered as an obstacle, and it may vary from this to 12 feet, according to
circumstances. A depth of 12 feet is usually considered the maximum that
should be given to the ditches oi Field ,Yorks, on account of the difficulty of
throwing up the earth from greater depths; but this rule, like most general rules,
may be frequently departed from with advantage, when particular cfrcumstances
require it.
135. The CouNTERSCARP (K I, Fig. 79), or outer slope of the ditch, can be
m~ule steeper than the escarp1 as it has not, like the latter, to resist the pressure
of the parapet. It is usually formed at }, j, or f, according to its height and the
nature of the soil
136. As the ditches of fielcl works are generally without flank defence, it will
be ad,rnntageous, whenever that is the ca~e, to form the ditch triangular in section'l.P., with the cscarp and the counterscarp meeting in a point at the bottom. This
construction gives the greatest depth and breadth, and prevents anything like a
settled formation of hostile troops in the ditch; and with the same object in view,
the defenders should be plentifully supplied with hand-grenades. The ditches of
the redoubts of the celebrated lines of Torres Vedras were generally of this shape.
The ,vmTH OF THE D1TCH (GK, :Fig. 79), always estimated at the top, ought
not to be less than 12 or 13 feet in works which may have to stand an assault;
as, otherwise, planks sufficiently long could be brought up to bridge it.
137. The Gums (K L M, Fig. 79) has already been aJluded to, as being
used in certain cases to keep the ground in front of the ditch under the fire
of the parapet. It is also employed to screen obstacles of various kinds from the
view, and protect them from the fire, of an enemy. In the latter case, the glacis
is formed with the earth from a trench made in its rear, as shown in Fig. 82; care

Fw. 82.

being taken that the slopes of both glacis and trench are such that they are
exposed to the musketry of the work. A small gla_cis i~ also frequently mac~e
merely to get rid of superfluous earth, when the ditch 1s rnalle larger than 1s
required for the formation of the parapet.
138. In selecting the profile proper for a work, the nature of the ground
both in front and rear, and the degree of cover required, detennine the c01mnan~l;
the thickness qf the parapet depends upon the projectiles it is to resist, and ou its
chances of exposure to fire. These t-wo main dimensions principally <letermine
the seetion of the parapet.
The dimensions of the ditch have then to he ,!eterminecl. In order to do
this, either the width may be assmnecl, ancl then the depth calculated (the slopes
of the sides hn.ving been preYiously settled); or the depth may be assumed, and
the requisite width then calculated. In most cases it is usual t? ass~me the
depth (as that to a great extent depends upon the nature of the s01l, winch may
fix a limit to it), and then to calculate the requisite width. If a tnangu.lar ditch
be selected, the slopes of its sides will fix both the width and depth, as soon as the
area is known.
139. The French term DcUai is giYen to the mass of earth in the ditch
lJefore heing excavated, and that of Rnuulai after it is built up in the "·ork. ~he
R11,1ulai will lie frequently greatrr than the Delilai-'/.r>., the earth cm hemg
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ex:canitcd and built up will have increased in bulk, and thi s increase of bulk will
vary acconling to tho soil m1~ ~ho care with which the _work _is cons~ructed;. but
experience has shown that tlus mcrease noetl not occur m ordrnary soils, provllled
the workmen are properly superintended, so as to in sure the earth being well
consolidatetl. In the calcnlations thn.t follow it will not be taken into account, and

also tho ditch will be assumed to be equal in length to the parapet; therefore, the
area of the pr~fi/e of the ditch (or ditch anrl trench) will be equal to the area of the
profile of the parapet.
Two examples are given below to illu strate this method; they are given in
full for the sake of clearness, and are apparently long, but with a little practice
the necessary calculati ons may be performed in a very short time.

140. Ex. 1.-A hne ~f intrenchment has to be constructed on level ground,
,rith a command of 7 ½feet , a parapet of 12 feet thick, and a banquette 4' wide ; the·
t, suprior slope ¼, exterior slope {-, slope of banquette ½- The
ditch to be 12 feet dPep, the escarp to 1:ilope i, and the counterscar,p f; required the
,ciclth qf the ditch.
interior slope to be

FIG. 83.

In Fig. 83, which is a hancl-•ketch of the profile, D O will be 7!,-' and O N 12' ··
as the superior_slope is,¼, the p~int E will be

-1..;,

or 2' under the .. point D, conse~

qu~ntly E N will be 5½ ; N F will therefore be also 5½'. The banquette BC being
4½ under the crest, C P and B Q will each be 7¼ ~ 4¼ = 3' · P O which is

.

RD

T4J.

"

-

'

equal to C R, 1s equal to 3 =
= l½; and A Q = 2 B Q = 6 feet.
bases and the h eights of the parapet are easily found.

'

Thus the

In the ditch, the depth lli H or L I is given as I 2' ; G JI'.[= JI'.[ H = 6' and

L K =\I= 4'.

lli L or H I, th3 width of the ditch at the botto~, is the:·efore

the onl!J unlcnown dimension in the profile.

To calculate the area of the parapet, the areas of the four fi~ures A B R O
C R D,

J?

0 N E, and E N F (two of which are trapezoids,

and two arc

righ~

angled triangles) are found separately and aclclecl together, thusArea of 1st trapezoid of parapet
1st triangle
2nd trapezoid
2nd triangle

Area of profile of parapet .

5! + 11¼

~ x

l½

X

3

25½ square feet.

4¼

2

7! + 5¼

~

5½

X

X

12

78

5½

2
122

"

• This triangle will be the same in any parapet the interior slope of wliit:h is at

r
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Then the ditch in profile will also be 122 square feet, and its width at bottom
will be found thus :-

= 122 square feet.*

Arca of ditch
Deduct {

Esca.rp triangle

)
6 X 12
=-2-=36)~

Conntcrscarp ditto

= ~=24

4

X

[2

= 60

Rectangle in ditch

62

Width of ditch at bottom

TI= 5 feet nearly. t

,,

62

The wi,lth at bottom of the ditch may also be found thus, as its profile is
trapezoid :122 square feet.
Area of ditch ...
122
10 feet. t
Mean width
12
Top width

10

Bottom width

10

(6;4).
= (6;4)

+

a

15
5

141. Ex. 2.-A line of inlrenchment is to be constructed in haste, on level ground,
with a command uf 6 feet, and thickness of parapet 9 feet, cover in rear bcin[I
uulained by meanB of a trench 3' deep in front, with a step lf in height and
breadth, and 3½' deep in rear, with rear slope ½, the breadth of trench at bottom
bein_q 6 feet.
The parapet to have the ordinary slopes; the banquette to be 4' broad, communicatinr; with the ground level by a step.
The ditch to be triangular in section,; slope of escarp

½,

in prolongation of

e.rterior slope of parapet (i.e., ,citlwut a berm), slope of counterscarp
Reqnir,d the depth and breadth ~f the ditch.

f-

FIG. 83a.

In the hand-sketch (Fig. 83a) of the profile, the data enable the dimensions of
the parapet and trench to he thus fixed :Parapet.
H O = 6 feet.
GP or FE = 6' - 4½' = lf

G Q = PO =

;f

EP=FG=~
N J = I N = 4f

=

J½'

Trench.
AS + SR + R D
3½' + 6' + lf

AD

= 11'
RC=W
S B = 3½'

_

* It is convenient to show the superficial area on ~he profile thus:- I ~

t

No account need be taken of depths less than 3 mches.
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In this example the parapet is formed with tho earth obtained from both tho
trench aut.l di tch: and, as the dimensions of t!10 trench m:e given, the size of the
ditch must bo regulated so as to supply sufficient earth; m other word~, the area

of the trench and ditch together must equal that of the parapet m profile ;
therefore, to obtain the area of the ditch, subtract the area of the trench from that
of the parapet.
8¼ sq. feet.
Area of rectangle F E O Q

..,

"~
;.;

p,

l

,,

1st triangle

3¾

..

Trapezoid H O N I

X

4½

2nd triangle . .

X

9 = 47¼

4½

2

69

Area of profile of parapet

= 3½

rArea of A S B ...
]l
Trapezoid S C.
l
Step rectangle
-5

X

3½

61

2

= 3½
l½

3

;
+ l½

X

sq. feet.

6 = 19½
2¼

Area of profile of trench

27-k, say
27 sq. feet .
. ·. Area of profile of ditch
= 69 - 27 = 42
,,
To obtain the dimensions of the ditch it is evident, in this particnlar case,
that as the base of the escarp is equal to its height, and that of the counterscarp is
only one-half its height, the area of the escarp triangle must be double that
of the counterscarp triangle, and the former will be two-thirds of the ditch area
and the latter one-thiTd of the same.
28 square feet.
Therefore area of escarp triangle
= i (42)
And of counterscarp triangle ...
= } (42)
14
From either of which areas the depth of
7½' (nearly).
}✓56
the ditch may be found to be
And its width to be
7½ x l½ 11¼,
Another mode of deducing the dimensions of the ditch from its profile area (the
slope of escarp being ½, and that of counterscarp f) may be followed, thus3d
Let d = depth, then breadth = d + ½cl = 2
Now as½ (breadth x c\epth)=area of ditch (a triangle)
,3 d
½(
x
= 42 sq. feet.

T

4 cl'

... 3

cl)

= 42 : wh ence

cl = /49-=a-=
4 ✓56=7½'(nearly).
X

The above examples are sufficient to show the manner in which the dimensions
of the ditch of any required parapet may be quickly calculated.
142. The area of the profile of a parapet may also be found by drawing the
profile ?n a scale sufficiently large (6' or 8' to 1 inch), and afterwards reducing it
to a triangle of equal area ; the base and height of this triangle can then be
measured, and the area found.

. The methocl of calculating areas by first drawing the figure to scale has the
d1sadvantnge of reqturmg drawing instruments to be at hand, and is not so rapid
nnd_ ~annot be. s~ accurate as the preceding method of calculation, which, in
add1t1on t~ rap1d1ty. and accuracy, has the further recommendation of requiring
but a pencil and a piece of paper to effect it.
~ 43 It must be rcmembernd. that these calculations are only approximate ;
for it has been assumed that there is no increase of bulk in the earth after it has
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been excavated, and also that the length of the ditch is the same as that of the
pm'1pet, neither of which may be the case; but they are sufficiently near the truth to
enable a work to be marked out on the ground and commenced without loss of time.
The tlitch, as determined by the preceding calculations, will usually be too
great, when there is any error, and .it will therefore generally be a good precaution
to make a ditch a little narrower than its calculated approximate breadth, as it can
he widened at any time in the progress of the work, or deepened afterwards. This
is prcfcrahle to running tho risk of making it too large at tirst.
144. STOCKADES (Plate X.).-A stockade is a timber parapet made by planting
one or more rows of timbers upright and close to one another, so as to be proof
against rifle bullets.
Loopholes (openings to fire through) are made at intervals, usually of. not less
than 2' 6", although men can fire at 2 feet intervals if requirecJ.
The timbers are usually from 6 inches to 14 inches thick, or in diameter; from
10 to 15 feet long, pointed at top or spiked if there is time available, and they
should be sunk 3 or 4 feet in the ground.
A "riband" or stout beam should be secured horizontally to the timbers on
the inside; near the top, sawyers' dogs may also be freely used to keep the timbers
together.
145. Stockades have the advantage of combining a good musketry parapet
and of an obstacle to an enemy; and unless breached by artillery fire (which is noL
easy to effect) they require to be surmounted either by means of ladders, or by
forming a breach in them by a charge of powder or of gun cotton explodeU
against them. They can also be guarded against surprise by a ver!J small nmnbm·
of men.
The details will vary according to the length of timber used; whether it is
round or square; and whether one or two rows of loopholes are required.
In all cases it is desirable that an enemy should not be able to make use of
the loopholes, should he get close to the stockade.
146. Loopholes are made between two timbers, one-half being taken out
of each.
In stockades of 10 to 12 inches thick, loopholes may have the following
dimensions (Fig. 95) : Interior width, 8 inches.
Exterior width, 2½ inches.
,, height, 12 ,,
,,
height, 4
,,
Two saw cuts in each timber are required for a loophole, the wood between
them being removed afterwards.
The dimensions for loopholes in timber stockades, as laid down at Chatham,
are shown-those for squared timbers in Fig. 95, and those for round timbers in
Fig. 96 of Plate X.
In Fi..,.. 88 are shown the heiahts over which a soldier can fire when either
(1) Standing, (2) Kneeling, or (3) Lying down. The positions of loopholes in
Stockades, ,Valls, &c., must be regulate<l accordingly, with reference to the level
on which the clefen<l.ers are intended to stand.
147. Fig. 84 represents in profile a stockade made with timbers 10' long, for
a single row of loopholes, the ground acting as a banquette: the "riband" (in this
arn\ other examples) is place,\ just below the loopholes.
To prevent an enemy closing on the stockade and then making use ~f t~c
loopholes, a small ditch is excavated on the outside, the earth from wlnc~1 ~s
principally used as a small glacis, so as to raise the ground in front, and some of it 1s
piled against the stockade.
148. In Fig. 85 the timbers are 11 feet long, the loopholes are 6 feet aboY~
the ground, which prevents an enemy making use of them ; a banquette, 3
broacl, is made from the earth obtained from the shallow trench in rear.
149. Fig. 86 shows a stockade of squared timbers, openings bein_g le~t at
inter\'als by using short timbers as a substitute for loopholes. An ou~s1de chtch,
similar to that in Fig. 8-!, is not shown in this figure, but is equally desuablc.
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150. Fig. 87 shows a stockade for a double row of ,lefendcrs, and, therefore,,
t,rn tiers of loopholes. The timbers should be 13 feet long, so as to proJect 9
above grouml, if sunk 4' below. it.
. .
9,
The upper tier of loopholes 1s shown as smtmg a banquette of planks ~ 6
above ground. This height enables the lower row of defenders to fo:e, lymg down
mH.le.rneath it close to the ground level. A shallow, gen~ly slopmg tr:nch! 1
foot deep in rear ancl 6 feet broad, is shown as accommodatmg the shootmg !me.
The plank banquette rests on cross timbers, at intervals of 6' to 10', wluch are
secured to a ribancl at the stockade end, and to posts at the other end.
Instead of the lower rank firing in the kneeling position they may fire
standiur, if a trench 2¼' deep and 3 feet distant from the stockade be made, as
shown
dotted Jines in this figure-also in Fig. 102, Plate XL
151. ·with longer timbers details may be varied. The_ upper loopholes may
be raised, and with them the banquette. The lower rank n11ght then be arranged
to fire from the crroun<l itself, either kneeling, or, perhaps, standing. The example
given is a good tJpe of a line affording a double tier of fire from in!antr.y well placed.
152. Figs. 89 to 94, inclusive, show the method of arrangmg t!lllbers, when
not regularly squared. Round timbers, if time, &c., permit, should be roughly
squared on the sides, as in Fig. 89; or, if this be not done, they may be arranged
with the intervals between them protected by others, as indicated in Figs.
92-94.
Half timbers may be arranged as shown in Fig. 89. (.Juarter timbers may be
arranged as shown in Fig. 90.
153. DEFENCE OF WALLS (Plate XI. ).-Many of the details given for
Stockades, such as position and height of loopholes, methods of forming
banquettes, also of preventing an enemy making use of the loopholes, apply
equally to the defence of walls. In the case of stockades, loopholes are made
before the timbers are erected, and of the dimensions most suitable; with walls,
loopholes in them, or notches at their tops, have to be made with the implements
available (often unsuitable), and at best they are rough apertures, the dinlfmsions
of which only approximate to what, theoretically speaking, an~ most desirable.
Stockades are erected in chosen positions, and are seldom, if ever, exposed
to a frontal fire of artillery; walls, on the other hand, have to be occupied in
positions already fixed, and frequently with a certainty of being subjected to
artillery before being assaulted. For this reason cover for the shooting line must
often be provided, in rear of a wall occupied for defence, by means of trenches, the
earth from which may either be used for a banquette or, if placed well in rear of
the wall, simply as a parapet. A trench and parapet would frequently be required
to cover the supports to the shooting line, in the absence of existing cover.
As a rnle, thin walls battered by artillery are not breached by its fire: the
projectiles go through the walls, making small holes therein, and detaching
splinters inwards. The projectiles used would generally be common shells with
percussion fuzes, in order that the shells should burst immediately they are
through the wall. It is therefore necessary, when a preliminary cannonade has to
be withstood prior to attack, to provide cover for the defenders up to the time
:vhen they are required to man the line defended : this is, when the enemy's
mfantry advance to the attack.
. 154. loopholes can be cut in walls (suitable tools being available), the outside_ opemng should be about 3" broad and 4" high, the loophole splaying (or
gettmg broader) inwards according to the angle of fire required; but usually, in a
14" wall, being l O" wide and 12" high on the inside.
But when roughly formed, as is usually the case, a loophole in a brick wall
would be made by first loosening and detaching a header on the outside of the
wall, and the adjac~nt stretcher on the inside, and then by improving the opening
formed as well as circumstances permit. An infantry soldier with his bayonet can
loosen the mortar ar01_1ncl a stretcher without difficulty, and when this brick is
removed and the outside header exposed, the latter can generally be knocked out
11
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hy a crowbar, &c., or men can work on both sides of it (inside and outside the

wall), and pick out the mortar with their bayonets.
EXAMPLES OF

,vALLS MADE DEFENSIBLE (Plate XI. ).

155. A wall, 4 feet in height, serves as a parapet without any preparation.
Head cover shoulcl be added as may be practicable, and to prevent an enemy
clrn:;ing on it and firing from it, a ditch 2 to 3 feet deep may be excaYated on the

outside, the earth from which should be scattered in front.
A wall 6 feet in height would usually be notched at the top, or a banquette of
earth or ~arnl-hags made in rear for the clefen<l.ers to firn ova the top, head cover
being desirable also.
156. In Figs. 97, 98 a wall 7' high is shown as defensible. The shooting
line stand on the gratmd and fire through loopholes. The enemy is prevented

from closing on the wall by means of the ditch, 3 feet deep, and the excavated
earth being piled up against the wall.

In Figs. 99, 100 a similar wall is prepared by notching the top, providing heacl
cover to the defenders, who would fire standing on the banquette, the earth for
which is obtained from the rear trench. The arrangement in front is the same
as in Fig. 97.
157. In Figs. 101, 102 are shown two examples of waUs, arranged for a double
tier of fire, the height of the waU being 9 feet. In Fig. 101 the upper rank kneel
and the lower rank stand to fire, the level of the banquette surface being arranged
accordingly. The front of the wall is treated as in preceding exan,ples. Head
cover is also shown for the upper rank. The details for the two ranks of the
shooting line in this example might also be copied from those shown in Fig. 87, in
Plate Y., for the stockade.
In Fig. 102 the lower rank fire kneeling in a trench, the loopholes being close

to the ground ; the upper rank fire over the wall, from a banquette of planks
resti.J1g on casks.
158. In defending walls and stockades, it is to be noted that a row of loopholes close to the ground enables the surface thereof to be well watched; this
may be of great importance in guarding against a night attack, or in observing
the approach of an explosion party.
VVALLS PROTECTED FROM FIELD ARTILLERY.

159. l\Ioderate protection from the effects of artillery fire is afforded by an
earth banquette on the inside of a wall, to a degree depending on its height; the

depth of trench supplying the
earth adds to the cover for
the defenders, though not to
the support of the wall.
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sians in their investment lines
rotmd Paris in 1870-71. As a
FIG. 109.
rule, no loopholes were made,
and consequently there was
nothinrr to indicate to the French that any particular wall so prepared was
occupi~l for defence. The defenders in the trench were considerably protected
from the fire of the ht'a''!/ guns in the French forts.
.
.

160. Figs. 110-112, Plate XII., give an example of the deliberate preparatwn
of a. wall to be held against a fire of field artillery. In t]ns case a. bank of earth,
E
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5 feet in heH1t is formed in front of the wall, but separated therefrom by a ditch
V-shaped, ru~d

5, or 6' in

depth; another ditch, of a similar section, is made in

front of the embankment to afforcl earth for the latter.
The defenders fire from a banquette, the earth for which is obtained from the
trench in rear, which also affords good cover to men sitting in it. The mode of
preventing an enemy cl_osing on the wall, ~nd also the head cover to the defenders
manning the wall, reqmre no further allus10n. .
The ditches in front of the wall, on each side of the embankment, are shown

as flanked by Gatling guns. If no wall suitable for such a flank exists, a stockade
may be made for the purpose. It wiHbe understood from the_ illustrations that
the flankin~ wall is prepared for two tiers of fire, as 1t 1s not itself exposed to a
frontal fire0 of artillery; and it is important to obtain as much fire as possible
from a short flank.
LOOPHOLES ON PARAPETS, ToPS OF WALLS, Ere.

161. ·whenever men fire over the top of a parapet, or defendecl wall, &c.,
they are only covered, while firing, to the height of 4½ feet; therefore, when the
banquette is manned for defence, the heads and shoulders of the defenders are
visible from the front.

It is not practicable to protect men manning a parapet

entirely from artillery fire, but it is desirable to afford them protection from
musketry and splinters of shells. Loopholes of sanclbags, &c., are used for this
purpose.
A Sandbag Loophole (Figs. 103-106, Plate XL} is made with 4 sandbags, as
shown. One bag is used for each side; they are laid on the top of the parapet,
or sm·face fired over, 3" apart in front, and 10" in rear. A single bag for the roof
would not be musket proof. The bag that crosses the inside opening of the
loophole requires propping underneath by a piece of stick, &c., to prevent its
sinking.

For dimensions, &c., of sandbags, see A.rt. Revetments.

A Log Loophole is shown in Fig. 107. Here a line of logs or trunks of trees
is supported about 3" above the top of the parapet. Greater obliquity of fire is
permitted with this arrangement than with sandbag loopholes.
A Brushwood Loophole is shown in Fig. 108. It is used by being embedded
in the crests of parapets, with the small opening outside.
A similar loophole may be made by nailing together, so as to form a frustrum
vf a square pyramid, four pieces of plank, 2' long, 10" and 5" broad respectively,

at the ends. The apertures will be about 8" and 3" square.
Many other expedients for loopholes may be resorted to. Small boxes filled
with earth may be placed on the parapet, with loophole intervals between them.
In the Paris barricacles1 in 1871, pillow•cases were freely used for sandbag

loopholes.
HEDGES PREPARED

FOR

DEFENCE (Plate XII.).

162. Hedges occupied for defence have the advantage of being an obstacle
to an assailant closmg with the defenders, while at the same time the latter can
generally mannge to see and fire through them without being themselves seen.
_A hedge, growing_ by itself, without a ditch on either side, may be treated in
various ways, accordmg to the time and means available for work.
Half-an-hour's work would suffice for a line of men to difl' the trench shown

in Fig. 113, and bank up the excavatecl earth against the hedge : the bottom of
the trench serves as a banquette.
A hedge with a small ditch on the inside as shown in Fifl', 114 is usually
available without any preparation, beyond O'etti;lfl' Tid of any wat~r that may be i;1
0
0
the ditch.

163. One to two hours' work would be sufficient to carry out the mode of
<lefence shown in Fig. 114 (a), Plate XII.
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Ilcre the defenders stand 01~ the natural g1:ou.nd :vhen firing : they 1nay be
kept muler cover, when not reqturcd to fire, by s1ttmg 111 the trench, either on the
steps, or, if necessary, on the bottom. When six or eight hmus are available for
work a. larger parapet may be made, as in Fig. 115, the earth for which is
obtained from the trench in l'ear. If required to afford more cover aaainst
0
artillery fire, the trench may be made nal'rower and deeper.
Fig. 116 shows a mode of preparing for defence a hedge on ground falling
steeply to the front. The front ditch is merely for the pmpose of preventing an
enemy making use of the hedge ; but it is no more indispensable in this case than
in those 1·eferred to in Figs. 97 -100.
Fig. 117 explains a metho,l of occupying a line of sunken road or Jru1e
(runnil>g ill a suitable direction) with a hedge on each side. The sunken road is
treated as a ditch: the hedge behind is occupied for defence, with a trench
parapet ; the hedge on the front, or enemy's side of the road, being cut down
an,l rntanrfled, so as to add to the obstacle and clear the view of the defenders.
Fig. 118 shows how to prepare a hedge so as to act as a screen and revetment
to a gun epaulement.
HASTY lNTRENCHMENTS.

164. The Jong range, extreme accuracy, and great rapidity of fire of the rifled
arms of the present day render it more than ever necessary that cover should be
provided for troops ill action.
Cover is required for all troops withu1 range of the enemy's projectiles : for
the shooting !me as well as for the supports and reserves. Nearly all ground will
naturally afford a good deal of the necessary protection, if not in a form that can
be at once used, at ru,y rate in a form that can be readily adapted for use.
Supports and reserves, for instance, can be screened and sheltered behind
undulations of the ground, woods, embankments, cuttings, &c. ; and men firing
can be concealed behil1d hedges, walls, banks, and in ditches, if such happen to be
in the right place: in most cases such natural cover will require adapting to the
exigencies of the case.
During the cannonade, which is the prelin1:inary of most engagements in
which guns take part, the defenders are under the fire of shrapnel and common
shells fired at long ranges. When the enemy's infantry closes, their artillery fire
must cease, and infantry fire at short ranges takes its place.
For the shooting line, therefore, such cover is required to give some shelter
from the distant fire of artillery, and to admit of the free use of weapons from
behind it. The cover must also be capable of beil1g obtail1ed quickly, as time
may be, and often is, the ruling condition.
Earth cover is suitable alike to the most hasty and the most deliberate
fortifications. A shallow trench of very small dimensions with the earth thrown
to the front will quickly afford cover to men lying in it against artillery fire ;
and if the mound of earth or parapet be of suitable height the defenders can fire
over it when requisite, whilst the whole will present no obstacle to the advance
of any troops over it, should such be desired, when an active defence is
intended.
Trenches of the class referred to are called Shelter Trenches : they form the
bulk of the fortifications of ground prepared fo1· active defence, being no obstacle
to a forward movement, while they may also be used for the passive defence,
when time for preparation is short: in the latter case obstacles in front would be
used.
165. Shelte,· Pits.-Figs. 121, 122, Plate XIII., give the plan and section
of a shelter pit for one man, which can be made in about 10 minutes.
The trench is 6' Jong (from front to rear) and 2' 3" broad: it is 3" deep i_n
front and 9" deep in rear. The earth thrown to the front to act as a parapet 1s
made l' 3" in height except on the line of fire, where it is kept l ' in height.
The berm of 4" afforus a rest to the elbow ill firing.

Cours" of Fol'f1)7.cation, Eh·.

In this pit a mnn fires lying on his_ stomac!1, in w~1ich position his legs arc
usually inclined to the loft. If to ad1mt of tlus the pit at first_ ho rna,lo at an
nnrrle to the line of fire the leO's are exposeU ; but when made tl1mct as 111 plan,
f.h~ legs are protectea'; if ti~~e aft~rw~nls be ~v.ailablP, it can be improved as
shown by dotted lines to smt th~ 1!1chnml yost_t10n ..
A short length of trench of smular sect10n 1s smtable for groups of t,\·o or
more men allowinrr 2' 6° per man.
166. Slwlte,· T;,,nches.-Figs. 123-4-5, Plate XIII., are sections of the Se,·uice
Shelt1•r T m 1oh. FiIT. 123 shows the trench that can be executed m half-an-hour
by men extended ~ 5 feet (two paces) intervals._ It is
_broa,l ancl l½' dee]),
arnl is the smallest trench that fulJlls the reqmred co11tbt10ns. The earth 1s
thl'Own to the front, leaving a berm of l' 6", the parapet being kept at a height of
l ' 6,,. A row of men kneeling in this trench fire over the parapet.
The above trench can be widened out to 5 feet in half-an-hour, or one hour in
all. This is shown in Fig. 124. This may be considered an effective trench for
occupation for a limited time, bnt as the troops in it are in a constrained position,
it is desirable, time permitting, to widen it.
In Fig. 125 the above trench is widened to a total breadth of 8 feet. This
would require an extra hour's work, two hours in all, antl would enable men to
lie clown in it, and also to fire from it kneeling. The parapet is kept at the
heirrht of 1' 6", and hecomes thicker with each successive widening of the trench.
cAs the main object of shelter trenches is to cover the shooting line, their
position must be such that the foreground is visible from the defenders. Wben
occupying rising ground they will not therefore he at the top of the rise, but mm·e
usually they will follow the contour al th e top of th e steep est portion of the slope,
and need not, therefore, be in straight lines, but only approximating thereto.
167. Shelter Trenches Mocl(fi.ed.-Fig. 126 shows the rear portion of the onehoz,r shelter trench (Fig. 124) deepened by l' 6", making the depth in rear 3'. 11iis
is more convenient for the defenders. It enables men to be under cover either (1)
standing in rear, as shown, or (2) sitting in front, while they can fire over the
parapet (3' high) when standing in front. This trench is no impediment to a
forward movement of infant·ry, but it is an obstacle to artillery, and, to a certain
extent, to cavalry also.
Fig. 127 is another modification of the one-lwm· trench, by deepening the
front portion of the trench, and thickening, without heightening the parapet. In
this case, the defenders sitting in rear are 1mder cover, and can stand on the
bottom of the trench and fire to the front. As an obstacle, it is similar to Fig. 126.
168. Shelter Trench cm11vertecl into a Breastwork.-When a greater amount of
cover is required, together with a thicker parapet than is afforcled by a Shelter
Trench, the modification shown in Fig. 128 may be resorted to, provideU four
or five hours are available for work and a passive defence only is intended. In
this example, the parapet is cleared away towards the front so as to leave a berm,
to act as a banquette, 3' wide. The 8-feet,, or two-hour shelter trench, shown in
Fig. 125, has its central portion 4' broad deepened by l' 6" so as to leave a
step in rear l' 611 broad, and another in front 21 611 broad : this is done by
one row of men. A second line of men (both lines at 5' intervals) excavate
the ditch, 5' broad and 2½' deep, ancl thicken the parapet: the interior slope of th"
parapet would be revetted roughly with l:rnrdle work, or with the clotls obtained
fro~1 the excavations. Except in works of the most pressing nat1ue, it is always
clesuable to cut the surface ttuf (if any) into sotls, more or less regular, antl to•
use these for 1:ev~tting purposes. But however simple such an operation may
a\)pear ~o be, 1t 1s not easy to carry out1 with untrained men, working 1mder
difficulties and pressed for time.
169. Rifle Pit, (Figs. 129, 130). Good cover for a,lvanced sentries is afforde<l
by these_ pits1 which arc much used at sieges to cover men in advance, acting both
as sentries and marksmen. Opportunities for their use ·will constantly arise in
field defences.
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A conical pit 4' deep, 4½' in diameter at top and 2½' at bottom is first
excavatetl, the earth being thrown to the front and as far as may be necessary
towards the si,les. A sandbag loophole is formed in front, the parapet at that
part being levelled oft' at a height of six inches (see Art. 161, Sandbag Loophole),
and a step winch also acts as a seat, (a) Figs. 129, 130, is cut on one side of the pit
at the front. In favourable soil one man will make one of these pits in an hour.
COVER FOR FIELD ARTILLERY

IN

ACTION (Plate XIV.).

170. Field guns in action, like the shooting lino of. ipfantry, must be posted in
positions where their fire is the most effective, and where the ground in front can
be seen.
The limbers with the teams are usually about 20 yards in rear of the guns.
The wagons which supply the limbers may be placed much further to the rear,
and. can generally make use of existing cover.
In all cases it is desir·able not to interfere with the mobility of field guns : thls
is done by arrangll1g the cover afforded, so as not to interfere with the guns being
limbered-up, and advanced or retired as may be desited.
171. Cove1· for Guns is obtained either by sir1king them in a pit (gun pit), or
by covering them with an epaulement (gun epaulenwnt).
Gun pits afford the same amount of cover in a shol'ter time than gun epaulements: with this exception, the a<-hantagc is with epaulements in which the gun
is worked on the grouncl level; and fires from a height of 3½ feet above it, which
affords a better view of the foreground; besides which the gun can be brought
into action at any moment, even during the construction of the epaulement, which,
if necessary, may be proceeded with while the gun is in action, while a. gun pit
must be finished before it can be occupied, and is always inconvenient in wet
weather or on marshy soil.
In either case the main object is to shelter the gun detaclrment while allowing
the gun to be worked easily.
A pick and shovel are carried on each gun-limber and wagon to allow the
gunners to make their own pits.
Gun pits and gun epaulemcnts may be arranged at intervals of 25 to 30 yards:
the ordinary intervals between guns in action on open ground being 19 yards.
172. A gun pit is shown in Fig. 131, Plate XIV. This can be executed b,seven men in one hour, the men arranged as shown by the Roman numerals. The
pit is 2' deep, with a slope or 1-amp to the rear of 1 in 4 to enable the gun to be
easily moved in or out. The small side trenches assist in supplying earth for the
parapet, and give cover for men, and, if necessary, for a limber-box in each. The
parapet is made 3' high, except on the line of fire where it is kept l}' high,
or 3½' above the bottom of the trench.
iig. 132 shows a OW'-how· gun epaulement made by six men: in this case the
gun is workeU close to the parapet, the men loading standing on the ground. The
.
parapet is made 3½' high.
Fig. 134 shows another one-hoar f:i'l.lll epaulement suitable only for protect10n
from frontal fire. j\fen i11 the rear trench, similarly to those in Fig. 133, can load
the gun.
Fig. 133 shows a more perfect gun epaulement, giving, in ont, and a half houri
work, protection from both frontal and oblique fire, to the gun and to the_ gunners.
\Vorks of a more solid nature than this woulJ cease to be considered as
H hasty " intrenchments.
.
173. Gun pits may at times be placed closer together than before descnbed,
say, at central intervals of 30 feet. They may then be converted into a battery
with a continuous parapet by being connected by trenches 4 feet br~a~l and deep:
in these com1ecting trenches recesses may be formed to hold amnnm1t10n.
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CHAPTER II.
OBSTACLES.

Uses of obstacles ; conditions to be fulfilled ; descriptions of PAJ.If! ADES. -F rrAISES. -MILITARY
PITs.-CRows' FEET.-AB.<\TJS.-ENTANGLEMENTf!.-DITTO

OF

"\YrnE.-CHEVAUX·DE-

FmsE.-lRON BAND TmP.-FouoASSES : Oo1r11mon, Shell, Stone, and Seif-acting.-INUNDATIONS,

Dmns, and JVaste TVcirs, etc.

174. It was remarked in the preceding Chapter that the ditches of field works
formed, by themselves, a very imperfect obstacle to the aclvance of an assailant,
who when in them was hidden from the view of the parapet in front, and might
(if the ditches be unjlanked, as is usually the case) assemble in them in greater or
less numbers, ancl n1sh into the work in a mass. This is to be avoided on the
part of the defence, by all possible means ; and is usually done by placing
obstacles in the way of the advance of an assailant, in such a manner that the
closer he gets to a work, and the more accurate and deadly becomes the fire he is:
exposed to, the slower should be his progress and the more helpless he should
become; so that, should he penetrate at all into the work attacked, it shall only
be in small numbers at a time, and not en masse.
175. The chief objects to be attained by the use of obstacles areI. To detain an enemy under the close and accurate fire of the defenders.
2. To break up his formation for attack and prevent his advance as a
body.
As regards the first of these two objects, close fire is considered to be any
range within 300 yards.
Obstacles used in conjunction with field works are generally placed in advance
of the ditch, as an enemy is thereby detainee! under close fire and in a position
visible to the defenders; but the ditch itself is a suitable position for certain
obstacles, as will be referred to.
176. An efficient obstacle shoulcl fulfil the following conditions:It should be under close fire.
It should be protected from an enemy's artillery fire.
It should not afford cover to an assailant.
It should be so strong, as not to be cut down or removed, without great
difficulty.
The principal obstacles which have been hitherto adoptecl will be described
separately in the following paragraphs; and their respective merits detailed.
Although treated singly, they would be used in conjunction with one another,.
whenever time and circumstances permit.
PALISADES.

177. Palisades, Fig. 135, Plate XV., are a stout description of paling, vertical or
nearly. so, made of large branches of trees, logs of timber, or young trees, split or
sawn into two or. mor!?' pieces according to their size, pointed at the top, and
secured to two horizontal bars, or "ribands."
. The posts, about 10 feet long, are often made triangular in section, each side
~emg about 8", and _are placed about 4" apart, their lower ends being spiked to a
nband, and planted m a narrow trench 3' deep. The trench is filled with earth,
well rammed, and an upper riband is nailecl on the inside of the posts about I foot
below their tops.
An expeditions viay to construct a palisade is to prepn,re, and plant it in panels
of 9 or 10 posts.
Palisades ar~ use~ _for the defence of ditches, and for closing. the gorges of
field work. and m pos1t10ns generally screened from artillery fire~
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ABATIS (Plate XVI.).

182. An Abatis is one of the best obstacles that ca:1 be ma,de. It idormecl of
stout limbs of trees, or the trunks of small ones, 12 or 15 long, _laid as close
together as possible, with the branches towards the enemy. ~he abat1s should be
at least 5' high, with the butts secured firmly to the ground, either by stout stakes
or by logs of timber laid across several butts and secured to them. The small
branches and leaves should be removed and the large branches pomted.
Abatis is usually placecl in advance of the ditch in a trench dug for the
purpose, the earth from which is used as a glacis in front, as in Fig. 141, where
.
.
.
every part is exposed to musketrr fire.
" ' h ere timber is very plentiful, abat1s may be formed m tluck belts (as was
done round Paris in 1870-1) without any covering glacis; it then becomes an
almost impenetrable obstacle.
It may also, as in Fig. 142, be placed in the ditches of field works i11 an
upright position, when it forms a serious obstacle to an assault, and detains
an enemy outside the ditch.
The labour required to form an abatis depends principally on the distance
that the trees have to be dragged after being felled. As the boughs are of course
on theiu, if the distance be great the labour becomes extreme; therefore, the construction of an abatis should seldom be attempted unless the trees grow near at
hand.
Hard and tough woods are the best to use, pine being the worst, as it is easily
broken, and burns readily even when freshly cut; the boughs often grow perpendicular .to the trunk, and cannot, therefore, be made to point towards an enemy.
An abatis, even when exposed to view, is not easily destroyed by artillery fire.
ENTANGLEMENTS.

183. An .Entanglement is formecl by cutting trees, brushwood, &c., half
through, above 3 feet above the grom1cl, bringing the upper parts to the
ground, and interlacing and securing them by pickets. Large trees thus treated
form almost insurmountable obstacles. The ends of thick branches should be
pointed, and all weak places strengthened by onlinary abatis.
184. A Wi>-e .Entanglement (Fig. 143, Plate XVI.) is formecl by driving into
the ground strong stakes in rows arranged chequer-wise, so as to form a series of
equilateral triangles, the sides of which are 6 or 7 feet. The stakes should project
about 18 inches above ground, and should be connected together by stout wire
twisted rounJ their heads. Roughly speaking, 3 feet of wire is required for each
square foot of entanglement. This obstacle should be at least 10 yarcls broad.
Its defensive value will be much increased if stakes are driven in the centres of
the triangular space::i, and afterwards pointed.
No. 14 B. \V. Gauge is a convenient size of wire to adopt: a mile of it weighs
about 90 lbs.
This obstacle is rapidly prepared, is very portable, little injured by artillery fire,
and uupassable by cavalry.
185. Another form of wire entanglement is shown in Fig. 144, Plate XVI.
The stakes in this case are 4 feet above ground ; the head of one stake is connected
wit~1 the foot of that diagonally opposite by stout wire; these diagonal wires are
agam connected by thinner horizontal ones, thus forming a network exceedingly
difficult to cross.
lRoN BAND TRIP .

.,. 18~. The bands of Jones' iron gahions may be formed, as in }fig. 146, Plate
XVI., mto a network or entanglement as an obstacle arrainst Cavalry and even
0
against Infantry in night attacks.
'
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The hands are buttoned and placed in lines 3 or 4 feet apart; each band is
,connec~ed_ with the next in the same row, with stout wire or rope passed through
the br1dgmg holes. The rows thus connected are arranged chequerwise, and are
,connecte<l. together at intervals by wire or rope, and secured to pickets driven into
the ground.
CnEvAUX-DE-FmsE.

187. A pattem of cheva11.1'de:fd,e forms an article of store. The barrel consists of a hollow iron tube, 6 feet long, with holes through it at intervals for the
speM·s. The latter, 12 in nmnber, are 6 feet long, and pack inside the barrel.
Each length of barrel, with its spears, weighs 86 lbs.
Ghevau.c-de-.fri~e can be improvised from iron pipes, about 5" or 6" diameter,
or stout beams 8" or 9" square, having pointed spears passed through holes bored
in them. The spears should he 6 feet long, ancl not more than 6 inches apart.
They should cross at right angles, and should be strong enough to prevent a man
Oltevau.t-de:frisP are rna<l.e in lengths of from 6 to 10 feet;
breaking them.
different lengths being secured together by chains or wire.
Ghei•aux-de:fhse are generally employed as temporary barriers to close the
entrance into a work, or through a barricade ; to block up a road or street, &c.,
as in these positions they can be easily moved aside when the communication is
required to be used.
Their defect is in the amount of skilled labour require<l. in their construction,
which prevents their being used except in small quantities for the above limited
objects.
188. Pointed Staker;:, which can be made in great numbers when any of the
foregoing obstacles are constructed, a.re very useful to occupy as an obstacle
grOlmd in front of a work requiring them.
The berm, bottoms of <l.itches, ground in front of countorscarp, intervals
between military pits, the triangular spaces of a wire entanglement, &c., are all
suitable positions.
After being chiven into the ground they should be sharply pointed.
FouGASSES.

189. Common Fougasses are small mines, of which the shafts or pits are from

3 to 10 feet deep. The charge of powder is formed thus :- i'tr L L R 3 - charge
in lbs. L L R means line of lea1St tP1Sistance, and in an ordinary mine is the
depth of the charge. The charge of a 6-feet fougass will therefore be ~ =
21 ·6 lbs. ; and that for a 10-feet fougass will be }g.:'= 100 lbs. In most cases it
is preferable to have many small fougasses rather than a few larger ones. The
above charges will make a hole in the ground, the radius of which is equal to the
depth of the charge.
The powder is placed in a cubical box, which should he well tarred to protect
it from damp, and is lodged in a recess called the chamber, on one side of the
shaft at the bottom. It is fired by electricity, or by po1cc/Pr ho,e and f,1,e.
190. A Shell Fougas,, Figs. 148, 149, Plate XVI., is formed by partitioning a
box horizontally : loaded shells, with their fuses downwards are placed in the
upper part ; in the lower part is a charge of powder, with the hose arranged for
firing it. The charge should be sufficient (as in Art. 189) to fonn a proper crater,
and to blow the shells to the surface of the ground, at the same time that the
fuses are lighted.
191. Se(t'acting Fougass, o,· :1ro1tncl torpedo, Fig. 147, Plate XVI., is an
example of this contrivance, and was much used by the Confederates in the
ar. A loa<l.et.l shell was fitted with a wooden fuse case, which
American Ci vii
.contained a patch of detona.ting composition. The wood plug fitting loosely into

"r
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the fuse case is retainetl in position by a safety pin which passes through it~
Over the fu se and preserving it from the weather is a cast.iron cup.
The shell was buried so as just to conceal the iron cup, which was placed on
tho wood plug after the safety pin had been removed. A small red flag was.
placed to indicate the position of each shell, antl was removed when an attack was
llnminent.
The fuse exploded in a pressul'e of 7 lbs. to the square inch; consequently,
when the cnp was trodden upon, the shell burst.
The repulse of the F ederals at F ort Darling, on the James River, was ascribecl
to the use of these fougasses.
STONE

FouoAss.

192. A Stone Fougass, Fig. 149, Plate XVI!., is intencled to throw a shower
of stones against an advancing enemy. It is thus fo11ned : An excavation, the a..xis of which is inclined about 40° to the horizon, is made
6 to 8 feet in depth. At the bottom is placed a charge of powder in a box, a
wooden shield, 6 inches thick, is placed on the top, over this shield 3 or 4 cu hie
yal'ds (about 4 or 5 tons) of stones or bricks are placed; the earth from the
excavation is built up over the charge, as at "a," to increase the resistance in an
upward direction, and to insure the effect taking place in the proper clirectionviz., the axis of the excavation. The side of the excavation over the charge will
frequently require to be revetted.
The Fougass shown in Fig. 149, charged with 80 lbs. of powder, would throw
5 tons of stones over a surface about 160 yards long, by 60 yards on either side
of the axis produced.
193. F ougasses are usually placed beyond the ditch, and on the approaches to
the salients and other weak parts of a work. They should be at least 12 feet in
advance of the counterscarp to preYent injury to the latter.
The opportunity for the use of fougasses does not arise unless a position is
helcl for a considerable time.
INUNDATIONS.

194.

is formed by constructing one or more dams across the
valley of a stream, so that the water collects on the upper side.
To be unfordable an inundation should be 5 feet deep at its shallowest encl ;
the means available for constructing the <lams seldom allow a greater depth than
10 feet at the deepest end, -that is, at the end nearest to the clam.
The br,,adth of an inundation, and consequently the length of a clam, depend&
(the depth being assumed) on the slope of the sides of the valley; its length will
depend on the fall or slope of the bed of the valley: the most favourable positions.
for forming inundations are consequently where the bed of a stream has only a
very slight fall, and the sides of the valley a regular and Tather rapid rise. Wl1ere
these comlitions exist, long inundations may be formed with but few dams;
the clams themselves berng short .
. Where the means available do not allow of the shallow part of an inundation
berng de~peT than 2 or 3 feet, it may be rendered impas~able by digging pits and
trenches Irregularly over the suTface, before the water is dammed up. Crows' feet .
and otheT ?bstrnctions may also be spread oveT the surface of the ground before·
the water 1s allowed to cover it.
195. A DAM (Figs. 15_0? 151, Plate XVII.) is eonstmcted in the following
manner, supposmg its pos1t10n, length, slopes, thickness, &c., to have been
caref~11ly determined. The ends are first commenced, and the embankments
fornnng the dam are completell, as shown in the precedincr sketches as far as can
be done, without intmfering with the stream. The wa:ie weir (\\r VV) is also
constructed.
AN INUNDATION
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The soil of the clam should be impervious to water; or if not, a wall of clay or
puddle shouhl be constructecl insicle it. The materials for the dam should be
taken from the lower side, to increase the depth of the adjacent inundation.
Great care should be taken to properly ram the earth forming the dam. The chief
difficulty in forming a dam is experienced when constructing the part over the
bed of the stream; arrangements must be made to allow of this part beinO'
constructed with rapidity, as when once conunence<l, and the stream danuned up~
it must be built up at a more rapid rate than the inundation rises. For this
purpose materials will be massed bPlow the dam on each side of the stream, and as
many nrnn employed as can work together. ,¥hen everything is prepared, a bank
of earth and sods is ma<le across the opening between the two finished portions of
the clam, to enable the workmen to commence the foumlation of the dam on the
bed of the stream; the work is then pushed on with all possible rapidity.
The thickness of a dam at top, as a general rule, may be made equal to the
depth of water retained; the upside of the dam, or that nearest to the inundation,
has usually a slope of½, and the lower side a slope of½, (See Fig. 151.)
·when liable to be batterecl by artillery, the top of a dam should not he less
than 10 feet thick.
196. The ,VASTE Vhm (Fig. 152), already mentioned, is an opening left in
the upper part of the dam, so as to allow the water to flow over on rising to its
level. The surface of the weir should he 2 or 3 feet below the top of the
clam, according to the liability to sudden floods, and its breadth must be sufficient
to allow the water of the stream to pass freely through it. The top and sides of
the weir, ancl also the slope of the dam over which the water runs, together with a
part of the bed of the stream on the lower side, must he strongly revetted in order
to withstand the action of the current. A double layer of fascines, securely
picketed, forms a good revetment for this purpose.
SLUICE GATES may also be constructed in darns, whenever required, to allow
the inundation being drained.
197. Inundations of the description and extent just mentioned are rarely
within the compass of field operations ; but frequently a ready means of increasing
the obstacles to an enemy's approach will he founcl in blocking up the arches of
a bridge, so as to cause the ,Vater to rise on the upper side.
The ditches of Field W OTks, if they can he flooded, will prove a considerable
obstacle. In the case of Bridge Heads, the works can frequently have their
ditches flooded by making communications from them to the stream, so as to
partially divert the latter through the ditches.

CHAPTER III.
REVETMENTS AND REVETTING MATERIALS.

Object of a revetment; •materials 'l.lSed in field works; dljjiculty of constrnction; GABTONS:
dirnensions; 1node of ?llaking; time, men, tools, q"c., required; building in reuet,11ents;
slope for ditto; iron ga&ion$ in 'l.lSe; F ASCINE$ : dimens-ions; mode of making; time, men,
tools, q"c., requfrcd; how bnilt in rcvctmcnt,s; SANDBAGS: dirnensions 1.chc1i em:pty, <!'nd
when ready for building with; 1node of building a sandbag 1·evctment; Sons : dimensions
generally 1tscd; 1netlwd of building revctmm1ts with; CM!K;;, PLANKS, HURDLES, BRUf:H•
WOOD AND HEATHER REVETMENTf:, LOOSE STONR '\VALLS U$ed for revetting 1mrJJOSeS.
ADDENDA: estimates of quantities of revetting material.

198. A REVETMENT is a 1·eta£ning wall, constructed with the object of retaining
earth at a slope steeper than it will stand by itself. Permanent defences have
their revetments of masonry, but in temporary def~nces, su~h a.s field works
usually are, which have to be rapidly built, the revettmg m~terrnls m general use
are Gabions, Fascines, Sanclba;1s, ancl Sods; and when obtamable, Casks, Planks,
Hurdles, Branches of Trees, Heather, 9·c., are mac.le use of.
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The formation of the 1·evetmonts of a work is always a difficult matter, as it
involves considerable preparation of material, which requires to be transported to
the spot where it is to be 1~sed; while the work of building a revetment calls for
a considerable amount of skill.
199. GABIONS are cylinders of strong basket wOl'k open at both ends, which,
when filled with emth, are musket proof, and form good revetments for field
works.
Their dimensions are 2 feet exterior diameter, and 2' 9" high in the tceb, but
they average 3 feet in h eight when in revetment, in consequence of the projecting
ends of the upright Tods or pickell'J.
In brushwood gabions the basket work is called the weh, and the process
of making it is termed waling.
200. T o make a wicker gabion: A circle 10½'' radius is first marked on the
f,'l'Onnd, and its circumference divided into as many parts as there are pickets, the
usual number of which is 10; but if the brushwood be•small, 12 or even 14 may
be used.
The pickets should be 3' 611 long, and from -§-'' to l" in diameter, of oak, hazel,
or any smmd wood, straight and free from branches: they are driven into the
ground touching the insicle of the circumference at the points marked, with the
thick and thin ends alternately downwards.
The rods for the web should not be thicker than ¾" at the butts; they must he
stripped of leave3 and twigs, no part of a single rod being used double.
The waling is commenced by placing three rods, as in Fig. 153, Plate XVIII.,
with their butts or thick ends inside three adjacent pickets.
The first rod, which
is on the left, is taken up, and passed over the other two, outside the two adjacent
pickets and inside the next picket. The second rod, which is then to the left, is
then taken up, passed outside two pickets and inside the next one; then the third
md in the same way, then the first one, and so on (Fig. 154).
Hence each rod
comes in turn to the front, and the web is formed round the pickets.
In making
the gabion, the web must be continually pressed clown with the foot, or beaten
with a mallet, and the greatest care must be taken, particularly at the commencement, to preserve the proper 1.liameter. ' VV11en the web is 2' 6" in height, two rods,
called pafring rods (Fig. 156), are put on at each end to strengthen the gabion;
they should be well twisted, and their ends driven down on either side of one
gabion picket, at the lowest part of the web, and then passed alternately over and
under each other, and inside and outside single pickets, twisting each pairing rod
"-ell with the hand during the operation: the ends of the rods are then driven
down to the web on either side of the picket beyond that at which the pairing was
commenced.
The gabion is then pulled out of the groun<l, turned upside down, and the
other two pairing rods put on in a similar manner.
. To prevent the pairing rods from slipping off, they are sewn down to the web
with four withes at each encl of the gabion. The withes are rods of hazel, or other
good wood, 6 feet long, which arc well twisted, so as to open their fibres and allow
them to be tied like a rope.
. One withe is placed where the pairing rods cross; the other three divide the
cucumference equaUy.
·
To a.J!Pl!J each withe: Its thick end for a length of about a foot is forced from
the ou~s1de through the web about 7 inches from the top, and then bent downwards 1n its_fo~al position; . its thin encl is then passed over the top of the pairing
rods, do,~n ms1de the gab10n, out through the web, near where the thick end
<>ntered it (but a rod or two higher np), and hauled taut. It is next passed
inwar~s through the web, about 7 inches lower down, hauled taut, then rounJ
the tluck end, out through the web two or three rods above where it entered, and
hauled taut. It is again passed inwards through the web about 7 inches lower
,lown, ~ud finally fastened o.ff with two half hitches round the thick encl, above
the pomt where the last stitch was taken round that end.
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As before remarked, each end of the gabion is treated in the same way but tlw
withes at one end nnrnt be in intermediate positions with reference to thos'e of the
other, as in Fig. 157, which repl'esents a finished ga.bion.
The small twigs are trimme,l off', and the ends of the pickets cut to blunt
tri_angular points,_ le~ving the pic½ets 3 feet long. Lastly a car;-ying picket is
driven across the ms1Lle of the gab10n, about the centre of its height, and 9 inches
from one side.
,VJ1cnever procurable, spun yarn, or iron ·wire No. 14 gauge, would be used in
preference to withes for sewing gabions.
Tluee men will make a brushwood gabion, with 10 or 12 pickets, in about two
hour~, one m~n preparing the ~·ods and withes, one man waling, and the third
holurng the pickets.
If more pickets are used, more time will be required.
The
tools required for ?a.eh squad of th~·ee men are-1 bill hook, 2 gabion knives,
1 gal.lgc, 1 meastumg rod, 1 choppmg block, 1 mallet, and 1 grindstone (for
several squads), or whetstones in lieu thereof.
The weight of a bn1shwoo<l gabion will vary, according to the thickness and
,lryness of the wood usecl, from 35 lbs. to 60 lbs.
The light gabions are specially
useful, where they have to be carried un<ler fire (as in flying trench work); the
heavy ones, where strong and durable revetments are required, as in the case of
batteries.
Gabions are indispensable for revetting purposes generally, and especially so
for siege works ; but brushwood gabions have the following defects : they are
heavy and clumsy to carry by han<l; they occupy much space in transport, require
much labour to construct, are perishable and very combustible, more particularly in
dry weather, an<l when stored in any numbers.
201. These defects are so well known, and so important, that of late years two
kinds of iron gabions have been introduced into the service.
The SHEET lRoN GABION (invented by Captain Tyler, R.E.), is formecl of a
sheet of galvanized iron, 3 feet wide, and 6 feet 2 inches in length ; at each
encl are three holes, having metal eyes.
The sheet being bent round into a
cylinder tmtil the eyes at the opposite ends come together, is fastened, in that
form, with three pieces of wire. The gabion, thus formed, stands 3 feet high, and
2 feet in diameter; it weighs 26 lbs., and is carried, like the common gabion,
by means of a picket passed through it, for ,vhich purpose two holes are provided
in the iron sheet.
This gabion is durable and incombustible; it is very easily and rapidly put
together, and the material (being in sheets) is very portable, and is applicable to
many purposes, such as roofing huts, &c. &c. Being, however, without pickets,
the sheet iron gabion has but little hold of the ground, and it is difficult to fasten
intrenching tools in it; and, as it makes much noise in carriage by working
parties, it is unsuitable for secret operations, such as flying trench-work. It also
splinters to a dangerous degree when struck by shot.
202. The lRoN BAND GABION (Figs. 159-161), invented by Quartermaster J.
Jones, R.E., is composed of 10 bands of sheet-iron, each 6' 5" in length, and 3¾''
in breadth; each band has two buttons at one end, fitting into two holes or slots at
the other. Twelve wooden pickets are used with the bands to form the gabion.
To put the gabion together, two men are required. One of the ~ancls, :vith
the en<ls joine\l together, is placed edgewise on the ground, thus fornnng a cu·cle
2 feet in diameter; the pickets are then driven into the grotmd round the band,
at equal distances from one another, and alternately on the outside and inside of
the band, and touching it as shown in Fig. 159. The second band is placed on
the top of the pickets (taking care that the pickets that were outside one band are
always inside the next band fixed and t•ice 1•ersl1), and pressed clown about half
way, as shown in Fig. 160; the third bancl is then placed on the top of the
picket~\ the second pressed clown on the first, and the_ third fol~ows the. seco~ul.
The Object of keeping the second band halfway, while the thud one IS. bemg
placed on the top, is to preserve the pickets in their places; but after the third one
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is push ed h omo there is no necessity fo1· continuing this process. Each su?cecding
band is placed in the same manner, and the tenth ~and completes the gab10n. No
fastonin('fs are necessary to k eep the bands on the pickets.
The 0gabion has been put together i1: 5 minn~es; and ~oulcl be don e with ease
in 10 minutes· it weinhs 30 lbs., of wluch the pickets weigh 5 lbs.
Compared ~vith th; brushwood gabion, the iron band gabi_on has the following
aclvanta<res, viz., lin-htncss, portability (as the bands and pickets are separately
packed together}, ch~·ability, and incombustibility. Moreover, the uninjured bands
of clamaaed nabions can be used to form other gabions.
The }}rin~ipal defect attending them, besides splintering when struck by shot,
is that in loose sanely soil the spaces between the pickets and bands allow the
earth in them to run through.
Suspension bri,l~es to carry field artillery have been made with these sheet-iron
bands, buttoned together as a substitute for ropes or chains, and the_ inventor
proposes to put them to many other uses, such as roofing huts, fornung camp
bedsteads, military obstacles, &c. &c. (See Gabion bane! trip, Art. 186.)
202 (a). Fig. 158 represents a ga bion that has been proposed for use. It is
made for a height of about 6 inches at each ancl by icaling similarly to that of an
ordinary wicker gabion ; iron wire netting 2 feet broad being used between. The
first 6 inches of waling having been completed and paired, the wire netting is
placed on top, each picket passing four times thtough the net, when the upper
portion of web is waled on and paired. The gabion is completed by both ends
being stitched.
These gabions are st(tf and light (16 to 20 lbs.) : they are suitable for flying
trench work, where men have to carry gabions under fire.
203. A gabion revetment (so called) is composed of one or more rows of
gabions, with rows offascines (see next Article) underneath each row of gabi.ons.
The fascines greatly increase the strength of the revetment.
A gabion revetment t o be built up from the ground level is commenced by
cutting a groove 3 inches deep along the foot of the intended slope ; in this groove
a row of fascines is placed, and secured firmly by .fascine pickets being driven through
them into the ground at every yard. The first row of gabions is then laid so as to
rest partly on the fascine and partly on the ground in front, as in Fig. 164, also
Fig. 162; this anaugement gives the gabions the proper inclination (f). The
gabions are then filled with earth, which is carefully pressed* (not rammed) into
them. The parapet is then completed to the level of the top of the gabions, when
two rows of fascines are laicl on the top of the gabions, picketed, and the earth
brought up t o the top of these fascines ; a second 1·ow of gabions can then be placed
and filled. By t_his means a h eight of 7' 3" is revetted. ]fascines, sods, or sandbags,
as most convement, can be used for any fm·ther small height required.
Figs. 163 and 164 show, in internal elevation and in profile, a slope of 7½' in
height, with a gabion revetment.
The stability of a parapet may be much increased by the employment of anchor
fa~cines ?r logs of wood, buried in the parapet about 4 feet from the gabions,
with which thef are connectecl by rope or wire passecl tlll'ough the web, or
betw~en the gab10ns,. and held there by a picket (Fig. 164, Plate XVIII. ).
Fig. 16_2 shows m profile the revetment of the interior slope of a parapet,
provided with a banquette ; it consists of a row of gab10ns, with a row of fnscines
underneath. Two rows of sods are used to crown the o-abions.
Gabions, in tiers, with a lower and an intermediate ~ourse of fascines, form the
strongest and most durable field-revetment, and can be used in any soil. They
have also the great advantage of not requiring additional men to build them in a
revetment, beyon~ the ordinai} working party_ required to fDl'm the parapet; this
renders them particularly serviceable for revettmg works constructed at a siege.
• The stabi1ity of all revetments is great1y depent.lent on the earth of the parapet
immediately behind them being carefully rammed.
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204. l<ASCINES are strong fagots, usually made 18 feet in lenath and 9 inches
in diameter ; if_ shorter ones are required, they arc sawn into 6 or

9

feet lengths.
Before fascmes can be made, a cradle composed of 5 pairs of fascine trestles have
to be set up in the following manner :-Five pairs of stakes, each 6½' Iona and about
3" diameter, are tlriven obliquely into the t,>1.·01rnd, crossing one another like the

letter X, at 2½ feet above the grouncl (Fig. 165, Plate XIX. ), where they are secured
by means of a lashing of l" rope. Each pair of stakes forms a trestle. The extreme
trestles ()!'i~. 166) are first set up 16 feet apart; the three others are then set up
.so as to divnle tlus interval equally, and are consequently 4 feet apart, cam bell10'

taken that the intersections of the five trestles are in one straight line ; this i~
done by straining a line between the extreme trestles, where the stakes cross.
To 1aake a fascine, brushwood is laid along the trestles, so as to project about

18 inches beyoncl their extremities, the thick and thin wood being equally
-distributed in the length of the fascine, and the thick wood kept as much as
possible on the outside. ,vhen the proper quantity has been placed, the brushwood has to be fastened and secured either by "withes," spun yarn, hoop iron, or
iron wire. Twelve fastenings are used to each fascine; they are placed 18 inches
.apart, the extreme ones being 9 inches from the end of the fascine. By using
this number the fascine can be cut into 61 or 9' lengths without interferin(T with
0
the fastenings.
In order to be able to fasten the withes, an instrument called a "choker"
(Fig. 167) is used to compress the brushwood to the proper diameter.
The choker consists of a couple of wooden levers 4 feet long, joined with a
-chain 4 feet long, fixecl at 18 inches from the ends. The chain has two small
rings on it, 28 inches (the circumference of a 9-inch circle) apart.
To use the choker, the chain is passed once round the brushwood, and the
levers are pressed downwards until the rings of the chain meet. A withe can
then be tied close to it. The choker is then removed ancl applied successively to
the positions where the other withes are to be fastened, which are tied in
succession. The fascine is completed by trimming projecting twigs, and by
.sawing the ends square at the distance of 18 feet apart.
Spun yarn, or iron wire (annealed), is frequently used in place of withes for
·the fastening both of fascines and gabions. "\Vire is the best fastening, and would
·be used whenever procmable. Two turns of each should be taken round the fascine.
Hoop iron bands may also be used, of the dimensions shown in Fig. 171 ;
the notches are hitched into one another when the band is put round the fascine.
Five men are required to make a fascine ; afte11 setting up the trestles, they
,can make one fascine for each hour they work. The average weight of an 18 feet
fascine is about 140 to 150 lbs.
The following tools are required for each squad of· five men, viz., 5 pairs of
stakes and 5 lashings for the trestles, I choker, 1 maul, I handsaw, 3 billhooks,
2 gabion knives, 1 6-feet rod, together with 1 grindstone (or several whetstones in
lieu) for several squads.
F ASCINE PICKETS, 3½' in length and 1¼'' or 1½'' in diameter, are provided for
securing the fascines, in the proportion of 6 to ~ach fascine.
To make a withe.-The best rods for withes are hazel; they should be 5 feet
long, and between three.eighths and three-fourths of an inch in diameter, neatly
trimmed, leaving one.eighth of an inch of each branch on the rod. In making a
withe, the tbick end of the rod is placed under the left foot, and the rod twisted
with the hands, from the top downwards, taking care to avoid kinks. ,vhen the
rod is well twisted at the small encl, and moderately so downwards, a loop about 9
inches long is made at the small end, by taking a half hitch with the end of the
rod round the standing part (Fig. 168) ; the loop is then given a couple of twists
in the contrary direction, so as to plait the double part of the rod and form a
.secure loop (Fig. 169); the other end is then pointed, and the withe is complete .
.As the strength of the fascine depends upon the withes, they must be properly
.selected and well twisted, particularly at the eyes.
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,ritlte it is passed under the brushwoo<l, and the entls brorrgf-1t ~p :

the point is then passed through the eye _aml hauled tn.ut by one man wh~ tw1_stJs
the withe as he docs so, and then lrnnLls 1t to the other ma.n ( on the opposite side
of the fascinc) who completes the fastening, as shown in Fig. 170, by twisting it
rouml itself.
205. I n l,uildinu a fa,tin e rerl'f11wnt from the level of the ground (Fig. 173),
a groo,·e 3 inches· in depth is first cut along .the ~ine _rcpresentmg the foot of the
slope. In this groove the fir8t row of fa scmes 1s lmLl, a.ntl fastened fir~nly to the
around by heinn picketed thereto ; as soon as the earth of the parapet 1s brought
~p to the level of the top of the first row of fascines, a second row is laid, care
beinrr taken that the joints of successive 1·ows arc not over one another. Each
fasci~e is fastened to the row beneath it by two pickets, and to the earth of the
parapet by four or five pickets. The other rows are laid in a similar manner.
In reYettiw, with faseines in weak soils, 6' fascines at intervals may be used as
headers and thc0 foscines shouhl be anchored-that is, fastened by long withes or by
rope to boughs of trees, or stout strikes chi:1en into the interior of the parapet,
while it is being constrncte<l. This precaution greatly strengthens the revetment.
Fig. 17 4 shows an interior slope and banquette for infantry, revetted with
fascines.
·
Fascines are built at a slope of ½,
Revetments formed entirely of fascines are not so strong as gabion revetments,
and are much heavier, which is an inconvenience, particularly if the materials have
to be brougl1t from a distance. The average weight of a gabion revetment per
square foot is from 6 to 7 lbs.; that of a fascine revetment being about 10 lbs.
Extra men are also required to build up a fascine revetment. Fascines are
requisite, as before shown, as intermediate courses between rows of gabions, where
they add much to the strength of the revetment. They are also most useful in
revetting steps or similar small heights as in Fig. 17 4, where gabions would be too
high, and they have the recommendation of being made of wood too coarse and
large to use for constructing gabions.
Besides being used for purely revetting purposes, they may be employed in place
of planks for the superstructure of rough bridges, or for roofing Field Powder
Magazines, Caponiers, or for covering Blinded Galleries, &c. &c. They are also
very serviceab}Q in forming the rough drains that are required in Field ·v-rorks.
206. SANDBAGS are bags of coarse canvas, measuring, when empty and laid
flat, 2' 8" long and l" 4" broad. They contain when full a bushel of earth; but rn
builcling them in revetments they are only three-quarters filled, in order that they
may he easily flattened with a spade or shovel into the shape of a brick 20" lOllg,
10" broad, and 6" high; ancl then weigh from 60 to 70 lbs. each. Tanecl sanclbags weigh when empty l lb. 12 oz. each.
207. Sandl.Ja(IS are built in a revetment in rmvs or com·ses, which are alternately all heade/'1:1 or all stretcher:s-i.e., have thell' ends exposed to view (headers},
or their sides exposed to view (stretchers). It is always desirable to finish tb.;
re:vetment "·ith a heaUer course, and therefore it is necessary to commence
with a row of headers, if an odd number of courses are required, and ·with a row
of stretchers if an even nmnber are used. The slope at which the revetment will
stand is {:-.
In b1tildinr1 a nvetment of sandbag, (see Figs. 175, 176), the ground should he~oped aw?y perpendicularly to the slope of the intended revetment, the first row
1s then lmd, the bags touching one another, m1d in the proper line ; the earth is
then brought up to the level of the top of the bags at their hack ancl welt
ram.Jaecl : the second course (headers if the first co1use was stretchers and vice
verstl) is the~1 laic~ on top _of the first course, care being taken to bteak ~·oitzt, i.~.,
to keep the J1mct10n or Joint of any two bags in one row not over the joint of therow 1,elow. .~ 7hen the _earth of the parapet bas been mmmed up to the level of
the t~p of tins r?w, a third row of bags is then la.id similarly to the first, and so
on with successive rows, the para.pet, or, at least, that p:.ut in contact with the
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revetmrnt, hf'ing carrictl up simultaneously with the revetment. The neck or
chok1• of the hags in header rows is laid inside to prevent its unfastening.
Two hnilders can by 70 sandbags per hour, if well supplied by two cal'l'ie1·s
and one fillel'.
_The ·number of bags required for any particular revetment will be found by
takrng the nmn.ber of rows of headers and of stretchers, and by finding the
number of bags 111 each row.
If the header rows are the same in number as the stretcher rows, the required
number of bags may be found from the fact that every 3 bags (2 heaclers ancl 1
streteher) will revet 240 squa!'e inches (20 x 12), or, on an averagP, 80 square
inches p<'r bag. This is at the rate of 18 bags for every 10 square feet of
revetment, without allowing for waste.
208. Sandbags have the great advantage of being very portable. V{hen
untarred, they are made up in bundles of 125 which weigh 75 lbs., and two men
can carry one bundle on a handbarrow.
Gun batteries have been built at sieges entirely of sandbags, which are filled
at the nearest convenient site and brought to the placo, This may be done
either to save time, by employing a great number of men, or else in cases
when the earth cannot be excavated on the spot, as in rocky or marshy soil.
In this manner whole batteries have been constructed and armed in a single night,
Fig. 175 shows an interior elevation of a sandbag revetment in progress, which
is shown in profile in Fig. 176.
The great defect of sandbags is that they are very perishable; if untarred, they
will rot in a revetment in two months, or less if the weather be wet.
The formation with sandbags of loopholes on the tops of parapets has been
already described in Chapter I, and a similar use is made of them at sieges on
the top of the parapets of the trenches.
They are also frequently useful in other ways; as for instance, in sieges or
bombardments, to cover over the roofs of magazines, and to repair damages
generally, and for that purpose should be kept filled in readiness for use.
209. Sons for revetting purposes are cut usually 18 inches long, 9 inches
broad, and 4½ inches in thickness, and when built up in a revetment they average
only about 2½ inches in height for ordinary tmf sods, owing to the manner in
which they are pared off as successive courses are laid, and to their becoming compressed with the weight above them.
Sons are built in a revetment in a manner similar to that describecl for sandbags-i.e., the sods are in rows or courses, which alternately are all headers or all
stretchers; each course is laid at right angles to the intended slope, with the grass
downwards, and the joints of successive courses should be broken. Over each row
or course of headers a double row of stretchers is laid ; this keeps the revetment
(as in Fig. 177) of the same thickness throughout.
The retaining slope of a sod revetment is only f, as sods are not strong enough
to support earth at l
The grass should, as mentioned, be laid underneath in building ; this allows
the earth on the top of each course to be carefully smoothed for the reception ?f
the next course, which can then be laid, and similarly treated; the last course 1s
laid with the grass uppermost, and as headers. Thin deal pegs are used to connect several courses,
Sods form a very neat revetment, and are frequently procUTable on the_ spot ;
but they require greater labour, and more time to build, than any other kmd_ of
field revetment. This renders them unsuitable for siege purposes; but notwithstanding the above defects, they will often be used as a revetment for fielcl
purposes.
·
The requisite number of sods may be estimated from the fact that every 4 sods
(2 headers and 2 stl'etchers) occupy 90 square inches (_18 x 5) of re".etment ;1 or,
on an average, 22·5 square inches per sod. A considerable margin (sar 5th)
should be allowed for waste, as they are very easily broken by rough hancllmg.
F
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210. CASKS form a good substitute for gabions in revetments; their ends
beina removed they a,:e filled with earth, like gabions. They shoulcl not be usecl
in p~sitions e~posed to fire, on account of the splinters that would be detached
from them if struck by shot.
211. PLANKS form a very aood revetment for interior slopes and for steps,
&c., of Field " 'orks. Stout stakes are driven at intervals in the direction of the
slope, the planks are placed inside them, and when necessary are anchored. .
212. HunDLES for revetments should be made 6 feet long and 2 feet 9 mches
hi r1h. On a circle of 8 feet radius, an arc of 6 feet long is measured, and 8 to 10
pi~kets are then driven in at equal distances. The web is made in a manner
.similar to that of a gabion, excepting that in the hurdle some of the rows of rods
are twisted so as to cross each other like a chain, as in Fig. 181, whilst others are
laid horizontally, passing alternately within and without each rod; the ends of
the rods are secured by being passed upwards or downwards in a similar manner
throuah the horizontal rods. A revetment of hurdles requires to be carefully
attacl~ed to the parapet at the top by anchoring pickets; the pickets upon which
the hurdle is made being driven well into the ground. Three men will make a
hurdle in three hours; it will weigh 50 lbs.

FIG. 181.

A species of hurdle 1·evetment may be formed for the interior slopes of Field
Works, by driving in stakes in the direction of the slope, to answer to the pickets

of the hurdle, ancl by working brushwood in ancl out of these pickets throughout
the length of the revetment. This should be well anchored (Figs. 178, 179, Plate
XIX.).
The bands of Jones' gabions used in place of the brushwood form a very <TOOd
0
and ncat·looking reve tment.
213. B1·1,sh1cood R evetment (Fig. 180, Plate XIX.). -A simple way of
re:'etting t~ie interior slop~ of a parapet for infantry is to drive stakes, about
2 inches Lhameter, 1 foot mto the ground at the foot of the slope, at intervals
of about 1 foot from one another.
As the parapet is thrown up, rods ,;nu small branches are laiu between those
stakes and the earth, which is thus supported. The stakes should be driven with
a greater inclin~tion (~.e., less steep slope) towards the parapet, than that at wihch
the rnv~tment 1s reqmre~l to stand, and t_h_ey should be anchored to the parapet, by
.any available means, to increase the stability of the revetment.
214. Loos& STONE 'NALLS are frequently constructed for interior slopes; and
when only exposed to musketry fire they may be used by themselves as breastworks, but they should not be employed in positions where they would be liable
to be struck by shot, on account of the danger from splinters ..
215. HEATHER, also small branches of frees, particularly fir trees, placed in
layers, may be used to make very effective revetments for small heicrhts
. A layer of the he~ther (or other substance used) is laid along the line of
mtenclecl revetment; 1t 1s then covered with earth, a second layer is then
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pl'aced and covered with earth, and the successive layers are laid in a similar
manner. At the Royal 1Iilitary College, Sandhurst, heather revetments made in
this manner are usecl with considerable advantage.
The revetments of <tll parapets for musketry fire should be finished with either
sandbags, soUs, or well-rammed earth.

216.

ADDENDA

To

E,u,"PLE 1.-A hreast1l'(jrk of 4½' in
height, and 50 yards in lrnuth, i• to
haoe its infPrior .~lope reveftecl with sandbays. J-Iow ·many sancll,ags l!'01dd be
l'eqU,frPd, ttithout any all01cance .for
,mslr, 9·c. ?

Dimeusions of sandbags in a revetmentlent,rth 20", breadth 10", height 6".

Height of revetment

= :} {~~\~e~~-

As each course of bags averages 6" in height,
there will fi.l = 9 courses.
As it is always desirable to finish with a
l1eader course, we must in this instance, as
there is an odd number of comses, commence with a header course; consequently
there will be 5 header courses, and 4 stretcher
,courses.
No. of bags in each } =50 X 3 X 12=l80
header course
10
No. of bags in each } =50x3xl2= 90
stretcher course
20
No. of bags in all the
} ... :180x5:900
header courses
No. of bags in all the
} ... - 90x4-360
stretcher COUl'St::S

Totalnumberofbagsrequirecl ...

= 1260

EXAMPLE 2.-A parap,t 3}' in height
(for .fi,eld guns to fire over) and 60 ya1·ds
in length, is to have its interior slope
revetted with sods. RYJ.uirecl, the nm,iber of sods, witlumt allowinrJ for waste,

9·c.

l

CHAPTER IIJ.-EsTIMATES OF QUANTITIES
MATERIALS, ETC.

Dimensions of sods
(turf) in a 1·evetment
Height of revetment
in question
Number of comses of
sods in do.
Length of revetment

oF

=18

11

REVETTING

x 9" x 2½"

i-~-

_ 3½ feet, or 42
- inches.
. hes
-21- 17 me
·
=6\!ci::s~' or 2160

Number of sods per } =2160 =240
course
9
Then the number required will be 17 x 240
=4080.
EXAMPLE 3.-The i'1~fantry portion of
the parapets in a redoubt has a length of
180 yai·ds, and is to ue revetted thi-ouyhout with a row of gal.dons, 1'estinr; on a
row of fascines, ancl cr01cnecl with two
counes of sandbags. Required, the nu111,bers of each of the revetting materials
/01· the pwpose.

No. of gabions .

...

= 1802x 3=2i0

No. of fascines . . .

. ..

= ~ = 30

No. of fascinepickets

= 30x6 =180

6

No. of sandbags, header} = ~ = 6 4 8
course
10
No.of sandbags, stretcher}= 180 x 3 x 12=324
course
20
Total number of sandbags required...

=

9i2
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CHAPTER IV.
DESCRIPTION OF FJELD WORKS.

General 1·emm·ks a-S to "fracc" of works, and to their

Jo,· "active" and for "passive" defence.

1lSC

as t,actJcal points,

DK1'.'1NITIONS:

'Wlic1~

employccl

Sal~cnt and 1·e-entermg angles,

flank, line of defence, angle qf defence, ontline, gorge, cctpilal, open, lw,lf-closcd and
closed 'Jl'Orks. PmNCIPLE~ TO nE ODSEllVED IN DF.TlrnMTNING THR OUTLINE OF A ,vo11K,
'with rcftrcncc to the length of pa,·ap~t, shape of work, fla_nk defence, scc1trity from,
enfilade, si::c of re-entering a,ul of salient angWs, length qf lines of defence. REDANS :
their 1mtm·c, defects, q"c.; Double and 1'riplc Redans. LUNETTES: their •nature, defects,
g"c.; '!nodes of closing tlw goi·ges of open w~rks. CLOSED ,voi:Kf-1: redoubts o: forts J. def~cts
inherent to closed works; most apparent 1m small works. REDOUBT~ : their shapes, size,
mul garrison; defects of redoubts, how remedied or modified; auxilia1·y flmik deffJnec
by caponiers and connle?·scarp galleries; defects of caponiers an~ galleries, . their . best
situations ; entrances into closed works. BLOCKROUJSE.s : nature, obJect, and switable situaticms; how. made to resist 1n1tsketry and artillery. FonTS: their general advantages'lllllCn of proper size; advantages of parapet flank defence for field works.
STAH FORT~ :
their trace whfJn regular and i1-regular; defects of star forts.
DounLE STAR Fowr: its
adi:antagcs. BASTIONED FonTS have complete parapet flank defence; construction of a
front; lengths of exJ,erior sides; pecu,liar formation of the ditch _o f a bastUmcd front; to _trace
an irregular bastioned front. DEMI-BASTIONED Fo1ns: their trace and defects; 81.I/Ltable
positions. REDUITS : thei1· object). mrious 11wthods of construction.

217. ,v-henever increased power of resistance is sought for by means of
defensive works, their general plan, ea.lied the " Trace" must be entirely subservient to the tactical requirements of the case.
The governing or " ~iagistral ,: line of the trace in field fortification is that
from which the fire proceeds, viz., the "interior crest" of the parapet.
Whilst providing cover for all troops engaged, the aITangement of works must
not hinder counter-attack, where such is required; the more "active" the defence,
the less desirable is the general use of the stronger profiles, which are obstacles to
the advance of friends as well as the entrance of foes. A compromise must
therefore be made between the two conflicting conditions of strong pro.files with
obstacles, and freedom of fonvanl movement, giving more or less value to either
condition as may pe most expedient under the circumstances.
218. The principle which best meets all requirements, and admits of expansion
or contraction under ever-varying conditions, is to fortify, as strongly as time will
allow, at intervals along the line to be occupied, Farms, Villages, &c.; or, in
default of these, to construct earthworks of strong profile, within reach of one
another's fire, and having troops (with distinct ga.,·isons) told off to hold them
with more or less obstinacy according to their situation.
The remainder of the troops are free to take up positions between or in rear of
these works, furnishing as much fire as may be mquircd over the whole front, and
keepmg reserves close at hand, ready to reinforce the defender, or to deliver a
counter-attack, as the case may he.
The whole of these troops, whether firing, or either in support or in reserve,
must be covered as much as possible from the enemy's fire, or at least screened
fron.1 his view ; using and adapting for themselves existing circumstances of the
ground, and throwing up shelter trenches, &c., when in the open.
. 219. _Thus the fortified points (called "snpportiny points," or "pivots of the
hne) detam the enemy and break his line, enablin(T the defenders' reserves either
rapidly to deliver a counter-attack under favoura.bl~ circumstances or to meet on
~ore than an equality, such troops as may manage to pre;s through the ,
intervals.
Obstacles may be freely employeU a.round the "supporting points," but their use
11
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in the interva1s between them, as well as the character of the cover provideU for
the manamvring troops (sometimes called the "outer" troops) must depend on
the extent to which personal collision with the enemy is courted.
In certain restricted situations, where the defence has a purely JJassive object
and '.vhere ~here_ is su~cient time, lines of earthen parapet of the stronger profil;
may m conJunctwn with obstacles close the spaces between the supporting points,
.and thus form what are called "continuous lines of fortification."
,. ACTIVE.

:,i1iootii,g'lin·• .. f

s
··,.
Reserve,

•,

~

,

//

Supports

!
I

/

- Supp,rts-

=Reserve.

Frn. 182.

Fig. 182 is intended to convey a rough idea of the principles here inculcated,
the left side of the diagram being arranged for an "active" defence, the right side
fo~ a "passive" defence, S S representing the points occupied as "supporting
pomts."
220. In all the different oases in which field fortifications are intended to cover
and assist the action of large bodies of troops, this principle of fortifying "pivots"
is adapted, with slight modifications for each case. These are the portions which,
with earthworks particularly, require most time to elaborate, and especially call for
the services of the Field Engineer. Their trace and general details will be treated
of in this chapter, without reference to the shelter trenches and other
slighter defences executed by the "outer" or manceuvring troops for their
own use.
DEFINITIONS, &c. (Plate XX. ).

221. A Salient Angle is one which points outwards or towards the exterior
of a work.
A Re-entering Angle is one which points inwards or towards the interior of a
work.
A Flank (in Fortification) is a line of parapet (or other "shooting line") made
for the special purpose of defending some ground or other part of a work by a
flanking fire ; and this latter is then said to be flanked by it.
The term "Flank" also generally applies to the extremities of any line, whether
of troops, or of works.
A Line of Dr.fence expresses the distance, or line, extending from a flank to the
farthest part of the line flanked by it, as a b or b c, Fig. 183, or b d, Fig. 184.
An Angle of Defmce is that formed by a Flank, mid a Line of D efence, as a, b, c,
Fig. 183, or a, b, d, Fig. 184.
The Trace or Outline of n. work is its general shape in plan. The term is also
used to express the plan of only the "JJlagistm/" line of a work (crest line in
Field Fortification) which is then said to be drawn in outline.
The Faces of a work are two of its sides which meet in an angle, whether
salient or re-entering.
The term is also used to express any particular sides of a work, as "right" or
''left" face "side" or "rear n face &c
The Go;"[!f' is a line joining the inne~· extremities of an open work. (See :Figs.
189-194 among others.)
The tenn gorge is also frequently nsed to refer to the ,·ear part of any work,
such as a redoubt, &c.

r
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The Capital of an An[Jle is the imaginal'y line which bisects the angle, Fig_. 187.
The Capital ~fa W ork is generally used to _express the !me wine!) (passmg to:
the front or towards an enemy) divides a work into two parts, which

ill

a work of

reemlal' shape would be equal pal'ts.
0
Thus in the six Figs. 189 t o 194 the capital of each work woulcl be porpendiculm.· to the gorge line; in each of Figs. 189, 192, and 194 1t w~ulcl pass
through the salient angle, in :F ig. 1 ?O it would pass through th~ re-cntermg angle,

aml in each of Figs. 191 ancl 193 1t would pass through the nndclle of the front
face of the work.
.
_
Open Works (Figs. 189-195) are those winch have thick parapets only on the
exposed sides (usually the front ancl flanks), the rear or gorge bemg !_oft open.
Half Closed W orks are works snmlar to open works, but winch have the
rrorrre closed by a line of obstacles, or by a thin earthen parapet or stockade.
0
0
0/osed Wo1·ks are those which are surrounded by thick parapets and exposed to
attillery fire on every bide.*

222.

PRINCIPLES TO BE OBSERVED I N DETERMINING THE OUTLINE OF FIELD

'~'ORKS.

1. The trace should be as sim,ple as pos;;ible, with few faces, ru1d giving,
powerful frontal fire on the sides most liable to attack ; these are usually the front
and flanks. (See Figs. 191-2-3-4-5, Plate XV.; also Figs. 196-7-8, Plate XXI.).
2. Th, length ~f firing z.ine (crest line of parapet) should be proportional to the
number of men in the garrison. See Art. 230.
3. The parapets of a work should not only fire in the directions required'
as stated in ( 1), but they should be adapted to, o,· fit, the ground on which the
work is situated.
This rule implies that when works arc on rising ground, as in profile,.

Fig. 185, and plan, Fig. 186, the parapets should not only fire in the direc-•
tion required, but should be fixed in positions whence the slopes of ground in
their front can be swept by their fire. (See chapter on " Adaptation of Vvorks to,
Ground.")
4. There should be a reciprocal defence between all the parts of any system
of works, so that the ground over which an enemy must advance to the attack of
any part of the works should be seen in flank from other parts, and therefore
exposed to a cross.fire.
This condition is easy to fulfil when several works mutually support one·
another, as in Fig. 195, Plate XX., or :Fig. 196, Plate XXI., but is difficult to fulfil
in single works.
5. Flanks must be within effective range of the farthest point in the line
they are intended to flank, viz., 300 to 400 yards for rifles, and 1,500 to 2,000
yards for gtms.
They ought not to be less than 12 yards long, so as to hold about a dozen
rifles, and also in order to occupy the prolongation of a ditch they may defend,
as cl e, Fig. 188, Plate XX.
The greatest length for the line of defence in a single work will seldom be a&
much as 200 yards.
6. The fa ces or other long lines of parapet should be secure from enfilade fire,
?-nd sh~ttld therefore be traced with their prolongations falling on ground
1naccess1ble to the enemy, or, at least, to his artillery.
It is impossible to avoid some lines being enfiladed, especially the side faces
(O!' flanks) of works supporting one another, as their prolongations pass nearly
.• The term Half Closed TV01·k is of re~ent adoption in the Service1 and is not altogether a
satisfactory one; formerly all works were either Open or Closed. It would seem desirable to
define Open TVorks as those havh1g parapets (firing lines) on the exposed sides, the gorges being
left open ; Half Closed TVorks as open works, with attack by the rear guarded by obstacles at
the gorge; and Closed_ TVorks_ as works requiring parapets (tiring lines) all round; the nature
on its degree of expOS1.1,rc to artillery fire as well as that of musketry,
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directly to the front. Especial care is taken to protect these lines from the
effect of the cufilaUing fire; and a]so they are made as short as is consistent
with the object they have to fulfil.
7. Salient Angles shoulrl be as obtuse as possible, aml never less than 60'. A
s]rn,!'P salient, such as t~1at in Fig. 187, has its interior space .much contracted,
while the sectoral space m front of the angle undefended directly by fire becomes
greater as the size of the angle becomes smaller.
If it be assumed that soldiers can fire 30° to the right or left of a perpenclicular
to a parapet (and it is now laid down that they can do so), the sectoral space
undefe1:Jed by the faces of a salient angle will be the supplement of that angle,
less 60 .
It is, however, always to be remembered that soldiers fire most naturally to
their own front, and when a work is attacked, the attention of the defenders
is usually directed to what is h.ttppening in thell' own front, from which they are
generally being fired at. From this it will result that if the defenders of a salient
are firing on an enemy in their own front, the undefended sectoral space will
be the supplement itself of he ru1glc.
In any case large salients which face an enemy are better than small ones.
8. Re-entering Anyles should be from 95° to 100° if intended as flanking
angl~s ; if not, they should be larger.
A flanking angle (fOl' one parapet to flank another, as in Figs. 183, 184, or
Figs. 188 and 190) should be larger than a right angle, in order that the fire
should naturally tend across the ditch flanked ( especially at night, or in fogs or
smoke) and on to the ground in advance, rather than towards the defenders of the
line flanked. This is requisite in field works on account of their small command
and narrowness of ditch, as compared with permanent works where the same rule
does not apply.
The above general rules are fulfilled to as great an extent as is possible in the
types of wmks represented in Figs. 191-2-3-4-5, Plate XX., and Figs. 197, 198,
Plate XXI.
In all these, the salients are as large as practicable, the outline is simple,
and the depth of the work, which measures the length of the side parapets-i.e.,
those exposeU to enfilade-is a minimum.
REDANS AND LuNETTES (Plate XX. ).
(Fig. 189) is a work consisting of two faces, or lines of
parapet, meeting in a salient angle, the gorge being open. \\7hen the faces arc
not more than about 20 yards in length, it is sometimes called ajfCclte.
The weak points of this work, if unsupported by other works, are that it has
the ground in front of the salient undefended (more or less, as the angle is small
or large) by direct fire~· its ditches are entirely unJ.efencled, being unseen or dead/
there is no flank or reciprocal defence ; and its open gorge rerulers an attack there
easy, particularly at night.
On account of having an open gorge, it is seldom advisable to construct a
redan as an isolated work; it is best calculated for positions where there is some
sort of protection or defence immediately in rear-viz., to cover a guarJ. or an
advanced picket, as an outwork to look into hollows, or view slopes not seen from
the principal works, or in front of a bridge (Fig. 195), J.am, road, avenue, or defile.
The first clefect-viz., that of having an open gorge-may be remedied in .
some degree by placing along the gorge abatis, chevaux-de-frise, palisades, ?r
other suitable obstacle ; as to the second defect, a direct fire may be brought 1n
front of the salient either by rounding the latter or by filling up the angle so as
to fonn a short face, termed a "pan coup8," not less than six yards long, as a b,
:Fig. 188. The pan coup0 is usually limitecl to this length, as there is a loss of
fire from both faces incurred by increasing it, as from a c ancl I, c (Fig. 188).
The ground in front of the salient should be further strengthened by obstacles, as
:Fig. 187.

223. A

REDAN
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A machine ann at the salient is also most useful.
A flanking tiro may be prncm·ed fo~· the Uitch at .the salient by construc~i~1g
auJ.·iUary .flanks, which may be placed e1thei· at the nn<lclle or at the ~xtrenut1es
of the faces; th ese flanks also evidently bring a cross fire on the capital of the
work, as cl f (Fig. 188).
The length of a flank depends on the length and importance of the line to be
flanked, but no flank ought, as a rule, to be less than 12 yar~s long, ns if_ ma~c
less, the flank will not occupy the whole of. the prolongation of the ditch it
flanks, and the greater part of its length will be m the prolongation of the
..
superior slope of the parapet ~f the line flanked.*
This would be the case if m Fig. 188 the auxiliary flank were only as
long as a d .
The auxiliary flank a b, Fig. 188, should always be protected from enfilade
fire by a short length of parapet / g, which _may be _traced ii: the line c cl
produced, if the redan were flanked by works m rear; if otherwise, / g may be
parallel to the face c rl.
224. A DOUBLE REDAN (Fig. 190) consists of two redans joined together,
their outer faces being longer than the two others, which should form a flanking
an~le of 95° or 100°. This work, in its nature, defects, &c., is similar to the
redan, except that it is stronger, owing to the cross fire on the salients. Fig. 190
is evidently a stronger work than a redan of the same length of parapet.
A TRIPLE REDAN is one having three salients and two re-entering angles.
A BLUNTED REDAN (Fig. 191) is an open work with three faces, affording fire
to the front and to each flank. It approximates in shape to the half of a regular
hexagon.
225. A Lu NETTE (Figs. 192-194) is a work with two of its faces forming a
salient angle, and two other faces, called "flanks," parallel, or nearly so, to the
capital : as a general rule, however, the flanks are traced perpendicularly to the
direction in which they are required to fire.
The angles formed by the faces and flanks are the Shoulder angles.
Faces of from 40 to 50 yards, and flanks of from 20 to 30 yarcls in length, are
ordinary dimensions for lunettes.
A BLUNTED Lu NETTE, Fig. 193, is similar to the lunette as in Fig. 192, with
the salient cut off by a parapet firing on the capital of the work.
The defects above quoted, as belonging to redans, apply equally to lunettes,
as also the methods of remedying them, &c., aml the positions suitable for the
work.
226. Open works generally are preferable to closed works in positions where
there is a defence for their gorges, as in advanced works, for instance ; because,
should the enemy gain possession of them, he would still be exposed to the fire of
the works in rear, or to the attack of troops sent against him.
In advanced situations, as a guard against surprise, it is generally <l.esirable to
close the gorges of works either by a thin earthen parapet, stocka<le work, or a
line of obstades, in which case, as already stated, the works are now called halfclosed works. This arrangetnent would afford no cover from artillery fire to ;n
enemy who had succeeded in effecting their capture.
A retlau or luuette by itself has many defects, as has been pointed out; hut
when JU<l1mously selected and supported it may become a very formidable work.
'!his will be evident from an inspection of Fig. 195, where the Lunette A is
mteuded to protect the head of the bridge from attack.
In this position the gorge is naturally closed by the river; the works B B
flank, ji'OJn secure positions, the faces of the lunette and briner a cross-fire on its
capital. The dit~hes may also be ·filled with wat~r, if the ~ite allow, and are
exposed to flankmg fire from B ; and should an enemy get possession of the
* This appl~es only to earthe~ 1rn.rapets. A flanking stockade or wall giving only a single
loophole may- freqneutly be sufficient for the obj ect, us, for instance, to tlank the waU of a
house from its porch.
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work, the interior, as well as the passage over the bridge, is exposed to the fire
of the work n in rear of the hri,lge. Fig. 195 illustrates also a principle in
fortification-viz., to arrange works so tha.t an enemy, when attacking one work,
must be exposeu to the fire of as many other works a.s possible.
REDOUBTS.

2 27, 'When a closed work has no flank defence for its ditches from its
parapets, it is calle,l a Redoubt; anu when it has a parapet flank defence for its
ditches, and therefore re-entering (flanking) angles, it is called a Fort.
Closed works of every kind have the inconvenience of having some of their
parapets exposed to be enfiladed or taken in reverse, for, on whatever side an
enemy opens fire, the projectiles that clear the parapets of the faces opposed to
l1im take in reverse those of the further siues, or enfilade the lateral faces of the
work ; and from the fact that the work is a closed one, an attack from any side,
or all siues at once, is possible, aml therefore every part may be liable to he
enfilaued, or to he taken in reverse.
It is not here implied that every part of a closed work is equally liable to
these disadvantages; for as one portion of a work will face the front of a position,
the front faces will not generally be liable to be taken in reverse until after an
<memy shall have penetrated to the rear.
Another defect inherent in closed works is, that the garrison when attacked
are confined in a comparatively small space, and suffer, in proportion, from the
effrcts of the enemy's fire, which may be concentrated on the work from various
points, previously to its being assaulted, To illustrate this, compare the situation
of the garrison of a square redoubt having 100 yards of parapet with the
defenders of a straight line of parapet 100 yards in length, exposed only to fire
from the front, and manned by the same number of men as the redoubt. The
disadvantages under which the former labour will be evident; for with the
straight line of work every projectile that clears the parapet passes to the 1-e•r
without further damage, but with the redoubt the projectiles are arrested by the other
parapets, and the effects of the enemy's fire, particularly that of shells, increased.
These disadvantages of closed works necessitate the construction of tra1:erses
(see Chapter V.) of various kinds, inside the work; these traverses, however,
occupy much of the interior space, which, in consequence, becomes crampe<l, and
the defence suffers in proportion.
These disadvantages are more fully felt in small works than in large ones, for
ll1 small works an enemy's fiTe becomes more co11centrateL1, the defenders are
confined in an arna smaller in proportion to their numbers, and there is less room
to constnrnt proper traverses than in large works.
In comparing the space insitle a small work with that inside a larger one of
similar shape (say two squares), it will be observed that, while the garrison of the
two works will be in direct proportion to the length of the sides of works {or
length of parapet), the interior space will be (nearly) in proportion to the squal'es
of the sides.
These defects are so ,vell known, that it is almost a maxim in Fortification
that "Small works are bad works," whether a redoubt, a fort, or a fortress, is
referreu to ; but Field ·works must be usecl of a size suited to the garrisons that
can be spa.red to defend them, and when small works are necessary they must
be made the most of.*
* To give an iclea of the garrisons ordinarily allotted to Field ,vorks, it may be here
mentioned, that of the works forming the celebrated Lines of Torres Vedras6 ha.cl garrisons under 100 men
I
39
of from 100 to 200 men ~
4i
,,
200 to 300 ,,
Exclusive of artillery.
33
,.
300 to 400 ,,
3
,,
,,
400 to 500 ,, J
And 10 works had a garrison of more than 500 men.
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228. It is, however, tlci:;irablc to fix the minimum Rizo that a redoubt should
have, and as a general rnlc it may be laid (lown that a redoubt sh ould not, under
ordinary circumstances, h aYe less than 100 yards of parapet.
On the other hand, it is tm Llesirablo to fix a maximum. sizo ~hat a redoubt.
shonhl lmve-i.e.1 when the nnflanked trace of a redoubt should give way to the
flanked trace of a fort; in fact, for most cases of separate field-works the simple
outline of a redoubt which gives a maximum of frontal fire is preferable to the
complicated trace of a fort, which sacrifices frontal to flank fire, and cramps the
interior space.
Experience of actual campaigns shows that the garrison of a field-work is
seldom more than half a battalion, and that the length of parapet (firing line) for
the same does not much exceed 250 yards; and it may safely be asserted that a
l'edoubt of 250 or 300 yards of parapet will in most situations be preferable to a
field fort having the l>ame length of parapet and l'equiring an equal garrison.
SizE AND SHAPE oF

,v

onKs AND GAnnisoN.

229. The sizl? of a work depends generally on the number of troops that can
be spai·ed to garrison it. Sometimes, however, the shape of the ground occupied
by it fixes a minimum size, and consequently a minimum garrison to the work.
The shape of a redoubt or other .field-work is usually fixed by the directions in
which its principal faces are required to fire : the front faces b eing traced for fire
on the front of the position, the side faces for defending intervals and the salicnts
of collateral works, while the rear faces may be traced so as t o enclose sufficient
space, to be free from enfilade, &c.
The garrison qf a ,·edoubt 01· other .fielcl-w01·k should always consist of some
tactical unit or units, varying from a company to a battalion.
Villages and other improvised supporting points may require from one to
three battalions, according to size.
230. The distribution of men may ordinarily be reckoned as follows:-

One man to every yard of crest line on principal faces, as a shooting line.
Half as many (i.e., 1 man to every 2 yards) at foot of banquettes or in
rear trench as supports, and to replace casualties.
In addition, ¼th to ¼th of the whole ga1Tison as a reserve in the interior to
charge the enemy if he penetrates. The reserve should itself be a
tactical unit : a com.pany or a half-company for instance.
In making rough calculations, 2 men per yard may he allowed all round
including reserves, for closed works; and I½ men per yard for half-closed works'.
In very isolated situations the garrison may be 3 men per yard, including
r eserves.
231. It is not, as a rule, advisable to place guns in works when good positions
can be found_ outside, as their mobility is lost, and they may be silenced by the
!ieavy fire which generally precedes the assault of the works. It is, however, usual,
m _the larger redoubts, to adapt certain portions of the parapet (chiefly at thesahents where the field of fire 1s the greatest) for the use of guns.
The number of guns would not ordinarily exceed 12, and never less than 2'~
Machine guns are specially useful for firin.-r alon(l' weakly defended capitals and
0
0
for flanking fire.
,
No allo\\:nnce need. be made for guns mounted en bai·bdfe, as this does not
prevent th~ mfantry usmg the parapet when the guns are withdrawn or disabled;
but when 1n embrasure, a deduction of 5 yards per atm should be made for the
0
space available for infantry.
Deductions for traverses should be made according to their size, and the
length of crest oceupied by them.
232. ~he a~ove concliti~ns determine the size of works, i.P., the total lC'ngth of
crest, or firmg, line; and tlus must be distributed amongst the faces according to
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the importanco of the fire they have to furnish. Flanks for infantry fire sh oukl
never be Jess than 12 yards : if for artillery fire, not less than 25 yards

Example.
Fin,l length _of crest line of a closed fielcl redoubt to be held by a force of
4 compames of mfautry (100 rank and file each) and 3 guns; 1 company in
reserv e, guns en barUdte.
Shooting line and } _ , x 400 _ 300
supports t ogether - 4
men.
Shooting line
= i· x 300 = 200 men.
As the gw1s are e-n Uarbf'tte, no a<l.dition need be made for them ; and the
number of the shooting line will be the length in ya1•d:5 of the crest line, viz., 200.
Th_is length of 200 yards would be distributed amongst the faces of the work,
accordmg to cucumstances.
. A good ordinary distribution would be 70 yawls for front faces, 50 yards for
side faces, and 80 yards for rear faces.
233. The weak parts of all redoubts are (!) want of direct fire on the capitals
of the salients, if the angles be small; (2) n o flank defence; and (3) the ditches
are dead, being unseen from the work.
The want of fire in the direction of the capitals may be remedied, as in open
works, by using a machine gun at the salient, or by filling up an angle so as to
form a short face or a curve, having room for a few files (6 or 7) to fire on the
oapital, at the same time obstructing the approach of the enemy in that direction
by all available obstacles.
Guns are also frequently placed en batbette (see Chapter V.) at the salients ;
but artillery in a field-work are usually posted for offensive purposes, such as to
bring a fire on ground over which an enemy must advance to an assault, or to
enfilade a road or bridge, or to flank some other work ; but for the close defence
of a work, it is considered that the parapet required for a gun woulcl be better
occupied by infantry, the gun being more usefully employed outside.
The defect of the ditches befog unseen from the parapets is peculiar to
most field-works (except very large anJ exceptional ones having their own flank
defence), and, as has been before mentioned, one great object of defence is to
prevent an enemy, as long as possible, from getting into the ditches, by detaining
him under a close fire, by means of obstacles arranged for that purpose.
But when time and circumstance1= admit, a flank defence for the ditches
of redoubts (and aoy other kind of work requiring it) may be obtained by forming
in them " Caponiers," either at the angles or in the middle of the faces, or by
loopholed galleries t ermed "Oounterscarp Galleries," behind the counterscarp at
the angles of the work.
234. A CAPONIER (Figs. 199, 200) for the ditch of a field-work is a coyered
building, the walls of which are made of stockade-work and are loopholed. It is
roofed over with beams, planks, or fascines, with earth on the top, in order to
secure the men within from the effects of shells, or a plunging fire from the
counterscarp. The roof shoulcl project 2 or 3 feet to k eep out the weather, and as
additional security against curved fire. It ought to be flanked by musketry, and
its salient should be brought to a point or rounded to prevent an enemy closing on
it and getting under cover. A gallery of communication is constructed, leading to
the interior of the work.
The caponier should extend across the original width of the ditch, and the
counterscarp should be enlarged round its salient, to preYent an enemy_ using it as
a bridge-a clear breadth of 8' and a height of 6' or 7' are usually given. The
floor-line of the caponier may be sunk 3 or 4 feet below the bottom of the ditch,
as the roof thereby becomes lowered a similar amount, and the work better
covered from artillery fire ; but when this is the case, precautions are necessary to
keep the floor of the caponier ,!rained.
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The ,lifficulty of draining the w?rk, if i_ts floor be ~unk below the bottom of
the ,!itch, may frequently render it imperative to keep its floor on the level of the
bottom of the ditch.
235. In general, the best position for a ca.p~nicr is at an ~1gle, as in _t~rnt
position one work can flank two lines of ditch; 1t has, however, 111 tl_1at pos1t10n
the inconvenience of havinr, its walls, when parallel to each other, obhque to the
lines of fire which corresp;nd to the direction of the ditches; this is, of course,
more felt with small sa.lients than with large ones.
Fig. 199 shows a shape for a caponier at a salient angle; each side is m~de
perpendicular to the ditch it flanks, ancl the head of the work forms a re-entermg
.angle, thereby allowfng it to be flanked.
.
.
·works forme,l with stockade-work can be destroyed from a distance if exposed
t o artillery fire; therefore, whenever a caponier is used, it must be carefully
protected from the effects of artillery. This will be hest effected, in general, by
placiw, it at the angles nearntst the enmny's position, as then the counterscarp
.a.nd glacis in front cover it from fire, enfilading either of the ditches flanked
~~

.

The sketch (:Fig. 200) shows how redoubts can be flanked by capomers, all
of which are placed so as to be safe from artillery fire enfilading the ditches, from
the front of the position, which is supposed in the figure to be the top of the
page. Three caponiers are required to flank four lines of ditches.
236. A CouNTERSCARP GALLERY (Fig. 201) is somewhat similar to a caponier
.as its front wall is constructed of stockade-work, and it is roofed similarly to a
•Caponier. It is constructed necessarily at an angle; and when used to flank two
-ditches, it has in itself reciprocal defence. A door of conurnmication leads to
the ditch, from which a gallery into the work is necessary.
The objection urged against Counterscarp Galleries and also Caponiers is the
isolation of the defenders, which prevents their being under the immediate
supervision of the officer commanding in the work. They have, however, the
,great advantage of being able to be placed in positions of perfect security from
artillery fire.
As a means of defence neither field Caponiers nor Counterscarp Galleries
.are considered to repay the labour of construction, except in large deliberately
constructed works, with deep ditches.
It may be presumed, whenever auxiliary flank defence, whether by Caponiers
-or by Counterscarp Galleries, can be provided for the ditches of works, that
the ditches themselves will be palisaded or £raised, ancl every possible contrivance
resorted to, to render the passage of the ditch, under the flanking fire, a work
,of difficulty.
237. The garrison of a closed work communicate with the exterior by means
-of a passage from 6 to 12 feet wide, formed in the parapet on the side least
exposed to fire. The passage should be closecl by a musket-proof loopholed gate ;
.and when artillery can be brought to bear on it, a traverse to cover the entrance
should be thrown up inside the work. Across the ditch a bridge, having the
same clear breaclth as the passage, is formecl of planks resting on beams, which
latter are termed baulk,.;;.
For details of the construction of the Passage, Gateway, Traverse, and Bridae,
0
;see Chapter V., Details.
238. A BLOCKHOUSE, Plate XXII., is a covered loopholed building, usually
rectangular in shape, which acts as a defensible barrack, or guard-house. The
walls are usually of stockade-work, and the roof formed of beams or iron rails
and planks or fascines, covered with 3 or 4 feet of earth. The roof should
project 2 or 3 feet, so as to keep out weather, and afford protection from curved
fire.
They may be used as separate works in mountainous countries, if artillery
cann~t be brought against them, in positions where ordinm:y field-works would be
.seen mto from the neighbouring heights.
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Tlwy arc most useful in wars against savage tribes, for they combine the
properties of a distinct work and the barracks of the ganison. They can also be
held by a Ycry few men.
Their use also comes into play in civilised warfare as keeps or reduits to fieldworks inside which they are placed, and where they receive protection from
artillery fire by means of the parapets of the main work.
239. The breadth of a blockhouse will depend on whether one or two rows
of beds are used.
The minimum breadth is shown in Fig. 202, where 6' is allowed for the bed
and 3' for passage, making 9' in all.
If two rows of bods are used, as in Figs. 204, 205, the passage ought to be
broader, say 6 feet, and the minimum breadth will lie 18 feet, as shown. The
beds, which are like onlinary guanl-beds, act as banquettes to the loopholes. The
interior height may vary acconling to requirements from a minimum of 6 feet, as
in Figs. 202-206, to 8 or 9 feet, as in Fig. 204.
The length of the building depends on the number of men it is required
to hold, allowing 2 feet lineal on the guard-beds for each man.
The usual precautions should be taken, by means of ditches outside the ,rnlls,
obstacles, &c., to preYent an enemy closing on the building, as shown in the
illustrations.
·when used as keeps to field-works they should be kept as low as possible, by
sinking their floors below the ground, and by using a minimum height inside, so
as to protect them from artillery projectiles; both these conditions are complied
with in Fig. 202.
240. ,VJrnn ordinary stockade work is used for the walls the timbers shoulcl
be squared, so as to be in contact for I 0 or 12 inches. The walls may also
be made of horizontal timbers as in Fig. 206; the timber should be long enough
to project at the con1ers, and should be halYed into one another as shown in Fig.
207. In those cases the loopholes may be horizontal and cut out of a single timber
Fig. 206. The walls may also be made of timber frames and sheeting (planks) as
in Fig. 202 on the right; or in Fig. 203 on the left.
In mountainous and rocky districts, when exposed to infantry fire only,
excellent defensible guardhouses or blockhouses can be made out of light frames
and sheeting coYered by stones built up dry on the outside and on the roof.
(Fig. 203.)
241. Large and important blockhouses such as are illustrated in Figs. 204, 205
may be built in the form of a cross, which will afford flank defence. Fig. 205 is
the plan of a blockhouse to hold 100 men or a full company. The entrance, made
on the most convenient side, is protected by a stockacled defensible enclosure.
,Vhen circumstances permit and no artillery fire is to be feared, such as in
warfare against savage tribes, blockhouses may be made in
two storeys, the' upper of which is placed diagonn.lly over
/;;:,
the lower one. The upper storey affords to the garrison a
better view and command over the surrounding ground,
while it permits fire to be distributed all round. The floor
of the upper storey would be loopholecl, so as to fire on to
the lower floor, and also from the projecting angles to the
foot of the walls outside.
'
J\.feans of retreat to the upper floor should be provided.
242. Blocklwu:;,,s to rr-s·i:;f li!Jht artillrry require to have
thicker and stronger walls and also roofs than those before
Fro. 211.
described. Their construction is complicated and beyond the
limits of this work to <lescribe fully.
Railway iron would be freely used to strengthen the walls and roof.
An example of a timber building as the most simple illustration is given in
Figs. 208, 209. Here the walls are doubled and are 3' apart, the space between
being filled with earth and large blocks of stone. Outside the wall~ is an earth

'--.:~~~
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l"rapct, as high ns the loopholes, large blocks of stone beu1g cmhcd,lcd in the
pnmpet in contact with the wa_lls. The roof covermg 1s also strcn~th?ned hy
blocks of stone over the cross tnnbers a.nd near the front of the builclmg over
which the roof projects.
. "
.
.
The Llctails of the loopholes, shown rn ]1gs. 208 and 210, evidently involve
much work and such a buildinrr as is here referred to would se]<lom require to
be made,
when mulertake0n, no pains would be spared to enable it to be

but

effective.

FORTS.

243.

(Plate XXIII.)

Fo,-fs have been referred to in Art. 227 as "closed works having flank

defence from their own parapets; n they are larger works than redoubts, i.e.., they
have a <Treater length of parapet nnd require a great er garrison, because parapet
fl.mk ch~fence necessitates re~entering angles, involving increased length of parapet;
and re-entering angles cause a loss of interior space, which cannot be spared in
works of the magnitude of ordinary field redoubts.
The ad vantages of the fort trace do not fully exist unless the re-entering
angles are of size proper for "flanking 3:ngle~," and to. make them of such a
size the salient angles must be reduced 111 size accorclmgly, and many drawbacks attend the use of small salients, as stated in Art. 222 (7).
In general terms it may be stat ed that Redoubts depend upon their own
frontal fire for defence, leaving the ditch unflanked, but obstructed as much as
possible with obstacles; while the ground in front of their salients is defended by
adjacent wOl'ks or by troops in position outside; whereas F orts have their own
flank defence, which bears not only on the ditches, hut should cross-fire on the
capitals of the salients, each of which would thus be protected by a double fire.
Redoubts are especially suitable as mutually supporting works, where the weak
points of each work are strengthened by the fire of other works : in cases, however,
where an important work, in an isolated situation where it could not rect:ivc
efficient support from other works has to be made, (such as Fort Sultan in the
Lines of Gallipoli in 1854) and held lJy a large garrison of one or two battalions,
a Fort might be constructed.
It will therefore be evident that a Field Fort is altogether an exceptional
work ; and likely, moreover, to be more exceptional in the future than it has been,
owing to the great range and rapidity of fire of modern arms having much increased
the value of frontal fire.
It may, however, happen that the shape of the ground on one or more sides of
a work may render it necessary to have re-entering angles at those portions, and
therefore more or less parapet flank defence ; in which cases the outline of the
work would he a partial combination of the Redoubt and the Fort.
A comparison of the two traces may be made from Fig. 212. In this figure
the salients a, b, c, &c., are fixed by the shape of the ground, and a fort is represented in outline by the continuous lines with the re-entering angles at g, h,
&c., while the polygon shown by the dotted lines a b, b c, c d, &c., would give the
outline of a redoubt for the same site.
With the Fort trace there is much
exposure to .enfilade fire, a series of small salients, and a loss of interior space as
comparecl with that of the Redoubt: all these defects bein~ incurred in order to
obtain the flanking re-entering angles.
ti
Two kinds of Forts have been constn1cted, viz., Star Fo1'ts and Bastioned
Forts, each with modifications. These will now be described.
244. STAR FORTS are works composed of faces forming alternately salient and
re-entermg angles, the salient angles being 60° ; and are so named from their fonn
being like the usual representation of a star.
VV~en regular in shape, they may be traced in a variety of manners ; the
followmg seems as good as any other (Fig. 211 ).
Trace a regular polygon, of the same number of sides as the work is to have
salients, each side of the polygon being of the length of the intended faces of the
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fort; .anU on each side of this polygon, erect an equilateral trian<r}e to aet the faces

of the work. Thus, if a six-pointed star fort were required to °be tra~ed, so as to
have 360 yards of parapet, a hexagon woulcl be first traced, each side beina
°
360
6 x 2 = 30 yards in length, and on each of these sides of 30 yards an equilateral
triangle would be raised to obtain the faces of the work.
The salients of star forts are usually made 60°, as by so doing the re-entering
angles become better flankmg angles.
To trace a star fort when the nature of the ground, &c., requires an irrecrular
work, the following method is the most convenient. First select the salients
a, U, c, d, e, Fig. 212, as their position is the most important, and is usually to a

great degree fixed by the nature of the ground; bisect the angles formed by the
exterior sides a U, U c, c d, d e, e a, which join these points, to get the capitals of
the salient angles ; and from each of the points, a, b, c, d, e, draw lines makinu
angles of 30° with these capitals to get the faces, which are then produced until
they meet.
This method, which is easy of execution on the ground, will give re-enterino
angles of a size as nearly approaching good flanking angles, as can be done without

making the salients too small.
Star forts, consisting of re-entering as we.II as salient angles, were intended to
obviate, in some degree, the main defect of redoubts; they, however, do not even
partially obviate it unless (as in Fig. 211) constructed on polygons not inferior to
a hexagon; as even on a hexagon, the :flanking being 120°, the fire from the faces,

though it crosses the capitals, affords but little defence to the ditch ; on polygons
inferior to a hexagon, they afford a fire ·which crosses at so great a distance from
the salient as not in an effective manner to flank it.
A great portion of the clitches of star forts, ,chateve1· may be the nu,nbe,· qf
salients, is dead at each re-entering angle. The actual amount of dead space at a

re-entering angle will depend on the relief of the work and on the clcpression of
the superior slope: thus, if Fig. 214 represents a section through the face of a star

fort ancl the clitch opposite to it, the relief being I 7', it will be seen that it will be
6 x (1 7 - 3) = 84 feet before the fire from tl!e parapet, with a depression of 1 in 6,
can defencl the ditch, which it is usual to consider properly effected when fire can
be directed within 3' of the bottom.
With a surerior slope of¼ this distance will be 4 x (17 - 3) = 56 feet. Thus,
whatever may be the size of the re-entering angles, there will be a dead space
in the ditch, varying, as above shown, from about 20 to 30 yards in a work having

a relief of I 7 feet. Hence if it be considered necessary to have some portion of
the ditch near the salients 11,mked, no side or face should be made of a less length
than 25 to 35 yards, according to the depression of the superior slope.
A steeper slope than usual may be given to the superior slope of a star fort, at
those parts of the faces which occupy the prolongation of the ditches, as by so
doing the dead space in the ditches will be reduced, and the clefect of weakening
the parapets at the parts named will not be of much importance, as re-entering

angles are less exposecl to artillery fire than the other parts of works.
Star forts, as a class, have many defects, which may be summed up as follows,

it being remembered that most of these defects are less felt in large than in small
works.
Owing to the numerous angles, and the great thickness of the parapet and

slopes at a salient of 60° (twice that on a perpendicular to the face), the construction of star forts is attended with trouble, particularly if the ground be uneven.
The sma.ll salients are each a favourable point of attack, and are not well flanked
in polygons inferior to an octagon, and in all cases may be enfiladed ; the ditches
are t.lead for many yards on each side of the re-entering angles; the length of
parapet to be manned is great, when compared to the interior space, and is exposed
to reverse and enfilade fire in all directions, and there is seldom room for sufficient

traverses to lessen the effects of such fires.
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245. Fig-. 215 represents the outline of one front of a work termed a Doum.,E
STAR I?oRT, ,~•hich has many comparative advan~ages; these, however, are chiefly
owinrr to its l:.u'(To size. In the example h ere given, the small blunted redan, A,
affonls a powerf~l flank defence to the main salicnts, without being itself liable to
attack, owing to its strong position, a.-; i t ·is sifuatP;l in a 'l'('-entC"ring po8ifion. The
interior space is ample, and the work genera.Uy 1s not more exposed to enfilade
fire, while the flanking parapets are much less exposed to reverse fli:e, than is the
case in bastioned forts. It has the further alivantage over a bast10ned fort (of
equal garrison for purposes of comparison) of having a much shorter length of line
of defence, which implies a more effective flanking fire, and since the flanking
parapets (the faces of redan A) face outwards from one another, there is not the
possibility of one flank firing into the other, as is the case with the flanks (E G
and F H, Fig. 216) of a bastioned fort. Each of the sides of the polygon in Fig.
215 is 120 yards in length (the trace is not suitable for shorter fronts), and the
work has altogether about 700 yards of parapet; it would, therefore, require at
least 1,000 men for its defence.
246. BASTIONED FORTS (Figs. 216 and 220) are sometimes considered the
most perfect of closed Field ·works, as they possess the advantages of mutual
defence between their several parts, their ditches are (when properly constructed)
seen throughout from the parapets, and every part of the exterior ground is
exposed to the cross-fire of at least two lines of parapet.
VVhile posse~sing these advantages in their trace, bastioned forts can be rarely
used on account of the large garrisons they require, the smallest bastioned fort.
having in round numbers 600 _yards of parapet ; they are therefore only applicable
to very important positions, and then all available means and labour should be
expended on them, in order to make them as formidable as possible ; and all the
accessories of defence, such as abatis, trous-cle-loup, palisades, fraises, &c., already
described, should be resorted to, in the positions most suitable for them.
The following is the method of tracing thesP- works, when regular, a square
being here taken (Fig. 216) as an example.
The points A, B, &c., at the angles of the square, are first fixed. The sides
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FIG. 216.

A B, ~c., of the square are termed E:derim· .~ides, and on each exterior side the
followrng construction is performed :Bisect A B in ~ ;_ through C draw th e Pe1]JPndil'ular C D, perpendicular to,
and ~th of, A B; JOm A D and. B D, and produce them to obtain the Lines of
defezice, A H and B G : on these lines of defence set off A E and B F, each equal
to _tths (sometimes ½nl) of A B, to obtain the Faces nf the bastion, · throuc.h the
pomts _E a~1d F chaw the Flanks, E G and F H, ~t angles of 9fj witl; their
respective Imes of defence, B G and A H; join the points G am! H, to obtain the
Cmta,n, G H, winch completes the trace of the parapet of one side of the work
0
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or, as it i~ termC'U, a baxtioned front nf .fnrtfji.cation,'1 which thus consists of tu:o
fa,·,•x, fll'O .#aukl'I, and the 1.·ntt:nnediate curtain.
The nanws of the ,lifferent parts, not mentioned above, are the following :L K A E G is a Ba,tion, similar in shape to a lunette; L G is the Gm·ge of the
bastion ; G N or L N the demi-go,·ges; A N the Capital; K A E the flanked
a11ul1•; A E G or Il F II the should,r anrJles; E G B and ]<' H A angles of defence
or .flankiny any/,,,; E G H and F H G the cw1ain angles or angles qf the flank;
and A B D and B A D the diminished an_qles.
It will be evident, on considering the preceding construction, that if the
perpendicular C D were increased in length, it would have the effect of increasing
the length of the flanks E G and F H, and at the same time it would decrease the
size of the flankecl angles K A E, &c.
The reason why the perpenclicular is only made ¼th of the exterior side, in
a square fort, is that, if it were larger, the flanked angles would become less
than 60°.
,vhen a fort is constructed on a regular pentagon, where the angles of a
polygon are 108°, the perpendicular is made ½th of the exterior side, as the
flankecl angle will then be larger than 60°, while the length of the flank is
11

increased; and when a work is constructed on a hexagon, where the angles of the

I:

polygon are 120°, a perpendicular as large as nth of the exterior side can be made
use of, and a still larger flank thereby obtained, without having too small a
flanked angle.
The perpendiculars are not made more than kth of their respective exterior
sides, whatever may be the size of the angles of the polygon, as with that length
a flank long enough is obtaine<l.
The exteriol' sides of a bastioned fort may be any length most convenient, from
120 yards as a minimum upwards.

The minimum length is here fixecl at 120 yards, because that length, with a
perpendicular of ¼th, gives a flank about 12 yards in length, which is the smallest
size a flank should have to be at all formidable ; and if the exterior side were
made less than 120 yards, the distance G D or H D, in Fig. 201, would become
too short to allow the point D to be defended from the flanks, with the ordinary
relief of about 18 or 20 feet.
An exterior side of more than 240 yards would seldom be required in a field
work ; this would give a line of defence 170 yards in length.
247. The clitch of a bastioned front requires a peculiar construction, in order
to derive the full benefit of the flanking defence obtained by the bastion trace.
If the counterscarp of the front were made parallel to the escarp, as is the
method with orclinary works, the counterscarp of each flank would prevent the
fire from the opposite flank defending the ditch of the face nearly throughout its
entire length ; the ,litch of each flank would also be hidden from the fire of the
opposite flank.
By cutting ramps (Fig. 218) in prolongation of the ditches of the faces, those
ditches become exposed to the fire of a portion of the flank, and a great improvement is effected with the expencliture of only a little Jabour; but still, merely
that portion of the flank which occupies the prolongation of this ramp is available
for the defence of the ditch. In order, however, to allow the whole fire from the
flank to defend the ditch, the construction shown in Fig. 217 must be resorted to.
Here the counterscarp at one shoulder angle is clirectecl on to the shoulder _angle
of the opposite bastion, and the whole of the ground between. the ongm~l
counterscarps of the two flanks is ramped, as shown in the sketch, Fig. 219 ; Ol' 1t
may be removed entirely, if considered necessary. This constn1ction _involves. a
great expenditure of labour, which, so far as is known, has never been 1~ctured ~

any bastioned front thrown up in the field.

I

But there would be no difficulty m

forming the ramps as in Fig. 218.

248. 'When the shape of a bastioned fort is necessarily irregnlar, on account

of irregularity of the groun<l or other causes, the salients A, B, &c. (Fig. 220),

"
I
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would be first select e,l : these points may be at any distances apart most convenient, from 120 yarUs upwards, provided that in no case is the angle formed
by two adjacent exterior sides less than 90".
This will usually leacl not only to having exterior sides of different lengths,
but also to the angles of the polygon bcmi; of different sizes, and the construct10n
of the fort bec01nes more intricate than with regular polygons.
In Fig. 220 an irregular pentagonal bastioned fort is drawn in ?utline. The
angle of the polygon at A is 103°; that at B, 127°. In constructmg the wo_rk,
the two faces of the bastion whose salient 1s at A woukl be determmed by usmg
perpenilicula.rs !th of their respective exterior siLles, * because, if longer perpendiculars were used, the flanked angle at A would become too small; but to
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FIG. 220.

trace the two faces of the bastion whose salient is at B, perpendiculars ¼th of their
respective exterior sides can be used, and large flanks thereby obtained. Hence
two perpendiculars are required to each front, whenever the angles of the
polygon at either end differ from one another as much as do the angles of a
regulai· square (90°), pentagon (108°), or hexagon (120°).
!'t :- Fig. 220 shows the advantage of having large angles to polygons, and therefore (indirectly) of large works in general, for
the flanked angle at B is larger than at A ; and
in addition to this, its flanks are longer than
those defending the faces of the angle at A.
249. DEMI-BASTIONED FORTS (Fig. 221) are
traced similarly to those with bastions, but only
one flank is used to each front, its line of
d efence being an unbroken line of parapet.
This trace is defective, inasmuch as each
:anglP of defence is dead, and the face of each
demi-bastion receives only very oblique defence
from the long face of tbl3 same front. Against
t1,~se defects the slight increase of interior space
}'!G. 221.
gamed, compa:ed to the bastioned trace, is no
.advantage, as 111 these large works the interior space is ample for every requirement ; therefore cmnplete works on this trace are not usually recommended.
* A perpendicular of ¼th the exterior side must be used for any exterior angle less than
108°; ~th when the angle is between 108° nd 120° ; and !th when 120° or larger.
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There are many positions, howeve_r, w~iere the trace can be partially resorted
to. In the case of the work shown u1 Fig. 222, as coverinO' the brid""e D from
attack, the demi-bastioned trace is particularly suitable; the flanks being traced so

FIG, 222.

as to flank the angle B, and cross their fire on the ground in its front, where it is
most required. The angles A and C are evidently safe from attack.
250. A REDUIT or KEEP is a work constructed within another, or it is some
portion of a work separated from the rest, with the object of prolonging the
defence after the main work shall have been forced.
A room may be used as the reduit of a house ; a redoubt, of a fort; and
even in a redoubt, a recluit may be macle, in the shape of a small blockhouse.
,Vhen a village is entrenched, some large building, such as a church or jail,
is usually selected to act as a reduit.
The trace of a reduit constmcted inside a work depends on that of the main
work; if a redoubt, it should be traced so as to be able to fire into those parts of
the main work where an enemy is most likely to penetrate. These are generally
the salients, to each of which there should be one face of the reduit opposed, as in
Fig. 220, which shows a fort of an irregular trace, provided with a reduit in the
shape of a redoubt, each face of which fires towarcls a salient of the fort.
·when a redoubt is used as a recluit, it should have a command of 4 or 5 feet
over every part of the main work, in order that the enemy, when he has gained
the parapet of the main work, may not be able to fire into the reduit. This will
lead to the absolute command of the rnduit being very great, at least 13' or 14' ;
and, in order to save interior space in the fort, the exterior slopes of the reduit
may be revetted. Frequently the inner work may be constructed without a ditch,
the earth to form it being procured by sinking the tc1Teplein of the main work, or
from its clitch. Obstacles shoulcl in this case be arrangecl along the face and foot
of the exterior slope of the reduit.
Blockhouses, or other covered works, are suitable for reduits to works, as
it is not necessary to give them the excessive conm1and required for the earthen
works (when so used) mentioned in the last paragraph; indeed, their floors
.should be sunk sufficiently to hide them from external view-a great advantage, considering the accuracy of fire of the artillery of the present day.
Figs. 223, 224 show a large redoubt provitled with a keep at its gorge. The
right half of the plan shows a stockaded gorge with keep : the left half shows
the keep as being composed of an earthwork with good command_ (l_l½ feet), se~rng
into, and conunanding with its fire, the interior of the redoubt :. It IS al~o prov1de_d
with field ca.-;f;;f!late/j under its parapet, for the shelter of Its garrison. It 1s
connected with the gorge parapets by a stockade.
This would fonn a goo<l
reduit.
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The garrison of n. recluit shonlJ. be n. distinct unit, usually ono company or
more.

The entrance to the main work must not pass through the reduit: this is
shown in Fig. 223.
Ex.urPLES OF FIELD REDOUBTS.

251. Plate XXIV. gives two examples, which have been prepared at the
School of Military Engineering, of Field Redoubts suitable for one of a !me
of " tactical pivots," or "supporting points," in an entrenched position.
The front faces are 45 yards, and the side faces (or flanks) 30 yarcls in
length.

The work represented in Fig. 225 in the right half of the plate has a parapet
9 feet thick, only proof against light field artillery, with an earthen parapet
at the gorge 3 feet thick and 6 feet in height.
The casemates (or blindages) to shelter the garrison could in this case be
made after the completion of the rest of the work : those on the faces are
of the section shown in Fig. 252, Plate XXVII.
The work represented in Fig. 227 on the left half of the plate is of a
more solid character. The parapets are 12 feet thick, and the gorge is stockaded. This work might be executed in 5 reliefs of 6 hours each.
The casemates (or blindages) would have to be constructed at the same
time as the rest of the work, and have the section shown in Fig. 251, Plate
XXVII.
Cover is afforded to the guns to keep them protected till the last moment,
when they may be required to repel an attack, and to avoid having them
exposed to the preliminary fire of the enemy.
In each work the command of the parapet is 1½ feet.

CHAPTER V.
DETAILS OF FIELD WORKS.

dijfere11,t kinds, construction, advantages, defects.-MANTLETS, USC o/.-GUNBANKS:
object, nat:wrc, q"c.: Constru,etion for one or more gmis, on a straight/ace, cJ'r at a salient.GUN REOESSES wiJ,h gun-banks. - BONKETTES, 'It.SC of: advantages of gnn-banks.AMMUNITION RE?ESSEs.-POWDER. l\1AGAZ(NES: rectangular a11d triangular, or lean-to.TRAVERSES : splinter-proof; to cover fro1n C11ji,la,de fire; to cover from reverse fire ; to
protect entrances. - FI.ELD CAsEMATES : where used and how made; different sorts. SPLINTER-PROOFS: how 11uule and where 1t-sed.-TIMBER WORK for field con.structions.GUN PLATFORMS, tlwse in ordinariJ ~t,Se,-BARRIER GATES.-BRIDGES (and other roads}
over the ditche,s of field works; 'It.SC of rack-lashings.

EMBRASURES,

SERVICE OF ARTILLERY IN FIELD

.

Vi' ORKS.

252. When guns are_ used in field works, they are fired from behind a parapet

one of two ways-either through openings made in the parapet, termed
Embrasures; or _over the _parapet (en barbette) by means of Gun-banks.
253. The different kmds of embrasures are shown in Fias 229-233 Plata
0 •
'
XXV., at A and B.
. An Embras~re is termed direct when its line of fb·e, or central line, is pcrpen~
d1cular to the hne of parapet. Both the embrasures shown in Fig. 230 are direct
ones. An oblique embrasure has its line of fire, or central line, inclined to th&
parapet.
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or a fascine, so as to catch the whee.Is when running _up the guns for firing, just
before they tonch the inteifor slope. This isealleil a Hurler.
257. Guns on field carnages fire over a heig.ht of 3½foct above the grotmcl on
which they rest* ; while tho~o mounted on garrison carriages fire over a l~e1&:ht of
only 2¼ feet. When embrasures a.re constructed for these latter, the sill 1s _not
made 2¼ feet above the level of the ground, bu_t 1s usually fix~cl at the same height
above the ground as for a gun 0~1 a trave~mg carnag?, ~1z., 3½ feet; and the
terreplein in rear of the embrasure 1s then raised up to w1tlun 2¼ feet of the sole,
.
.
.
,
by a Gun-bank.
This is n ecessary to av01d havmg a cheek to the embrasure higher than 4. If
this height be exceeded, it becomes extremely difficult to give sufficient support to
the cheek. For this reason it will become necessary, when embrasures nre made
in parapets having a g1:eatcr ~omrnru1~ t~an ~', t~ ~x ~he sil~ 41 under_ the crest,
and to raise the terreplem belnnd to w1thrn 2¼ or 3½ of the sill, accordmg to the
natlue of the gun-carriage used.
258. The embrasures just described, the soles of which slope down to the
front, whether direct or oblique, are termed Slop1'.11g enibrasures; but when guns
are required to fire always with an elevation, as in indirect firing, the sole slopes
up to the front, and the parapet thereby is less weakened and the interior of the
work less exposed. An embrasure of this construction is termed Connter1Sloping.
A countersloping embrasure evidently has the defect of preventing the ground
iu front of the work being exposed to the fire of the gun. It is therefore seldom
used in field works, but is often used in siege batteries.
The embrasures shown in Fig. 230 would be thus designatedAt A ... No. 1. Direct sloping embrasure..
,, B ... No. 2. Dfrect countersloping embrasure.

259. Embrasures in general have the defects of weakening the parapet and
of limiting the lateral range of the guns ; they also act as funnels for the passage
of projectiles, and expose the interior of the work to a certain extent; also they
notify to an enemy the positions of the guns, and, if the gm1 be disabled, the gllll
portion of the parapet cannot be utilized for infantry ; but they give better cover
to the gunners than gun-banks, more especially from oblique fire.
They are applicable in cases where the guns are required for a specific object,
such as enfilading a road, pass, bridge, &c., or for flanking ditches and intervals
between works, where only a limited lateral range is required.
260. To protect the gunners from rifle bullets or splinters of shells entering
the embrasure, the necks may he closed by shutters or mantlets. These may be
made of wood, or iron plate, or rope in two or three thicknesses, and supported by
a frame fixed to the interior crest.
Embrasm·es may also be "bl'1/1uled " by placing beams or rails across from cheek
to cheek, and c~vering them with filled sand-bags.
261. A Gun-bank is a raised platform of earth, sufficiently high to allow a gnn
being worked. on its upper surface or terreplein, and fired over the crest of the
parapet. The gun is then said to be firecl "en harhette."
Gun-banks may be made for any number of auns and may be constructed
either behind the face of a work or at the salients. 0 The 1 salients are the most usual
and natural position for gun-banks, as from them a wide lateral range is secured,
and a better vie,~ of the surrounding country is obtained than from the re-entering
parts, more especially when works occupy the top of rising ground.
The terreplein of a gun-bank for a single gun (Figs. 234, 235) shmtld be 15 feet
bro?d and 20 feet long, when ordinary field gm1s a.re used. These dimensions may
be mcreased, if guns. of position are used, to 20 feet broad anJ 24 feet long. In
all cases the terreplem of a gun-bank should be level; for, if given a slope to
. * Unless provided for cc ovcrbank fire," as in Plate II., in which t"ase they can be fired over a
height of 6 feet.
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check the recoil of the gun, the gunners will be too much exposed. As a field oun
fires over a height of 3½ feet, the terreplein of a gun-bank for field artillery shoclcl
be 3½ feet below the crest of the parapet.

Fms. 234, 235.-Scale .,.-h.

262. Figs. 234, 235 show a profile and a plan of a gun-bank for one gun,
behind a straight line of parapet; the slopes of the sides and encl are drawn at 45',
or ½: the parapet is 7½ feet in height, with its interior slope at 'f.
In
drawing the gun-bank, the front line of the terreplein, a b, is made parallel to
3"the crest, and distant from it --j = l' 2", and is 15 feet in length. c d is drawn
parallel to a b, and 20 feet distant; a c =cl b d, being drawn perpendicular to a b,
complete the rectangle forming the upper surface or terreplein of the (J1tn-bank.
To draw the plan of the slopes, e f and ,n n axe made parallel to the sides, ancl one
Fm. 241.-Scale rtl).

Fw. 242.-Section ancl elevation on A B.

foot from them, as the terreplein of the gun-bank is 4½- 3½ = 1 foo_t aboYe the
banquette : for a similar reason, as the ten-eplein of the gun-bank 1s 111 tlus case
7½- 3½, or 4 feet above the ground, g h, h k, and k I are each drawn parallel to the
lines a c, c d, and d b, and 4 feet from them.
263. A RAMP or inclined road is necessary with a gun-hank to take the gun
up or down. Its breadth for a fielcl gun should not be less than 8'; its slope may

r
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vary from l to ½; but when great h eights are to be a_sccndeLl, and heavy guns to
be rnoveLl up-as is the case in fOl'tress~s-ra.mps rcqmre a gentler slope than the
above, and are given a slope of~ or -f.s.
.
. .
. .
The ramp shown in Fig. 235 is 8 feet broad ; its slope 1s 1 m 5, and its sides
slope at ½- To draw it, the lines o '-' and p ,· are drawn 8 feet apart; its length o q
will be 4' x 5 = 20' : therefore q r is 20 feet distant from o JJ. The plan of the
sides is obtained thus : set off o • = 4' (the height of point o above the ground) ;
joinqs to obtainqv, which fixes the pointv; then join v o. Repeat this operation
on the other side to obtain the lines r 10 and w JJ.
264. \Nhcn a oun-bank is constructed on a face which is exposed to enfilade
fire, it should be pr~tected on its. exposed si,le by a traverse of the proper thickness and hei(Tht above the teneplem, and the ramp may then with advantage be
placed on th~ side of the gun-bank, for security from the enfilade fire. Fig. 2_41
shows in plan a gun-bank and traverse thus constructed ; the slope of the side
of the traverse that is exposed to fire is drawn at ½; the other slopes of the
traverse at j, in order to save interior space. The slopes of the sides of the
oun.bank and of the ramp are all made ½in the illustration. The tl'averse may
be continued to the £rout, as shown by the dotted lines, if oblique fire is feared.
265. In Figs. 236-238, Plate XXV., a gun-bank for one gun on a straight
parapet, together with excavations, forming gun 1·ecesses, on each side, are shown in
detail. The earth from the gun recesses supplies that requirecl for the gun-bank.
In the left gun recess is shown an animunition recess, in which the limber
boxes of the gun can be placed.
A ramp leads down to each gun recess, being cut out of the ern:th. A breadth
of 7' for a cut.out ramp is sufficient for guns.
The protection to the gun while in the gun recess is illustrated in the section,
Fig. 238.
,Vhen gun recesses are provided, the guns can remain in them until the
moment when they are required to act; they are then taken up the ramps to the
terreplein of the gnu.bank.
When gun recesses are not provided (as in Figs. 235, 248, Plate XXVI. ),
the guns would be kept off the gun-banks and close to the parapets mitil their
action is required. Although less perfectly screened in this case, still considerable
protection would be afforded, as there is nothing to indicate to an enemy the
position of a gun.bank until he gun itself is run up to the terreplein, ready
for action.
266. A GMn-bank for one gun in a salient is shown in Fig. 243, Plate XXVI.,
to enable the g,m to fire over each face as well as on the capital. It is made by
forming the "pan coupC/' a b, at the salient, 15 feet long (it may vary from
6' to _15') to suit the fire on the capital; and by giving a length of lfi feet in
add1t10n on each face, a c and b d, for the fire over such face. The terreplein is
completecl by drawing perpendiculars, c e and cl f, 20' long at the extremity of
each face, and by joining ends e and / of these lines.
The ramp in Fig. 243 is made on the capital, and is drawn with a slope of ¼The sides o_f the gun-bank and of the_ ramp are all at a slope of ½_The 1;an:1-p 1s here shown on the capital, but if required it might be placed at
a side, smnlarly to that shown in Fig. 241.
In Fig. 243, a gun recess and a powder magazine at M are shown on the
left of the gun.bank, and a field casemate under the rio-ht side · these are l'e0
ferred to muler their own headings.
'
267. Gun-banks /01· three guns at a salient are shown in Fios. 248 249
Plate L""{_VI. In each case, 15' is given for the pan coup/!, and 2°5' in additio 1~
along each face for the length of terreplein, the breadth of which is 20', as
marked. Two ramps are drawn for each case, it being desirable to have more
than one r~mp .,,~or three guns. In Fig. 248 the ramps arc placed parallel to the
face_s; but 111 Ii 1g. 249, where ynn reces.ses are shown, the ramps are, for converuencc, ma<le parallel to the capital.
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The dimensions given to the above gun-banks enable the gm1 at the salient
to be fireLl either over the pan coupC, or (as shown in Fig. 249) over e1thei face,
as may be required.
268. Gmt-Vanks have the advantage of affording a wide lateral rancre, while
they do not weaken a parapet, as is the case with embrasures. They cai~ also be
use,l by infantry, and, as before stated, they do not indicate to an enemy the
position of the guns; but they expose the gun detachments very much.
They are especially suitable for the salients of works where a wicle field of fire
is affonled both to the front and over the intervals between works ; and for this
reason they are usually placed at the main salients, and at the shoulder angles of
redoubts, &c.
269. Gun-banks may be provided with cover from musketry fire by building
on the crest of the parapet a thin wall of sand-bags, the joints of which shoukl
not be broken. Some of these can easily be removed, when required, to allow
the gun to fire through. Bonnettr,s may also be used between the guns for a
similar purpose, but at the cost of lateral range. A bonnette is merely an increase
of height given to the parapet by prolonging upwards, for a height of 3 or 4 feet,
its interior and exterior slopes; it is, in fact, a sort of traverse built on top of
a parapet.
In Fig. 244, Plate XXI., the large traverse there shown is continued towards
the front of the parapet as a bonnette; also (by dotted lines) in Fig. 241.
Gun-banks of all kinds may he rendered more convenient for infantry by
preparing the front of their terreplein in the manner indicated in Fig. 240,
Plate XXV., where a small trench 2' broad and 9" deep is made along the foot of
the interior slope, revetted on the side nearest to the gun by fascines, to act as a
hnrte-r, and to prevent the gun wheels from breaking the earth away.
270. Gun R ecesses, already referred to, and illustrated in Figs. 236-7-8,
Plate XXV., and Figs. 2+3, 249, Plate XXVI., are excavations made for the
purpose of screening guns, until they arc required to enter into action. In the
examples given they afford some of the earth required for the gun-banks, as well
as provide the cover wanted. They, and also the cut-out ramps leading down to
them, should be 7' broad.
271. Ammunition Reasses should be made in works close to the guns they
are required to serve. Suitable positions are afforded, as shown in Plates XXV.
and XXVI., under the banquette and the gun-banks.
A breadth and depth of 4 feet, and a height of 4½ feet (for two tiers of limber
boxes), may be given ~o them.
272. Powder Magazines in field works are not often required to be of large
dimensions ; it is usual to provide small magazines to supply a couple of guns
somewhere near the pieces, either in the infantry casemates, or in traverses
(Fig. 266, Plate L"'CVIII.), or under gun-banks (as at U, Fig. 2+3, Plate XXYI.),
dose to the parapet, so as to be secure.
The position of a maaazine should also allow it to be easily drained. There
should be an entrance pa~sage leading to the magazine, the body of which should
be clear of the prolongation of the passage.
Magazines have usually one of two shapes in J)l'qfile: either they are
"rectangular," as shown in Figs. 246, 247, Plate XXVI., and Fig. 266, Plate
XXVIII., or they are "trianaular," or "lean.to," as in Fig. 267, Plate XXYIII.
273. Rectangulal' Ma9dines (Figs. 243-6-7, Plate XXVI., and Fig. 266,
Plate XXVIII.) are preferable to others, on account of their convenient shape for
stowage. They should be 4' ( or more) broad, 5' in clear height, ru1d are usually
10' or 12' long.
Their si<l.es may be lined with fra11ies and sheeting, or with gabions and fascines.
The roof should be of strona timbers or of iron rails, and covere<l. with at
0
least 4 feet of earth.
If exposed to direct fire (which is very unusual) they shoulcl have 15' or
more of earth on the exposed side.
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274 Lmn-fo or Tria11gnla1· Mauazinrs (Fig. 267, Plate XXVIII.) may he
formed l;y laying stout timbers, about 10" x.6'' at an angle of !'50° or thereabouts,
ao-ainst the rcYettetl (and presumably safe) side of a tr~.ver~e, &c. Those beams
s]~ould be coYeretl with two feet of earth, arnl a tarpaulm lmd over all to keep _off
wet. A floor of planks may be pro,·idrn\ if necessary.
One end of t~c mag~zme
should he closed by a smid-hag (ol' other) wall, aml the other encl provllle,l with a
roufTh door. The maNa zino should be drained.
0The facility of co~1struction of this magazine is its great recommendation j
it is evidently inconvenient for stowage.
275. TRAVERSES are mounds of earth of various dimensions, built where
.
required as a protection fron_1 vario~1s kinds of fire.
When made only of sufficient tlnckness to arrest splinters of shells, they m·e
termed Splinfr>r-proof Traverses i' and when made as a protection from reverse fire,
they am tel'med Parados.
.
.
.
.
,
276. A Splinter-pro~l Traverse is shown rn profile m F1g. 250, Plate XXVI.
It shoulcl be 4' thick at top, 6 feet or more in height, mid its sides should he l'evettecl
in order to save space. \Vlien guns are placed close together behind a parapet, it
is usual to place splinter-proof traverses between the guns : in this case, a passage
2' broad sh ould be left between the traverse and the parapet, to allow men to get
round either end, in case of a shell falling among them. The usual lengbh is 16
feet, so as to project 18' to the rear of the parapet, and therefore behind the tail of
the gun platforms.
277. vVhen traYerses am exposed to fire, their exposed side should not be
revetted, and they must be made of the proper thickness at top to withstand the
fire expected. This will vary from 6' to 12', or even more. In many cases traverses
can serve defensive purposes; they would then be provided with a banquette.
278. Ttaverses to p1'0tect fl'Oin @filade fire a line of work are shown in
Fig. 244, Plate XXVI., and on each flank of the redoubt shown in Plate XXIV.
In each case the traverse should join on to the parapet; and its length,
perpendicular to the parapet, should be sufficient to protect the terreplein
occupied by the guns, &c., requiring to be screened. The height is sometimes the
same as that of the parapet, as in Fig. 225 on the right flank in Plate XXIY., where
it evidently is invisible to an enemy ; whilst in other cases, as in Fig. 227 on the
left flank of Plate XXIV., in Fig. 241, and in Fig. 244, Plate XXVI., the height
is 3' or 4' greater than that of the parapet, across the top of which the traverse is
carried, in the form of a bonnette, to increase the amount of protection afforded.
V{hcn traverses of this great height are made, they may be formed with
magazines inside them, as in Fig. 266, Plate XXVIII., or they may be provided with
Fidel Casemates (Art. 284) on their secure side, as in the left flank of Plate XXIV.,
ancl in Fig: 2H, Plate XXVI. By thus making use of them, not only is a <louhle
purpose fulfilled hy the traverses, but the amount of earth required for their
construction is lessened.
279. An earthen traverse to cover the entrance into a work is required when
the entrance is liable to artillery fire. See Fig. 261, Plate XXVIII. This traverse
should be of the same profile as the parapet, and between it ancl the banquette
there should only be the width necessary for the roadway (7' for guns). The
!ength of the tr~verse should be sufficient to intercept shot passing into the opening
m the most obhque clirection possible, which is when the opposite sides of the
entrance are both grazed by the same shot.
280. The clotted lines a I, and kf(Fig. 261, Plate XXVIII.) represent lines of
fire :passing through the opening (7' broad for guns) in the most oblique direction
possible at 4½' above and parallel to the ground. The line of fire a b in plan
grazes the exterior slope at c, the interior slope at cl, and strikes the traverse at U:
the similar line of fire kf strikes the traverse at ,: The traverse should be made to
extend 41 further than the points l1 and .f, and b·ei11g for defence, is provided with
a banquette.
It will he seen that, owing to the parapet on the left of the entrance having
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been thickened, the traverse does not extend so far on the left as it does on the
right, i.e., that h/is less than h b.
281. \Vhen the entrance is placed at a re-entering angle, the traverse is
often connected with the parapet, as shown by the dotted lines : the traverse would
in this case be terminated 4' beyond tbc point .f, as before.
In most cases of redoubts or other separate works, the entrance, being on the
rear side of the work, woukl be exposecl only to musketry fire from its front. In
such cases a musket-proof traverse may be mac.le of stockade work, as in :Fig. 262,
Plate XXVIII., ancl woulcl occupy but little interior space. The actual entrance
should be closed by chevaux-ue-frise, or other movable obstacle.
282. Pa1·ados, or traverses for protection from reverse fire, are shown in detail
in Plnte x.·•ux. They are necessarily large masses of earth, as they are requirnd to
protect men, when on the banquettes of exposed parapets, from reverse fire.
Passages should be made through them for facility of communication, and they
afford a secure position for magazines and fiekl casemates, on account of their great
thickness at the base. They are further referred to in the chapter on "Defilade."
2 83. COVER FOR TROOPS from hostile fire should be provided in the interior
of works to as great an extent as possible. ·when this is properly effected, the
defenders can be kept in safety during the cannonade which is the usual preliminary to an assault, and are in readiness to man the parapets at any required
moment. Either Fielcl Casemates or Splinter-p,-oo.fs are used for this purpose
(Plate XXVII.).
284. A Fielrl Casemate is a shell-proof chamber, of which the walls are of
timber and planks or fascines, and the roof is formed of stout timbers (or iron
rails) covered with 4 feet or more of earth : this renders them proof against the
shells of field guns.
Their breadth should not be less than 8 feet, if a guard-bed is required inside :
the clear height ought not to be less than 6 feet.
The entrance to field casemates, when sunk in the ground, may be by steps, or
by ramps at intervals, as in Plate XXIV., and Fig. 253, Plate XXVII., or extending
the whole length of the casemate, as in the keep shown in Figs. 22:3, 224, Plate
XXIII. This latter arrangement is best, as it affords no cover to an enemy from
the fire of works in rear, should he capture the casemate.
In Fig. 244, Plate XXVL, the floor of the casemate under the traverse on the
right is made on the level of the ground, which can be done owing to the height
of the traverse. The casemate is also quite open to the rear.
Casemates are usually placed under the front parapets of a work, as in
Plate XXIV. ancl Figs. 251, 252, Plate XXVII., or under the secure sides of
traverses, as in Plate XXIV. and Fig. 244, Plate XXVI., &c., in order to profit
by the earth cover afforded.
They may also be placed in the interior of a work (as in Fig. 225 on the right
of Plate XXJV., or in section, Fig. 253, Plate XXVIL), to cover the reserve
in the work, in an excavation, the earth from which is used for the required cover
overhead and in front. This latter lnode would be resorted to, in order to cover
any supporting troops outside works.
Fig. 251, Plate XXYII., represents a good field casemate to be constructed
simultaneously with the parapet.
Fig. 252 of the same plate shows one that ma.y be made either simultaneously
with the parapet or afterwards.
285. Splinter1Jroofs are a rough kind of casemate, proof only against ~he
splinters of shells. They are usually "lean-ton structures, similar to the magazme
described in Ai-t. 274, and shown in Fig. 267, Plate XXVIII. Their roof is made
of beams and pla.nks, covered with 1 foot or more of earth.
They may be made on the revetted sides of traverses or, as shown in Fig. 254,
Plate XXVII., immediately behind a parapet.
.
286. Timber TVork.-In constructing timber work for casemates, magazmes,
&c., the materials should be as far as possible prepared under cover, and the work
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should commence the mom.ent the tligcrers clear out of the excavations. The
timbers may be connected together, either by mo:·tice m:d tenon, Fig. 25!,
Plate XXVII., tlke ordinary house cm·pentry, or by non spikes and dogs, as 111
Fig. 258. The former method is more dur~ble, and answers for work d~ne at
leisure; but the latter is the better ~ntl qmckcr method for work <lone m the
field, and docs not require so much skill.
.
The uprights or stancheons which support the roofs may either be sunk_ about
3' into the ground, as in Fig. 256, or they may rest, _as 111. Fig. 255, on a piece of
timber laid 011 the ground, and called a yrou,ncl-sil?, bemg secur~d thereto by
drncel1S. The former mode is the stronger, and reqmres less struttmg when the
ground is hard ; but the latter is better in soft soil, ancl on the whole is to be
preferred for mpicl work.
_
_ _
The stancheons are usually 10 to 12 mches square or rn diameter, and about
6 feet apart; but much depemls on the material actually available.
YVhen iron rails are useU for roofing purposes, they may be arranged as
shown in Fig. 260, Plate XXVII.
287, Gnn Pla(for11i.,.-Platforms may be requirecl for field guns, when they
are frequently firnd from the same spot.
A regular gun platform consists of a floor of stout planks resting 01!" beams,
termed sleepei's, underneath. Such a platform, termed a grouncl plaffonn, 1s shown
in Fig. 269, Plate XXVIII.
The platform is 15' long by 1 Of broad, and is laid with a rise of -h to the
rear to check recoil. The sleepers are 5 in number : the centre one is laid in the
line of fire produced, the others at equal intervals over the breadth of the platform.
Earth is well rammed between the sleepers. The planks are then laid on the
sleepers, and are secured to them either by iron spikes, or by a ribancl and racklashings, as described in Art. 291 on "bridges across ditches of field works."
Similar platfonns suitable for field guns can be made of rough material by
laying five sleepers of rough-sawn timber, or flooring joists from houses, and roof
timbers, or straight trees about 5" diameter and 15' long. Across these may
be nailed 3" planks cut to 10½' lengths.
288. Plank Runnel's.-For firing in one direction only, a platform sufficient
for a field gun may be made, as shown in Fig. 268, Plate XXVIII., with three stout
planks, one of which is laid for each wheel to recoil along, and the third for the
trail. These planks should be firmly secured by stout pickets driven on either
side and at thell' rear ends, as shown in the figure.
The recoil of the gun can be checked by large wedges, or inclined planes, of
wood, laid on these planks to catch the gun wheels.
289. Barrier Gates are required to close openings of various kinds into
works. If guns or carts are required to pass, the gate should have a clear width
of opening of 7 feet ; if for Infantry only, a width of 4' will suffice.
The gate ~houlcl be musket-proof and loopholed. Such a gate, when closing
the e1~trance into a work, would, if not exposed to artillery fire, supersede the
necessity of an earthen traverse inside, and would thus save interior space.
Barrier gates should open outwards.
Chevaux-cle-frise makes a good hasty barrier. It should be of the same length
as th~ clear breadth of opening, and secured at each encl by chains to posts, so
that 1t can be moved on one side when required.
A gate suitable for Infantry through a line of palisades is shown in Fig. 263,
Plate XXVIII. It is composed of a single leaf formed of 5 palisades, and turns
on a central pivot.
Fig. i64 shows a movable bullet-proof barrier composed of baulks slipped
successively into side grooves.
290. Roads across clitches ol works. In some cases as shown in Fio 262
P_late XXVIII., a piece of the natlual ground, a.bout 10' broad, can be Ieft°iu th;
(btch to serve as a roadway; the entrance should then be guarded by movable
obstacles, such as chevaux-de-frise.
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·with shallow ditches, a ramp may be made down into the ditch and up into
the w01·k.
,Yith larger ditches, bridges arc required. Such a bridge is shown in Fifl's. 261,

265, Plate XXVIII. The roadway of planks (2" thick) rests on 1011<:' beams
termed baulk.-:, which themselves rest on the escarp and counterscarp; th0eir ends
should be supported underneath by a sleeper. The baulks should be 5" or 6"
broad and 8" or I 0" deep.
A small beam, termed a "riband," 4" square (not shown in Fig. 265), is laid

along each side of the bridge, and is secured firmly to the baulks underneath,
thereby keepmg the planks fixed.
The "riband " in a bridge has the two-fold object of keeping the planks in
position, a.nd also of preventing the wheels of vehicles slipping over the side of the
bridge. The width of roadway in.'{ide the ribands should be 7' or more for guns
to cross.

In ditches wider than 12 feet the baulks should be supported midway by a
trestle restii1g on the bottom of the ditch, as in Fig. 265, Plate XXVIII.
The po1 tion of the bridge nearest to the work should be easily removable so
as to permit of a gap being formed, as shown in the figure.
completed in a few minutes.

The briJge can be

291. The ribands should be secured to the baulks, at intervals of about
4 feet, by rack-laohing, (Fig. 270).
A rack-stick and lashing consist of a wooden pointed stick l½' or 2' long, to•
which is secured about 8' of rope. To use it, the end of the rope is passed
through an opening in the planks (made for the purpose), brought round the
baulk and riband, and then formed loosely into a ~
loop, as shown in Fig. 270. The point of the
··
stick is then inserted into the loop, which is twisted u
1
round by means of the stick used as a lever, as tightly
e
as possible, after which the point of the stick is
jammecl between the rope and the riband on the
e
outside of the roadway.
W11en this is done
throughout the length of the bridge, the latter is
FIG. 270.
said to be '' racked down."
a. Rack-stick.
b. Lashing (loosely tied).
By means of this simple method great rigidity
c. Riband.
d. Plank,
is obtained. The fastenings can be quickly made
e. Baulk,
and unfastened, or tightened up, without damaging
the timber, as would be the case were nails or screws used. It is particularly
applicable to a movable bridge.
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DEFILADE OF FIELD WORKS.
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292.

DEFILADE

is the art of determining the

1

0

ights to which the different

covering masses of <lefensive works m\1st be raised, in order to ol)tain the reqmrcd
cover for the defenders from an enemy s fire.
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D cfilading is only neces~ary to be resorted, to wl~~n the_ site of the wo~k ~s
ilisat1,,antaueous with reference to the enemy s pos1t10n; m fact, when 1t 1s
conunanc.leJ: this is the case whenever the plane of sit,, of fh P irork, if produ,eed, passe{5 belo w the yrounrl within range, which can be occupied by an enemy.
This disadvantaNC of site usually occurs when works occupy low ground with
bin-her around in f~ont (such as is the case with bridge heads), but it will also
oc~m· wl10n works occupy higher ground than that able to be occupied by an
enemy if the "L'Onnd behind the parapet rises sufficiently towards the rear to
produde the cas~ quoted above in italics.
293. On ground that is practically level, a command of. 8 feet is usually
assumed as the minimum necessary to cover the defenders, stanclmg on the natural
surface of the ground, for a moderate distance in rear of the parapet, provided the
enemy be unable to occupy commanding grmmd.
This command of 8 feet gives cover from, view for an indefinite distance in the
rear, but it only covui:; from, fire until the enemy's projectiles, which may have
passed over the crest of the parapet, arrive within 6 feet (the assumed height of
the defenders) of the ground.
The extent of ground thus covered from fire cannot be exactly determined,
partly owing to the varying angles of descent of projectiles fired at various ranges,*
aml partly to the fact that while some of the hostile fire is frontal, much of it will
be oblique, which is evidently more searching, and is sufficient to accom1t for some
of the casualties that happen in the best regulated field works.
294. It is not practicable to protect the whole of the interior of fielcl works
from the indirect and curved fire of artillery, such as is brought to bear for some
considerable time previous to an assault : while such fire lasts, the bulk of the
defenders must shelter themselves by remaining close behind the parapets, in the
rear trenches if there are any ; or in the field casemates. But it is desirable to
screen the interior of the works as much as possible, and at the least to do so from
view; and if this be done, projectiles at close ranges will not, owing to their very
slight angles of descent, search out the interior.
295. Three methods are resorted to, either separately or in combination, in
order to defilacle a work, viz. :( 1) Increase of command to parapets.
(2) Use of trenches, or of sinking the terreplein.
( 3) Traverses.
A definite amount of cover behind a parapet is said to be afforded when the
parapet has its crest in an imaginary plane which passes 4½' above the most
commanding t ground, and the required height of cover above the ground in rear.
In Fig. 271, Plate XXIX., the parapet with crest at P is said to afford cover
at D to the height of D above ground.
For goocl cover this height shonl.cl be 8 feet ; and it should i1ot be less than
6½ (unless the terreplein is lowered}, otherwise the defenclers would not be coverecl
from view.
The imaginary plane before mentioned, which passes tbrouO'h and fixes the
po~ition of the crest of _the parapet, is termed the "Plane of De_filade" : it passes
4½ above the collUuandmg ground, because that is the greatest height from which
an enemy can fire, whether with musketry or artillery.
296: Evidently it is inconvenient to observe in the plane of clefilade, but if
we unagme a plane parallel to 1t, and tangent to the conunandinO' O'rotmcl we
obtain a pla_ne very conveniently situated for observation, since it 0 p;sses above
the ground 1n rear of the parapet at a height suitable for observation while the
commanding ground itself is easily seen.
'
• The Martini-Henry _bullet_ falls a.bou_t 1 i!l 142 at 300 yards, and 1 in 90 at 500 yards.
t T~e most command_rng pomt of 3: height is not necessarily the highest point; but it is
that which appcaJ1·s the l111_;hest_when viewed from the work, or, in other worJs, that which has
the g,·eatest angle of clcvatw,i with reference to the site of the wol'k.
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This imaginary plane is termed the " Tangent Plane," because it is tangent to
the comruan<ling groun<l: it may ?e defined as a plane parallel to, and 4½' under,
the plaJie of defilade; therefore, 1f the height of D in Fia. 271 is 8' that of cl
will be 8' - 4½' or 3f.
~
'
It is evident in any case, that while the plane of defilade passes throuah the
crest of a pampet, the ta.ngent plane (being 4½' below it) will pass tluough the
banquette.
297. The following is a simple rule for practically determining the commancl
of a parapet at any one pomt : Look from a point in the tangent plane (as cl, Fig. 271, Plate XXIX.) to the
most commanding point (e') that can be occupied by an enemy; observe the intersection p' of the visual line with an upright at P : the banquette will be at p' in
the section, and the crest of the parapet at P 4½' above p'.
298. A line of parapet may be in one of the two positions in plan shown in
,
Fig. 273, with reference to the ground to
:
l
'
:
be protected by it, and to the general
.dir~ction ~f the hostile fire from a single
1
1
.emmence 111 front.
:
:
:
'
In the first case (that on the left), it is
:
:
:
____.-i 8
,<wiclent that the command will be the A !
!a
A',~
same throughout the length A B, because
the distances to be covered are the same
d -~----- ----i-both at A and at B.
Fw. 273.
In the second case (that on the Tight),
the command of the parapet will require to be greater at B than at A, owing
to the distance to be covered. at B, viz., Bel, being greater than that at A, viz., Ac.
The crest of the parapet would rise from the command suitable at A to that
requisite at B.
In eitheT of these typical cases, the actual command can be determined by
applying the preceding rule : the point c in each of them will be the point of
observation for determining the command at A, while cl is the point of observation
for similarly determining the command at B. The arrow marks indicate the
direction of the hostile fire from the commanding ground, and therefore the
direction in which to observe.
299. Fig. 27 4 shows a parapet on ground lower than that which cru1 be
~occupied by an enemy, but owing to the favourable slope behind, which when
1,

--r----

FIG. 274.

p1·oduced passes over the ground at H, the enemy at H would have no advantage
of command over the defenders. Such a site as this should be carefully sought
after when works are necessarily constructed facing high ground.
300. An open work, such as a Redan or a Lunette, shoulcl be defiladed as
far as its gorge.
If the work be cmnmanded Uy one hill in its front, its interior defihule will be
effected by placing the crests of the parapets in a plane of defilade passing 8' (or
other required height of cover) above the ground at the gorge of the wOTk, and 4½'
above the commanding ground.
Th.is implies that those parapets which terminate at the gorge will luwe at the
gorge Pnd a command equal to the intended height of cover, which for ol'dinary
.cases is assumed to be 8'.
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301. If the work be a Reclan (as in Fig. 275, No .. 1), it will only be '.1cc~ssa1·y
to detormine the command at one point-viz., the s~lrnnt C, at which ~wtnf 1t w1l_l
he the same as woul<l be reqnirecl throuyhout for a Imo of parapet pnssmg through

C, and pn,.a!lel to A B.

To determine this command at C, a single observation at c in the gorge line is
all that is required.
" Then determined, the work would be constructed with this command at C,
whence it would decline to the lesser command (equal to the l'equil'ecl height of
cover) at A and at B.
In the irregular open work, No. 2, it is evident that the command would
require to be determined at two points-viz., at D and at C.
This would be done by observation at the two points, d and c respectively, in
the gorge line. Each of the three parapets (A D, D C, ancl C B) would here
require a varying command.
In the case of the Lunette, No. 3, the command would require to be
determined at three points-viz., at D, C, and E, by observation from the three
points, cl, c, and e respectively, in the gorge line. The four lines of parapet which
compose the work would have a varying command, but owing to the inequalities
of the ground (even when apparently very regular) the command of the right face
and flank would not necessarily be the same as that of the corresponding lines of
parapet on the left.
302. An Open W oi·k commanded by Two Hills may be clefilaclecl by placing
the crests of its parapets in a plane passing 4½' over each of the two hills, and 8'
(or other required height of cover) above the gorge at the encl farthest from the
most commanding of the two heights-provided this does not give a command
greater than the maximum permissible, viz., 12'.
If m,ore than two hills, or a range of hills, command the work, the two most
commanding points should be selected, and the work should be defiladed (as
above) froB1 these two points, which will be sufficient to protect them from
the others.
303. Figs. 276, 277, Plate XXIX., are pictorial sketches, showing the
manner in which, if considered necessary, the tangent plane for the cases referred
to above can be actually constructed.
In Fig. 276, a cord, B C, is stretched in the tangMt plane-viz., at 3½' (or
8' - 4½') above the ground at the points b and c in the gorge, which may be about
12' apart.
Two other cords (A B ancl AC), also in the tangent plane, are fixecl by
determining the height of the point A above the ground at a, which point is also
for convenience about 12' from b and c. This height is determined by observation
from the point D in the gorge cord BC, where D A produced passes to e, the most
commanding point.
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Ifrwing fixed the point A1 and keeping the three cords An, BC, and CA taut
the tangent plane in any Uirection can be observed hy looking along the plane of
the three cordt>. :For instance, in Fig. 272, Plate XXIX., the height of the tangent
plane at m (the left shoulder) could be founcl by looking in the line c [I from
the pomt c.
304. In Fig. 277 the tangent plane for two commanding heights is fixed.
The s~1gle point A is here fi~ed in the gorge at the height of the tangent plane;
the heights of the other two pomts (C and B) of the rnquired triangle of cords are
fixed bJ~ stretching the c~nl B C betw.een uprights, ancl moving it until, by
ohservat10n from A, the pomts m and n m the cord arc in the direction of the
two commarnling heights.
305. In all the foregoing cases only a single plane of clefilade, and conset1nently a single tangent plane, has been considered. This may necessitate too
great a connnanLl, and when such is the case it is usual to resort to the use of
traverses in addition to the parapets, as a means of affording cover. These
defilaJing traverses, termed paraclos, * divide the "·ork into portions, each of
which can be clefila,le,1 separately.
}..,ig. 278 is an illustration in section .. A and B represent the rear and front
parapets of a closed work. A paraclos is placed at C, about midway between
thern. The parapet at D gives cover to a height of 8' as far as the paraJos, as
shown by its (dotted) plane of defilade.
The parados at C has its ·top in a pla.ne of defilade passing 6}' above the
banquette (or 2' above the crest) of the parapet A. This coYers the defemlers
of A from being 8Pen in reverse from E, when they are required to man the
parapet. The side of the parados exposed to artillery fire from E would be left
at f ; the other side being revetted steeply to save earth, as well as interior space.
Field casemates would also be placed in the parados.
306. Fig. 279 is an illustration in plan of such an arrangement as is shown
in section in Fig. 278. Here the front parapets would require to afford cover to
the interior as far as the parados, ·while the latter "·oukl require to defilade from
view the defender$ of the rear parapets when on the banquette.
To facilitate communications, the parados does not join on to the side parapets,
but a passage is left at each end : this passage is protected by the short length of
parados which joins on to the parapet, and which is in the same plane of defila<le
as the main parados. These shorter traverses are also serviceable to cover the side
parapets from enfilade.
Covered passages, kept as low as practicable, would also he made through the
para<los.
307. Fig. 280 shows a work with a sharp salient, commanded by the two,
hills A and B. In this case, to prevent the faces from being seen in reverse, the
paratlos is placed along the capital, stopping short of the salient in order to allow
room for a barbette; while the portions ae and e/ of the faces must be raised by
bonnettes (traverses on the superior slopes) in order to close the open spaces.
caused by breaking the length of the traverse.
The work is clefiladed by making the left front parapet afford the desired cover
to the left portion of the work from the left hill; the right portion being similarly
defiladed from the right hill by means of the right parapets.
The paraJos would require to Jefilacle the interior as far as the gorge; the lPft
portion thereof from the ,-ight hill, and the ,·ight portion from the left hill. If the
gorge be open, the planes of defilade for the parados should pass 8' above the.
ground at the gorge; but if there be a gorge parapet, the planes of defila<le of
the para<los should pass at least 2' above the crest-i.e., 6}' above the banquette~
in order to cover from view.
The para<los, having thus two distinct planes of clefilado, would be made of the
greater of the two heights thus found.
* The term "Parado:;" means defence for the back ; its derivation being similar to
parapet, para.sol, parapluie, &:c.
H
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The heiMht of the bo11netlrR at ae and af wottld be fixer! hy the planes of
defiladc of the parados from the h eights in their front- that is, a e from the hill A,
and a t' from the hill B.
308. Wl1ile these honnettes, thus constnicte,1, are sufficient to screen from
view, they would not afford protection (to any satisfactory extent) from enfilade
fire to the faces or reverse fire to the flanks, from the heights A and B. There 1s
no way of doi;,g this except by the use of suitable traverses attached to the
parapets, such as are shown in Fig. 24-4, Plate XXVI., or in both flanks of the
redoubt in Plate XXIV. ; and it must be ,mderstoocl that such accessories of clefence,
although not indicated, are carried ont in Fig. 280. The outline of this work would
be much improved, if other conditions suited, by making it as shown by the dotted
lines: the front faces would then be secure from enfilade from the hills, while the
depth of the work would be reduced, thus reducing also the necessary commands.
309. Although Parados are not usually proposed except in cases when works
are commanded by high ground within effective range, it is to be borne in mind
that ?°n every case the side parapets of open works, and both the side and rear
parapets of closed works, are liable to enfilade and to reverse fire from the fronti.e., the enemy's position.
.
The enemy, by bringing a cross fire of artillery on to any single work, is sure to
enfilade some of the faces (usually the side ones), and to take in reverse others
(usually the rear faces) : these conditions are altogether independent of command;
so also is the necessity for protection to the clefend&rs, but the amount required
will vary according to the details of any case.
310. In some of the Prussian redoubts round Paris in 1871, cover for the
defenders of the rear parapets from fire from the front (reverse fire) was obtained
by the simple expedient of excavating a trench immediately behind the rear
parapets and by throwing the earth to the rear-i.e., towards the interior of the
redoubt-so as to form a parados pa1·apet, leaving a berm to act as a banquette.
The defenders of the rear parapets, sitting in the rear trench, were thus covered
from a cannonade by the parados parapet, and when required to act, they could
either man the rear parapet or, if necessary, the parados parapet, over which
they could pass if required to charge an enemy assaulting from the front. This
case is one of imperfect protection, but it has the advantage of requiring the
expenditure of an extremely small amount of labour, such as may be assumed as
always forthcoming. This is not necessarily the case with the larae masses of
earth required for regular para.dos, which are very good if there is time0 to construct
them.

311.

ADDENDA TO CHAPTER VI.-EXAMPLES OF CALCULATIONS FOR
DEFILADING.

Detilading is essentially a practical operation, so far as ordinary field works are
concerned, and is best carried out by actual ohservations as described in the
f?regoing chapter; but as a means of impressing the principies in the mirnl, a few
snnpl~ examples_ are given, in further explanation of the text. It will, of course,
be evident that if the slope of a line be given, its rise or fall in any given distance
can be fouml; and on this simple fact are based the necessary calculations in the
examples.
EXAMPLE 1.-A line of pampet is
r equfred to give 8' ol cove1' to a di:dance
of 15 yards in rem: of its cJ"est ji'01n a
hill 40 feet in height and 435 ga,·ds
distant Jl'Om th e crest. Find the necessary com:mand of the parapet.

Here the plane of defilade rises in
the distance from R to H (4/i0 yards)
a height of 40' + 4½' - 8' = 36½'; its rise

in the distance, P R (15 yards), must
then be found a.nd added to 81, the given
height of plane of defilade at R ( or
cover required), to obtain the Tequired
command.
Yds. Yds.

Ft.

Ft. { the 1 ise of the
pla.neofdefila<le
111 distance PR.
. Commanll ot paiapet=8'+1 22'=9·22 1 or
9¼' nearly.

450 : 15 : · 36·5 : 1 ·22

PL XXJX. ,,71
~
to ?,80.
DEFILADE.

Fo.9. 271.

/

C

-m~/i,.;,.,.Fi9.~ 2,SO,
0

t

·,

i

"'

'

IJ1
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N.B.-There is no practical advantage in determining the command of a
parapet (or the ,lcpth of a ditch) to
-a less dimension than the nearest
qrnll'ter of a foot.
EXAMPLE 2.-A line of pa,·apet (on
level grouwl) i, to aJj'o,-d cover to a
Jieight of 5½' above !J>'mmd to a di.lance
of 18 yard,; b,,/<ind its crest, fl'Out an
a hill 35 .fe,t in height, and
ene,ny
300 ya,·d,; in front qf /he aest. Calculate fhl' necesl'Jary com,manrl.
N.B.-It must be understood that
the necessary cover for the defenders,
in n<ldition to the height of 5½ feet,
would be obtainer! by lowering the
grouncl behind the parapet.

°"

In this case the plane of defilade rises
in the whole dist.~nce (300 + 18) a
height of 35' + 4½' - 5½' = 34' ; its rise
in the distance to be protected (18
yards) must then be found, and added
to 5½' (cover required), to obtain the
required command.
y <ls. y <ls.

Ft. Ft.

318 : 18 : : 34 : 2 nearly

{ the rise of the

~;fJ\:~!~~:

£i!a~1
of 18 iards .

. ·. Command of parapet;::;-5½' + 2 ;:::;7f.
EXAMPLE

3.-A parapet on level

ground, having a command of

8½ feet,

is exposed lo reverse jfre from a hill 500
yards behind its crest, and 58 .feet in
height. What rnw;t be the height of a
pamdos 12 yards behind the cre,t of the
parapet, to cover the defenders of the
banquette to a height of 7 feet 1

In this case the banquette of the
pampet is Sf - 4½' = 4' in height ; the
plane of defilacle of the parados must
therefore pass 7' + 4' or 11' above the
grouml at the position of the (crest of
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the) parapet. The rise of the plane of
defilade in the whole distance (500
ya1'1s) is 58' + H' - 11' = ,51¼' · its rise
in the clist.mce • to he prote~ted (12
yards) must then be found, and added
to 11' (height of plane of defilade at
parapet), to obtain the required height
for the parados.
y ds. y ds.

Ft.

Ft. { the rise of the

500 , 12 : : 51 ·5 : 1 ·236

fi)a~\~~f1:~~~~:

of 12 yards.
. ·. Height of parados= 11' + 1 ·236' =12·236'
or 12¼' neady,
EXAMPLE

4.-A parapet on level

ground, with a command of 7½', is com-

manded in its fl'Ont by a kill 280 yards
distant and 59 feet in heiuht. Requfred
the depth to which the ground must be
lo,cered at a point 15 yards behind /he
crest qf the parapet to obtain 7 feet qt'
cove1·.
In this case the cover afforded by the
parapet (height of its plane of clefilade)
at the given point must first be determined, ancl then subtracted from the
required cover (7 feet) to obt.1in the
depth to lower the ground.
The rise of the pla,,e of defilade in
the distance from the parapet to the
hill (280 ya1'1s) is 59' + 4f - 7½' = 56';
its fall in the distance of 15 yards
must then be found, and subtracted
from 7½' (command of parapet), to
obtain the cover above ground at the
given point.
Y ds. Y ds. Ft. Ft. { the fall of the plane of
defila<le between . the
280 : 15 : : 56 : 3

parapet

and

gwen

point .

. ·. 7½'-3';::::4½', the cover afforded by parapet a.t given point.
the required depth to sink

and 7' - 4½' =2½' { th? ground at the giYen
pomt.
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CHAPTER VIL
EXECUTION OF FIELD WORKS.

Dctennination of outline qf 1.rod,:s a,ul of the p,·ofilc s1titable for the l)arapcts, also for t?ic llitch.
Metluxl of tmcing u:orks lxjol'c their construction is com?1ienccd. Use of p,·o,filcs, lltrcct and
oblique: '!ww Lo erect t!tcm. Dist1:ibution ?f an ordinm·y 'll'?rking pal'ly. E11iploym9nt of
one or more i'OWS of diggers; the tvm.c rcquucll for a 1t.:otk; importance of prope,· drautag(';
·wmal mctltodfollowcd.

Descriptil:m of the Scrv-ice

}i'1 ELD LEY KL.

ADDENDA.-Estfowtcs of time nqnfrcd for the constructioi~ of ordinm·y field 'wotks.

312. In the actual construction of Field ,Yorks the following operations have
to be performe,1 :( 1.) The outline of the uwk has to be determined with reference to its
intended object, the tire requiretl from it, the available garrison, and the shape
of the ground which it is to occupy : each of these conditions affects either the
shape of a work or its size.
(2.) The profile of each separate line of parapet can then be determined.
The Commanrl depends not only on the cover required, but on the necessity
for sweeping, by the fire from the parapet, the slopes of ground in front; and thus
the outline ancl the profile are to a considerable extent mutually clependent.
The /hie/mess of parapet depends on the exposure to fire. The front faces of a
work-i.e., those facing to the£ ront of a position-will require the thickest parapets,
on account of their exposure to direct cannonade, and at the same time thei.r
parapets will usually be the highest ones of the work, in order to cover the interior
of the work from fire.
The lateral and rear faces may generally be constructed with less command
and also thim1er parapets than the front faces.
(3.) The shape of the work and the profile of its parapets having been
determined, the dimensions of the ditches for the several parapets (also their
trenches, if any are used) are able to be laid down.
( 4.) The work can then be traced on the ground in readiness for the working
party.
( 5.) The execution of the work can be commenced.
313. The following operations are necessary in tracing and profiling an
ordinary field work, and are usually unclertaken in the order stated. (See Fia. 284,
0
Plate XX:X. ).
(1.) Fix the angles A, B, C, D, &c., of the crest lines (which are the maaistral
0
lines) of the work by stout pickets, flags, &c.
_The imaginary lines which join these points give the plans of the crest lines,
wluch, however, do not require to be actually marked on the ground.
(2.) To each magistral line (as A B, BC, &c.) two perpendiculars shoukl be
traced, usuall3: througl:1 points 6 or 8 yards from the enLls ; and along each of
these perpendiculars p1Ckets should be ,\riven in, to mark the base of each slope
of the parapet, and also the cutting lines of the ~cavations.
By thi_s arrangement two points will be fixed in each line of the parapet, &c.,
and any hne necessary to be marked on the rrrouncl is therefore at once obtained
0
by joining these points.
(3.) A~ each a,~gle of the "·ork, whether salient or re.entering, the points which
mark the mtersect10ns of the conesponding lines of the parapets on either side
should then be fixed by pickets.
(4.) Direct profile., at the perpendiculars, and oblique JH~/iles at the angles,
are then erected.
(5.) The cutting lines of the excavations are then ,~pitlocked, i.e., marked with
a small groove cut with a pickaxe or spade.
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The hounding lines of the parapet (i.e., foot of the exterior slope and foot
of slope of hnnquette) mny he marked, either by sprtlockmg or hy tapes, &c., in
order to show clearly the space between them wluch is to be eovered with the
earth for the pampet.
3_14. Fig. 284, Plate XXX., is . a plan of three lines of parapet forming a reentermg angle (A, B, C) and a salient angle (B, C, D). The commancl of the
parapet is 7½', thickness of ,litto 12'. A ditch 10' in depth ancl 4' broad at
bottom, with escarp f a.ncl counterscarp f, is to be made. The work is shown as
traceJ. acconling to the foregoing description in readiness for the working party.
The large dots on the plan inclicate points necessary to be fixed by pickets. The
details of the excavation of the ditch for four-hou1· reliefs are given in Fig. 285,
Plate XXX:.
315. Setting "1' Pr~files.-To erect a profile with parapets of low command
(6' or under), erect an upright (3" x ¾") at the position of the crest, or ji,l'ing line
(Fig. 288, Plate L\'.JG. ), making it of the proper height ; erect others at the
positions of the exterior crest and the front and rear of the banquette; and at
the foot of the exterior slope and of the slope of the banquette chive in stout
battens. The actual slopes of the parapet are shown by other battens being nailed
from one to another of the uprights, at the proper heights, with their upper edges
flush with the surface of the several slopes. When an interior slope has to be
revetted, the profile of that slope is fixecl with its wuler edge in the slope.
Lines may be used to connect the uprights, instead of battens.
316. For parapets of higher command it is better (as in Fig. 289, Plate
XXXI.) to chive square-headed pickets at the points under the intersections of
the several slopes, their tops projecting 2 or 3 feet above the ground.
Battens of the exact height of the different points are then laid on the ground,
touching their respective pickets, and at right angles to the section, and their
tops are connected by other battens to represent the different slopes; the whole
is then raised, ancl fixed to the pickets by nails, the profile being supported,
if required, hy side stays.
317. In erecting the oblique profiles the heights are, of course, the same as
for the corresponding parts of the direct profiles.
In long lines of parapets, two direct profiles to each line will not suffice ; others
should be placcJ. at convenient positions.
"\Yhen material for profiles is scarce, the uprights only may be used, with small
cross pieces to mark the aJ1gular points of the profile. Although not indicating
the slope of the parapets so clearly as the regular profiles, this method has the
advantage of not impeding the movements of the workmen on the parapet, and
is less affected by wind.
w·ood profiles are usually left where placed, as they facilitate repairs to the
parapets.
318. Di:,tribution of lVorkmen.-In throwing up earthworks, whether for
field or siege service, it is almost always desired to execute them in the shortest
possible time. To this end the following points have to be attended to :(1.) That the men be distributed as thickly as is possible, without interfering
with one another.
(2.) That the maximum of work be got out of them.
\'Vith regard to the first point, diggers should not, as a rule, be closer to one
another in commencing work than 5 feet, or 2 ordiJ1ary paces. This is regarded
now as the normal interval for diggers, and it is convenient. If closer, the men
interfere with one another.
Two rows of diggers in one excavation are only employed ·when they cnn work
back to back, and throw the earth outwards; as, for instance, in a ditch where
one row of diggers on the escarp side would throw earth on to the parapet,
and a second row of diggers on the com1tcrscarp side would throw earth to for~1
a glacis. Thus, in excavatil1g for a :fielcl redouht having a rear trench, and a glacas
about 2 feet high (as in Plate XXIV., Figs. 227, 228), there coulcl be, at the outset,
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throe rows of diggers, viz., two in the ditch throw_ing respectively on to the
parapet and glacis, anJ one in the rear tren~l~ throwmg 01~ to tho par~,pet; arnl
this would be a good arrangement for obta.1mng the maxmnun of ditch as an
obstacle in a giYen time, as well as a maximum of earth for the_ parapet.
}?nrther, when it is required that the earth cxcavate<l. l)e deposited more. than.
12 feet from where it is obtained, there must he a row of ~hovellrfrs, to pass 1t on.
The shovellers are usually from one-half to two-thirds of the num bcr of diggers.
Next in order that the maximum of work may be obtained from the men
durino- ti1e time for which they are employed, it may be· assumed that in
mode~ately easy soil (gravel, loose earth, &c.) a soklier untrained to the use
of the pick and shovel can, in /ow· hours' ~tual wo1·k, excava~e 100 c~bic feet, ,
or very nearly one cubic yard per hour, throwmg the eaxth a horizontal chstance of
12 feet, and lifting it out of a trench having a maximum depth of 4 feet; and
that the same man if kept at work for 6 hours would not do very much more,
as his energies woul,l be pretty well expended after the first 4 hours' work. It is
for this reason that 4-hour reliefs, with tasks of about 100 feet, are recommended
for all hasty field defences. See the tasks noted for the 3 profiles in Plate XXX ..
After some practice, however, it may be assumed that the same man will
excavate, under similar circumstances, 1 cubic yard per hour for 6 hours.
319. The working party for the commencement of an ordinary fielcl parapet
ancl ditch, without trench (as shown in Fig. 285, Plate XXX.), will be composed
of one row of diggers in the ditch, and one row of shovellers to pass on the earth
to form the parapet.
The diggers, each provided with a pickax:e and shovel, are posted along the
escarp cutting line, at 5' intervals, and facing the parapet. Each digger marks.
with his pickaxe the left point of his 5' portion.
The shovellers, each provided with a shovel only, are posted in a line parallel
to that of the diggers and 12 feet from them. In Fig. 285, 2 shovellers are
allotted for every 3 diggers; this is a fair proportion for ordinary cases. As the
earth is passed up by the diggers and thrown by them 12 feet towards the parapet,
the shovellers pass it on and spread it over the ground to be covered by the
parapet.
320. The distance to which the earth is thrown should be equalized as much
as pos:.:; ible : at the commencement of work, when the diggers are close to the
escarp, the earth should be passed to the banquette slope and the parapet at tbat
part formed ; but when the diggers are working near the counterscarp the earth
woulcl be passed so as to form the front portion of the parapet. By this means
the earth of any one layer of the ditch will be used to form a corresponding layer
of the parapet, as far as is practicable.
If the soil is known to be difficult, so as to cause a le,s quantity of earth to be
supplied by the diggers, the shovellers may be reduced in number to one-half of
the diggers. In any case their number ought to be only sufficient to pass on the
earth and spread it properly, as fast as it is supplied by the diggers.
The proportion of 2 shovellers to 3 diggers, with the latter at 5' interval as
shown in Plate XXX., gives an average of 1 workman per yard lineal of work', as,
it allots 5 men (3 diggers and 2 shovellers) to every 5 yards of work.
. 321. ·where_ trenches are used, as in Figs. 281, 282, Plate :X.,'CX., addi~10nal_ rows of d~ggers can be employed; and for this reason the necessary earth
1s . qmckly supphed and the works are rapidly completed. This advantage is
still further mcrease<l when the co~and of the parapet is reduced, owing to the
cover affOTded by the trench allowmg such to be done. In each of the twofigures refeueU to the cover given is 9', consistin<T of a parapet 6' in hei(l'ht anJ
0
0
a trench 3' in depth.
322. Wnen the workmen are posted in their places, their respective duties
should be explamed to them : each digger shoulcl mark clearly with his pickaxe
the Imes boundmg the space allotted for his task.
The order to "commence work" being given, the diggers commence digging
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on the left of their respective tasks, and work towards the right. They should be
maJe, at the commencement of work, to throw the earth 12 feet towards the line
of shovellers.
The shovellers should pass on the earth as the diggers supply it, without
allowing 1t to accumulate 111 heaps.
In digging ditches and trenches having sloping sides it is a rule to commence
the tasks by excavations having vel'tical sides, the slopes being finished last. By
this means the mass of the excavation is done without loss of time. The ditch is
usually dug in successive layers of 3 feet in depth : the actual depth may be
varied to suit particular cases. In Figs. 283-285 the ditch is 10' deep, and is
dug by successive layers of 3, 3, and 4 fee.t in depth.
·when making the excavation deeper than 6 feet, a step must be left, on to
which the diggers throw the earth, which is lifted thence into the parapet by
shovellers. See the ditches of Figs. 281, 285 as illustrative. Finally this step
is cut away and the slopes completed.
323. The tasks of the several reliefs of cliggers for the works shown in
Plate XXX. are all calculated for 4-hour reliefs, the diggers in each case being at
5' intervals. The three works therein shown will be able to lie executed in the
following number of actual workin{I hours, by relays of m,en :Fig. 282, with a ditch 32 square feet in profile, in 6 hours.
Fig. 281
,, 58
16
Figs. 283-4-5 ,,
,, 115
28

It will be observed that while the tasks of the first reliefs of diggers are about
100 cubic feet each, those of succeeding reliefs are made less, owing to the greater
difficulty of throwing the earth. The problem attempted to be solved is to make
the tasks of equal difficulty.
324. The time required to throw up a work may be calculated approximately.
,vith a given distribution of men, the time depends on the dimensions of the
profile and on the nature of the soil. The trace of the work does not materially
influence the time required for its construction, provided it be commenced
tluoughout at the same time.
If the workmen are properly proportioned, it will only be requisite to estimate
the time required to excavate the ditch, as the parapet ought to be built as fast as
the ditch is t!ug.
The time required to dig a ditch with a row of diggers at equal intervals will
evidently be that which is required for one digger to excavate his portion (usually
5') of the ditch.
As before stated, the quantity of excavation to be expected from a digger is
about I cubic yard per hour for a 4-hours' task when untrained, or for a 6-hours'
task when some practice has been obtained. This refers to soil of ordinary
nature. In exceptionally light soils more work can be obtained, and in very
difficult soils much less must be reckoned on. The nature of the soil frequently
varies very much in the same excavation : all of which tends to make precise
estimates of time impossible, as the exact data cannot be la.id down.
325. On the above suppositions, the number of actual " tcorking hou1's"
required to throw up a field work of known profile will be thus found:Estimate in cubic yards the contents of the length of ditch (usually 5')
occupied by each digger.
In ordinary soil, with 4-hour reliefs, the number of cubic yards will give the
time in hours.
326. In throwing up works there is always a superabundance of earth
at salient angles (which is very useful for gun-banks, if such are ma~e), and
a Jeficiency at the re-entering angles, as will be evident from. J'1g. 286,
Plate XXX., where the shaded part of the ditch at each angle supplies earth for
the shaded part of the parapet.
This is an inconvenience which may be partially remedied by making the
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worknwn tlll'o"· the earth obliquely towrm..ls the Te-entering :mgleR, and, if
netL'Si-ary, the dit..:h near the re-cnteriHg a11glcs may be widen ed.

" ritf1 tre1 u.:hes as well as ditches, the inconvenience does not exist, at least to
sneh nn extent.
\Yhen, notwithstanding the precautions taken, there is still a snperfluity of
earth at tl10 salients, it must be got ri<l. of by forming a small glacis in front.
327. The importance of draining a work is very great; anLl steps should be
taken to effect this before beginning the work, as much greater difficulty will be
experienced afterwards if no provision is made at first.*
Shoulu the ground fall to the rear of an open work, the chief operations
necessary would be to form open gutters or drains to leacl off the water in the
required direction to the rear.
But should the ground fall towards the salients, the water must be led to the
front, under the parapet, into the ditch.
To effoct this, drains should be cut through the grouncl to be covered by the
parapet, an<l filled up ,vith fascines and large stones, as in Fig. 287, before the
parapet is built over them, so as to let water soak through them.
All enclosed works should be drained in this manner. If bricks, &c., are
available, regular covered drains may be made. \'There the water is led into the
ditch, precautions should be taken, to prevent its injuring the slope of the escarp,
by prolonging the drain beyond the escarp, and by revetting the latter, and a
portion of the bottom of the ditch, with stones, &c.
328. Desc1'iption ~f th e Service Field L evel.-The Field Level, Plate XXXI.,
is used for setting off angles on the ground, and also for measuring slopes.
It consists of 3 pieces of wood, marked A, B, and C, which can be put together
in various ways, and by means of a plummet made to exhibit a number of angles
and slopes, according to the position in which it is held : the instrument is
graduate-cl by experiment, and forms an article of Engineer equipment.
:Fig. 290 shows the level folded up, when not in use.
Fig. 291 shows the level arranged for measuring gentle slopes-i.e., from the
horizontal up to slopes of ½Fig. 292 shows the level set for steep slopes. In the figure a slope of½ is being
tested.
In Fig. 293 the level is arranged for setting off perpendiculars, and in Fig. 294
for laying off on the ground horizontal angles.
It is a most useful instrument for field purposes, but its use is best learned by
actual handling in practical work.
329 .

.ADDENDA TO CHAPTER VIL-ESTIMATES
PARAPETS.

Ex.AMPLE 1.-CalcuJate tlu, tim e, in
working hours, requfrell to con.-;f1'1lct a
line ~f p arapet anil ditch, the latter
having an area in pi'oji.le of 120 :squarP

feet.
Digger:s at 5' intervals: nlays of
wo l'lon en, so a.~ to p enwit l cubic uard
JJe1· how· per dig(fer Ueing o/.Jtai,w7.
Area of ditch= 120 square feet.
\ The amount of
120 x 5=600 cubic feet ! e'.1rth for ~he p01;= 22! cubic anis r t1on ?f ditch (5)
Y
occupied by ea('h
digger.

J

In this case the number of cuhic

OF TIME

REQUIRED

TO

CONSTRUCT

yards will be t:he time in working houri:;,
viz., 22¼.
EXAMPLE

2.-Calculate tlu, time

rt'-

qnirecl to construct a line of work hal"in!J
a ditch with area 24 square f eet, a,icl a
trench with area 18 square f,,Pt.

In this case it is only necessary to
calculate for the ditch, that being the
larger excavation ; the trench can of
course be clone in less time.
24 x 5

=

120 cubic feet } amount of C'arth in
= 4½ ,, yards the ditch perdiggt'I'.
The time will therefore be 4-t (say 4½) working
hours.

~ SH· Jolm Jones, i1.1 _his •c Memor:1nd,~ on the LinC's of Torres Yt>(lra~," vol. iii. p. (8 ,
says . - To ensure an efficient system of dramagc should always be a priueipal cousiJera.tio11
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3.-A lhtP '!f parapf'f, 1citl1
difrh a,·,,n 140 ~'luar,, .f('('f, and ylacis
an-a 1+-~'.fliCll'f' _ti,,,f, 1·,-.: to hf' c"umwm·erl
liy f1t1n lin,,.-. ,it' digyrr1:J at 4½ 1 'intercal.-.
'In flu• difd1 : fho!'(,' "n fltr f'scarJ_) ,-.ir[,, to
form flt(' parap,,t; those on fhf' c01.tniPrt1carp 1-irl,, to ji,,.m f/iP ylacis, a'll(l
<{f"ff1·n·arrls to hecome an extra line of
.,hm·ellel's.
What time ,rill lir reqniml for the
work, the soil !JPin[J such that 20 cuhic
j,,et J1fl' hour is lo he .s1tpplierl 1,y each
EXAMPLE

digge1·.

Eh-.

l0fi

Area of ditch= 140 t::']_uare foet.
Detlnct area of gla.cis= 14 ,,
,,
Arca. of portion of}
dikh
to rmpply
earth forparap<:t. .

=126

,,

j

!~;thamf1~n\1~J
portion of diteh
(4½') oecupietl
. ·. 126 x 4½=567 cubic feet, by each digger,
who is to excavate 20 cubic
fr·et per hour ;
therefore,
W=28,l11 homs, the time rec1uired.

CHAPTER YIU.
COMBINATIONS OF WORKS, BRIDGE IlEADS, ETC.
LINE-" OF lNTffF.NCH:\IENT, 1.m·fo11s kinds of.
Snmu: LINE uF "\\'oi:KH: disjlositionsfor, mulr,·
'ta,·yiug ctl'c1t111stam:cs. DollULE Ln-a; OF \YunK.-;, 1d1en used, lwu· a,··m11ycd. An\.ANl'Ell
"\\~01:K.-;, 1.dwi 11f'ccssary. Cor--nNuot:-.-; L1xg.-;, 111/U"n n:sodcd tu. Bi:rn<:E HK\D-", Double and

Sil1[1le. Positions .'Witablcfu,· each. Single Bridgr llf'ads, c:,.·am;;lcs qf, .l.frtlwd ofc11Tan[Jf'Co11ditiom, to be .f11lfillcd. .Aiode qf abandoniuy in Jn'C8c1tcc of an c11e111y.
OF 8THF.AM8 {n 'll'inding l'ivers: fon11<tlion qf fonl3, 4-c.

mc11t.

AcTio.s

330. When seYcral \l'orks are combine<l for the clefenco of an exten<lecl
position they are ca.lle1l "Linf,,'(," and, as regards their nature, are 1livillcd into two
groups, viz., Confinaou.-. Line,'-:, so named when they conR-ixt of a continuous line of
defern;i\'e works; and Lint',; with infr,·ca.l.'-.;, or Bmkni Liw·t::, ,-vhen they consist of
separate and tl.istinct works, whic:h usually mutually defentl one another, but not
necessarily so.
331. As reganls their ohject, they fo1111 an Infrt>utlu•d Cawp when they
enclose a space, usually resting on a fortref-ls, iu whic:h an army may receive
shelter nrnl remain on the defensive until reinforcetl or reorganized. "rhen they
are thrown up liy a hesiegin~ army to resist the sorties of the garrison they are
L'ln,·1> f/; Int1•.-.:hun1t (formerly Lin,,.-: (t Cunfral'allation); aml when they are
intended for the sole purpose of allowing a tlefonf-li,,e foree to give liattlc to an
enemy they hecome " Intrl'nche( l Positions."
332. In all these cases the fortification of the positiorn; taken up, whether in
a straight, couc::we, or convex line, is applietl in the x111ne woy, Tiz., in provitling
a c:hain of tactic:al pivot8, varying in their f.;trcngth arnl distance apart acconli11g
to the passive or active character of the defom:e, ,irnl to the nature of the
gronml.
333. Singl,, Liw, ff ll~orkt::.-The llistance of work::- from one another fur
effective fmpport hy fire is as follows :-}"'"'ig. :29!5, Platt:" X...~XII. : For rec:iprot'al
defence hy musketry, 350 to 500 yards (say a <1uarter of a mile) hetween the
capitals; with guns firing slll'apnel, 850 to 1,800 or 2,000 yarlls (} mile to 1 mile,
say) between the capitals.
For defence of the intervals only, those distant·e~ mny he tlouhle1l. Fol' the
advance of a (lcployetl battalion, regiment of ca,·all'y, 01· hattery of artillery, :300
with an officer on commencing a work. Some rrtlouhts derply rxravatt.'d with a Yit.·w to Sl're"-'n
the ,lef~uders, pitr~icularly Nos. 101 and 102 at Oeyrns, from ~\('gll'et_of this p1wantio!1 l.itrra)ly
filled mth watt·r, m September. 1810, a11d the lahour of fo11umg dram.~ to kt•ep then· rntunor
dry was little less than that of constructing the rl'tloubts."
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yards clC'nr s.pace is s:nfficicnt. :F or the advance of a. brigade, 800 yards at least
will he 11eces~ary.
On a straiyld line, }<ig. 295, Plate XXXII., the capitals of the works_ should
be perpemlicnlnr to the line ; the "·orks themselves hmcttes with blunt saltcnts.
The works are, as it were, the bastions of the lino; the spaces between the
works are the curtains, either open or closed.
On a conre;· Zin,•, Fig. 296, Plate L-X.XII., the cn.pitnls of the works would
naturally radiate from the centre. The works "luncttes" with the salients
slrnrper as the curve is greater; the faces sJ1ould be directed on to the inner end
of the flanks of the collateral works.
This arrangement is applicable to the defence of a central point within the
line (e.g., bridge heads).
On a concave line, Fig. 297, Plate XXXII., the capitals of the works would
naturally converge towards a central point in front.
The works would be lunettes, or, as shown in Fig. 297, the front of each work
would usually be a straight parapet.
334. In each of the three cases above referred to the faces must be arranged
so as to sweep the foreground by their fire, while the flanks should he directed so
as to sweep the intervals and cross their fire close in front of the neighbouring
works.
The gorges of the works, if they a.re enclosed, should be either straight, if
such be not inconvenient; or may be broken slightly outwards, as in Fig. 198,
Plate XXI., either with the object of gaining sufficient interior space, or of
enabling a gorge tambour (or other flanking work) to assist in the defence of the
intervals between the works.
Intermediate works, as a, Fig. 196, Plate XXI., are necessary when the
distance between the main works is unavoidably greater than the maximum
distances before mentioned, or when the ground between. them is not well
commanded by their fire.
They are usually retired behind the front line not more than a quarter (a half
is the extreme limit) of the distance between the works, to ensure good fire effect.
Their salients, therefore, are not smaller than 120°. Their form, that of" Fl&lws,"
or "Blunted R edans. n Their gorges would usually be open. Their profile may be
of a slight chru:acter.
They are good positions for Artillery.
335. Double Line of Works.-When the defence is to be a very obstinate
one, provision must be made in case of the penetration of the first line by a second
line of works, forming the rallying position, to be at least 600 yards behind the
first line.
The second line supports the first line with artillery, and necessitates a fresh
infantry attack on the part of the enemy. The character of the works may be
closed redoubts; intermediate works (if any) open or half closed.
The distance named gives am1jle room for the movements of brigades.
336. A~li.,,ar~ced TVorks are frequently necessary to observe ground unseen
from the mam lme, or which may be especially favourable to the effects of the
defenders' fire. Advanced works should be within effective rifle ran»e of the
main line, if possible under 600 yards; for support by artillery Oitly within
1,500 yards.
~he works (of two or more sides, according to their prominence), not being
reqmre(~ to make a serious resistance, may be usually "open," and nee<l not have
front chtches; shelter trenches are generally sufficient.
. If necessarily ,..b~yond effective rifle range, they must be '( haV closed," as /,
Fig. 196, Plate XXI., and the work or works then partake of the character of a
first line.
The fire of the (( supporting point" may, if necessary be increased by placinoflilches on the sides (e, Fig. 196, Plate XXI.). These a;·e flanked by the work~
and must themselves be protected by obstacles from flank attack.
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337. Continuous Lines.-,vhen the nature of the ITrotmcl or the condition of

the defend ors, renders it undesirable to make counter-att~cks, the front of a position.
may be wholly covered by defensive works of strong profile.
In ::;_uch a. case, ~etachetl works arc designed as before, as thesnpporting points
of the !me, and the mtervals between them closed by lines of parapet or by obstacles·
or by both (Figs. 298-300, Plate XXXII.).
The distance of the supporting points asunder, not being intended for movements of troops, may be reduced for the sake of powerful support by fire.
The connecting lines should be as simple as possible in trace, mostly straight;
and of as strong a profile as time antl means will allow ; but if the intervals to be
closed are necessarily great, the connecting lines may be traced so as to supplement
the flanking defence of the supporting points.
In :Fig. 298 the interval is closed by a couple of bastioned fronts joined
together.
In Fig. 299 (a) a central redan gives the additional flanking fire.
In Fig. 299 (b) the connecting line is an indented line: this form is suited for·
a retiring line, as it preserves the directness of the fire ; the flanks must be protected
from enfilade by heightening the parapet at each shoulder.
Fig. 300 shows the intervals closed with obstacles only.
Narrow openings for ordinary communications must be left in the connecting~
lines.
338. BRIDGE HEADS, as an example of the combination of wodcs.-A b.-idge·
heacl is a work or series of works constructed for the purpose of protecting the·
communication across a river by means of one or more bridges.
When works are required for the defence of both ends of the bridges, or, in
other words, when the attack may come from either side of the river, the arrange-ment of works is termed a Double Bridge Head. Such an arrangement becomes.
necessary when a force operating on both sides of a river may require to concentrate
on either side for purposes of attack; or may be driven by an assailant from either
side to the other.
When works are requirecl to protect only one end (the head) of the bridges,
they form a Single Bridge Heacl: this is the case when a force operating on one
side of a river seeks to protect its retreat to the other.
Fortresses which occupy both sides of a river fonn Double Bridge Heads of a
permanent nature, and give to the army possessing them the great advantage of
being able to operate on either bank of the river, er on both banks at the same time.
339. A Double Bridge Head should be placed (if a choice of position exists)
either at a straight part of a river, or else at the confluence of two streams. In
the former position the ground is equally defensible from either bank, while in the
latter the ground to be protected is divided into three zones, on either side of
which, if attacked, the defenders can concentrate their principal forces, merely
guarding the remainder.
340. The best position, as regard, facility of defence of the actual point of
passage, for a Single Bridge Head, is a re-entering bend-i.t'., one concaYe toward's
the enemy, because in that position the near bank (which is usually higher than
the further one), being salient on each side of the bridge hea<l, envelopes it to a
considerable extent, so that batteries and other works on that bank can flank the
bridge head with great effect, provided the river be not very broad. ~he br~dg_e is
also well screened from view, and the ground in front being comparat1v~ly hunted
in extent, can be submitteU thoroughly to the fire of the various defensive wol!ks.
It will also be found in a re-enterinc, bend that the defensive works can be traaeU
with great security from enfilade fire. All these advantages arise from the reentering position, which is naturally strong, even without defensive works, ancl is,
therefore peculiarly suited for forcing the passagf' of a river.
.
A briUge is a nanow defile, and to pass it in presence of an enemy, one _important consideration is to check the hostile force sufficiently far off to o.fford tune·
for the passage of the troops.
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The two Yillages woulcl then bo ahanclonetl; the defenders of tlrnt on the left
wonkl retrea.t hy the bridge A, and l;low it up, if not already done. Otherwise
they woul,l retreat by the other bridges.
The ,lefenclers of the i11termcdiate works on the central hill would next fall
back and cross the bridges.
Lastly, the tlefentlers of the works covering the heacls of the two briLlnes would
he withdrawn, completing the abandonment of the further ~ide of th; river in
which case the two bridges woulcl most prohably be destroyed, so as to deny tl~eir
use to the enemy.
345. Action of ~treams in tcimlin!J riff>rs; .tUrmation of fords, (j-c.
""hile re-entering bends of rivers form the best clefonsiYe position for a bridge,
for the reasons above stated, the action of the water in a winding river frequently
unfits such positio11s for the estahlislunent of a military bridge.
A current rurming in the direction of the anow in Fig. 301 will continue in
its straight com·se until it impinges on the curved bank at C, ,d1ich will cause it
to deflect to the right: it will then take an oblique direction across the river (as
shown by the Llotte<l line), aml at the next curve of the river it will impinge on the
bank at F', aml he again deflected obliquely across to the other bank. This
change of Llirection from side to side ,rill continue as long as the course of the
stream is winding. This is shown in Fig. 301, where the clotted line represents
the general direction of the current: thus the stream is always running in the
winding parts of a river obliquely to itR banks; and this oblique direction causes
the stream to take effect on the sides of the boats, or other floa.ting bodies forming
the piers of a military briLlge, instead of on their bows. VVhen the current is very
rapid, from floods or other causes, this oblique action of the stream may exert
such a strain on the piers as to carry away the bridge.
Another reason why the curved parts of rivers may be bad positions for establishing bridges is, that at those parts the depth of water, and also the nature of the
bottom, are very variable.
In Fig. 301 the stream mbs against the banke at the concave parts C and F' ;
and as a result, the velocity of the stream at those parts is increased, the banks are
being continually worn away, and the soil carried down stream to form shoals elsewhere. The banks of the stream at C and ];" will be therefore very steep, and the
depth of wator at the same points will be vrobably the greatest. On the other
hand, the converse effect happens at D and E', for there the velocity of the stream
is very slight, perhaps n-il; sometimes, as in a very sudden bend, there may be
even a backwater at D and E' : this slackening of the current at these points leads
to the deposit there of the matter brought down by the stream, and shoals are thus
formed, while the opposite banks are being worn away.
VVith reference to the formation of shoals at those parts where a rapid current
is slackened from any cause, the following table gives the greatest velocity which
each of the various substances named can resist, without being moved:Velocity of water at the bottom necessary
to produce movement.

For fine sand
,, coarse angular round do.
cr"
j fine, siz~ of a grain of aniseed.
. ..
,, i:,I,tvel ·( mean, s1~e of a. pea . . .
coarse, size of a bean.
. ..
,, pebbles, an inch in diameter .
,, angular stones, size of nn egg

6 inches per second.
8
4
7
12
ordinarily swift.
24
rapid.
36 ,,
very rapid.
5'to8'

This unequal action of the current is illustrated by the sections at CD nnd
E F, Fig. 301, which show deep water with steep banks at one side (C and F),
and shallow water with shelving banks at the opposite side (D anc.l E).
A sudden fall of the stream at such a position might be very injurious to a
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floating bridge, for one part might be left agrou~1cl, while the other, dropping with
the fall of the water, would be torn away from 1t.
"When a briclae is established across a river, special precautions must be taken
to prevent its being injured by _floating bod~cs carried down by the cnrre_nt.
Boats st>ttioned on the up stream side of the bndge should watch for such bodies,
and should either tow thom on shore before reaching the bridge, or, in the event
of their beinN miable to effect this, should guide them to any opening that may he
made in the bridge to allow them to pass tlu-ough.-Art. 542. Cuts in bridges.
346. From the foregoing observations it will he apparent that in a winding
river fords may frequently be found numing obliquely across it from one convex
part to anothe:r, * as shown in Fig. 301 by the line + + + + ; but, in general,
fords are to be looked for at enlargements of a river, where its course is
straight.
A ford to he passable should not be more than 4 feet deep for cavalry, 3 feet
for infantry, and 2' 4 for artillery.
In rivers, the bottom of which is moving sand or fine gravel, the fords are
dangerous and deceitful; because, if large bodies of troops have to pass and the
,current is strong, the sand stil're<l. up by the operation will be carried away, and
the ford will probably become impassable for the rear of the line of march.
The best precaution for passing a ford is to drive two rows of pickets at small
distances apart, to show between them the line of the ford ; strong ropes should he
passed along ea.eh row, taking a turn round each picket.
A good method of reconnoitring a ford is to descend the river in a boat with a
·sounding line hung over the stern, adjusted to the requisite ordinary depth of 3
feet. Conducting the boat in the direction in which, from the principles already
laid down, fords are most likely to he found, the sounding line will indicate when
it touches the bottom; ancl the cl.irection of the ford, its width, the nature of
.bottom, &c., can be ascerta-ined and laid down.
11

CHAPTER IX.
DEFENCE A.ND ATTA.CK OF POSTS, ETC.

conditions to be fiilfilled; garrisO'IUJ requisite; operations to be perfonned;
tcimbours, 11uu;Mco1tUs galleries, loopholes, obstacles, g"c. DEFENCE OF A VILLAGE: variety
of conditions; wlwn imdcrtakcn; operations to be perfonncd; Garrison reqm'site, its distribution; Barric~es. DEl'E~CE_ OF Woons : principles to be followed; operations to be J)Crformed; GarrtsO'li, lww distnbutecl. ATTACK ON A HousE : variety of cases by day or by
night, with or w-ithoiit artillery. Defending a house against assanlt. AT'rlcK ON FIELD
\VoRKS, STOl~MING : the fO'Ur periods of operation described; 11wthod of passing obstnu;ti<nu;;
1it0de of holding captnrcd works.
BY SURPRISE described.
BY CANNONADE. DEFENCE
OF FIELD WORKS AGAINST SURPRISE: steps necessary. AGAfNl;'l' STORMfNG: four periods
of tlw defence. HAsry DEMOLITIONS with g1in-cotton and gnnpowder: of walls, JwU,ses,
r1ates, bridges of wood, iron, or masonry. RAILWAYS and TEJ,EGRAPHS, how to disable and
destroy .
.ADDENDA: Exam,ples of fortified posts in wnr of 18iO-I.
DATA for Estimates of varieties of
works in defence of Posts, g"c.
.
DEFENCE OF A HousE :

347. DErENCR OF HousEs.-Buildings may he used for defence under many
,different circumstances, either singly or in combination with others.
Some of the principal cases in which it may he desirable so to use them are the
iollowing :. 1. As tacUcal points_ in the battle field, either as advancecl posts, as supporting
pomts 1n the line or on its flank, or as rallying points to cover a retreat.
. • In Sir H?war<! Douglas' "Ji~ilitary Bridges," p. 21: "The author has frequently found
nver~ fordable m_ this ~1anner, wluch could not be crossed perpendicularly at any point. The
Spamsh :i,1:my, with wh1~h the author serve~, f?rded the Esla in the campaign of 1812, without
Joss or <hfliculty, by takmg advantage of t]us circumstance ; and in the same manner he forded
the Duero near Lamora, and several other formidable rivers."
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2. As rcLluits ton. more extensive locality, remlered defensible, such as a village
or a woo<l.

3. As i~olated posts on the lines of communication of an army.

348. Houses are suitable for defence if solidly built, large enough to hold at
least half a company, well situated for the object in view, ru1J. where from them

,can he ~een all the ground in the vicinity within musk~try range.
If liable to attack by field artillery, they are defensible when unusually massive
and built of brick or soft stone (in preference to hard stone which splinters), and
with low or flat roofs, or when the features of the ground, or woods, or houses
~creen them from the fire of the enemy's artillery, unless the guns be brought
within range of the rifles of the defenders. Hence it will he observed that
bu.ilclingtJ an: bt,ffe,· suited for defence when in hollow1:J than u;hen on hir;h [!1'0und,
because they are sheltered from ,listant artillery fire ; the height of the walls
defilades the defenders from the fire of infantry on the adjoining hills, while the
fire of the defenders is fully effective on the enemy's infaJ1try attempting to pass
the counter-sloping glacis to storm the building, or on his artillery when brought

up close to breach the walls.
Houses which have parts flanking one another, or which have porches and bay
windows, are good for defence.
A substantial house can be quickly converted into a defensible post, giving
.absolute security from cavalry, antl very great advantage in a contest with infantry;

but tmless the walls be very massive, they can readily be breached by field
artillery, and the bursting of shells inside the building, combined with the fires
probably kindle,! by them, will make the prolonged defence of an ordinary
building, subjected to a combined attack of infantry and artillery, almost hopeless.
No banking up of earth against the lower parts of the walls will have any effect
in preventing shells from penetrating the upper portions and setting fire to the
building.
349. The Gardson of a House may be estimated at two men to each opening
to be defended (door, window, or loophole), at least on the ground floor, to one
man to each loophole on other floors, with a reserve of ¼A strong building may be defended by even a smaller garrison than this, but
the actual garrison will depend in some measure on the importance of the post; and
it should al ways, if possible, be a tactical unit.
350. To fortify a building, the following are the successive steps which
should generally be taken. (See Plate X.,XXIV.)
1st. For a very hasty defence: Time 1 to 3 hours.*
(a) Remove the inhabitants, and all easily combw,tible materials, and l"·ovide
water.
(b) Barricade thP doors a1ul accessible 1l'indows so as to resist ingress and

musketry fire.

Inaccessible windows should at least be masked, so as to hide the

defenders, and the glass broken out; one door with a movable barricade, or a.

wintlow with a ladder, should be reserved for escape.
(c) Make loopholes. These should be left open in barricades.

They may be

made with the axe in doors and window shutters; with the pickaxe or crowbar in

thin walls ; or by removing tiles at the eaves of the roof.
(cl) Clear a,cay cova in the vicinity as far as time and means allow. In
doing this, obstacles should be created when possible.
351. 2nd. For the careful preparation of a builcling for defence. Time, 24
to 48 hours.
(a) Make et. nmylt :s1taey of the building and its vicinity, and determine on
the plan of defence, particularly what outbuildings or parts of the main building

are to be destroyed; what is to be the extent of the defensible enceinte ; what
• \\'here time and means are at a minimum as in the case of buildings stormed during a.
battle, and to be hdll as tactical points to secu11·e the ground won, it may only be possible to
make loopholes aw.l to hani.caJ.c the J.oors. Loopholes even may be Leyoml the means of the
troops ; existing openings, doors and "i.ndows, must then be usc<l.
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buildings or trees in the vicinity should he left standing as screens from distant
artillery fire.
. .
.
.
(b) Ofral' an 01.wn jfrld .fo1· .tire around the brnlclrng, removmg and burnmg
easily inflalllluaUle material:s, colleding_those st~itablc .f?r ba.rri?atles and obstacles,
and improving existing fences, &c.~ w}nch are 111 pos1t10ns smtable for obst~des.
Any hollow ways may be fillet.! with foll_etl trees, bmshwood, or other available
materials whid1 will prevent them from givmg cover to the enemy ; and houses
which cannot he destroyed may be burnt to prevent the enemy from firing from
the upper wll1Llows.
(c) Pl'f'}Jal't! a dr/ntsible fUCt infP as decidcU on, by barricading windows and
<loors (except one door ~·e~erved for use, and which must be specially dealt with),
makinrr loopholes, prov1dmg flank tlefence and obstacles.
In;ide the building, improve communic:;ttions, make banquettes where necessary, place in each room a l,yge vessel full of water, and a small ~ressel for drawing
it : nlso a heap of earth to throw over any parts of the rooms wlneh may be set on
fire during action.
Store provisions and ammunition.
Set apart a place for a hospital, and prepare latrines.
If the house is liable to be attacked by artillery, it may be of some use to shore
up the floors, and to spread 3 inches of earth on the boards.
If the house be very large and strong, and if it is to be held to the last,
arrange for step-by-step defence, by loopholing partition walls and upper floors,
and providing morable barricades to cover the retreat from one part of the building to another. It may occasionally even be advisable in such a case to remove
the stairs and to substitute laclders ; but ordinarily the defence would lose more by
such an arrangement than it could hope to gain by the additional obstacle.
If the upper floor be used as a recluit, the garrison of the ground floor must
not be allowed to retreat upstairs after the enemy has penetrated below.
(d) In cases where a distant artillery attack is to be feared, provide shelter
trenches for the garrison outside the building, usually on its flanks.
:Existing
fences or folds of the ground may answer the purpose. An outer line of defence
should never be prepared from which the garrison is to retreat into the house.
Should an outer line be desirable, as often will be the case, its defenders, if overpowered, should retreat past the house, exposing the pursuers to its fire.
1

DETAILS OF DEFENCES.

352. Ba1·1·icadinr; doors and windows. Of the many ways in whieh doors may
be ban-icaded, the following are some of the best : (1.) Fill boxes, cupboards, barrels, &c., with earth, or better with bricks or
stones, and place them against the door inside.
(2.) Built.! a wall of brieks, or place flagstones or hearthstones against the door
inside; inside this, and to support it, place one of the inner doors of the house ·
taken ~ff its hinges, and either strut it, or, if there be a passage leading to the door,
secure 1t by a strong bar passed through holes in the walls of the passage.
(3.) If a railway be near, pil• sleepers laid horizontally one upon another on the
doorsill so as to make a wall of timber outside the door, in contact with the wall
(for ordinary doorways sleepers may be sawn into two lengths). Keep the sleepers
~n place by two or three rails plaeed vertically outside them, and sunk 3 or 4 feet
m the ground ~nd firmly rammed. Horizontal loopholes may be left between the
sleepers, by nailmg bloeks of wood on one of them at the proper level.
The rails
may be held in !)OSition and the whole structure 1nade secure by tying them firmly
with telegraph wn·e to correspondmg vertical posts inside.
(4.) Timbers may be laid horizontally upon one another ac,ainst the wall insirle
the doorway, and spiked to vertical ribands whieh are held
the foot by bloeks
nailed to the floor, and at the top by struts.
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Many other methods will suggest themselves, which may be found more suitable under special circumstances.

Windows may be ban-icaded by similar means. If there are shutters they should
be made use of. Generally it will be found convenient to barricade in,ide if the
shutters are inside, and outside if the shutters are outside.
The door reserved for use should be in a re-entering angle of the house, if

possible. Often a door may be selected which is so situated that it cannot be fired
into from the outside; if otherwise, a cupboard or wardrobe, or a couple of chests
placed one on the other, filled with earth or bricks, may be used to secure the door
from being fired through or burst in. Sometimes the door may be made bulletproof by nailing timber or iron on it, and be secured by strong struts or bars; but
as 5 or 6 inches of hard wood, and three times as much of soft fir, or ½-inch
iron are necessary to keep out bullets, it evidently is not an easy matter to provide
them for the object in view.
If a door be so strengthened, the extra thickness should be nailed on the side
towards which it t1h1.tts, or it will prevent it from opening propedy.
The entrance should have double defences, if possible, either by a tambour
outside, or by an inner door in the hall, flanked by loopholes in the side walls
and in the floor above.
The windows on the upper floor generally require only to be made bulletproof, and to a height sufficient to cover men's heads. Bedding used to be
recommended for this purpose, but it is not proof against modern rifles. It
will be better to use bricks obtained from openings in partition walls (.often
required to improve the communications), or hearthstones, kept in place by the
shutters ancl planks, or articles of furniture. If timber be used it may be placed
vertically, nailed to horizontal ribands strutted back to the floor.
353. Loopholes on the lower floor should be horizontal, when they can be so
arranged, and vertical on the upper floor, so as to allow as much lateral range as
possible to the grazing fire from the lower floor, and as much depression as
possible to the fire from the upper floor. The arrangements suggested for barricading are suited to this formation of loopholes in the cloors and windows. The
number and situations of the loopholes will depend on tactical considerations as
before mentioned. Generally it will be advisable to make more loopholes than
can be used by the garrison at one time, so as to allow of increasing the fire in
any direction according to Circumstances.
The minimum distance apart of loopholes clepends on the thickness of the
walls and their strength-4 feet is the ordinary interval, to be increased to 6 feet
in the case of thick walls loosely built ; it may be reduced to a pace in good
9-inch brick walls, if desirable. Very thick walls, such as those of churches,
cannot be loopholed ; the lire must be delivered from lhe windows and doors, and
possibly from the roof.
On the grouncl floor the loopholes for direct fire should not be less than 6 feet
above the ground outside, but loopholes for flanking fire may often be advantageously made near the ground, so as to avoid dead angles. The floor must be
broken away inside so as to allow of men using these low loopholes. Loopholes
at the angles of a building are specially necessary when the angles are not
flanked. Several tiers of fire may be arranged in such a case at the angles, care
being taken not to weaken the building so as to endanger 1ts stability. B~nquettes, where necessary on the grotmd floor, ca,n generally be IT.lade. with
furniture and planks, but they should be fu-m and steady. A commandmg hne of
lire for men in close order may often be obtained, with very little labour, by
removing tiles or slates from just above the eaves of the roof, !:O that the men tire
over the top of the wall.
Ventilation ancl Light must be secureU by leaving openings at the tops of the
windows when barricading them; by smoke.escape holes through the w~, un~er
the ceilings in top stories ; or in buildings with only one floor, by removmg tiles
or slates, and by breaking the ceiling away, if there be one.
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354. Flank

D~fn1ce and Ob,taclc,.-A good obstaelc is generally to b

prefencd to fhmk defence, if the choice lies hetweei1 them; but the combinatio
of both is always desirable. To create flank defence where the form of the buih
ing gives none naturally, machicoulis galleries or tambou!d may be used. Th
tambours may be either open stockades or sunken c.:1,pomers, roofed over.
These sunken caponiers (see .Fig. 310) have the great arlvantage of bein
almost safe from artillery fire; they are, however, inapplicable when the groun
is uneven. An open stockade is always a weak point in the defences, bein
peculiarly liable to assault; but it can be constructed with less skilled labour tha
a machicoulis. A machicoulis gallery has the advantage of delivering its fo
irom loopholes so placed that they cannot be fired into by an enemy at a distance
355. Jlfachicoulis (lalleries, Fig. 307a, are easily prepared, when the hom
has balconies, by making the parapet musket-proof by hearthstone•, bags full c
earth, &c. If there be no balconies an upp1
window must be used, the wall below it bcin
broken down to the level of the floor. T"
beams or strong poles are laid on the floo
and the ends pushed out 3 or 4 feet th.roug
the opening, the inner ends firmly lashed c
spiked to the floor joints. On these suppor·
planks may be laid and a parapet built.
four-legged table, laid on its side, will form
good support for a parapet of hearthstones an
bags of earth; one or two men can fire doWl
wards, sitting or kneeling on the floor, an
protected by the parapet.
356. A stockade tambo11r, Fig. 308, ma
FIG. 307A.
be from 6 to 9 feet broad inside, and lor
enough for three or four men firing each way. The earth taken out of the trenc
in which the timbers are planted should
be thrown inside to make banquettes,
and if possible the work should be
roofed over.
To flank great lengths of wall, tarnhours should be made long enough for
four, five, or six men firing each way.
Existing openings should be used, if
possible, to communicate with tarnbours
or machicoulis. Occasionally, however,
it may be well to constmct a tarn.
bour at the corner of a building, as in Fm. 308.-Tambour at Middle of a Wa.II, Till
Fig. 309, where an opening must be made to communicate with it. The hea
of the tambour should be flat or nearly so, as in Fig. 308; the obstacle may l:
traced so as to be flanked from tli
building.
Tambour at
357. For a sunken caponier tan
an Angle
d,
bour applied to a house it is almoi
essential that there should be a
underground storey, otherwise tb
access to it will be difficult. Th:
would not be requisite, if it be applie
\
to an enclosure wall. The excavatio1
----~-:,_
as in Fig. 310, may be 3½ feet dee1
•------- \
6 feet wide, ancl from 6 to 9 feet loni
One or two logs laid on the groun
on
each side of the excavation on
:
which the men fire, raise their parapt
• l

\
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to 4 feet 6 inches. Th~·ee or four ~ransverse l~gs are now laiJ on these, slightly
notched, and secured with dogs, spikes, or lashings, an<l anain three transverse to
the last, all secured in a similar manner. Ou the last "set of timbers are laid

i'
Fw. 310.-Sunken Ta.mbour, Sc.

rh-

plunks or beams, and the whole is covered with the earth from the excavation,
tbe end farthest from the wall being banked up with earth. There are thus long
horizontal loopholes left between the transverse logs a foot above the ground. The
access is by an opening in the wall of the basement.
358. Obstacles are always advantageous, but they are specially valuable at
ni,ghf. The best obstacle, if it can be procured, is a good abatis. In default of
materials for this, palisades, wire entanglements, pickets, or any other means at
hand, such as fences, pieces of water, shrubberies, &c., should be used and
impl'Oved. It is generally recommended that small ditches should be dug outside
doors an<l windows; this, however, is labour thrown away, the obstacle being
insignificant; nor is such a small ditch formed all round the building (the
excavated earth being banked up against the wall) of any value, either as an
obstacle, or for protection against artillery fire or against breaching by gunpowder

or other explosives.
In prepa1mg obstacles, the approach through them to the door reserved for
use should be made as circuitous as possible and under a cross fire.
The line of obstacles should be continuous, at least opposite the weaker parts
of tbe building, and should be connected with the walls at the ends, and also at
intermediate points, if possible, in order that it may not be turned, or that an
enemy having penetrated at any point may not extend close to the wall, under the
defenders' line of fire.
DEFENCE OF VILLAGES.

359. The use of villages as supporting points or pivots in a defensive line
bas already been referred to in Art. 218.
As this kine! of defence is wasteful of men, it must always be decided
whether villages would require more men to hold them than their tactical position
may be worth. On this point it may be observed that it frequently happens that
a village is important only because roa<ls pass through it; and if on examination
it should appear that a better position for defence exists outside the village, it will
evidently be best to fortify that position in preference to the village.
Such cases frequently occur in highly cultivated and enclosed countries like
England. Hedges, banks, arn1 fences have much greater capabilities of <lefcnco
than the weakly constructed and scattered buildings of which so many English
villages consist.
360. Their principal recommendations are :1. That they can be made defensible in the shortest time, and admit
generally of protracted and obstinate defence.

llG
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2. They conceal the nmnbcrs n.nLl c.lispositions of the garrisons a~d of the
troops in rear of them ; and often cover the reserves from fire.
3. They afford shelter to their garrisons beforehand.
361. Their disath·antagcs are :. -..
..
}. The scattering of their garrison~, m1<l con_scquent J1fficulty of s~tperv1s10n.
2. Liability of the defenders to loss by splmters, &c., umler orttllery fire.
3. Liability to he set on fire by shells.
362. The object of holcli.ng a village may he-'
(a) As a pivot in the main line;
(b) As advanced post or outpost; or,
(c) As a reserve post.
For any of these purposes, the same general rules are applied to them as to
earthworks 1.mder similar circmnstances, Yiz.: If in the main line (a), they shoukl
be strongly fortified on the front and flank_s, m_ul capable also of resis~ing the
attack of infantry at the gorge, so as to give tune for the resen·es outside them
to act. If in advance of the main line (h), their distance from its supporting fire
will determine whether it is to be obstinately defended or not, and therefore how
much of the circumference must be fortified. If in rear of the main line (c), an
obstinate defence is sure to be required all round.
363. The suitability of villages for defence depends uponI. Th e form and nature of the snrronndiny grou,nd, which should be such as
not to include commanding positions within close range; to afford a clear field of
tire with a small amount of labour; and, if necessary, to permit of the unimpeded
advance, in the desired direction, of the troops outside the village.
2. The shapr qf the village and nature ql the ho1ws, g·c.
The suitability of form to the tactical position affects considerably the time
required for preparation as well as the obstinacy of the defence when prepared.
Straggling ha111lets l!Jing end-on to the enemy (Fig. 31 I, Plate XXXV.) can be made
very strong against flank attacks, but a.re easily raked by fire and require much
artificial addition in the form of shelter trenches, &c., thrown out in the flanks so
a.s to increase their frontal fire; their length also may be so great as to weaken the
support they may derive from positions in rear of them, in which case it may be
necessary to abandon and destroy, as far as possible, the more advanced portion
of the place, and to retire the main line of clefence towards the centre.
Similarly, villages /,roadside-on to the enemy (Fig. 312, Plate XXXY.) are
~trong in front and safer from the effects of fire, but require more attention on the
flanks and ca.n be less easily retrenched, whereas those of a circular form are
suitable for all positions (Fig. 3 I 3, Plate XXXVI. ).
The nature of the materials
of which a village is built must be considered as to whether it is likely to be set
on fire by the enemy's shells.
364. A1·1·ange111cnfs fol' the D,fc,1ce.-The difficulty of expelling an enemy
who has once got into a village ma.kes it especially necessarylst. To hohl the boundary obstinately by a well-extended shooting line,
with its supports and small reserves ready to reinforce or to expel
the enemy.
2nd. To organize a second line in case of the failure of the first, anil
perhaps a keep.
3rd. To have easy and well~arranged communications to ensure prompt
action of the supports and reserves, and orderly retreat to the
interior lines of defence .
. ;365. The infantry garrison may be reckoned at IU"o men (one man being the
mmunum) per yard of the circumference to be defended; this allows for reserves.
Field or machine guns, and engineers, in addition as required· the nuns
d~pending on the facilities for making use of their lo~g range, and f~r their0 safe
withdrawal when capture becomes imminent · the strem:rth of the ennineers
depending npon the amount of skilled labour ;nd demolition by explosiv~s that
may be required,
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The troops should all be told off by companies and half-battnlions or
battalions, to fortify and defend different parts of the village.
The bull.:: of the garrison (say two-thirds or three-fourths) shoukl furnish the
shooting line with its supports, occupying the circumference to be defended.
366. The foregrouncl should be, as usual, cleared, and obstacles plentifully
used at weak points. The roads should be blockecl within effective range, ancl
banicaded at their entrance to the village ; houses flanking the barricades on
either side being prepared for defence.

367. Ba,·ricad,,• in Sll'eet, (Figs. 315-16).-Streets are barricaded by forming
across them an obstacle, which should also serve as a parapet.
At first a rough obstacle may be formed by a line of carts with their wheels
ta.ken off, furniture, casks, and any available objects at hand.

Trees, if growing

alongside a road, should be felled and usecl as abatis.
As time permits, a parapet of suitable available materials shoulcl be constructed.
Casks fillecl with earth fom1 a good parapet. If artillery fire is feared, a ditch
should be dug in front, and the earth used as a parapet, to which the casks would
form a revetment; chairs, &c., should be used as a banquette. Head cover sho1dd
be provided for the defenders.
The barricade should be flanked, both in front and rear, from loopholes in the
adjacent houses or walls ; communication being made from house to house on each
side of the street, to allow of fu·e being kept on an advancing column, and to

enable the flanking parties to
retreat. The loopholes should be
arranged so as not to fire into
each other, and the defenders, on
being
posted,
shouldofbe
cautioned
as to the
direction
their
fire.
Passages, to allow of the
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advance or retreat of outposts,
are generally required through
harricades. This can be arranged

•

by making the barricade (as in
Fig. 315) in two parts, overlapping each

other,
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between them (which is easily closed by a movable obstacle, such as chevm,xde-frise) servina for the passage of troops; or (as in Fig. 316) by building
0

the barricade in one length, at
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a spot where some parts of the
houses are conveniently retire<l.

from the general line of buildings, so as to afford a communi-
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Any obstacles used in advance of the barricade should
also be formed so as to leave
openings
through.

for

368. The

troops

to

pass

shooting

line

should, as a rule, obtain their
cover clear of the houses, so ns

to reduce the losses from splinters
off the buildings stn1ck hy shell;
it is considered that a distance of about 40 yal'Cls (minimum) will ensure this.
Existing walls, hedges, &c., will be utilized as described in Chapter I., Ai·t.153, '.~c.
FIG. 316.

The usual irrecmlarity of form of such enclosures frequently favours a good flankmg
defence, which should always be looked to as a safeguard against the euemy'ii
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attempts to break thro_ugh the !irst lino; but the essential rcquisit~ is a powerful
frnutal fir(' on tho prmc1pal hnc of attack. Shelter trenches, with ob~tacles m
front, if possihlc, supply tho place of walls, &c., when such do not exist, or do
not happen to be favourably situated. If the front be an extended one, much
flanking power m_ay be obtam.ed by s~all earthen redans, lunettes, or sw1k~n
caponicrs, placed 1n front of the first hnc, and generally so as to close a main
thoroughfare. Those works are also of great service in the event of an intended
sortie from tho village.
369. During the artillery fire preceding the attack, and while the attacking
infantry is yet out of effectiv~ range of small arms, it will be desirable to keep the
shootinn hue well covered; m trenches they will be very fa1rly so, but behmd
walls it will be often necessary to provide either field casemates or deep shelter
trenches. A few sentries left on the front line will watch the attack.
370. It is not advisable, though it may be necessary, to place guns in the
shooting line, on account of liability to capture, and frequent diffiC'Ulty of retreat
from a much exposed position. They should rather be on the flanks, somewhat
retired, giving a cross fire on the field of attack, and commanding the roads
(J<'i". 311, Plate XXXY.), or on high ground in the rear.
0
371, A portion of the troops of the shooting line must be, as usual, told off
as supports, their Uuty being to make good losses, and to help in driving out the
enemy in case of partial penetration of the first line. Their numbers need hardly
ever exceed half the shooting line ; they must be covered from fire, either in the
field casematcs or deep trenches (before mentioned), or behind buildings close at
hand when this cannot be done with safety.*
372. To make additional proYision against the .partial penetration of the first
line by small bodies of the enemy, short lengths of wall, hedges, &c., which may
run perpendicularly to the shooting line and in rear of it, may be prepared for
defence, in order to prevent the assailants, who may have forced their way in, from
spreading along the line. This arrangement also favours the division of the place
into defensive sections.
In case of the failure of the first line, there may be a second (and even a third)
line of defence, maruied at its principal salients by troops from the reseryo; behind
this line the beaten troops retire by well.defined routes, forming again, either to
aid in its defence, or as a reserve.
373. The cover for this line or lines will usually consist of an irregnlar line
of loopholed walls and houses, made as impenetrable as possible; where roads cross
the line they should be barricaded. Here the fighting will be almost hand oo
hand, and a close flanking fire is especially valuable. Houses, &c., close in front
of this line should be demolished, or their use denied to the enemy by cutting
away the floors, cleaTing the window openings down to the ground, &c., to prevent
the enemy from closing iu order to make breaches by means of explosives or otherwise. The same precautions as to small bodies for charging the enemy in case of
penetration, may be taken as with the first line ; and a few of the houses, at
favour~ble flanking situations, may be loopholed and barricaded all round, to act
as section keeps.
374. Whi~• a village i,; intlJllded to be held to the last, though surrounded by
the enemy, a substantial building or group of buildings and enclosures may be
prepared for defence as a keep to the whole. Here a few resolute men must hold
out till assis~ancc arrives. _It is evidently useless to prepare a keep if such
desperate resistance be not mtended. The real object of the keep is to facilitate
recapture by having one fo?t, as it were, in the place; and as its garrison cannot
be large, and ~nust_ be (unhke _the retrenchments) kept separate from the rest, it
could not obtam this result unaided.
375. BuiJdings with thick walls, anU having a good form for flank defence,
* Troops 1'n an ordiua~y house are uot safe under artillery fire, U11less in cellars. Beltind the

~1~~~8;

!,!:~r would uot sutle1· much, as the shellk would usually be exploded in peuetJ:a.tiug the
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are the best. They •hould be well out of view of the enemy, and, if possible,
shel~ered by ne1ghhourmg houses, &c., from distant artillery fire. Close artillery
fire 1s hardly to be feared, as the constant fire of rifles from the loopholes of the
keep would make the service of the guns almost impossible. Churches and large
stone houses generally answer well as keeps.
376. The communications are of the utmost importance ; they should provide
the means of movmg easily all along the front of the various defensive sections
and also in a radial direction for the rapid advance of supports and reserves:
Finger-po~ts must be !"reely used to direct, and, if necessary, orderlies muot be
posted at nnportant pomts for the same purpose. No communication should pass
through the keep.
377. A few of the garrison should be told off to take the best measures for
extinguishing all fires, having water ready at hand.
If possible, not less than a company (or at the very least a half-company or
section) should be told off to any defensive section. The keep would require from
one company to half a battalion.
378. Machine gnns would be very usefully placed behind barricades, to
sweep long, broad streets. Care must be taken that they are not exposed to the
enemy's artillery during the early part of the fight.
Some of the houses should be used as guard-houses to furnish the ordinary
guards.
A bomb-proof building in a sheltered situation should be fitted up, or purposely
constructed for the acco11unodation of the sick and wounded.
379. The arrangements for the defence, in order of relative importance,
are:1. Clearing the field of fire.
2. Covering the shooting lines, supports, and guns.
3. Placing obstacles.
(Part of 3 would generally go hand-in-hand with 1).
4. Making communications.
5. Constructing retrenchments and keeps.
The salients of the first line of defence are its most important parts; next the
flanking and re-entering portions. After this the closing of all gaps by obstacles,
as well as making obstacles in the foregrountl.
1Vith an nclequate garrison, a period of about 12 to 18 hours would generally
suffice to fortify a village strongly.
380. The figures in Plates XX.."'CV. and XXXVI. illustrate the foregoing
remarks.
Fig. 314, Plate XXXVI., shows the distribution of troops for the defence.
This village was the scene of a combat in the war of 1870-71, when it was held
by the Germans against a sortie of the French from Paris. The defenders were
posted much as here shown, but sufficient care had not been taken in occupying
the farm at b, and blocking the hollow roads near it ; a wall at a had also been
left standing. Owing to this, the French managed to take the farm, and, though
they pushed their attack no further, its recapture cost many lives, and was mainly
brought about by the failure of the sortie in every direction.
381. DejlJflce of ,eoods, Plate XXXVII.-The fortification of woods is similar
in principle and general arrangement to that of villages. Woods are very e~ective
in screening the defenders from view, and give more or less cover, according to
the size and closeness of the trees ; this very closeness, however, is a hindrance to
the united action of the defenders, and makes it extremely difficult to expel an
enemy who has once gained a footing in the wood. 'Moreover, the construction of
lines of retrenchment for further resistance is a work of more time and difficulty
than is the case with villages. Therefore the main object of the defence is to hold
the edge of the wood very strongly, and to take special steps to ensure the prompt
action of supports and reseryes in case of the boundary being forced at any point.
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,vcll-timc(l flank attacks hy tho rc~erves (however small) are of great service
in repelling nu enemy who 1s trying to force his way tl~rough. .
382. The same garrison may be assumed as for villages, viz., ~ne to two 1_n(•n
per yard of circumfen,uce ,lefendocl. They _should be told off to d1ffereut seot10ns
in tactical units, the bulk of the men bemg m the shootmg hne.
.
·whether the shooti.n~ line should occupy the whole edge or only portions,
must depend upon the si~o of the wood ancl the cliffioulties of approach; but in
any case it is advisable to provide an obstacle all _round the boundary, 1f possible.
It is generally best to leave the outer trees standmg, and to form the obstacle b
packing in betwtjen them trees, boughs, and underwood, procure~ from a clearel
belt some 10 or 20 paces inside the edge of the wood; thus formmg at the sam
time the necessary communication for the defenders. Large trees should be left
alone; they give cover to two or three men, and require skilful w~odmen to cu
them down. The most important parts of the boundary are the sahents first, an
then the re-entering angles; the former are, as it were, the bastions, and the latte
provide flanking fire to the former. Ad,litional obstacles in the foreground
increase the effects of fire, without screening from it, would be useful.
The shooting line obtain cover behind the ahatis in trenches, or adapt hedge
and ditches where such exist.
The supports and reserves are safe if so far in that they cannot see the
open between the trW1ks of the trees_: otherwise, or if the tim her be not sufficiently close or well grown to resist rifle bullets, they must be covered by
trenches or log walls.
Entrances of roads must be barricaded with felled trees, or, if communication
is to be preserved, the barricade must be in advance of the general line of obstacle,
leaving passages on either side; or an earthen redan or lunette may cover the
entrance (Plate XXXVII. ).
383. If a wood is supported hy artillery, the guns are better placed outside
on the flanks, as in the case of villages ; if unavoidably placed in a wood on the
boundary, they should be spaced at wide intervals and near good roads, either
existing or made on purpose, by which to retire. They should be concealed from
the enemy, and each gun should have two or more places from which it can be
fired at pleasure.
To localize the combat after penetration of the boundary at any point, lines o
abatis should be made perpendicular to the boundary, and extending from
50 yards to l 00 yards inwards : these radial retrenchments may with ad vantage
corresponcl with the tactical divisions of the defenders.
Any open spaces, brooks, or broad roads running through the wood in a direc~
tion parallel to the front may be taken advantage of to form a second line, secured
against a rush in the same way as the first line-by abatis and other obstacles on
the front and flanks, leaving as much clear space in front as possible for fire effect.
A good-sized building or enclosure would form a keep.
384. Communications are of the utmost importance, and the roads and
paths s~lected or mad~ for the supports, reserves, and guns may be well defined
by blazing the trees with an axe, and by leaving sentries in addition at crossinrrs
0
to give directions.
In dense w?ods preparations should be made for blocking the roa<ls, in case of
retreat, by cuttlllg trees on either side nearly through in readiness to be pulled
down across them, leaving the upper part still hanoina to the trunk to prevent
0
0
their being easily pulled aside.
Besides these radial communications, there must alwn.ys be the means of
moving freely along the boundary.
385. Spec_ial Positions in OI' 11,a,. lVood,.-If a position must be taken
up m the nrnlst of a wood, it is treated in the same way as a retrenchment.
If the rear boundary is to he held, the srune rule applies, care being taken to
leave a nanow belt of trees behind the clearing, to screen the U.efenders.
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·when the occupation of a woocl would lead to too areat extension a fortified
position shoulcl be taken up in rear of it within effeclive range of 'rifles (600
yaxds), the trees on the near border felled to form an abatis as an obstacle to
egress, and the roads strongly barricaded.
A heavy fire of guns and rifles should be directed on all the most probable
points of egress.
Should the enemy succeed in setting a wood on fire to any consiclerable extent
it must be evacuated, am! the position " behind the woocl" taken up as quickly
as possible.
These remarks apply also in principle to positions in rear of villages.
386. Attacking a ~F'orlified House.-A house may be attacked by infantry
by day or by night ; or a combined attack by infantry arnl artillery can be made.
An Infantry attack by daylight would probably be made by advancing skirmishers, and gradually strengthening them until they formed a long enveloping
line of marksmen, lying down under cover if possible, and concenttating their
fire on the loopholes of the front to be attacked. Protected by their fire, the
storming party would advance, accompanied by engineers or a working party with
axes, sledge-hamm_ers, gun-cotton, and whatever means are available for removing
obstacles and forcmg an entrance.
The advance would be made over ground on which the defenders' fire was
weakest, probably at a salient; and having penetrated the line of obstacles at
that point, the assailants would endeavour to extend close to the walls under the
line of fire of the defenders, and so grapple with and bend their rifles. If flank
defence existed, it would be neutralized as far as possible by a concentrated fire
on the loopholes. The entrance would not be attempted at a salient, which would
be difficult, but at a cloor or window, or by breaching the wall with gun-cotton.
A tambour might offer an easy access to the ll1terior of the buildll1g if it
were low or weakly constructed.
Once inside the building, if the defenders still resisted, it should be set on fire,
or they should be smoked out.
Two or more attacks should generally be made at the same time, to distract the
attention of the defenders aud to multiply the chances of success.
387. An Infantry attack at night is more likely to succeed than by day,
because the approach can be made with little or no loss. It is only while the
attacking party are removing the obstacles and endeavouring to force an entrance
that the defenders' fire will be effective.
The attack should be made by surprise as far as possible, and a previous reconnaissance is of great importance to avoid mistakes and confusion in the dark, and
to know what provision is suitable to be made for overcoming obstacles. The
troops should be assembled secretly, as close to the building as possible, and the
different columns of assault would move directly am! silently to their prescribed
points of attack. If breaches are to be made Dy gun-cotton or gunpowder, every
effort should be made to place the explosive and to ignite the fuses before the
attack is discovered, and to assault immediately the explosion has taken place.
The assailants should not stop to fire, but should endeavour to come to close
quarters at once.
388. A Combined Attack~( Infantry awl Artillery on a Honse Scmmedf,·01,i
Distant Adil/Pry fire would commence in the same way as the unaided infantry
attack by day ; but as soon as the fire of the infantry hat! established a decided ascendancy over the fire from the building, two or more guns would be
brought up into line with them, screened as much as possible by the slopes ?f _the
ground, trees, &c., and by their fire break down obstacles, breach the bmldmg,
and set it on fire. 'Wben the artillery fire has preparell the way, the assault should
be given, if the garrison has not previously succumbed.
389. A Gom/Jined Attack ql Infantry and Artillery on a Hou.«, E,-posed lo
Distant Artillery fi!'e.-The artillery conunences the attack, concentrating the fire
of all available guns on the building.
This fire would probably drive the
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defenders from the building. If it also ruins it and sots it on fire, the infantry on
thoir approach will only have to deal with the_ d~fenders of the outer line_ of
defonce, if there be such. If, however, the buildrng should still be defensible
when the attacking artillery i.::;. obliged to cease fire owing to the near approach to
the buildin<T of their own infantry, and the attacking infantry cannot force their
way in, it 1~ay be necessary to bring some guns up to within musketry range to
breach the building.

390. Defending a Hot!sc against Assault.-ln the case of an infantry attack
by day, accurate fire from the building should hinder the a_pproach of the enemy,

and inflict loss upon lum; and should he succeed

1n

estabhshmg an overpowerm~

line of fire, it would be good policy to withdraw the men from the loophol~ until
the storming parties advance, and then to concentrate fire on them, particularly
while checked by the obstacles. This fire, as rapid as possible, must be very
deadly, and will probably beat off the attack.
391. In the case of night attack by infantry, surprise should be avoided by
all possible means, particularly by careful patrolling ; and any attempt to lodge
explosives against the walls secretly must be carefully guarded against.

VYhen

the attack takes place, a grazing and flanking fire on the obstacles round the house,
,leliYered as rapidly as possible, must inevitably take effect, and will probably
frustrate the efforts of the assailants.
392. In defending a house against a combined infantry and artillery attack,
when the artillery cannot open fire until within effective rifle range of the house,

it will generally be best to reserve the fire of at any rate a portion of the garrison
until the guns are brought up, and then to concentrate fire on the gun detach-

ments, and finally on the assaulting columns.
In the other case where artillery can open fire at a distance, the garrison
should generally be removed from the building during the cannonade, and be
placed in shelter trenches beside it, or under cover in rear, until the near approach
of the attacking infantry compels their artillery to cease firing, when, if the buildings are still tenable, they should be rapidly occupied again, and the entrancea
(which should in this case he sufficiently numerous) barricaded. Should the
building take fire du,-ing the cannonade, a party should be told off to extinguish
the flames.
ATTACK AND DEFENCE OF FI&LD WoRKS.

393. The attack may be made either byA. Storming.
B. Surprise ; or exceptionally by
C. Cannonade only.

Storming.
The attack should be preceded by as full a reconnaissance as possible, to
ascertail1: ~he best lme of approach, the strength of the garrison, and the numbers

and pos1t10ns of the outer reserves. The officer eommandino the enoineers
concerns himself with the details of the works, considering th; best pol;,ts of
attack, the obstacles to be encountered, the strength and composition of the
workmg parties, and the tools they must carry. The officer in command of the
art_illery looks to the best positions for his guns with respect to the following
pomts:(a) To enfilade the lines, especially such as have trenches in rear of the
parapets.
(b) To fire on the ground behind the lines, with a view to searching the roads
of approach of the outer reserves.
(c) To ~void, as !ar as possible, the necessity of moving the guns.
As an mtroduct10n to the attack, the enemy's outposts must be driven in
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sufficiently far to allow of the construction of the batteries or gun-pits on the
chosen positions without exposure to the enemy's riflemen.
394. The attack which follows may be divided into four periods, viz.:1.
2.
3.
4.

The
The
The
The

carmonatle.
advance of the storming colum11s to the glacis.
storming of the parapets.
capture of the interior, and securing the works against recapture.

395. A heavy converging artillery fire from a superior number of pieces, at a
rauge not exceedmg 2,000 yards, and less if practicable, is essential to the success
of the attack.
The objects of the cannonade are:(a) To reduce to complete silence the artillery in the works or in the intervals
which may be directed on the attacking troops, especially those which flank the
near approach to the works. If the guns are found to have been withdrawn
under cover into gun-recesses and blindages, efforts must be made, by indirect and
other fire, to destroy the platforms, to choke the embrasures, and nenerally to
0
render the gun-portions unserviceable.
(b) To damage the works. Complete destruction of earthen parapets cannot
be effected by the fire of field guns, although with the smaller profiles ( under
9 feet thick) a breach can be made in any one spot by a concentrated fir,i of
many guns on it.
The principal object, therefore, is to cut down the crest and to produce
irregularities in the superior slppe, destroying loopholes and other means of
covering the defenders' heads, and making the parapets in.convenient for use
during the close fight.
A work damaged by a heavy fire will always impair
the confidence its defenders may have in its powers of resistance.
The destruction of the escarp, to facilitate scaling, is effected by the indirect
fire of shells grazing the crest of the glacis. If the works are sufficiently well
known, gates and palisades at the gorges can be J.estroyed also by indirect fire.
Obstacles in the foreground can only be damaged if exposed to view. It is
difficult to produce any real effect on abatis, pits, or wire entanglement. The
former, if very dry, may be set on fire, but it must not be burning when the
assault takes place.
(c) To harass and inflict loss on the garrison. As during the cannonade the
garrison will be close under the parapets and in the blindagos, they are chiefly to
be got at by an enfilading fire, which has the advantage that it can be kept
up until the stormers are very close to the works. By keeping up an incessant
fire the garrison are to some extent prevented from showing themselves, and from
observing and resisting the approach of the stormers.
When the stormers have arrived so close to tho works as to be in danger from
the firn of their own artillery, the latter must be directed against the flanking and
supporting works, and on the positions of the outer reserves.
396. Second period-advance of the Infant,·y.-The advance of the infantry
is effected m the manner described in the ":Field Exercise," the crisis of the
fire combat occurring as close to the works as possible.
Accompanying the supports would be the working parties, pro,,i~ed_ with to~ls
and expedients for surmounting obstacles; rmd in rear of these agam 1s the mam
body of the stormers. A second attacking line fo!Jows, at a distance of 300 to
500 yards from the first, to engage the outer reserves.
397. V{hen the rapid independent fire of the assailants has begun to tel1,
and the fire from the parapets becomes slack, a rush must be made for the ditches
of the works. This should be done by a. portion of the attacking line, in order
that the fire on the defenders may not cease altogether; the working parties
advance with them to clear away obstacles. If none ;u-e encountered on the
glacis, the stormers rush at once into the ditches; if other.vise1 the obstacles m~1st
be first removed by the working parties, or gaps about twenty-five paces w1do
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must be mallC for the pasAAge of the stormers. .All this time some of the assailn.nts
keep up n fo-c on the defenders of the parapet whenever they show themselves.
Any flank .-..tt~tcks now made by the defenders' m~ter reserves must be ~1et by the
troops <lctailed for the purpose, so that the stornnng columns may be unmterruptet.1
in theil' work.
398. The passage of the ditches can he facilitated by bringing up with the
assaulting columns sacks. of wool, . shavi~1gs,. &c., or ht~ndles of l~ay. 01· str~w,
or fascines; these thrown mto the ditch will fill up a port10n a~d assist 111 formmg
a passage over it. The fascines in this case ma~ be short, cut into 6-fect leng~hs,
so that a man can run over rough ground cinrymg one or two of these fascmes
besides bis arms and accoutrements.
399. An abafis of green timber is most difficult to demolish; artillery fire
will have produced little effect on it, and the only way of forcll1g a passage is to
work with nxes at the stakes by which the trunks of the trees are fastened, and
then by means of ropes to <lra.w out disentangled portions. To effect this under
lire is scarcely pmcticahle. Lengths of powder-hose filled with gun-cotton discs
or granulated gun-cotton, and tluown to the a.batis and detonated, will clear away
some portions of the obstacle. If the abatis he made of dry wood, breaches may
be made in it by this means. If dry, the ahatis may be demolished by firing
incendiary shells in.to it, or applying petroleum and setting fire to it.
Palil'Jades and fra-i1:Jes may he destroyecl by using axes, if the flank fire
protecting them can be subdued. Po-wder bags will make casual gaps in them,
and pipes or hose, filled with gun-cotton and detonated, will cut them down level
with the ground.
Oheva'llx-de-frise can only be removed by being rollecl over to one side, ancl if
they have been secured together by chains or stout wire, it takes a considerable
time to clear them away.
Entanglem,ents and 111ilitary Pits can be s1..1rmonnted by making roadways
over them with doors, wide planks, hurdles, or bays of boarded fencing.
If the ditches are defended by caponiers or galleries, the assailants endeavour
to Urive the defenders from the loopholes by inserting firebrands, and the moment
a loophole is cleared, plugging it up with wooden wedges, or bags of hay, &c. ; or
the caponier or gallery may he breached with explosives.
In the case of sunken caponiers, the loopholes of which are close to the
bottom of the ditcK, fascines, &c., can be thrown down in front of them to
mask them.
400. Assa"lt of the Parapets.-By the time the obstacles have been surmounted, the main body of the stormers will have arrived, nnd tbe assault must
now be given with energy on as large a front as possible. The stormers, after
having assembled in sufficient numbers in the ditch or on the berm, rush over in a
body and mix with the defenders in a hand-to-hand encom1ter, followino- them
0
pell-mell into the retrenchment or keep, if there be one.
If before the final rush the defenders have left the pnrnpets, and unmaske,l
the fire of the keep or retrenchment, the assailants lie on the superior slope and
oppose the fire, while an atteiupt is made to open the keep by means of explosives
or by main force. This will depend on the nature of the keep.
_If 1t consists of a blockhouse, the sappers with gun-cotton, &c., should advance
agamst the dead angles and en<l.eavour to breach it, or to force the defenders from
the loopholes, as before mentioned in the case of caponiers in the ditch. If they
can manage to get on to the roof of the blockhouse by means of ladders, they may
lodge mines beneath the earth covering, and on the top of the roofing baulks.
In case of mines being suspected to exist in the interior of a. work, the
::;tormers shoulc~ retire to the berm or ditch, and an officer of engineers must
endeavour to d1scover ant.l cut the hose or wires leading to the charge.
. 401. After capture, the magazines must immediately be examined to see
if the~ are preparet.l for explosion ; the guns of the work a.re turned on tlte
retreatmg defenders; the entrances on the gorge side are closed and the bridges
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torn down, aml every preparation made for receiving an attack from the rear; the
parapet of one of the former front faces is cut through to form an entrance. If
the work is hnlf closeu by a stockade, shelter trenches shoul,I he immediate!;
thrown up behind it to give cover against the enemy's artillery; if by a sli<Yht
parapet, thi$; must Le strengthened by cutting a trench in rear and heapinrr the
0
earth up against the interior slope to form a fresh interior slope.
If the work is open, or the gorge defence has been destroye(l, banquettes may
lu• cut in the exterior slopes of those faces from which a fire can be brought to
1,ear on the enemy, until the slackness of his fire enables the new defenders
to make a fresh gorge parapet.
If the work cannot be held, the guns shoulu he made unseniceahle, the
m:i.gazines blown up, the blockhouses destroyed, platforms broken up, and gunbauks cut away.
402. Attack by S1trpri,e.-To find the enemy unprepared is always so important a. factor in the chances of success, that every attack by main force should, if
possible, be made suddenly and without letting the enemy know of it; but
~ometimes under cover of weather, or when the defenders are much dispirited and
their outpost duty haclly performed, or when immediate support of the work hy
outer reserves is not forthcoming, an attack by a comparatively small force may be
made with considerable chance of success. Obviously, in this case, silence and
secrecy are essentials, and the ach·ance must be made without firing a shot.
403. Aftark by Cannonade.-In some cases the defenders may he forced to
evacuate their works or to capitulate by a cannonade only, effected by an oYerwhelming superiority of artillery, followed, perhaps, by a heavy fusilade from
swa1·ms of sharpshooters well ensconced in the neighbouring ground. The circumstances which render such a. course likely to succeed are-a depressed state of
mind of the defenders, a great inferiority of strength, or badly constructed works,
&c. The mode of proceeding is similar to that described for the preliminary
cannonade of an actual assault.
THE DEFENCE.

404. Against Snrpd.<e.-Vigilance and a well-organized roster of duties,
especial attention being paid to the outposts and patrols, are the best securities
against surprise.
At night the barriers are shut, entrance of patrols, &c., being effected at one
only.
At the first alarm all should be at their posts, and the guns loaded with case
shot, ready to greet the enemy with volleys. At daybreak, especially, the guards
must he on the look-out, this being the most probable time for an assault.
405. Against Storming.-The preparations against an attack by storm may he
divided into four periods, corresponding to those of the attack.
First Period: the Cannonade.-Advanced bodies of good riflemen should he
posted in sheltered and concealed places to keep the enemy's o.rtillery at a distance
as long as possible, and to pick off the enemy's reconnoitring officers.
.
1\Then these riflemen are obliged to retire on the outer reserves by superior
forces, the enemy's cannonade begins. The commandant of the work and the
officers in command of the artillery and infantry watch the enemy's advance. A
few selected good shots from the garrison man the parapets, especially at salients,
and fire on officers and small bodies that venture too close.
The guns join their fire to that of the artillery of the outer reserves to oppose
the enemy's artillery as it comes into action: if greatly over-matched, the guns m
the works are run down into the blindages.
The infantry told off to the parapet sit or lie on the banquette of those faces
which are not exposed to enfilade or ,everse fire. The defenders of the flanks
and gorge keep close in their hlindages until the near approach_ of the enemy.
The reserve is kept under cover in the rear trenches and blmdages.
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406. Advance of /1,e E1wm!f's Injantry.-.",.s the enemy's infantry advances
to with.in effective range (about 500 yards), the front faces are manned and
fire on them.

The guns are nm up, and open on the main bodies of the workmen and

stormei.-s as soon as they arrive within 1,500 yards : the accurate knowledge of

ranges gives the guns of the defence a great advantage.
The gnns all concentrate on the nearest column first, and on the others iL
succession, regardless of their own losses.

When the storming columns arrive within 300 paces, the fl~nks and gorge
must be manned, and support given by the former to adjacent works which may
be similarly resisting attack. The guns continue their fire at all_ hazards. The
reserves inside the work leave their cover, and get ready to resist the assault.
The fougasses, if any, arc sprung as the enemy arrives within their range.

"\Vben

he reaches the glacis the outer reserves attack, and oppose the penetration of the
intervals bebveen the ,vorks.

407, Fi[!ht for th e Parapet.-1Vhen the enemy is in the ditch, hand grenades•
and shells are thrown over the parapets : the defender-. of the parapets fire unremittingly on the enemy's riflemen, and on the stormers not yet in the ditch.
AU the defenders are ready with bayonets to resist the stomters; the guns fire as
long as there are a gunner and a round of ammunition left.
The inner reserves are loaded and ready to fire in case of the retreat of the
defenders of the parapet.
408. The fight inside.-If the enemy succeed in getting in and there is no
keep, he must be charged by the reserve, the beaten defenders of the parapet
clearing away quickly to either flank of the gorge to allow the reserve to act freely
by fire and with the bayonet. The outer reserve may send assistance.
If there is a keep or retrenchment, the reserve must take care to avoid a
mclee, and should retire rapidly towards the gorge, unmasking the fire of the keep.
On no account must the defenders of the parapet, or the reserve, retreat into the
keep; it is best if there be a place of assembly for them in rear of it.
After the fire of the keep has taken effect, the defenders may make an effort
to drive the enemy back again over the parapet; or if a retreat be necessary, the

keep covers that of the garrison of the work, and finally, that of the defenders of
the keep is covered by the outer reserve.
409. Attempt at recapture.-Any attempt at recapture of a work should be
made immediately, to prevent counter preparations of the enemy.
After the repulse of an attack, all damages must be rapidly repaired, ammunition, &c., replenished, and the garrison should be strengthened, but not relieved,

by fresh troops ; the outer reserves would assume the offensive to complete the
enemy's defeat.

In attaeking and defending posls other than earthen redoubts, the same
general rules apply; but there is generally more work for special troops in the
shape of demolitions, and of making walls, &c., defensible.
HASTY DEMOLITIONS (Plate XXXVIII. ).

410. Hasty demolitions in the field are usually effected by either O'Un-cotton

or gunpowder : the former being specially carried for the purpose.
~
Gun-cotton is about _four t~~es as powerful, weight for weight, as gunpowdel'
when not tamped; but m positions where charges of the latter explosive can be

well tamped, t gun-cotton is about 2½ times as powerful.

* The Land Service hand grenade is a small spherical shell weighing I lb. 14 oz.

It can be

thrown by hantl about 30 or 35 yards.
+ Tm-nping is covering the charge over with earth or other material so as to confine the
f:::!(f:/t~e~~:~encement of the explosion, and thus morn fu1ly devel~p their force in tb~
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The proportions of gun-cotton, and the sizes of the discs and slabs in which it
is made up for use, are given in Arts. 6, 7, and 8.
Explosion is ensured by means of various kinds of detonators fired either by
simple fuses or by electrical machines.
'
Bickford's fuse and the detonator used in connection with it are those in
ordinary use and are here described.
411. BrcKFORn's Fusi, is of two kinds-(!) Ordinary; (2) Instantaneous.
Ordinary Bid,ford's Fuse consists of a train of gunpowder enclosed in two
coatings of jute thread twisted in opposite directions, and further waterproofed and
strengthened by layers of tapes, gutta-percha, &c., accordina to the nature of the
0
service for which it is required.
It is constructed to burn at a rate not exceeding 4 feet per minute, and its
usual rate is about 3 feet per minute. It is best lighted with a vesuviao.
412. Bickford's i11,tantaneous/use consists of a strand of quick-match enclosed
in several layers of gutta-percha and waterproofed tape : it burns at the rate of
~bout 3_0 y~rds per second, and is quite water and damp proof, resisting prolonged
1IDmers10n 111 water.

It may be known from the ordinary Bickford's fuse by its being coated with
an open crossed snakmg of orange-coloured worsted.
This fuse _can be joined by baring short lengths of the quick-match, twisting
the bared quick-matches together, and wrapping round with paper, tape, indiaru bber solution, &c., or whatever may be available to make a waterproof joint.
413. In firing charges with the instantaneous fuse, a piece of the ordinary
Bickford's fuse should be used in c?njunction with it, in order to give time to get
away from the effects of the explos10n.
In making the joint, the quick-match of the instantaneous fuse should be bared
for about an inch by cutting it on the slant, as in Fig. 319. The ordinary Bickford's fuse is treated in a similar manner, care being taken that the powder does
not fall out. The ends thus cut are then jointed together, a little additional
powder being added, if at hand, and the whole bound round with spun-yarn or
tape.
414. "When it is required to fire two or more charges simultaneously, and
electricity is not available for the purpose, it may practicaily be done, as shown in
Fig. 322, by using equal lengths of in:stantaneous fuse (bends being introduced, when
necessary, to equalize the distance from the charges to the firing point) to be
ignited simultaneously by a piece of ordinary Bickford's fuse. The joint is best
made hy harin~ the quick-match of the instantaneous fuse, as already described,
and inserting the bared ends as well a.s the end of the piece of ordinary fuse into
a small bag tilled with sufficient powder to ignite them.
415. Pou;dr•r Hose is sometimes used, in the absence of Bickford's fuse, for
firin<J' charges of gunpowder.
ft is made of strips of strong linen sewn together, and is usually from ½in.
to 1 in. in diameter. It is made in lengths of 10 to 20 feet for convenience of
filling (by means of a funnel), the lengths being afterwards connected together.
It burns at the rate of from I 0 to 20 feet per second.
416. The Detonator used with Bichforcl's fuse is shown in section in Fig.
318. It consists of a copper tube, painted red, containing at the end A the fulminating composition: above t.his t~erc is a wooden plug. with a hole through it,
in which a piece of quick-match 1s placed to commumcate the fire from the
Bickford's fuse to the fulminate. In using the detonator, the Bickford's fuse is
cut to the required length, on the sbnt as described in Art. 41_3, and inserted
into the hollow end of the tube, especial care being taken to push 1t down so as to
rest on the piece of quick-match: the tube is then alightly bent so as to prevent
the fuse from being withdrawn.
417. Precautions in Ffring Gun-Cofton.-The primer should be thoroughly
dry.
The charge should be in close contact with the object to be demolished.
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The Bickford's fuse shottlcl be inserted well home into the tube of the detonator,
.
.
.
and secured there (A1-t. 416).
In placing the detonator in the c~a:ge 1t shoulc~ be msertecl as far as point A
(Fig. 318), so that all the fulminate 1s m contact with the gun-cotton.
.
On no account is the point of the <letonator to be screwed or forced mto the
hole in the oun-cotton. The rect//iel' should be used to enlarge the hole when it
is too small~ care being taken that the detonator is not so loosely fb:ed in the
eharcre as to be easily knocked out.
The licrhted end of the Bickford's fuse should be directed and secured away
from the char(Ye, when the latter is untampe<l, so that there may be no danger of a
spark setting 0 the gun-cotton alight before the detonator is explod~d. For this
reason it is also adYisable to coYer the gun-cotton with a small 'luantity of earth.
418. To blow down a t,-ee with Gun-Cotton.-Charge : 5 to 6 oz. for a tree
1 foot in diameter, and for other trees varying as the square of the diameter.
Thus for a tree 2 feet in diameter the charge will be 2 2 x 6 = 24 oz.
The charge should be placed in an auger hole bored horizontally into the tree
at the desired height, as in Fig. 320.
When the tree is yery large (over 18" or 2 feet in diameter), two or more auger
holes (as in Fig. 321) should be used. With a little care they can be bored to
meet in the centre, in which case one detonator will suffice to fire the whole
charge; but if there be no lack of detonators, it may be better to fire one hole
first, and then bore a second hole in that part of the trne uninjured, and fire it;
and so on until the tree falls.
The tree may be made to fall in any required direction by attaching a rope to
the upper branches, and taking the strain on it before firing.

The discs l¾ inches in diameter, used in a 2-inch auger hole, are the most
suitable for this purpose.
·when the gun-cotton is placed round the tree as a necklace, about eight times
the quantity of that necessary in auger holes is required.
419. Slockade.-A single stockade of timber, 12" x 12", may be blown in
by a charge of 3 lbs. of gun-cotton per foot run of breach. The slabs should be
threaded together so as to be in contact, and hung or laid against the timbers at
the required level (Fig. 327).
·
The slabs may be sewn to a thin deal plank for convenience of carrying and
placing.
If gunpowder be used, a charge of 80 lbs. untamped, or of 60 lbs. tamped,
with a few sand-bags piled on top of the charge, would be allowed for the same
stockade.
This would probably make a breach 6 feet wide.
A stockaue of 14" timbers may be breached by 100 lbs. of gunpowder uncovered.

For double stockades the charge shoulcl be largely increased.

420. 1'o blow in a Gate.-50 lbs. of gun-cotton, hung aoainst the oate by
means of a sharpened pickaxe, or laid on the ground as in Figs. 328, 329, will
suffice.
The charge of gunpowder should be 200 lbs., covered with sand-baos if
0
possible.
Preca~dio,u.; to be faken.-In work of this nature, every precaution should be
taken agamst failure by protecting the men, either by sap shields or iron or other
ma1:tlets, which can b~ wheeled in front of them as a protection from fire ; by
hn.vmg spare men detailed to carry the various stores, in case of accident to those
first told off for the purpose, and by seeing that eYery man is provided with the
means of firing the charge.*
* '' It sho~ld be Uistinctly e:-plained to men carrying tools, bags of powder, ladders, &c., that
they are 1:eqmred to sbo.w their gallantry and stcatliuess, not in the use of their arms, but in
th~ .very 1rnp?rta~t sernocs to be rendered by the implements they carry."-Instructi<.,n in
JJ[1lttary En9mccrrng, School of Military Engineering, Chatha11i.
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421. To Umn dou·n a ,rail with Gun Cotton.-·with gun cotton the charge in
Jhs. = ½T 2 x L, where T = thickness of wall in feet, and L = Jenath to be
hlown down in feet: the charge being equally distributed along the fo';,t of the
wall, and not tamped.
When tamping equal to the thickness of wall (as in Fig. 330) is added half
the quantity obtained by the above rule will suffice, or, charge = ¼T' x L. '
. ·with very thick walls, grooves should, if possible, be cut in the wall, as in
Fig. 331, so as to reduce the amount of the charge necessary.
Walls blown down with Gunpowde,·.-Cbarges of 60 lbs. of gunpowder placed
against the wall at intervals of about 5 feet, and weighted with san,l-bags, will
breach a 14-inch wall.
422. To /,/ow down a Hon,e.-With moderately thick walls the rule given in
Art. 421 may be adopted, the portions of the walls attacked being those between
the windows; the charges being tamped, and placed inside the house for choice.
v\There this method would involve too much time or labour, on account of the
difficulty of getting earth for tamping, the charges may be placecl outside; or one
or two large charges may be placed inside and fired.
Forty or fifty lbs. of g1mpowder in a central position will blow down a small
dwelling-house.

423. Wooden Bridg,.-The rules given for felling trees (Art. 418) may be
applied to the demolition of the timbers of wooden bridges, the uprights of the
piers being the best parts to attack.
Or the bridge may be set on fire by first heaping a pile of combustible
materials in the middle ; petroleum, paraffin, or other similar combustible being
poured over the timbers to make them bm-n.
424. Jllasom·y B,·idges.-v\Then the bridge consists of a single arch, as in
Fig. 332, the haunches a1·e the best points of attack, two trenches, as at b and c,
being dug across the width of the roadway down to the back of the arch.
Wbere there is no time for this, the charge should be placed along the crown
of the arch, as at a. The breach effectecl will, of course, not be so large as by the
former method.
(Jharyes.- ,vith gun cotton, if placed either along the crown or haunches, and
untamped, the charge in lbs. = ¾T' x L, the letters having the same signification
as in Art. 421.
·when the charge is tamped, with a depth of earth equal to the thickness of
the arch, charge = ¼T 2 x L.
If the bridge has more than one arch, and the piers are high and thin, it is
better to place the charge against a pier, as the fall of one pier will involve the
destmction of two arches.
The charge should be slightly greater than for a wall of the same thickness,
and should be ! T 2 x L when untamped, and ½T2 x L when tamped, gun cotton
being used.
425. I,·on Girder Brid(les may be destroyed by placing a charge beneath the
supports, as at A (Fig. 333) ; or the girder itself may be destroyed by charges.
calculated from the following table :To CUT THROUGH A FOOT WIDE IRON PLATE OF THICKNf~ss GIYl~X.

Thickness of
Plnte.

¼ inch.
½

!
1
l¼

Charge of Gun

Cotton,

lb.

2 oz.
6 "
14 n
5 "
6 "

Thickness of
Plate.

1½ inch.
2
3

4

('hru-gc of Oun

l'utton.

3 lb.

o ,,
14
25

,,
J>

8 oz.
3 ,,
8 ,,
0 11

K
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426. To di.sa/,/e Rai/1ray.s.-Railways should not be injured except liy
special Ol'dcr.
.
.
.
.
..-\.. railway may be tempormil:( thsa~lecl by removmg one or two rails from
both up ancl down lines. The outs1cle ra ils of curves are best to select, as they are
the most Uifficnlt to repair.
" rhen there is not time to disconnect the rails, they may be cut by exploding
the ,.,un cotton ar,ainst them. The charge sh ould be pl aced against the web, halfTl'n/'bctwccn tw~ sleepers, as shown in lligs. 324, 325; 8 oz. of gun cotton ,vill cut
th.i~ugh rails up to 70 lb. to the yard in weight. F or very heavy rails, such as
those of first-class railways, it woulcl be better to cut up a 2-lb. slab of gull
cotton intu three equal parts, each of which would make a charge sufficient to
destroy the rail.
Britlges across cuttings may be blown down, or the steep sides of a deep
cutting nuw be thrown ln.
427. To desll'oy a Rai/way.-Remove the rol!i.ng stock. Take up the rails
and carry them to the rear; or throw them into a deep pond or river; or, if
there is time, heat and twist them.
The sleepers and station buildings sh ould be burnt; the water tanks renderecl
useles~ ; fuel stacks set on fire or removed ; bridges blown clown; tunnels blown
in. It is better to blow in one long tunnel in several places, than several tunnels
in only one place each. The charges should be applied to the haunches.
Ordinary rails are of two kinds, double-headed (Figs. 323 and 324) and flat-bottomed (Fig. 325). They are connected togeth er by fish plates and bolts
(Fig. 323).
To remove the ,·ails, unscrew the nuts from the bolts of the fish plates with •
spanner, if available; if not, with a substitute made of a screw bolt and two nuts
as in Fig. 326. Then knock out the keys, or draw the spikes, according as the
rail is double-headed or flat-bottomed.
T o twist the rails, the sleepers should be made into heaps and set on :fire, and
the rails placed across them. ·when the latter become red hot, they can easily
be bent into a V shape. It is, however, better to twist them, by inserting the
point of a pickaxe at either end in one of the bolt holes, and bearing in opposite
directions. Thus twisted they cannot be used unless rolled afresh.
428. A line of telegraph should not be injured without special orders. To
disable a line, remove the instruments ; then with fine wire bind toge\her all
the wires forming the line, first scraping them clean and bright.
T o destroy a line ~f T elegraph, cut down the posts, cut the wires, break the
insulators, and break or carry off the instruments and batteries.
To de.troy Guns.-In all field and siege grms detonate a l!, lb. slab of gun
.,
cotton on the outside, near the muzzle.
In heavier wrought-iron guns detonate 4 lbs. in the bottom of the bore,
tamping with sand.
Heavy cast-iron guns can be burst by :fu·ing 1 lb. guu cotton in same position,
tamping with sand.
ADDENDA TO CHAPTER IX.-EXAMPLES OF DEFENSIBLE POSTS 1 ETC.~
WAR OF 1870-1.
(Plate XXXIX.)

429. Descriptions ·of some defensible posts that have been actually cons~ructed, and in some instances attacked, during the late ·war, 1870-1, are here
given, as they possess an interest-that of reality-which it is impossible to
attach to ~imp~e theoretical types. As regards the posts round Paris, it should
be bo~·ne 111 1~und that; the great number of villages, walled parks, chfi.teaux, &c.,
cornbme\l with the large extent of wooded ground, gave the investing army
extr~ord111a~·y advantages of cover, with power to form any desirable extent of
abat1s, while the number and excellence of the roads prevented their lateral
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movements from. being impeded. . The French laws cause land to he very much
sub,hvidod, _particularly when it is so valuable as about the villages near Paris;
ancl the ohJect of each owner of a plot seemed to he to wall himself in. These
walls were t_hin, of soft stone, and easily loopholed, or notched at the top. For
this reason it !lenerally happened that the villages were bounded by rectangular
enclosures, proJectmg more ~r less to the front, and often giving flanking, as well
as fuc to the front. The villages occupied by the French hacl the same advantages to resist an attack; but while sorties were obliged to take the offensive
when their object was to break through, the investing forces could remain on the
defensive, and so place thell' assailants at a disadvantage.
430. INVESTMENT OF PARIS. FORTIFIED PosT OF LE BuTARD, NEAR VERSAILLES (Plate XXXIX., Fig. 334).-The farm builclings of "Le Butard" formed
an important post on the left of the third line of investment, constructed by the
5th Prussian Corps d' Armee for the defence of Versailles against the sorties of the
French army from the clirection of :Mont Valerien. They were situated on a main
road leading from Versailles to the village of La Celle St. Cloud, and at the head
.of two valleys, the one running in a north-easterly direction towards the Seine at
Bougival, the other nearly due east through Vaucresson and St. Cloud.
The post consistecl of a farm-house, surrounded by an enclosure wall 1O' high,
a.ncl a small ornamental two-storied building near it, which was favourably situated
for flanking the approaches.
The farm-house itself was a low building, with high slate roof, and, except
1,erhaps from the attic ,vindows, fire from it coulcl not be made use of.
The enclosure was loopholed on three sides, at about 7' 6" from the ground, a
rough banquette of logs and earth being formed inside; and on the fourth side,
which was unflanked (E F), there were two rows of loopholes, the upper ones
being broken down from the top of the wall, and the lower tier at the level of the
earthen banquette, or about 6' above the level of the gromid outside. These latter
were intended for use by men lying down on the banquette slope : they were in
the intervals between the upper ones. The iron gates in front of the farm were
barricacled with a log parapet, the only entrance being through a small wicket
gate.
Across the road, a very 'rough stockade had been constructed to flank the
approach on the side most exposed to attack, and the whole of the woods which
originally surrounded the post had been cut tlown, forming a vast entanglement
and abatis about ._ hundred yards wide, and so thick as to be almost impassable.
The detached summer-house was well built in masonry, and stood on a proThe windows had been
jecting spur of the hill somewhat in rear of the farm.
barricaded, and a rough tambour constructed to cover the entrance, but it was not
loopholed. The small enclosure wall round it, which carried an iron railing, was
about 2' high, and had been converted into a parapet, as shown in the section at
A,B.
431. lNvEsTMENT OF ilIETZ. VILLAGE OF NoISSEVILLE (Fig. 331).-This
post, which formed a part of the line of investment on the south side of Metz,
faced the French advancecl post at Nouilley. The outlying walls, which were
occupied, were particularly well suitecl for defence, as they afforded a fire to the
front and flanks, and also flanked one another.
.
. . .
432. INVESTMENT OF PARIS. VILLAGE OF THIAIS (Fig. 330).-Thiais is on
the south side of Paris, and formed part of the front line of . investment. On its
right was Choisy-le-Roi a villaae on the left bank of the Seme, about half a mile
distant and on its left tihe line5 of investment w.as carried on towards Chevilly.
Thiais stands at the eastern shoulder of the plateau of Villejuif, the whole of
which was well swept by the fire of a powerful French redoubt, Les Hautes
BruyOres. Most of the village lies low, beneath_the brow of the plateau, the crest
of which is shown by the approximate contour line A, B, C. . On the left of the
village on the higher ground is a strong cemetery, round which a ditch was dug,
and the earth piled up against the wall; the tombstones were usecl on the top of
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ihe wall, anJ in soma places two rows of loopholes were obtained. The vaults ancl
a field casemate crave crood cover to the defenders. The enclosure walls of the
Tillacre extended ~1p to0 the edge of the plateau, and covered the infantry, while the
fire from the cemetery flanked their front. Six gun-pits were thrown up to sweep
the pla.teau: they were near the_ nol'th-east_ corner of the walls, wl:ere the guns
could be withdrawn by a lane mto the village. On the extreme nght were two
breast-works of low profile; the smaller one was for guns, and flankecl the slope of
the plateau that looked eastward.
On the level open ground in rear of this village there were gun-pits for 24
Q'Uns, forming part of the second line of investment.
0
433. CHATEAU OF CoEUILLY (Fig. 333).-The garden of this cMteau formed
a salient point in the Prussian line of investment on the east and south-east sides
of Paris, and commanded the road leading from Chennevieres on the left to
Villiers-le-Desert on the right, which runs in the valley in front.
Beyond this
road the ground rises to the front to the heights above Champigny (the scene of
General Ducrot's great sortie), from which the enclosure of the garden could be seen
into. It was very desirable, notwithstanding this defect, to occupy the garden
owing to its favourable (salient) situation for flanking the ground to the right and
left.
The enclosure wall was strong and 9' high (section on CD); on the outside,
the northern entrance had a short inner length of parapet on each side facing the
entrance, which was: covered by a strong traverse with a trench behind. To
remedy the defect of the side walls being seen and enfiladed from the heights in
front, great labour was spent in forming large traverses of trees and fascines (as
shown in the sections), 24' long and 12' high. The western side was flanked by a
battery of artillery posted at the edge of the Bois !'Abbe, while the hamlet outside
the eastern side gave it flank defence, as did also the walls of the park, which extended eastward. The fruit trees on both sides of the garden were cut down and
formed into abatis.
. Very severe fighting took place on the high ground in front of this post ;
Jndgmg from the number of graves, in some of which more than one hundred men
were buried, the loss of life must have been very considerable.
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434. DATA FOR ESTIMATES OF THE ORDINARY ITEMS OF WORK
REQUIRED IN HASTILY ENTRENCHED POSTS.
Tools, &c., for each
Squad.

Nature of Work,

Remarks.

FELLING TREES,

1. Scotch }"'in, 1' in
diameter
.. . .
2, Hardwood trees, l' in
diameter
. . ..
3, Softwood trees, 2' in
diameter

2men

'

86 trees

24 trees

24

10

,.

20

"

u

ENTANOLEMENTS(Wood)

I, Fir trees, I '
diameter
..
2, Hardwood, l'
diameter
..
3. Underwood only
4. Copse

in
..
in
..
.

10 men
10

"

10 ,.
10 .,

ENTANGLEMENTS(Wire).

:Materials at hand
LEVELLING EAnTHEN}
BANKS,
1, Bank averaging 5'
in height and 3'
thick, without
hedge or trees
growin_g on it ..
2, Small bank, with
hedge growing
on it .. .. ..

l

12 men

lOOyru-ds

10 men

100 yards

80 yards

men, 1 }

Fot:!11~~\~kl~voa1to~~s ~1~ l :to!kl~!e J
Forming loopholes
in 14" b1ick wall. .

t

2 men

F1~~l)'bri~k°fv~(a~~

2

CONVERTING BAN KS}
AND HEDGES INTO
PARAPETS.
Banciuettes formed,
trenches dug,
openings made to
fire through, &c ..

{

"

t

10. shovels, 2 pic_ks, 2
~~~l~~~o~s, ~- p~1~-s ~~

30 to 40 holes

I pickaxe
1 pickaxe, 1 crowba1,

30 to 40
12 to 15

1~~~taxe, 1 crowbar,
short
.

,,

l

60 to 200 yds
accordmg to
the "01k 1e(Jlllred

10 men

..

10 shovels.

f

10 ,.

f2

LOOPHOLING WALLS,

Trimming
branches
takes about as long as
} felling. Cross cutting
. . into lengths about half
as long as felling small
. . trees.
2
"
In I and 2, fell four
rows of trees at the
edge of wood, or
where a cleared belt is
to be made, interlacing
the branches. With
very large trees, cut
down onlythe branches
and underwood to form
the entanglement. Jn
3 and 4, cut the rods
half through, bending
them towards the front
to fonn the entanglement.
2 axes, 2 bill-hooks, }
2 g~bion knives for Stakes 3,, diam t ,
m.akmg 200 stakes,
• ,
.
e et,
2 mauls, 2 pairs
4½ Ion;, m_~ rows, at
pincers, l,SOO yds.
6 feet mte1 \ als.
wire .. .. .. ..
I felling axe ..

Sshovels, 2 pickaxes
2 bill hooks

with earth
-- -A~t!l:VCfa~ri~l.s ~~

"

lIILITARY PITS (Trow:
de loup) • • • • • •

l

"

OUN PITS.

l

10 men

Any suitable llW!l·
!~~ks~~}y

RIFLE PITS, detached .. Do.
..

1~;

2 picks,2 shovels,2axes.
Add1t1onal for No 2-1
each ctoss cut and
hand S.'lW, 2" chisels,
16 feet
mallet, adze, 2 large
gimlets, 24 (6") spike
ll8lls, au d 61 ron dogs Wmdowsof upper flOOI 8
{ 4 or 5 wmdows J1 pickaxe, 1 s~o~~•
need only be bmlt up
2 dool"!l. '
h~~'d~~(s O ,
!~eah:~~htof 6f abo,e

8 men

j

;6~~

.. {

:BARRICADING DOORS}
& WINDOWS roughly

:~~s 1 sa1i~?,agriui~

th!!!

~e~f!W~m!,th1\h,~k
walls
This must always be a
8
1~~r:b;t af!~~
to be converted. From
practice at R. :M
College 100 yards seems
a fan ave1age for Ol·
dmary cases

16 feet

8 men
8

otchmg or crenellat
f;~fet~ 1!et~pt~:

5 yds. per man 2 shovels, 1 pick.
4
l shovel, 1 pick.

3 men
2 ,,

2, Neat strong work ..

From practice at R.l\I.
College.

l

l

SHELTER TRENCHES, 5'

X l' 6".
1, Ordinary soil .
2. Difficult soil . . . .
STOCKADES~'Iimber at
hand.
I, Very rough work .

l
}N

clo.

8 men

i

f 5 axes, 5 bill-hooks,

l

20 yards.
2 large or
lOsmall pits
per man.

l i bif

:O:e~s, 2 mauls, 2

l

1~~~~axe, 1 shovel per
}
1~1~o~:x~~ B(f~!d.

!~~~kci \!~~v:~~~1j[an
s\t!~~!~iu!·f }a picks, 8 shovels.

{ 2pe~ m!tts }
{

l

l

Three wa..,.on-loads of
branches" required.
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CHAPTER X.
WORKS ADAPTED TO THE GROUND.

iYatiuc of the subject; 'usual 'mode of proceeding in a1•1m1gi1~g a sc!un1w of ~cjcncc; limited cxl~nt
of tiie subject treated in the present chapter. 11/anner m which Ow obJ~ct of a work _1,iay mJiw:nce if.s shape. Groundfcwou,mblejol' defence, o,· tlwrc~crsc. Dcta1.l of the oc[1ia11tagcs of
a. position o-n ,·ising ground. How to occupy Ow smmnit of a gc(tllc slope wdh a wo,·k.

Defect of slope which

i$

convex in ~ecti;rn,

}!~l" to occupy the ~wm,?1ut o! a very steep, but not

prccipilaus slope; al.so a slope whu:h is precipitous. U~ejul p1actwal p1oblwis. _
.
A salic,it bend of a hill oa•1tpiccl b?J a salie-nt angle. 2. A low spu,,• of a lnll
occupied by a salient angle. 3. .A redoubt occ'Up!fi1ig the sunimit of a hill.

EXAMPLES.-1.

435. The formation of the ground selected for the site of intrenchments
influences to a considerable extent, both the trace ancl the profile of the works
to be con;tructed. The trace of a work is frequently determined from the shape
of the ground it occupies, and the command is greatly depenclent on the slope of
the QTOund both in front and also inside, or in rear of the work.
The art' of apportioning works for the defence of a given position, in such a
manner that the objects of defence are attained with the smallest possible
expenditure of time ancl labour, is the most difficult branch of the science of the
Fielcl Engineer. It requires for its fulfilment a practical acquaintance with the
modes in which troops of all arms are manoouvred, in order that the works
selected shall aid to the utmost the efforts of the defensive troops, ancl it also
requires a goocl eye for ground, in order to be able to select such sites for the
works as will give the greatest defensive advantages with the least labour.
The general Scheme of defence for a position is ananged by the Commanding
Royal Engineer (from instructions by the General in command), who would
determine the number and sites of the· proposed works, thell· general dimensions
and armament, the position of troops to support the works, &c. ; in fact, the
mode of occupation of the position as a whole. The details of execution of any
one work, the determination of its exact shape, and of the profiles of its various
parts, &c., are important duties that may fall to the lot of an individual officer.
The object of this chapter is to facilitate the comprehension of this practical and
highly useful branch of Field Fortification.
436. A work of defence may sometimes be constructed rather for offensive
than for defensive purposes-that is to say, its object may be more to bring a
strong fire on a particular groun<l which would favour an enemy's attack, than to
resist an assault. Ir:. the former case the work assumes the nature of n battery,
being especially intended to afford protection to the guns that may be placed in
it, and its outline cannot be too simple ; but when the object of the work is
purely defensive, as is the case when it is intended to prevent an enemy occupying the ground on which it stands, the work should be planned so as to be
capable of resisting a powerful assault, and every attempt should be made tC>
increase its defensive powers by giving it a strong profile, by providing a good flank
defence, ru.1cl by making use of all the accessories of defence, in the shape of
obstacles, &c., that have been already described.
. In many cases a work may be requirecl to fulfil both conditions, for it may be
1n a position favourable for the action of artillery for offensive purposes, while it
may also be an important point to hold in respect to the general defence.
437. The most favourable situation to occupy for defence, whether with or
withm~t works, is the top of rising ground which has a gentle slope before it, like
a glac1s, that can be grazed by the fire of the defenders ; at the same time the
upper surface of the ground should be level, or, still better, should have a slight.
foll to t)1e rear, so AS to 9onceal the ground in rear of the position from the view
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of
enemy, thereby masking the movements of the defensive troops. The
pos1t10n should not. be corumandecl, within range, by heights which could be
occupied by an assailant.
Very high ground is not necessarily goocl for defence, as the fire from it
beco_mes too p~unging* to be effective, particularly at night, and against troops in
mot1011; and 1f the slores be very steep, they cannot be swept by the frontal
fu·e .of the works; while, on the other hru.1cl, they can be surmounted by an
assailant unless they are so steep as to be precipitous.
\Yorks frequently have to be constructed on g1·ot111d unfavourable for defence ;
as, for mstauce, when the site occupied is commanded within effective range, t or
when the face and not the summit of a hill is the site of the work. In either
case increased height of parapet is necessary, in order to afford cover for even a
short distance in rem· ; while, in the latter case, difficulty would be experienced
in dJ:aining the work, which from its position would intercept the water runuin(•
0
down the face of the hill.
438. A position on the summit of rising gr01md, occupied to resist an attack,
combines the following advantages to a greater or less extent, according to the
actual shape and slopes of the ground, both in front and in rear of the position.
The ground in .front is overlooked Vy the r_lPferulers, owiny to their elevafrd
position.
The movements of the assailants, the strength and position of their reserves
and of their artillery, will thus be made known to the defen<lers, unless concealed by acci<lental circumstances, such as the existence of "·oods, &c.
The group in rea1· is concealed ftom, the enemy's view.
The reserves of the defenders can therefore be posted in situations unseen from
the front, while changes in their position may be effected to meet the varying
requil'ements of the defence, also screened from the view of the enemy, who will
thus be unable to determine, from actual observation, either the strength or
position of the defenders.
The .f,·ont sloJJes of the position up which the enemy must arll'ctnre to the attack
ran be defemfo.d Vy a grazing ffre, the most effective that can be employed against
troops in motion.
These advantages result from a good choice of situation, antl are independrnt
of intrenchments; they will, however, be augmented should the position be
strengthenecl by field works.
439. ,vhen a line of work occupies the summit of a gentle slope, it shoul,l
be retired sufficiently from the crest of the hill to enable its musketry to defend
the slope. This may be considered as. effected if the fire can be directed within
3 feet of the smface of the ground. Considerable latitmle in the choice of the
actual position of a line of parapet on favourable ground will thus be allowed ; for
instance, a line of work occupying the summit H in Fig. 342, Plate XL., might
have its crest at a in the line of fire a b, or at c in the line of fire (' d, each
passing within 3 feet of the surfac~ of the slope, an~ therefo~·e prope_r~y defending
it; or the crest of the parapet might occupy any 1ntermechate posit10n between
these two lines, and be equally efficient for defence.
The line a b is here supposed to pass 3' above the foot of the slope, and close
to ( almost graze) its crest.
The line c d may be assumed as passing 3' above the top of the general slope.
The points a and c may be termed the most retired and the 11Wlif advanced
positions suitable for the parapet.
.
. .
.
440. V\TJ.1en a line of work occupies nsmg ground, the slope of which forms
-a. decidedly convex curve in section, it will frequently be impossible to defend

* Plunging fire is compara~ively ineffective against, ti.·?ops when they are un_coiv:rcd aud i1~
It is, however, the most ettective fire tha~ cau be _b1oug:ht to beat
upon troops when posted behind cover, as in the trenches and ba~ten~s at a s1e~c, bec~usc the
cover afforded by auy parapet evidently. diminishes as the fir~ agarn_st it becouws pluugmg.
t This is very frequently tl1e case with the works composrng Bridge J-Icalls.

rnotfon on open ground.
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the cntiro surface of the slope, if the work occupies the highest part of the ground,
as at A, Fig. 343. To obtain such a defence for the ground in front it would be
necessary to atlvance the position of t~e parapet as _shown. at B,_ whe~ce its fire
can evidently graze the slope; but this advantage is. obtamed m th)s case by
occupying an unfavourable positi~1: for t]:e w_ork, wlnch would requue a lugh
parapet on account of the groun~ r1smg ~ehmd 1t, ~nd the work wot~ld, moreover,
be difficult to drain. But notwithstandmg these disaclvantages, port10ns of works
must frequently occupy situations similar to B.
If the parapet were constructed at A, Fig. 343, direct defence for the ground
in front could only be completely obtained by paring the surface sufficiently to
allow the musketry fire to be brought within 3 feet of it ; but this operation
would entail more labour than could usually be devoted to the purpose.
It will, however, frequently happen, after having resorted to every practicable
expedient, that there will remain some ground in front of a work which cam10t
be defended by a frontal fire. 1'\'hen such is the case, endeavours should be made
to obtain a flank defence for it, ancl to obstruct, as much as is practicable, the
approach of an assailant in that direction.
441. The defence of a slope of ground becomes less favourable as the slope
increases in steepness, because the defensive fire requires greater depression to
defend the slope ; the superior slopes of the parapets require, consequently, to be
made steeper, and the parapets are thereby weakened. There is also less choice
of position for the parapets, as is illustrated further on.
When the slope of ground is so steep as to prevent its being properly defended
from a parapet, and yet not sufficiently steep to be inaccessible to an assailant, it
is not usual* to occupy the crest of the slope with works, but to retire them some
distance, as in Fig. 344 ; for by so doing the ground in the immediate front of
the works is well defended, and an enemy would have to pass over it after being
disordered by the ascent of the slope, which should be flanked jmm convenient
points, so as to ensure an enemy being seen while mounting it.
442. When ground occupied for defence is so steep as to be inaccessible to
an enemy (which is a case of rare occurrence for any considerable extent), the
crest of the slope may be occupied by works which would possess the advantages
resultmg from a commanding position without the obligation of defending the
ground immediately in front. The steep ground should, if necessary, be made
steeper by scm 1,iny, as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 345, so as to form an
lllSurmountable obstacle to an assault. A site of this kind forms an admirable
position for artillery to assist in the defence.
. 443. When works are constructed on the top of rising ground, each separate
lrne of parapet will usually be situated, as shown in Fig. 346, in one of three
posit10ns with reference to the slope of around in its front which it has to
0
defend by its fire.
'
l. As at A B,_ where it is in rear of a straight line of slope. In this case all
the c!101ce of pos1t1on shown in Fig. 342 will exist, and it must be evident that
the !me of parapet A B need not be parallel to the line of slope.
2. Or, as at B C, where it has a salient bend of ground in front. Here, the
ends of the parapet B and C will be closer to the slope than the centre x, which
latter pomt will represent the retired position shown at a, ]<'ig. 342, while B and
C correspond to the advanced position shown at c in the same Fia.
3. Or, as at C D, where it has a re-entering slope in front. In this case the
ends of the. parapet C aud D evidently correspond to the retired position a,
Fig. 342, wlule the centre y conesponds to the advanced position c.
444. The following simple practical operations require to be constantly
carried out when tracing works on high ground.
t ; ?'his refers to regular parapets only, for good musketry cover can be provided for infantry
F°. c e3e4,4,<lba sl1ope1, however steep it may be, provided that it is not precipitous as shown iu
1g.
y t 1e cotted profile.
'
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TG ildt>rr».-lne flu' most 'relirecl position for a line of para1;et of' given conimancl

to defend a gi,,en slope.
·
·
The observer should look from the point a, Fig. 347, 3' above the ground at
the foot of the slope, to the crest of the hill. An assistant should move an
upright rod, of the height of the intended parapet, backwards or forwards,
unt1l it~ ~op comes 1n the line of sight of the observer, as at c, which thus marks
the posit10n of the crest at one particular point. A similar observation should be
made at some other point in the required line of parapet.
To dete:nnine the rnost advanced positionfm· a lineofpa1·a1Jet of given (·ommancl

to ddend a given slope.
·
Here the observer at a, Fig. 347, 3' above the ground, should look in the line
,a b ;parallel to and 3' above the slope, by means of an assistant, who fixes the
J)o:nt_ V.
~he upripht rod, when brou_g~t into the position d, where its top
•comcides with the !me a b, fixes the posit10n of the crest. The operation should
lbe repeated at other points in the parapet.
If. the slope of ground be very gentle, this operation is unnecessary, as the
•Sl1Jler10r slope of the parapet may be steeper than the ground in its front. The
parapet may be advanced sufficiently to allow its superior slope produced to pass
$' above the ground at the top ~f the elope, as c d in Fig. 342.
N.R-If the observer stand on the top of the hill so as to place his eye in the
rprolongation of the general surface of the slope, then h.is position will mark,
sufficiently correctly for many practical purposes, a point in the crest line of a
,parapet of ordinary height (7 ½' or 8').
To dete-rmine the amount of ground to ve cut away so as to allow the fire of a
pampet to d~fencl the foot of a given slope in its Ji-ant.
The position A, Fig. 343, illustrates the use of this problem. In this case the
foot of the slope is undefended by the parapet at A, which position combines the
maximum command, or rather height of situation, with good cover in rear.

In Fig. 348 the defect is exaggerated to explain the problem.
The fire of the parapet, passing from the crest c, is required to reach a, 3' above

the ground at the foot of the slope. The line c a cuts the surface at b and cl, and
the vertical line f e represents the greatest depth at which it passes under the
.surface.
It is first necessary to find the line g h parallel to c a and tangent to the hill.
'This is effected by raising up marks of equal height, say 6 inches at a time, above

the points c and a, until by trial the mark at g becomes just visible from h.
'Then the depth f e is the same as a h or g c. The dimensions of these lines can
be obtained correct to one inch with great ease.
The points b and d may be found by moving a rod of the length of(! c or h a
.along the ground in a vertical position, until its top coincides with the observed
line r1 h / when this is effected it will be resting on the required point.
Three examples are here given to illustrate the foregoing ~·emarks ;_ in each

case it is assumed that the musketry fire of the work (or its super10r slope
produced) must be able to pass within .1 feet of the surface of the ground, and
that the parapets are 8 feet in height, unless otherwise specified. .
.
445. A salient angle is required to occupy the ground, shown 111 Fig. 349
by the contour lines.
Two faces, a b and b c, are here shown, each parallel to the general line of the
slope in their front, ancl sufficiently retired from its crest to be able to graze the
.
.
slope by their musketry fire.
This will be evident from an inspect10n_ of the profiles, Figs. 350, 351. .
The trace here criven mi...,ht be considerably modified : the faces nught be
retired as far as the0 lines cl ; and e f if a smaller work were required, o~· they
might be advanced as far as the lines g ?i and h i if a larger work ,yere desirable,
without affecting the efficiency of the direct defence of the ground m front of the
work. Aaain if the direction of the line of parapet a b were not smtable for the
fire requir:d f;om it, it might be made to occupy any position most advantageous
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between ,, 71 and d c as for instance, !/ e or ll It, without affecting the proper
defence ~f the slope 'in front.
This example illustrates a very favourable case; for as the work is situated on
level rrround at the top of a moderate slope, it can be easily aUaptcd in outline so
as either to suit the shape of the ground, to bring a. fire into a required direction,
or to receive flank defence from collateral works.
446. In Fig. 352, Plate XLI., a less favourable case is illustrated. In this
instance a low spur of a hill is occupied with a redan as an advanced work, from
which a flank fire can be brought to bear on the slopes of the hill.
The slopes of the spur in front of the redan, a, b, c, are not perfectly defended
by the tire of its faces, as will be seen from the profiles given in Figs. 353, 354.
This woulcl be better effecte,1 if the faces of the work were retired further
back; but then a fresh defect would be the result, owing to the rapid rise of the
ground in th~ interior of the reclan, which would render it difficult to obtain
proper cover m the work.
Not,-..,ithstanding these inconveniences, a position similar to that shown may
frequently be occupied with an advanced work, either for the purpose of :flanking
the slopes of the main hill, or to see into ground otherwise hidden from view.
The grounil in its front should be defencled by a cross fire from the main position
in rear, from which also a view of its interior should be obtained, as in Fig. 196,
Plate X."s:I.
A principal difficulty attending the maintenance of a work in such a position
would be its drainage. As its salient occupies lower ground than its gorge, it
would be necessary to make drains leading under its salient into the ditch. Too
much care can harclly be bestowed on this important point, if the work be lial;,]e
to be occupied for any considerable time.
447. Fig. 355 is an example of a hill, the summit of which is occupied by a
redoubt.
It is here sllpposed that the entrance opening is placed on the rear of the
work G F; that the three front faces, H C, C D, and D E, are properly traced, a~
n:vw·cli:; their dfrection, for bringing a fire on to ground most requiring it; and
~hat .the remaining faces, H G and E F, are long e~ough to afford s1:fficient
mter10r space to the redoubt, or to fulfil any other requirement. Such bemg the
case, the work shown is well adapted to its intended object, for it fulfils the two
important points of hPing alile to bring a fire into the requirecl directions, and of
snitinr; the shape of the oite on ~chich it is constructed.
The _profile of the front face on the line A B, .Fig. 356, shows that the slopes
of the hill are well defended by the fire from the work.
The outline of the redoubt might be considerably altered from that shown in
Fig. 355, without losing the advantage of being able to defend the slopes of the
hill, 1f the reqmrements of the work demanded a different direction to any of the
faces. For 111stance, the trace shown by the thick dotted line would be oood so
0
'
far .as regards its suiting the shape of the ground.
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be chosen, so as to avoid confusion, and allow of proper direction by the General
in command.
The columns must bo covered and supported by skirmishers, but must them.
,selves advance rapiclly without firiug. No one must be allowed to fall out, to
take to the rear wounded officers or men ; the wounded must find their own way
back or wait for the stretcher party.
451. Each column will usually be heaclcd by an engineer party, to open
a road through the palisades of the covered way or other obstacles; and along
with this there will be a car,·ying party, with bags of hay, planks, hurdles,
or fascines, to help the troops to cross, or to jump into, pits or ditches.
_
The adi>ance of the ston ning party should follow about 30 paces behmd the
, carryincr party, and the same distance in front of the support or main body.
Th; res1·rve shoulcl be about 100 paces behind the maiu body; and this agaiu
will be followecl (or sometimes preceded) by a workiug party, to form a lodgment
if the work is to be held, or to dismantle it if it is to be abandoned.
Thel'e should also be an arti/le,·y party immediately iu rear of the main body,
to serve any guns that may be taken, or to spike them in case of a repulse.
In rear of the working party follows a sfl'etchei· pai·ty, for the removal of the
·wounded.
452. If there are works to be escaladed, ladder parties will be attached to the
, advance, and to the supports of the storming parties.
The advance, with the first line of ladders, after descendiug into the ditch,
move their ladders across the ditch, ascend the escarp, form on the berm, fix
bayonets, and rush over the parapet in a body at a signal from the Commander.
The support, with the second line of ladders, should reach the counterscarp as
-the first line is crossiug the ditch : they lower their laclders into the place from which
the first line has been removed, and after descending leave their larlders there, so
·as to establish a continuous line of communication for the working party, reserve, &c.
There should be ladders enough for an assault on a broad front (30 or 40 men).
At least 3 feet of the head of each ladder should be above the wall against which
it is placed, to assist the men in getting on and off.
An escalade is hardly practicable if any of the walls to be ascended or
· descended are more than 30 feet high, because of the weight of the ladders
required, and the difficulty of carrying them. Ten men will be required to carry
a 36-feet ladder, which will be wanted for a 30-feet wall. As the attempt can
hardly succeed except by surprise, it must usually be made at night; and therefore the troops should be practised beforehand, by night, in escalading drill, as
· any noise, confusion, or delay might be fatal.
453. The strength of the several portions of an assaulting colunm must
· depend on circumstances; but the importance of using large numbers has been
repeatedly shown (P.g., Badajoz and Sebastopol). "The miserable, doubtiug,
unmilitary policy of small storming parties, on the plea that if ice fail we can't
· lose many men, causes more mischief, loss, and disfl'race than any other proceedina
0
0
in war."~(Sir J. Burgoyne.)
~~ assaul~, if suc~essful, has the advantage of being a rapid undertaking, not
reqmrmg a siege tram, whereby much time is gained: the loss experienced,
·although probably heavy for a single operation, would not outweigh that which
-,would necessarily be incurred in carrying on a siege.
.. 454. A BoMDARDMENT is an attempt to overwhelm a place by throwing
:'Into . lt a great quantity of shells, rockets, &c., from batteries of guns and
lhoW1tzers, with the object of burning and destroying the town (:not the forti~tatio_ns), and forcmg, by means of the pressure put on the governor by the
mhab1tants, the surr~nder of th_e place, without the attacking force having to go
through the more tedious operat10ns of a siege.
The object of _a, bombardment may be, as at Sweaborg iu 1855, merely to
destroy naval or military stores, arsenals, and ships.
This method of attack is unclertakcn when the assailants are unprovided with
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the mean:::, or cannot spare the time, for a siege, and when the fortress is insufficiently provided with bomb-proof cover. Against a well-constructed fortress it
wo,ul~ he ineffective, as the_garrisons are protected by ~eing lodged in bomb-proof ·
bnilclings, and suffer but little from the effects of h1oh anole fire which falls
principally on the inhabitants. It might succeed (a~d often h;s succeeded)
agamst a small place unprov1ded with bomb-proof cover ; or where the O'overnor is
a weak man, whose sense of duty yields to his feelings of humanity; otwhere the
garrison is insufficient to keep the inhabitants in subjection under the miseries
inflicted on them.*
455. BLOCKADE.-To blockade a place is to invest or to surround it with
superior forces, sufficient in number to prevent any communication between the
garrison and the country until a surrender becomes unavoidable from want of·
provisions. It is, in other words, an attempt to starve out a given garrison.
Its success will depend on the vigour with which the investment is maintained.,
and on the time the garrison can hold out before they can be relieved.
Partial bombardment may be resorted to in order to quicken a surrender.
A blockade is usually undertaken by an army unable to attack a fortress in
any other way, either by assault, by bombardment, or by regular sieo-e, as its
0
duration is greater than that of any of these methods of attack.
A fortress while being besieged should always be blockaded (or, as it is
termed, invested), in order to confine its gan·ison and inhabitants to existing .
res0tuces of ammunition and food, and to prevent reinforcements being furnished
to the garrison, and the sick and wounded being got rid of.
456. REGULAR SrEGE OR SYSTEMATIC ATTACK is the most certain, the best,
and most usual method of attacking a fortress properly constructed and efficiently·
garrisoned, provided that the besiege1· is in a position, as 1·ega,·cls resom·ces in wen
ancl mate1·ial, to carry it on with vigoU'J·. But when a siege is attempted without
sufficient means, experience has shown that no operation of war is more difficult
of success, or more disastrous in its effects if unsuccessful.
In a regularly conducted siege, a fortress is first thoroughly invested by
superior forces, so disposed in the environs as to confine the garrison to the
immediate vicinity of their works, and to exclude any supplies frol!l without of
men and warlike material. After this has been effected, the besiegers determine the .
most favourable side of the fortress to be attacked : they then construct batteries
for guns and howitzers, to silence or keep under the fire of the works of the
fortress in their front, protecting such batteries from the attacks (sorties) of the
garrison by keeping a sufficient force in their neighbourhood, . under cover in
trenches made for the purpose. Approaches by means of open trenches disposed
so as to avoid enfilade, other trenches for the protection of the guards, and further
batteries are now made; and, in time, the besieger is able to batter down the
escarp wall, and to carry his trenches up to the foot of the breach. The besiegers'
troops being thus enabled to march in security to the breach made in the wall_s of
the town, can assault it, being in general superior in numbers to the garnson
defending it; and as they (the assailants) are assisted by _a fire of artillery and
musketry directed on to the defenders of the breach, which fire can be maintained, without injury to the assailants, until the very moment of person~!
contention, the breach, if properly attacked, is generally carried; and this leads,
in all probability, to the capture of the place.

457.

TROOPS AND ARMAMENT FOR THE ATTACK OF A FORTRESS.

Strength of a Besieging A1'ny.-The strength of the Siege Corps will da]lel)d
on the nature and size of the fortress to be attacked, and on its garrison. The
Siege Corps should be sufficiently strong. .
(!.) To invest the fortress completely, and to mamtam the investment ,igainst
all the efforts of the ganison.
* Sixteen Freuch fortresses smrenJeretl to bombardment in 1870; among them were Taul,
Thionville, Verdun, Mezieres, Neuf-Bris~ch, Longwy, Peronne, &c. Strasbomg successfully
resist+;Jd a born banlmen t a nil haJ to be besieged.
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(~.) To execute and guard all_ the requisite siege works. .
.
In addition to the besieging troops, au army of observat10n will generally he
requirnd to prevent the enemy's troops in the field b1:eaking the investment and
relieving the place; also to frustrate any attempt to ~a1se _the s1e~e,
.
.
In creneral terms, a force twice that of the garnson 1s reqmred to mvest 1t
0
closely, ancl one of from thre_e to four times i_ts strength is required_ to prosecute a
siege active.Iy. As the garnson of a place 1-11:creases, the 1)/'0J)O?'tt~nate strength
of a besieging army will decrease, aJthoug:h its actual strength will, of course,
increase.
Bnt such general estimates must be largely modified to meet particular cases ;
an<l, like all other operations, Sieges may have to be undertaken, and may be
brought to a successful termination, by force~ much below the strength that safe
estimates wottld give.
458. As an example of the calculation for a Siege Corps, the small fortress
shown in Plate XLII. may be taken as being garrisoned by 5,000 men.
The line of investment of such a place would be about 12 miles long. Three
detachments, each about two-thirds of the strength of the garrison, coulcl probably
maintain this line strictly from the first, and affOTd each other support if attacked.
By the time the regular siege began, the investrnent line would have been fortified,
and could be h eld by fewer men. Two of the detachments might then be reduced
to one-half the strength of the garrison-2,500 men each. The third detachment,
on the side of the intended attack, might be raised to 7,500, to furnish guards of
the trenches, at tlwee ,·eliefs, equal to half the strength ~f the gmnson (this
being considered as the greatest number that could be collected together for a
sortie).
The working pm·ties necessary for carrying on the siege works will vary in
number at different times, more being required in the early periods of the attack
than towards the end, but as an average they may be taken as 2,000 men, and
they should be in four reli.efs. *
The total strength of Siege Corps for a garrison of 5,000 men will thus beInvesting tTOops on side not attacked . . .
2 x 2,500 = 5,000
Guards of Trenches, half the garrison in 3 reli.efs .
3 x 2,500 = 7,500
·working parties, 4 reliefs
4 x 2,000 = 8,000

Total
or four times the strength of the garrison.

20,500

459. With a large fortress, surrounded by detached forts, and garrisoned by
40,000 men, the !me of mvestment wouM be about 30 miles in length (e.g., Metz).
An army of 80,000 men would allow about 2,700 per mile, and this would
probably be no more than sufficient at .fint to resist the sorties of so large a
garrison.
Alt~ough the length o~ the investment line does not increase in proportion
to the mcrease of the garnson, the greater number of men per mile required to
guard it will keep the total of the investin« force at somethin« like a constant
ratio of 2 to 1 to the gan-ison, unless the 0 latter be out of all due proportion
to the extent of the place.
. The additional troops ~-equired for a regular siege become, however, proport10nately fewer as the garnson increases.
For the simultaneous attack of three detached forts the workin" parties may
0
be estnnated at 1,500 men per fort, in 4 reliefs.
.For the Guards of the Trenches 3,000 men per mile would probably suffice.
This at 3 rehefs upon a front of four or five miles would require 30 000 men
'
'
one-half of whom might be drawn from the investing troops.
* The German l'Ule clming the war of lSi0-71 was that the maximum effort required of
each man should_be one day's outpost duty, and the next day with workino- party followed.
0
'
by rest on the thnd clay.
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On tlieso data the total strength of the Siege Corps to attack a garrison of
40,000 rn,·n will thus heInvesting troops on side not attacked . .. . . . . . . . . . 60,000 men.
Gt~:,~'.ls of trenches, 4~ miles at_ 3'.00~ per 1nile in 3 reliefs: } 40,000 "
,Ym·king parties, 1,500 men per
rehefs . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .
Total
. . . .. .
or (about) thret' times the strength

fort, for 3 forts, in 4 t 18 000
. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. f '
. .. . . . . .. .. .
118 000
of the garrison.*
'

''

:From the above it may be deduced, as before stated, that a Siege Corps should
as a rule be 3 or 4 to 1 to the garrison, accor<lmg to the size of the fortress.
The composition of the Siege Corps should be adapted to its special work.
The proport10n of,CaYalry may be less than with a field army, but the proportion
<if A.1-t1llery and Engineers must be largely increased. The number of "Garrison
Batt:ries" should b~ about one-fourth of the largest number of siege guns and
howitzers tha.t are likely to be engaged at any one time, so as to allow 30 men
per gun, or three reliefs of 10 men each. The Engineers should not be less than
one-twentieth of the strength of the infantry, and considerably more, if possible.
There should be from 20 to 40 additional engineer officers.
. 460. SIEGE TRAIN.-The siege train in the British Service is organized by
muts of 30 pieces of l'1fled ordnance each: there are a heavy unit and a light unit.
The heayy unit consists at present ofEight 64-Prs..
Eight 40 ,,
Fourteen 8" Howitzers
The light unit consists ofTen 40-Prs.
Ten 25 ,,
Ten 6·3" Howitzers

of 64 cwt.
35 "
47 ,,

of 35 cwt.
18 ,,
18 "
,vith each of these units are associated six 7~Pr. Guns to be mounted on beds
for high angle fire at short ranges, and 300 24-Pr. Hale's rockets.
Both units would usually be requiTed for a siege.
The 64-Prs. are needed to dismount the artillery of the fortress by direct fire,
frontal 01· enfilade, at long ranges; the 8" howitzers to bombard the interiors of
works, or of the place itself, by high angle fire at long ranges, with heavy shells
of large capacity; and to enfilade lines provided with traverses, and breach
unseen masoru'Y, by indirect fire at shorter ranges.
The lighter pieces are needed for the more advanced artillery positions, to
save as far as possible the labour of moving forward the larger calibres, perhaps
under the fire of the fortress, and also to lessen the weight of the ammunition to
be brought up.
The number of units of both kinds required would depend on the character,
armament, and garrison of the fortress. For a small place, probably four units
(120 pieces) would suffice; for a large fortress, with detached forts and a numerous
garrison, perhaps three times as many would be required. t
* At Strasbourg in 1870 the garrison was 20,000, and th~ Siege Corps 60,000 strong, and _the
siege was pushed with great vir,our. At Belfort the garnson was over 16,000, _and the Siege
Corps, at first only about 10,oa°o, was gradually in~reased to 36?000; but the siege made s_low
progress and the place was not taken. At Tluonnlle tl!e garnson was 5,000, and the Siege

;~;ui:l~l~~o ki~1! ~1~~1n8:1\\~11
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{~;·gd
~~:e~p~:~~'.~g
61 pieces,
.Meziel'es 68 Toul 31 fongwy 52 Neuf-Brisach 34 (excluding field guns). But the French
fortresses w~rc know1; to be ill-ar~1ed and ill-adapted for defence. Fol' the siege of Strasbourg
the besiegers collt,cted ~73 pieces at the <lep~ts, b~1t rn;ed 01~ly 24~. At_ Sebastopol, when the
last hurnl,anlmcnt opened, there were 698 pieces m the besiegers ba.ttenes.
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The extent to which the main lines of the ramparts can ho cnfila<lctl, owing to
their trace m1Ll to the nature of the surrounding ground, must also be taken intonccount. "711e.re frontal fire is employed for dismounting, at least gun for gun must

he allowed· but where it is possible to employ enfilade fire, a less number will suffice.
In addition to the pieces of the siege train, field gnns will be rnatle use of, to,
assist in driving back the ga1Tison in the first instance into their works, and in.
repelling sorties afterwards, &c.

461. Amnmnitiou.-Each piece of the siege train is accompanied by 500,
rounds of ammunition. This is enough to begin with, but in a siege of 30 days
double this quantity is likely to be wanted, and supplies must he brought up as
required. According to German experience the daily expenditure per gun ought
seldom to exceed 60 rounds.*

462. Th e Investm ent.-This should be executed rapidly, if possible by surprise,
and simultaneously on all sit.les, in ordel' that the place may not be provisioned
or reinforced, or have time to prepare for defence. The investing corps, which
should be at least one and a half times the garrison, and especially strong in
cavalry, should advance in several columns, carefully timed so that the heads of:
the columns may all close upon the place, by the various main roads leading to it,
a little before daybreak.
In the investment of a large fortress with a powerful garrison the operatimi
could not, probably, be carried out simultaneously on all sides. The operation
would then have to be made gradually. · The whole force would advance upon one·
side of the place, and the leading corps would take up a position on this side to,
receive an attack, so that under cover of this position the other corps might move
round successively, and form up on the flanks, until the circle was completed.
The investing force would press in as closely as possible towards the place,
so as to shorten the investing line and facilitate reconnaissance.
,~7 ith a
garrison who perform their duty well, and cling to defensible posts, &c., in the
environs, it will seldom occur that the main bodies of the investing corps can

establish themselves nearer than 2½ miles from the place, with their outposts
pushed forward a mile or more to the front,
At about these distances the lines of investment will be systematically taken
up, so as to secure a strict blockade. The whole line will be divided into sections,
as the ground may dictate; the troops (divisions or brigades) assigned to each
section supplying their own outposts and reserves.

Good communications will

at once be established between the difterent sections, to allow of prompt mutual
support, and lines of field telegraph made to connect them all with the headquarters.

The fighting positions selected are hastily intrenched for immediate defence,
and the works gradually strengthened afterwards, so as to be able to resist the
most powerful attacks that the garrison are able to make.
If the force be too weak to invest a fortress on all sides without a dangerous.
dispersion, it must choose a position favourable for defence, barring the roads which

are of most value to the garrison ; and by cavalry detachments and flying
columns 1t . mar narrowly limit the communications of the place with the
country, until r?mforcements amve and the investment can be completed.
463, Choice oj the side of Attack.-Immed1ately after the investment the
besiegers make re~onnaissances, to correct and complete their plans of the

fortress and the neighbourhood, and to decide how and where to attack ,t.
As regards the point of attack, it has to be considered(!.) On which side trenches can he most easily made.
(2.) vVhich is the best work to attack, as reaards the effect of its capture on
0
that of the fortress.

* ~t Strasbourg about 200,000 1'?lmch1. w:re fired from 240 pieces in 36 days, and at
Bclfo1t 100,000 rounds from about 90 pieces m ,2 days. At Sebastopol nearly 150 000 roun<ls.
were fired in 3 days from 698 pieces.
·
'
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(3.) "'hie!, of the fronts, otherwise suitable, best satisfies the strate,.ical
condition$, is most conYenient in relation to the Jiue of supply or retreat, and 0 will
give the greatest security against attempts to relieve the place.
On account of the immenso weight of the ammunition and other material now
l'equiretl for a siege, the position of the railway or river by which it is brouaht up
must have great influe11ce in determining the side upon which the fortress ;hould
Le attacked, so as to lessen the road transport as much as possible, and a1low the
main depots to be covered by the bulk of the siege corps.
Takiag all these points into account, the Commanding Engineer, in concert
with the Connnan!ling Officer of Artillery, draws up a projef't of attack, showing
generally its probable extent and ultimate direction, and submits it to the
Commander of the Siege Corps.
464. As soon as the plan of attack is decided on, the position of the
Artilfrry and EnyinN1· Parks is fixed, and the artillery and engineer trains are
there stored. These parks, or main dep0ts, should be out of range of the enemy's
guns, especially the powder magazines : these latter should ordinarily be four or
liYe miles from the most adYaneed works of the fortress. The ammunition depot
and the gun park may lie rather nearer, and the engineer park nearer still, but
should be hiclclen from yiew. They should all be in railway communication with
the line of supply.
Intenntdiate dPpr)ts are established as soon as the besiegers1 progress will allow
of it, usually one on each line of approach, and a mile or a mile ancl a half from
the place, to contain the supplies required for 24 hours. These feed smaller
trenr·h dlputs, and are themselYes fed from the engineer park, with "·hich they
shoulcl be connected, if possible, by a line of railway or tramway.
During the ilwestment* gabions, fascines, &c., are made up in the nearest
woods, and transported to the paTks : supplies of all kinds necessary are brought
up until the besiegers are in a position to commence active operations, tdthout
fear of being aftenfards delayed for tcant of materials: telegraphic communications
should be perfected, and observations formed in convenient positions.
Reconnaissances all round the fortress should be made in order to mislead the
garrison as to the intended point of attack.
465. First A,·til/e,·y Position.-The first operation of the regular siege
consists in forming a series of batteries at ranges vnrying from 2,000 to 4,000
yards from the place, for the purpose of silencing by frontal or enfilade fire
the guns which bear on the field of attack. The closer these batteries are made,
the more effectiYe will l,e their fire. The choice of site will clepcncl on the nature
of the "rOlmd and the cover it affords. Considerable choice of situation will exist,
,so as fo enable these batteries to be made and armed without interrupti1>11 from
the garrison, and possih]y without their knowledge.
They can be widely dispersed, so as to be able to obtain to the fullest extent
the advantacre of conver"ence of fire; and in the case of a small fortress such as 1s
shown in P"bte XLII., t'hey ,\·ill embrace a semicircle, or even more.
For convenience of supply and control they may be in ~roups, ~}Ut, unless the
site compels it, there should seldom be more than five_ or six guns 1n one battery.
All the more important faces of the fortress winch bear upon the field of
attack should, as far as may be possible, be enfiladed by one battery, c11_1d
counter-battered by the direct frontal fire of another. Often a battery wlnl•,
counter-battering one face may enfilade another, and perhaps take a thml 1n
reverse.
" 7hen enfilade is impracticable, the counter-batterie~ must be largely increased,
so as to OYerpower the face by a superior number_ of pieces.
~Iany of these batteries being hidden from view, can be worked a~ before the
anival of the siege train, and will be ready to be armed when reqmred : others
* The ini:cstmcnt (or blockade, for it is st~ch) is kept ur until, the siege is terrnin~~ed; ~ut
the term is usl'll here in its general sense, to unply the penod which elapses before the openmg
of the trenches."
L
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will ha.Ye to be made in more exposed situations, awJ will require to be screcnell
from the enemy's view by branche~ of trees, _. .~c.
.
.
.
The batteries of the first artillery posit10n will be chiefly n1·meJ with the
heavier pieces of the siege train? which, so fa~· as is possible, Rhonld, .be placed in
situations where they may contmuc to fire 1v1th effect throughout the siege, an<l
will therefore not require to be moved to more advancet.l positions afterwanls .
.A.rran<Temcnts are made for completing the armament of the whole of the
batte1•ies
the first position, so as to be able to open fire at day light on a given

bi

mo11llng.

466. Opening ,fire .f/'Om fi,·,t ar/i/11•,·y posilim1.- AII the batteries should
open fire at daybreak, and together, so as to anticipate the fortress, and get. the
advanta(l'e of observinr, their own shots and making the necessary correct10ns
before tb.ey are exposeil to a reply. The daily expenditure of ammunition will
be fixed by order, and only exceeded under very special circumstances; but to
provide for such cases the magazines should contain a two days' supply, or 100
to 200 rounds per gun. The fire will be slackenecl, but not entil'ely suspended,
during the night.
As soon as the artillery fire of the place is sufficiently subdued, the besiegers
will form their .first pcuallel, or p lace of arms.
467. Fir,t Pctmllel, or Place of Ann.s.-Parallels anJ demi-parallels, termed
also JJlaces of arms, are trenches running parallel, or nearly so (whence their
name), to the general front of the works attacked.
Their object is to protect the batteries and other ,rorks of the attack (in case
of sorties being made from the garrison) by holding a guard of the trenches
sufficiently strong to repel such attempts. At the same time they afford a
covered communication between the different works of the attack. and allow of
a great amount of musketry fire being kept up from them on the defences.
Their extent must be sufficient to embrace the salients attacked, and to
support any batteries that may be made on the flanks of the attack.
They are terminated by returns, to bring a fire of musketry on sorties
attempting to get round their flanks; sometimes their extremities are strengthened
by redoubts.
The first parallel will usually be about 800 or 850 yards from the place.
This distance is such that musketry fire from the fortress will not be effective
while it is being commenced at night, but will permit musketry fire from it,
dming the day, to be kept up on the defences.
The mode of tracing and executing the first pa.rallel by cmnmon trench work
will be found described in Arts. 478, 484.
468. On the night fixed for its construction, the outposts must be
strengthened on the fronts of attack, and with their reserves and the main body
they constitute the covel'ing ll'Oops. They should push forward a line of double
sentries about 300 paces in front of the intended parallel with the piqnets about
100 paces behind them, or 200 paces in front of the parallel. The supports-say
half a battalion for each half-battalion of the outposts-should be I 00 paces in
rea: of the piq~rnts, and about the same distance in front of the parallel, so that
theu advance m case of a sortie shonld n0t disturb the workmen.
The reserve~ co:~nprising cavalry and artillery as well as infantry, should be
about half a mile m rear of the flanks, as its especial duty is to guard against
flank attacks .
. The total strength of the covering troops should usually equal or exceed twothirds of the strength of the garrison.
At daybreak the "covering parties" either take post in the parallel or
behind any available natural cover; henceforth they are termed the "Guanls
of the Trenches."
To enable the guards to pass to the front of the parallel to repel sorties,
parts of it are prepared with steps, as in Art. 490.
469. Approaches.-Three or more approaches are usually found necessary
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for tlw aUa,·k of any !lll)'ortant front.
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Of thesr, one at least must be opened at

the sanw bme as thL· first parallel, to serve as a covered comnnmjcation from it to
the rear. These a1!proaches are made in zigzags, the prolongations of which fall

altemately to the right and left of the fortress, an,l abuut 100 yards clear of the
most prumment salll'nts of the cuvcieLl way, to prerl'nt their being readily

enliladc•cl.
Tl11•y are usually k( pt nn tlw capitals of the works atbwkl·d, as there they are
1

less cxpol:'c_U to f!·ontn.l fire from th_e place, a1ul Jem.;t in the way of the besiegers'
own hattcne:,'.;. _E,w_h ll1'anch of a. z1g~ag overlaps the branch lJ~hind it by about
10 y,mls, snet'lllng it from enfilade view, and at the same time forminrr a return
0
which may be uxefnl as a trench depUt for engineer stores.

The above remarks on the trace of the parallel and of the approaches are
illustrate,! in Plate XLII., which gives a general sketch of the systematic attack
on a small bastiune<l fortress up to the foot of the glncis. In this sketch it is
ns.smuetl that the first artillery position can IJe pL.u:cd at alJout 2,000 yards from

the fortress; that on the right flank it can 1,e externled so as to enfilade the
faees hearing on the Held of attack, but that on the left flank such extension i~
forbidden by special circumstances.

470. Reli,fs.-The guard of the trenches is relieved once in twenty-four
hours, u:;ually abont mitl-c.lay. For the working parties the reliefs are of six or
eight hours; but the men uf each company are marched off as soon as their task

is finishe,l.
t-;hort rcliefs are best when the numbers are small; but with the very largeworking pa1-ties re41uiretl for the first few nights, frequent changes involve risk
aml confusion, and not more than two reliefs can be reckonc1l on in twenty-four
hours.

The duty shoul,l 1,e taken by companies a.ml battalions un,lcr their own officers,
and not by mixed detachments.
The enginuers are relievetl at intermediate hours to the infantry working

parties.
As all new work is generally begun at nightfall, in order to get good cover by
morning, successive periolls of twt:nty-four hours are at sieges reckoned by nights
instead of days, and begin at dusk.

4 71. Second Artillay Pu,itiun.-Thc distance of the batteries of the first
position will make it difficult for them, without excessiYe expenditure of
ammunition, to silence the fortress altogether, and to defeat the efforts of the
garrison to reopen fire.
As soon, therefore, as the first parallel is securely established, a second

al'tillery position will he taken up in rear of it at from 900 to 1,500 yards from
the place. The batteries of this position will he armed partly by fresh pieces
from the parks, partly with pieces moved forward from some of the hattenes of
the first position. Their functions are more _stnctly defined than those of the
more distant batteries, and their several pos1t1ons are m closer connection with

the trace of the fronts to be attacked.
They eomprise(1) Batteries for enfilading with curvccl fire the most important faces.
(2) Counter-batteries for clirect fire on the pnnc1pal faces bcanng on the
attack.
(3) Batteries for high angle fire, to search out the interior of works,
espeeially those which cmmot be enfiladed.
_
(4) Breaching batteries for curved fire, to breach the cscarps and flankmg
casema.tes, if possible, from a distance.
These will usually act as enfilade, cmmter, or high angle batteries, until tlrn

last stage of the attack. Some of these batteries would be establishecl in the
__
.
. .
_
Jirst parallel.
The batteries of the second posit10n, from their proxnm ty to the place, will be
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~tthject ton h ca\',r aml accurate fire f_rom the fortr0ss.. Their c01~strnct_ion m:1:l the
operation of arming them ·w ill be cffortcd uruJc_r con~tderab_lc d1fficnlt1cs. Every
ctfort must be ma<le to construct and arm them m a smgle 1:1ght.

,Yhen the batteries are rea,ly they will open fire sunultaneously at daybreak, supported by the musketry fire of the parallel and by the heavier guns left
hehintl in the first position.
The cnrraffement must be continued day and night, usually at about 60 rounds
per piece i~
hours, until the artillery fire of the Jefence is_ completely. broken
down. This result is to be looked for, partly from the besiegers super10nty 111
number of pieces, but still more from the convergence they can give to th?ir fire_;
from the easy mark offered by the ramparts of the fortress, as compared with then·
own screened and scattered batteries ; and from the effect wluch even 111-aimeJ
shells will pro<luce in some part or otl~er of the works.
472. Advance from the hi Pa,-allel.-As soon as the first parallel is securely
established, aw..l the fire of the place sufficiently brought under, approaches by zigzag are resumed upon the capitals of the works attacked ; and at rather less than
half-way from the first parallel to the fortress the heads of these approaches are
connected by a second parallel, which is required to support the works to be made
in advance.
This parallel "·ill, if possible, be executed like the first parallel, in one night,
by extended working parties, protected by covering troops. But the besiegers are
now within effective musketry range, and it becomes more urgent than ever to get
cover quickly. Each man, therefore, of the working paTty is usually pTovided
with two gaUions, which ho places in front of him on the tracing line of the
parallel, and fills as rapidly as he can, so as to obtain a musketry-proof parapet
in about half an hour. This parapet is then gradually thickened, the gabions
forming an interior revetment; and the trench behind it is enlarged to the
same dimensions as the first parallel.
This method of execution, termed.flying trench work (Art. 487), may have to
be employed al.so for the approaches in advance of the first parallel, instead of
common trench "·ork, if the fire from the fortress renders it necessary.
473. Flying trench work will continue to be made use of in the further
approaches in advance of the second parallel whenever the passiveness of the
defence gives opportunity for it. But the musketry fire of the place, from its
proximity, now becomes much more accurate, anrl the ground over which the
besiegers have to advance can be much more thoroughly lighted up, so that
even by night they cannot hope for concealment from a vigilant garrison. In
fact, day may become more favourable than night to theiT further progress, as
allowing the workmen to be better supported by the fire of the batteries and
parallels behind them. It is generally assumed that the besiegc·r somewhere
between the 2nd and 3rd parallels will have to give up the method of flying
trench work for forming his trenches, and that henceforward he must be mainly
dependent on the regular Sap.
474. In this operation (Sapping) there is no extension of large parties of
exposed men for the simultaneous execution of the work, but one man (a trained
Sapper) works forward along the ~ine of the intended trench, covering himself by
a parapet as he advances, and 1s followed by other Sappers who widen his
trench and thicken his parapet, until cover from musketry is aiven to men
0
.standing upright.
The trench thus formecl by sap is widened to the required dimensions by
infantry widening parties, working in the usual manner at 5 feet intervals.
~he rate of progress of the Sap heads therefore regulates the progress of
~he siege, an~ every effort must be made to push them rapidly forward, and to
rncrease then· number, or to gain ground by flying trench work whenever a
favotITablc opportunity may occur. At the siege of Strasbourg the latter was
largely employed even up to the crest of the glacis.
The approaches between the 2nd and 3rd parallels, though executed by a
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cliffercnt method from those bet:1·een the 1st and 2nd parallels, will usually
corrcl:ipon<l to them hoth 111 prof1le an<l. trace; but as by this time the uarrison
must be confined to their workR, it will be sufficient if the prolonrrations of
the branches of the zigz.1gs pass 40 yanls outside of the salients of the covered
way, which will protect them frnm enfilade.
475. Owing to the advancccl position of the 3rcl parallel, the Sappers
pushmg forwanl the approaches would, before they reached it, find themselves
nearer _to the enemy than to their own supports in the 2nd parallel. DeMiparal/d.,;, 100 to 150 yards in length, arn therefore made on each approach, about
half-way between the 2n<l and 3rd parallels, to receive some detn.chmcnts of the
guards of the trenches. These demi-parallels ~houkl be well furnished with loopholes for musketry fire, and with sortie steps to allow the guard to a<.lYance over.
The Sap heads ai·e also guarded in their ad Yance by riflemen in pits, about 30
yards ahead of them.
Sometimes the parallels or approaches will he found to obstruct the fire of
:-.omc of the batteries, and it may be necessary to make nearer batteries as su 11stitutcs for them; but it will probably be the exception to bring forward siege
guns in advance of the 1st parallel. Light pieces for high angle tire (such as the
7-Pr. :Mountain gun) will, however, be largely employccl in the 2nd and 3nl para1lels
and the demi.parallels to drive the garrison out of the covered way, and they will
usually be placed in the prolongations of its branches, so as to enfilade them.
476. The 3,-d Parallel is usually placed at the foot of the glacis, or about JOOyards from the salients of the covered way. As this parallel sen-es as the base for
the close attack, to gain possession of the glacis and covered way, it is importani
to have it as far forward as possible: a more ad\'ance<.l position would, however,
bring it within reach of the enemy's countermines, if these exist.
It is extended on either flank as far only as is necessary to envelope the works·.
attacked. It is formed by simultaneous saps (six in Plate XLII.) diverging from
the heads of the several approaches.
With an active and resolute garrison, the besiegers' working parties will be
harassed by fire, and small sorties, more and more as they get nearer to the place.
It is necessary, therefore, that the 3rd parallel eyen more than those behind it .
should be weU prepared for meeting the rnemy in the same fashion: its crest
should be furnished with loophc,les for musketry fire, and steps should be made, at
frequent intervals, to allow the guard to ad Yance from it.
EXECUTION OF SIEGE TREXCHES.

477. The "Queen's Regnlations i, lay <.lown that "it is of tl11~ utmost importance that at Sieges and on field service, working parties should he detailed by
companies, battalions, brigaJes, and di visions as required, and not lJe formed .by
detachments from different companies and corps. The officers should be with
their respective companies or corps. The officers an<.l non-commissionell officers of
the workino- parties will be held responsible for the amonnt of work done; tlw
duty of thc0 Enginecrs being to see that the labour is propn·ly applied.n (Section
VIII. par. 76.-1883.)
Working parties should be rclicvecl at intervals not exceeding eight hours; hut
for works that have to be executed in a short time it is better to have ;::J.c-hom· or
four-how· reliefs, so that the men may be rq1lace<l by fresh hands before they are
unduly fatigued.
.
.
.
.
As a general rule, the Engineers should at Sieges work 1n eight-hour reliefs,
and should not be relievell at the same time as the Infantry.
V\Then the work is continued for any length of time, as in Sieges, the workiJ1g
parties, both Engineers anU Infantry, should, if possible, have three to.urs off d1;1ty
(amounting altogether to not less than 24 hours) to one tou_r on, i.e., workmg
parties should for a continuance be calculated to supply four rehefs or relays.
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In the execution of sic-gc works and of fic-.ld works under fire or within range
of the enemy secrecy is in<lispensablc. For this reason, nll tracing should be don<'
at dusk, so
there may he sufficient light for th e work, while at the sa me time
the enemy cannot perceive what is going on.
All cxrrwn.tions "·ithin rn nge of the enemy in which a number of men arc employed shoulJ he commen ced under coyer of dnrkncs~, ~nrl eYrry effort made to
obtain sufficient coyer to protect the men before daylight. The great power of
modern shells also makes it almost imperative in many casrs, such as the construction o( sirge l lattcrics at close ranges, that the w~rk should be r:actically
completed by that time, leaving nothing hut the clahorat10n of small Llctatls to b e·
done subscquentl,r. These are the occasions for the employment of sh ort relicfo.
In all cases in which a work Tcquires two nights for the c:xca\·ation s, these should.
he executed during the dark hours of th ose nights.
Of course a departure from these rules may he warranted by the "·ant of
Yigilancc of the enemy, or the slackness of his fire.

tI;at

TRACING AND

EXTENDING vYomrnEN.

(Plate XLIII.)

4 78. The position of the line or lines to be traced should ha Ye been scttle,l
beforehand, and landmarks, not easily observed by the enemy, left to enable the
tracing party to work without delay or error in the dusk.
In sheltered situations it is a good plan to post sappers during daylight t o
await the arrival of the party, as these animate points can be more readily found
however dark the night.
The tracing is executed by the engineers. The tape used for the purpose is in
50-yard lengths, each wound on a picket. As many sappers are required as there
are tapes, i.e., one to every 50 yards of line to be traced ; they are accompanied by
an officer and a non-commissioned officer, the latter of whom carries a lantern,*
a picket and a mallet, ,\'11ilc each sapper carries a tape and a G-ft. rod.
Wben the party arrives at the starting point of the tracing (Fig. 358), the
leading (No. 1) sapper halts and gives the encl of his tape to the officer, who
marches on with the rest of the party in the direction of the line to be traced.
W'hen the tape is completely unwound, No. 1 sapper sticks his picket into the
ground, and No. 2 sapper h alts and gives the encl of his tape to the officer ; when
this second tape is unwound, No. 2 sapper sticks his picket into the ground, and
fastens the end of No. I's tape to it; and so the tracing goes on until all the
sappers are extended, when they face the starting-point and lie down to await the
arrival of the "·orking parties. The officer returns to meet the working parties
and to conduct them to their proper sections.
I n fraciny approaches the zigzags are traced first without noticing the return;::,
an d the latter (10 to 20 yards long) are afterwards traced separately with tapes of
the requ1red length; a portion of the tape at every change of direction of an
approach must be cut, in order to clear the trench to be excavated. This is
sh0\,:11 in Fig. 359. D A E is the traced angle of the zigzag. A distance of 15
feet 1s measmecl from A to B, oncl the tape cut and a picket driven at E. The
length A B is then wheeled round into the position A C, in prolongation of E A,
and fixed to a picket at C.
VY½en the workll1g par~ies arrive, the sappers of the tracing party assist in
e:xtend_mg them along then own 50 yards, and afterwards superintend the
execut10n of th e work.
479. T~e tracin? having been executed in sections corresponding with the
lcng~h of ~me reqmred for the several working parties, the latter should be
~wo-y1~ed w1~h a reserve of 10 per cent. to replace casualties, and to relie,·c
md1v1du:1l diggers at the discretion of the officer in charge.

* This is of a special pattern,

and is intended to throw light iu a llu,1·m\·ard direction.
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It i::i undcsi.rahle, unJcr any circumstances, to cxtenJ n10re than 500 men from
one point.
The_ :nen parade ~n fatjgue tlrcsi:;., with rifles slung, waistbelts, bayonets,
amnnrmilon pouches with 20 rounds, UIH.l filled water-bottles.
They are marched to the intermediate engineer depUts which have been established at convenient places screened from the fortretis, in sufficient time to receive
tho tools, and to he in readiness to match off on thL' arriYal of the encineer officer
0
-0£ the tracing party.
They arc drawn up in column of companies, with the reserYc of 10 per cent.
in rear of the column, and sapper~, in the proportion of one to every 30 men, on
the reverse flank of each company.
Owing to the difficulty that i:; iuvariably experienced in practice, of arrivino at
the exact numlieTs of the working p<.trties that the officer commandinu the infa;try
can furnish, it will be impossible to lay out the precise number of 0 tools for each
<;ompnny ; but arrangements must he made beforehand for their most speedy
distrihution, either by laying them out in rows, or by having a proportion in rows
and the remainder in heaps, as may appear desirable.
In laying out tools in rows, the sets should he one pace apart, with an inteiT3,l
of two or three paces between the rows. Fig. 361 shows the usual details of
.arrangements. The ranks of men are marched behind the rows of tools, each man
in rear of a set. They are carried at the trail, pick in left hand and shovel in
Tight, iron to the front, and point of pick downwards. In marching in file the
handles shoulcl be inclined outwanls to enable the files to close up.
VVhen tools arc arranged in heaps, the picks should be in one and the shovels
in another (Fig. 360) a few paces apart, with two sappers at each heap to issue
them. The men file past in single rank between the two heaps, keeping the
picks on their left and shoYels on their right; on receiving the tools they form up
on their markers.
480. The regulations of the service with regard to "·orking parties are(1) Each man is to be shown the task he is to execute.
(2) Arms, when laid down to commence "·ork, are not to he taken up
again, even in case of attack, except by orJer of the commanding
officer.
(3) Strict silence is to be kept, and all clashing of tools or arms to he
a.voided.
(4) \Yonls of com1r1.and are to he given in an mH.lertone of Yoice.
(5) No lights or 8moking are allowed.

On the arrival of the enaincer officer of the tracing party, the column is
marched otf in fours, file or c~lunm, as best suits the ground, and is conducted
by him to within 20 paces of the point of extension, where it is formed in quarter
column and halted (Fig. 362).
.
.
481. If the extension is to he to the 1·igld, the column 1s formed l(ft in
front, and ·dee l'eJ°S(l.
·
The general command for the extension is-" By surresisire companlf;,; extPnd to
thP right (or l~t"f) at f1m J_Jctce8' int,,,-ral /" upon _which the cor~nnander ~1f the
leadina company gives the wonls-" L~t'f fllrn,-n;1ht trhf'fl,-qmck march, and
1rhen °thc leading file has reached the point of extenBion,
trheel" (~or
-extension to the right), "hit form in e.rf1,nrled order." The remammg compames
follow without intermission in file, getting the same words of command at the
!)roper time.
.
As the men come up along the tape, the ~appcr~ of_ the_ tracmg party meastue
off 5 feet lenuths for rach m~m,* who then dnvcs }us pick mto the ground at the
]eft of his t~sk, and lays his shovel on the ground just behi~d the tape (Fig.
363). Arms are then unslung, and waist.belts taken off antl lm<l on the ground,

"ti!!71'.

• The tape is sometimes markell at [, feet inter,a,ls by short pieces of tape tietl to it.
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n.ml all awa it t h e on.ler to "c:onm1NwP lcork." T11e rcscn 'e of the working pruty
i~ posted in rear of th e cen t re of t he C):tended line ..
Jn extendi ng on nppronch es, wh en the angle of ~ zigzag has been reach ed, .thC'
order of forming must be reYersel1, the command h emg m erely cha:ngc<l. from i'l!Jld
(ul' /,:f/) fon,,, to /,ft (or riyld) j,,,·111. .
.
O ne hundred me n ca n b e C'xtende<l rn about fiy e nu nutes.
482. The sappers of the tracing party return tu camp with the first relief.
Those who came wi th the fi rst relief 1·emain t o take charge of the tools, and on
th e arrival of the second rel ief place themselves as did thot-e of the trncing party,
assistiug al so in posting the men on t,hei r tasks. The tools should have been left
by the first relief in rear of the trench.
.
. .
" ' h en no fasc ines are cnrried to fo rm steps 111 a parallel, the second reli ef 1s
extended in t he same way as t he first. They should JJarade early enough to allow
of the fi rst rel ief be ing reliever! and marched back to camp before daybreak.
483. " ' hen the fascinrs ha\'e to be hrought up, the work ing party must be
formed in column of companies of 36 files each, with ranks at op en onler. The
fascines are previously laid out on the ground in column of rows (10 t o each row),.
the fo scines in each rvw touching. (Fig. 365, Plate :X:LilJ. )*
The men are filed on to t he fa.scines, each Tank passing behind a row. Three
men are then told off to each fascine as carriers. The remaining six m en of each
ro"· maruh , one at ench encl of the row, and one between every pair of fascines,
and carry the pickets.
I nstead of forming to a flnnk, as in th e first relief, the column will b e
deployed to the right or left, the pivot flank of the leading company resting on
t he point of extension. The fascines will be deposited on the ground three paces
in rear of the excavation made by the first relief. They must be made to butt
em] to end, and great care must be taken that no distan ce is lost in deploying, so
that no closing neNl occur afterwards.
CmJMON TRENCH

,v

ORK AND FLYING TRENCH

,v

ORK.

484._ Cornmon Trench lVork is the term applied to the mode of executing a
tren?h with a rough unreYetted earthen parapet in front of it. The working
parties are n ecessarily much exposed. at the commencement at the work, and for
this reason the method can only be employed when they may reasonably hope to
escape without much loss from the enemy's fire, while suffi cient cover is beincr0
obtained ; this they will hardly do in less than an hour and a half.
The first parallel and communications in rear of it would usunlly be executed
by common trench work.
I u this and simi~ar work it is advisable to adopt eight.hour reliefs ; for
although the tasks g1~1en are frequently such as might, under favourable circumst<l.:aces, be executed m four hours, yet the liability to interruption and othe11
causes make it better to be on the safe side.
485. Fig. 366, Plate :X:LIV., shows the complete profile of a parallel executed
by. common trench work. The Roman numerals indicate the portions done by each
relief, and the figures enclosed in circles are the contents, in cubic feet, of the tasks .
. The men are extended at the usual interval of t\\"o paces (5 feet) in each
relief.
The first relief throw the earth so as to leave a berm of 3 feet 4 inchest in
front of the line traced by the tape, the latter having been removed and wound up
by the sappers as soon as the tasks had been marked out.
• Ten 18 fe et fascines, when placed in the parallel, occupy 180 feet of front; and in ordel'
t s~t;~~~ men may be extended at the usual 5 feet interval, th ere must be 36 men to every JG

. t The berm is required to be about 1 yard wit.le anll the precise Llimension 3 feet 4 inches
is chos?n because it is th_e length of a shovel, dnd each man has thus a ready means of
measurrni; the berm for lumself.
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In commencing tlw excavation, each man digs a hole about 3 feet in diamete:r

at the left front of his task, working it_ out to the full depth, so as to get cover as
qmckly as possible; he then lengthens 1t to the full, and finally widens the trench
to the assigned limits of his task.
In using the pick, great care must be taken that the men swin(T the handlo

in a ~lU·ection perpendicular to that of t_he trench, as otherwise, being closely placecl
and 1n the dark, they may damage thou neighbours.

The second relief have to widen the trench 4 feet, to cut out the top step,
leavmg a berm of 1 foot 10 mches, and pal'tly to form the bottom step with sods
and earth.

The thi.rcl relief widen the bottom or sole of the trench 2 feet 6 inches, and
slope off the_ revers_e as st~ep as the earth will _stand (say t),
The fascmes ,nth which the bottom step 1s revetted (Fig. 366) are sometimes
brought up by the second and third relicfs, as described in Art. 483, but usually
the step is revetted after the parallel is completed.
The crest of the parapet must not be higher than 4 feet 6 inches above the
ground, so as to admit of musketry fire over it.

Whenever extra men can be spared, it is advisable in the third relief to
provide one shoveller to every two diggers, as the throw is both long and high.

The shovellers should st.and on the fast step, ancl pass on the earth thrown to
them by the diggers.
486. Approaches and communications are made of the same section as the

parallel, except that it is not usually necessary to step them for musketry fire,
although it is sometimes advisable to do so. Fig. 367 gives a profile of an
appl'oach of full width, requiring three reliefs. Those over which little traffic
is likely to pass may be made in two reliefs (Fig. 369), the width at the sole of
the trench being reduced to 9 feet.
The fast relief have exactly the same task as in the case of a parallel.
The second and thi.rd reliefs have no materials to carry to the trenches; the
second relief cut a front slope, having a base of 1 foot 6 inches, leaving the same

berm ( 1 foot 10 inches) as in the case of parallels.
487. Flying Trench TVork.-To diminish the duration of the exposure incurred by a working party in commencing trenches, the method of flying trench
work (formerly termed _"flying sap) is resorted to. This consists in placing a row
of gabions along the front of the tracing tape, and proceeding to fill them as
,1uickly as possible with the earth excavated from the trench; after which the
earth is thrown over them, to back them up and form the parapet. Of course in
the earlier stage of the work the junctions of the gabions are the weak points, but

the cover afforded on the whole is undoubtedly very superior to that obtained by
common trench work.

It is generally considered that this method is applicable to the second parallel
and its communications.

The gabions required for the work should be carried down by a special p_arty
during the day preceding the opening of the second parallel, and stowed m a
sinale row alon<r the reverse of the first parallel. Iron-band, wire-net, or other
light gabions, t~vo of which can be easily carried by one man, should if possible

be used.
The first relief parade as for the fast parallel, and are marched to the engineer
depOt to receive their tools, after which they are formed up in single_rank in t?e
first parallel, along the row of gabions already there, each man standmg op_pos1te

a pai.r of gabions, in one of which (the right) he secures his shovel, and m the
other (the left) his pick.
.
.
The blade of the shovel is secured between two of the gab10n pickets, and the
point of the pick pushed under the pai.ring rods, to prevent it~ slipping.
When iron-band gabions are used, the tools are secured m them by means of

spun-yam.

.

.

.

The men, each carrying his two gab1ons, are marched m smgle rank to thrt
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point of extension, and extended in rear of the ~ape, as descril)cd ~n Art. 481,
in sections of not more t.han 250 men ench 1 to aYOHl t.lclay anfl stragglmg.
Each man pfaces his gnbions in front of the tape, and close to it, taking care
that theJ- touch one another, arnl that no space is left between them aml the
Nabions last placed (FiN, 364, Plate XLIII. ). In this duty the sappers assist.
Each man then takes the tools and carrying pickets out of the gabions, places the
tools in rear of the gabions, and lies down.
l\11en all the gabions are placed, the tracing tape ~s moved back 3 feet
4 inches (the width of the berm to be left by the first relief), to mark the front
of the tasks, nncl all await the order from the engineer ofl-1cer to commence work.
It will be remarked that the men are extended at 4 feet intervals, the space
occupied by two gabions.*
488. The profile of the second parallel (Fig. 3i0) and the dimensions of tasks
are the same as those of the first parallel, excepting that the interior slope of the
parapet stands at t, and the length of the trench executecl by the first relief is
.( feet instead of 5 feet.
The first relief fill their gabions as quickly as possible, m1<l then back them up
by throwing the earth jnst o\·er them, so as to make them. bullet-proof; after
which the earth is thro\\'n ,rell to tlie front to form the parapet. The slope of
"f is given by pushing the gabion forward at the top when it is half full.
The second relief being pb.ced at the ordinary intervals of two paces, their
strength shoulcl be four-fifths of that of the first relief : therefore, every fifth man
of the first relief will, after completing his task, return his tools to the engineer
pa1-k.
The carrying pickets and tracing tapes should be collected by the non-commissione,l officers, and retnmed also to the park. The tools left by one relief are
placed by the sappers in Tear of each nrnn's portion, ready for the next relief.
489. 1Nhen the ground is unfavourable for excavation on account of rock
or water being found near the surface, the profiles before given must be altered
to suit each particular case. In some cases (as actually did occur at Sebastopol
in 1854) it may be impractical,le to excavate at all, and the parapet must be
fonned of earth brought up in baskets or sand-bags from the nearest point. It is
hardly necessary to remark that such sites are always avoided unless actual
necessity dictates their occupation.
In rocky and marshy ground alike, as the trench must be shallower, the
parapet must have an unusually high command, in order to giYe sufficient cover;
the treu_ch must therefore be broad enough to furnish the proper quantity of
earth (Fig. 371).
In marshy ground excavation nrny be carried on till the men are knee-deep in
water. The p1:ofile given ~n Fig. 372 offers the greatest facilities for obtaining
€arth and sccurrng good dramage.
Irregularity of ground not only affects the plan, but also the profile, of
parallels and approaches. ReYerse slopes, unseen from the fortress, offer the
advantage of providing the same cover with less labour, or superior co,·er '"ith
the same labour; or even in some cases the cover provided by nature may suffice.
But on the other hanu, when trenches have unavoidably to be constructe,l
on .gr0t~ncl fo.l~mg towards the fortress, more cover may be required than that
wluch 1s provided by the ordinary profiles. The modifications suitable to each
particular case must depend on the relative slopes of the sole of the trench an<l.
of the enemy's fire.
490. To proYicle for the advance of the guard of the trenches owr the
parapet _of a parallel,_ when l'epelling sortifs, &c., it is necessary to make sodie
steps at mtervals. (Figs. 373, 3i4, Plate :S:LIY.) They shoulcl be at least 30 paces
. * _In ca~e of gre~t ~xposure, the men may be cxtemlell under conr of Donnelly's sapsluelds, '.d11ch are ot r'\-:-' steel, and 3' 6" high, an<l 1' 9" wide. As each shield require$ a matt
to carry 1t, there must be a special carrying party.
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in le_ngth (a comp::my fmn t heing takPn as the bagis), and there may be three setf',
one 1n the mitltlie anJ. one on eithC'r flank of th(' paralkl.
They shoul<l 1)c rcvettc~l with fascirn::>s, boards, or other a-..ailable material, and
are c01rntrnctNl hy a specw.l party, who should commence work as soon as the
fast relief has cnmpJete<.l its ta~k.
The steps should he n'ady hy the evenin g of the first day.
In a pa1·alh·l constructml by flying trench work, the second relief should not
form the usual st(~p at th ?se por~ionswhL ro s?rtie steps are to he made(Fig. 374):
the earth for the steps 1s obtame<l hy cuttrn g mrn.y the reverse slo1ic, so as to
preserve the full width of the sole of thr t rench.
491. The aclnmcctl sentries ,dicn posted in the open are s1wlteretl in small
trenches and pits, capable of J10hling from one man to a section of a company, as
may be thought desirahle. Comnnmication may, if necessary, be established
lic-tween any of the pit;-; or trPnches hy means of any of the deeper forms of
sh elter trench giYen in Chapter I., along which men mny creep, or craw l on hands
and knees. Occasionally the position of these may correspond "·ith that of fl
projected parallel, &c., aml thus effect Rome saving of labour in the execution of
the latter. Figs. 129, 130, ]'late XIII., gi.-e a form of deep nf/e-pit for one man.
Sand-hag or other loopholes, which h,we been before described in Chapter I.,
a rc especially necessary here.
In very exposed situations the pits might be constructed mu..ler co...-er of
cotton-stuffed gn.bions, light sap rollers, or steel shields.
1

Sapping.

492. As explained in Art. 473, the advance by sapping is resorted to when
the fire of the besieged preYents the fmthcr usc of flying trench work. It is
executed hy sappers, a.ntl consists in constantly exteutliug the encl of a narrow
trench (afterwards " ·idened by the infantry) in the direction of the proposed
approach or parallel, and throwing the earth to the front 01· exposed flank to giYe
the workmen coyer.
The rate of adrnnce of saps is necessarily slow (3 to 12 feet an hour, according
to the soil and the particular method employee!), although in all cases the
maximum rate is sought to be obtained by making the exca-..ation executed by
the sapper:, a minimum consistent with the du e c:oYering of the party.
'\Yhen the patapet h as to be thrown up on one side of the trench only
(Plate XLY. ), one party of sappers is employed for each sap head, and the
process is called sinvle sa_p.
\Vhen a pampet is required on each side of the trench, two parties of sappers
work abreast, and the process is called douule t;ap. In this case no widening
parties are required.
The sap h ead is protected in either kind of sap by a shifting Ja,ad parapet of
~and-bags : or, in the cas.e of single sap only, by a snp roller (Fig. 380,
Plate XLY. ), or other moYable bullet-proof screen, pushed on as the sap proceeds.
In the execution of saps their uninterrupted progress is of the greatest
importance, as the duration of the siege dcpen<l.s upon them.
To ensure this} the principle of dnuble working parties is ahY~ys adopted
in this class of work; and ns c,·erything depends upon the exert10ns of _the
leading sapper, the maximum of work mll.3t be got out of him by frequent reh e~s.
The principle of taskwork also is here employed with ach-antage, as the men will
naturally do their utmost to get away from a position in ,,·hich they are so much
exposed to fit'L'.

Single Sap.

493. Single sap is of two kinds, Yiz., deep srtp ant.l sliall01c sap. The latter
gives a quicker rate of advance (its depth being only two-thinl8 that of the
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former), and is employed wl1e11 the fire of the enPmy is slack, or whrn roek
or water 1u·e found so near thr surface as to prcn:nt the use of the <lcep sap.
Plan and sections of the deep sap are given in Plate XL.V.
The ,-..:ap ddarlmtnd for each sap hcall consists of one non-commissioned officer
and right sappers, who are on duty for a relief of. ~ight hours. . They. parade in
two ranks, with rifles, and with ~O rounds of ammumt10n per man m then pockets.
The r.u1ks work nlternatcly, relie\·ing each other on the completion of each
yard of advance, the waiting rank ma.kin? go?d any casualti~s. Unless t~1c detachment be reduced to Jess than fonr men, 1t will have to contmue work without any
aclclitional sappers until the encl of the relief.
The four men in the saphcad work in pail's, the front N os. I. n.ncl II. completing the section shown in :Fig. 377, in which the side parapet is 2} feet hig!1, and
thick enough to resist rifle bullets ( i.e., about 2½ or 3 feet thick, at 18 mches
above the ground level). Nos. III. and IY. widen the trench and heighten the
parR,pet, making a berm as shown in Figs. 375-6-8, always allowing Nos. I and II.
9 feet of start. The head parapet is about 2 feet hi3h at the lowest part, aml is
compose,! of 50 or 60 sand-bags, each of them two-thir<ls filled, which are pullecl
down one by one as the sap advances, and either lobbed over the others by hand,
or placed in position by means of a special fork provided for the purpose. A few
sp.i.re san<l-bags are always kept ready filled in a c01wcnicnt position in the trench,
for use if required.
The proper direction of the sap is ensured by means of a directing rod 15 feet
long and l½ inch diameter, having one end rounded and shod with iron. It is
laid on the berm, as shown in ]?igs. 375, 376, Plate XLV., secured by pickets on
hoth sides, and the point of it projects 6 feet beyond the head of the sap. At
tlistances of 3 and 6 feet from this end, small grooves are cut all round the rod to
enable the men to find these measurements readily in the dark.
In order to vary the duties of each rank, whenever the waiting rank relieve:s,
the N os. that were I. and II. become Ill. and IV. ; and, further, when a rank has
worked half its time (i.e., when the sap has advanced ½yard), Nos. I. and II.
change places.
Nos. I. and II. set the directing rod.
No. I., kneeling or squatting to his work, undercuts the ground about nine
inches in front of him, and brings down the earth at his feet. No. II. at once
takes his place, and shovels the earth on to the side parapet, towards the head of
the sap. No. I. resumes his place, and throws or places the sru:1d-bags one by one
just over the others, taking care to preserve a goo•J bullet-proof parapet, until he
has uncovered about one foot of ground at the sap head. He then rnmoves
9 inches of this as before, and so the work goes on. No. II., in addition, has to
trim _the slope and see that the task is got out to the proper dimension.
Nos. III. ancl IV. throw their earth obliquely fonrnrcl towards the sap head,
and regulate the height of the parapet by means of an earth scraper.
,vhen the non-commissioned officer <rives the "·orcl Relief' all the Nos. rest
their tools against the slope on the bern~ side arnl pass to th~ rear bei1w imme0
uiately relieved by the other rank.
'
'
The new Nos. I. and II. set the directing rod on another 3 fett, and the work
proceeds as before.
The non-commissioned officer is responsible for the direction, rate of progress,
and conectness of profile of the sap.
The arms, while the men are at work, are laid on the uround at the reverse of
0
the trench, as shown i1t :Fig. 375.
This sap advances from 2¼ to 5 feet an hour.*
The sap is widened by l)arties of infantry, extended as in common trench
work, who do not approach nearer than 25 feet to the sap head.

*. Single saps are called rigltt or lqft lutndcd, accord ing to the side on which their parapets
are situated. If the latter is to the left when facincrthe fortress the men use their shoYcls with
the right hand on the T-heaJ, and the sap is righthrt,idcd, an<l.\,ice versa.
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In ~he ~ase !!f an a1~p1·oach not requiring steps, the task of the infantry is as
shown 111 Fis-- 319. It 1s exactly the same as that of tho sappers and should be
l.lone in

01w

rdicf.

'

. ,vhen, ho,,:en•r, the parape~ has to be made available for musketry fire, two
r('hefs are ret1mreil, the tasks bemg as shown in Fig. 379. The second relief form
the steps.
494, Shallow saps can bo executed in two ways, viz., by kneeling sap or
stanrlinu sap. In the forn1er the trench excavated by No. I. sapper is only
18 mchcs deep, arnl t,]w rate of ad.vance is about twice that of deep sap · in
:-tanding sap the trench is twice as deep, and the rate slower than that' of
kneeling sap hy about one.thinl, but the leading sappers are better covered. The
Rap heatl is covered by a sap roller, mantlet mounted on wheels, or other bulletproof mask.

The construction "·ith sap roller will be here described.
The parapet is reYettod with gabions sloping f, whiG,11 are placed in succession
hy the lPa<ling sapper, leaving a berm of 18 inches (Fig. 381). The junctions
of the gabions, as wl'll as the most advanced gabion before it is filled, are covere<l
by means of Knight's sap shields (steel plates mounted on wheels, see Fig. 382),*
v,hich move along the berm, the front one fitting close against the sap roller.
The use of these shields is imperative for the kneeling sap; but in the standina
f.l.ap, when shields are nnt :-wailable, sand-bags may be used to stuff into th~
junctions between the gahions (Fig. 38±). The gab ions are sometimes surmounted, or l"l'Olcnnl, with 6-feet fascines to improve the cover, but usually with
one com·se of sand-bags laid as " headers."
495. The detachment for the kneeling sap consists of one non-commissioned
officer and eight sappers, as in deep sap. The reliefs are managed in precisely the
same way, except that the "·aiting rank relieves after the placing of four gabions
-i.e., 8 feet of advance; and Nos. I. and II. change with III. and IV, when
half-way through the task~i.,,., after placing two gabions.
Each sapper has a sap shield. They work at 5 feet interrnls to allow sufficient
room.
Fig. 381 shows the profile of the finished sap.
No. I., who works kneeling, excavates a trench 18 inches wide and deep,
throwing the earth into the gabion next the sap roller, and leaving a berm of 18
inches. He then loosens as much earth as he can within the limits of his trench,
in readiness for filling the second gabion. This done, the sap roller is pushed
forward by N os. II. and III. with long sap forks, while No. I. inserts a gabion in
the interval which the sap roller leaves, t and the shields are movecl forward as
sinrnltaneously as possible, about 2 feet. No. I. fills this gabion as quickly as
possible, and loosens t.he earth up to the sap roller.
No. II., kneeling, widens the trench 20 inches.
No. III. deepens :N' o. II. 's trench 18 inches. No. IV. widens the trench
10 inches. Both N os. III. and IV. work standing.
The waiting rank keeps up the supply of gabions.
The rate of adYance of kneeling sap varies from 6 to 12 feet per hour,
according to the soil.
.
The sap is widened, and if necessary deepened, by mfantry in t·wo reliefs,
extended as in common trench work.
496. The detachment for .<;fanrling sap consists of one non-commissioned
officer and six. sappers, thl'ee of whom work at a time.
They follow at 5 feet intervals as in kneeling sap, and ha,;·e all the same
task to do-viz., an excavation 18 inches wide and 3 feet deep.
The waiting rank relieves after three gabions have been placed and filled;
* The curved ends of the two front shields are to the front; those of the two rear ones to
tl1e rear.

t

This shoul<l be done with a short sap fork to avoid unnecessary exposure.

I•
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the numbers a.t wo1·k fnrther change rounds after each gahion has been placed anLl
filled, :X o. I. becoming III., II. becoming I., and III., II.
:Fig. 383 gives the profile of the finished sap, showing the tasks. All work
standing.
.
.
.
\Yhen shields are not available, saml•bags* are used for covcrmg the Jt1nct10ns,
as in Fig. 384, arranged as follows :-Two three-quarters filled, between the sap
roller an<l first crabion ancl similarly two at each junction for about 10 feet back;
in ad<lition, th~ froni gabion until filled has four half-filled sand-bags against it
which latter, as well as the two close to the sap roller, must be removed by No. I.
before the roller 1s pushed forward, to enable the next gabion to be placed.
The rate of this sap is 4 to 8 feet an hour, according to the soil.

CHAPTER XII.
:-.1ILITARY

BRIDGES.

M1LlT.H.Y BmDG-ES defined.- thci,· componcat parts. '\VEJGHT OF T1~00PS bro1tght on. bridges.
GE~ER.-\L RULES Jo,· bl'idgc-maki1ig. PRECAUTIONS ia1i uossing bridges. KNOTS ancl
LAsHI~GS ,usef11l in bridgi;ig. TRESTLE BRIDGES: how made; varieties of trestles.
P1LE B1:1DGES: how to drive piles, to for,n piers and bridges of piles. SERVICE PONTOON
BRIDGE: general description, ?llcthods of forming it. BOAT BRIDGES: 'US1.lal arrangement, p!'ccautions to be takc11. CASK BRIDGES: fonnation of barrel picts and of cask1·cifts ancl btidgcs. T1MBEI"t RAFT BurnGES: formation of; examples by Russians ovu
Danube. FLYING OI' SWINGING Br:.roGES: 11rinciple of motion; three met.hods of working.
BRIDGES WITH LADDERS: two examples of.
TRUSSED Po1nABLE BE.UIS for bridgiitg
pmposes. FRAME BRIDGES: general rnlcs for. Detailed description of construction qf
SINGLE LOCK, DOUBLE LOCK, and SrNGr,E SLING Fram,e Bridges.

:--l'ctlcu,lalions fo,· 11iililrny bridges wilh reference to b1toyancy and strength of beams,
with cxaniplcs. Details of the duties, g'c., suitable for working parties of sixt.ecn ·men i1i
forniing-(1) SINGLE Lom~; (2) D01.rBLE LOCK; (3) TRESTLE BRIDGE, by "booming
out," and (4) P1Ens OF CASKS; and, with eight 11ic11,-LADDER BRIDGES: two kinds of.

ADDE~D-·\

497. Any bridge which can be quickly put together, and the materials of
which can be transported. ancl carried with an army, may be termed a lt:f,ilitary
Bridge.
Bridges used for crossing streams or chasms will var.v, according to the nature
of the obstacle to be bridged and the materials available for the work, to a very
great extent j but in all cases where a stream is sufficiently broad to prevent
beams being laid from bank to bank, a. structure of a more or less complicated
nature will be required.
In whatever manner military bridges are formed, time is usually a principal

FIG. 385.

object, and every means should be taken, }y a proper distribution of men and
materials, to construct them as quickly as possible.
The compo~ent parts ot an ordinary masonry bridge arelst. The Piers(« a, Fig. 385).
. ..ial
2nd. The Arches (b b), supporte,l by the piers.
* Sap faggots (short 3-feet fascincs) may sometimes be used instead of sand-bags.
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:lrd. The R oad1ra,1;, supported l1y the arches. .A. nd in a military bridrre a
mrtlrn,l ~J,mewl:at sin~ilar is ~1m·ouecl_, _in orde~· to ·h e able to carry a roa, lway. 0
11't. 'Jiu: PuT8._-These, 1n a m1htary hndgc_, arc made in one of two general
ml'tho1ls : either tl1ry rest on the hetl of the river, as in trestle or pile ln-iclaes
which arc termeJ..fi.,·rd Ut~dfj('S (i;;c_e ]Tig~. f26, 427c~, Plate XLYIII., in advance), 0 ~
t.hey a.re composed of _floa.tmg h~d1es (hanug sufficient buoyancy to carry the super~,trudurl.! arnl the _·weights re<.Jt111·ctl to par-~ over), which can he made in a variety
<>f ways-as, for rnslance, w1th rafts of timber (Fi,;s. 4-50, 451, Plato LI.), witl1
empty casks connected togcthet in proper number (Figs. 452-3-4, Plate LII.), with
ho:tts (Figs. Hl-2-3, Plate LI.),_ or with regular 1iuntoons (Plate XLIX.).
2ml. Tltf Al'rhcs.-Thcse, 111 a m.1htary b1:1<lge a.re represented by strong
beams termc<l /.Jau/1.'.-.; or rocvl U1_ aru.-:, la.HI from pier to pier, and therefore runniwr
in the <lirection of the roadway. In certain cases cha.ins or ropes may be substftuteu for haulks.
31\.l. ThA Roadtl'ay. This is formed of a, flooring of planks, termed ChesseR,
bid across the baulks, and therefore at right angles to the line of road way. Tlw
roadway should in all cases be finished by securing a ribarnl along each side
1

(Fig. 270, p. 93), for th,e twofol1l object of stiffening the briLlge, an<l of acting

as a kerb, thus preventing the wheels of carriages from slipping over the side.
498. The following are the maximum live loads that can be hrouo-ht on to a
hridge in the passage of troops of Yarious kinds, guns, &c. (ext1~ted fro1n
" I n~lracfiu1t in J.llilifcw!J Engineel'iny ") : 1. Infantry, in marching order, average :WO llJs. per man; and ·when in file, or
in fours, a.t proper intervals, cause a load of 222 lbs., or about 2 cwt. per lineal
foot of roa<lwa:v.
2. InfantrJ:, in marching order, in file, when crowded by a check, cause a load
of 280 lbs., or 2} cwt. per lineal foot of roa,lway.
3. Infantry, in marching order, in fours, when crmvdecl by a check, cause a
loa,l of 560 lbs., or 5 cwt. per lineal foot of ruaclway.
4. Infantry, in marching onler, when crowded in a disorganized mass, may
cause a load of 100 lbs. per square foot of standing room.
5. Unarmed men average 160 lbs. per 1ilan, and, when crowded in a
disorganized mass, may cause a load of 133 lbs. per square foot of standing room.
G. Cavalry, in marching onler, in file, each man ancl horse together weighing
a.bout 1,400 lbs., and occupying about 12 lineal feet of the briJge, cause a load of
116 lbs. or about 1 cwt. per lineal foot of roa<lway.
7. Cavalry, in marching order, in file, when crowded by a check, cause a loatl
of 189 lbs. per lineal foot of roadway.
8. Cavalry, in marching order, in half-sections, cause a load of ~32 lbs., or
abont 2 cwt. per lineal foot of roadway.
9. Cavalry, in marching onlcr, in half-sections, when crowded hy a check,
cause a load of about 378 lhs. per lineal foot of roadway.
10. Elephants cannot be made to crowd together. "'Vhen laden with baggage,
an elephant occupies a space of about 99 square feet (11' x 9'). Their average
weight, including their load of 13 cwt., may lJe taken as 72 cwt., of which :r\.tl:s
is bo111e on the hind-legs, which are 6'} feet from the fore-legs. In calculat10n, it
must be assumed that a weight of 44 cwt. m:.iy be brought on to one foot of an
elephant.
11. Elephants unloade,l occupy a space of about 55 square feet (11' x 5').
The weight of an elephant harnessed into the shnfts of a gun may be taken as
66 cwt. ; his hind legs are 5} feet :md those of the leader 22½ feet from the axle
of the limber.
12. Camels, when loaded "·ith baggage, occupy a space of about 70 square feet
(10' x 7'). Their average weight, including th~ir load of 4} cwt., may be taken
as 15 cwt., of which one-third is borne on the hmd legs, "~Inch are about 4} feet
from the fore legs. In calculation, it must be assumed that a weight of 10 cwt.
may be brought on to one foot of a camel.
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13. Pack bullocks:, such as are used in Imlin, when lo~<led with bagpage
occupy a space of :ihout 13½ square foet (tV x 2f). Then· ~vcrnge w~•1gh~,
incluLlill•'.l' their load of l½ cwt., may he t.akcn as 5½ cwt., of wh~ch one-th.1rJ ~s
borne 01~ the hind legs, which are 3½ feet from the fore legs. In calculation, 1t
must be assumed that a. weight of 3} cwt. may be brought on to one foot of a pack
bullock.
14. Cattle for commissariat purposes aYerage ahout 4 cwt. each, and when
crowded occupy a space of about 9 square feet of standing room.
..
15. The following Table giYes the weights, &c., of gun, an<l other nulitary
carriages fully loaded for travelling:Weight on the Wheels.
Description of Oun, &c.

64-pr. Gun, M.L.R.
40-pr.
25-pr.
16-pr.

"

"
"

)I

"

"

...

...
··•

...

9-pr. ,,
,,
...
G. S. Forge or Store ·wagon
Pontoon ·wagon
,vire " ' agon
.. .
. ..
Small-arm Ammunition Cart

. ..

Fore.

Hind.

cwt. qrs.
22
0
23
2
15
1
16
2
16
0
26
3
15
0
15
3

cwt. qrs.
83
3
47
1
30
2
25
0
19
2
34
I
24
0
22
3
19
0

-

Length from
centre to centre
of benrings of
]'ore and Hind
Wheels.

Width of
Wheel

Track. •

ft.

in.

ft.

10
10

4
1
10
10
10
0
0

5
5
5

8
8
8

6
JO
7

4

-

5

in.
2

2
2
2

5 2
5 2
5 10
5 10
2

5

499. The following are some of the general rules to be borne in mind when
constructing military bridges :1. A roadway 8 feet wide in the clea,· will admit of the passage of infantry 4
<leep, and of all descriptions of military wagons in one direction, but 9 feet is a
preferable width. The width of a double roaclway should not be less than 16
feet.
2. The width between the handrails should not be less than 9 feet for an
ordinary bridge ; this width should be increased to I O feet for camels, un<l to 12
feet if elephants have to cross over.
3. The headway for or<linary military bridges should not be less than 9
feet for military wagons or for cavalry, 11 feet for camels, and 15 feet for
elephants.
4. Ramps at the end of a bridge, if intemled for artillery, should not be steeper
than 1 in 7.
5. In preparing boats to act as pontoons, the baulks or road bearers should not
be allowed to bring the weight on to the gunne1s of the boats, as the latter "·oul<l
thereby be racked or injured. A saLklie should be used with a bearing on the keel
of the boat.
6. Casks bear grounding on mud better than boats, few of which will stan<l
the weight of a movable load when grounded.
7. ·with timber rafts, the ends of the timbers particularly, and if possible the
whole of them, should be tarred or painted, to prevent their being water-logged.
8. ,vith open boats, ordina1·y loads, as infantry in fours crowded, or field
guns, should not immerse the vessel deeper than within 1 foot of the gunnel; and
extraordinary loads, such as siege guns, or infantry in marching order, crowded
together in a disorganized mass, should not immerse it deeper than within 6 inches
of the lowest part of the gunnel. With closed vessels, nine-tenths of the actual
buoyancy may be considered avaifablc.
9. The waterway between the ·supports should neYer be less, and should, if
* The points of the axletree arms project in all cases about 6! inches on either siLle
beyond the wheel track.
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possible, be more than the wi<lth of those supports. The bays of military bridges
generally run from 10 feet to 15 feet in length .
. 10. The supports of a floating bridge (boats, pontoons, &e.) should be at least
twice as long as the width of the roadway, unless the buoyancy is mnch in
~xces_s of what is required. This is desirable in order to prevent the bridge
swaymg.
500. \\' hen troops are crossing over pontoon or other tempOrary briLl(Tes the
followll1g rules (extracted from the "Field E.cercise ") a.re to be observed:~ '
\Vhen large bodies of troops have to pass OYer a river, and circumstances
permit,_ three bridges will be made-one for infantry, one for cavalry, and a third
for_ artillery an<l wagons* which accompany the force. Columns of infantry,
artillery, wagons, and cavalry shoukl not be allowed to be mixed together in
passing over a bridge.
Infantry must break step, an<l all music cease. Files and sections must not be
closed up. They may move, if required, at the double, provided they do not keep
step.
Cavalry will, as a rule, cross in file, a steady horse leading, but ne\'er faster
than a walk; the trot is strictly forbidden. If there Le any hmry, they may be
passed over in "half-sections," two abreast.
.,Wheel carriages of all kinds, including field artillery and artillery of position
up to the 40-pr. rifled gun, with trained horses, are to cross full horsed ; with
unsteady horses, can-iages must be passed over by hand. Taking out the lead
horses, and crossing with the wheel horses only, is strictly forbidden.
Cattle being liable to take fright, should be ,!riven over in small numbers at a
time, the bridge being given up to them entirely for the time of their passage.
Halting on a bridge is to be avoided. If it be absolutely necessary to halt on
a pontoon (or other floating) bridge, gun-wheels must rest as nearly as possible
midway between two boats. Artillery should cross at increased intervals. If the
bridge sway, so as to become very unsteady, the column must be halted, and not
allowed to resume its movement until the swaying has ceased.
If heavy guns or traction engines have to be passed o\'er, special arrangements
will be made.
These rules apply to all military suspension, spar, and floating l)ridges.
Officers will incur grave responsibility if they cross a bridge otherwise than in
the way reeonnnended by the Royal Engineer Officer in charge.

KNOTTING

(Plate

XL VI.), AND LASHING
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501. The size of a rope is denoted by its circumference in inches, and its
Jenrrth is always given in fathoms. Rope is either white or tarred, containing
thr:e or more strands; and, up to the size of five-inch rope, is ma.de up in coils.
The hemp is first spun into ya,.ns or threads, each of which is supposefl to be
capable of withstanding a strain of from 70 to 100 lbs. Several yams spun
toaether form sttancls. Three or four strands laid up together form hmcser-laul 1·ope,
while three three-stranded ropes laid up together form cable-laid tope. Yarns are
spun right-handed, and the strands spun from them laicl up right-handed or lefthanded, according as the rope is intended to be left-:handed or nght-handed.
Threads twisted up moderately taut, and seldom exceeding nme m number, form
sptmyarn.
. .
.
.
.
\'Vhen a rope is passed through a block 1t 1s said to be 1·ove; 1f _one encl is
made fast, that end is called the standing part, the other end the rwmm{J end, and
the encl of the rope to which the power is applied, the fall. The general rule for
coiling down rope is, for right-handed rope, as m Fig. 386a, with the sun, and
left-handecl rope against the sun.
* This does not apply to ambulance wagons, &c., accompanying regiments.

M
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502. "1'h w ul, oi · ol·N·lwml knot."-Grnsping tho encl of the rope with tlw
right hand, nnd the standing par~ in the left, pass the end of the rope o,:er tl~e
:-:tanding pnrt, up through the ~1ght thus forme~l, haul taut, and the l'-not_ 1s
tomplotc. This is the simplest kmt! of knot, and 1s used to preYcnt ropes runnmg
throtiah blocks when rove, &c. (Fig. 386.)
5()3. "Fiyw'l' of 8 knot."-Holding the rope as describe~l in the last paragraph,
pm,s the ernl of the rope under, rou~d, and _over the standmg part, then upwards
throu"h the hi"ht thus formed. Tins knot 1s used for much the same pmpose as
the Ja~t. (Fit 387.)
504, "Reef knot" (Fig. 388).-Holding one end in each hand, ends to the
front, lay the ends of the two ropes to be joined across one another, the_ left hand
rope over the right, ancl take it once completely round that held 1ntlrnr1ght hand.
Tum the original left-hand end back in the direct10n of ancl alongs1Cle its standing
part, aml take the original right-hancl end over the double, up through the loop,
and haul taut. The standing and running parts of each rope must pass through
the loop of the other part in the same direction~i.e., from above downwards, or
vice versa ; if they pass in the opposite direction, as in Fig. 389, the knot is what
is termed a granny, and when tightened up cannot be undone with the same ease
that a reef knot can. A reef knot can be upset, and the ends pulled out, by
taking one encl of the rope and its standing part, and pulling them in opposite
directions.
505. "C/o,-e hitch" (Figs. 390-1-2).-This is the knot most generally useful,
and should be practised in various positions. It really is nothing more than two
half-hitches.
Make two loops with the running encl of the rope, as in Fig. 390, place the
loop last made over the other one, as in Fig. 391, and slip the double loop so
formed over the end of the spar, &c., as in Fig. 392.
If the knot is to be made round a spar, without slipping it over the encl
thereof, pass the encl over ancl round the spar, ancl bring it up to the left of the
standing part, and again down and round the spar to the riyht of the first
turn, and bring the end up between the spar, the last turn, and the standing
part.
\\Then used in lashing spars, the end should be twisted round the standing
part, as in Fig. 392.
,vhen used for securing the guys to sheers, &c., it should be made with a long
end, which should then he formed into two half-hitches round the standing part,
and secured to it with spunyarn.
506. "Slip knot" (Fig. 393).-Take a bight on the end of a rope, aud grasp
it in the left hand, the bight towards the right. ,¥ith the end take four turns
round the double of the bight, working from left to right, and pass the end
through these four turns next to the standing part, and haul taut.
507. "Draw knot" (Fig. 394).-This knot is the same as a reef knot, with
the e~ception that a double of the original left-hand end is laid alongside its own
standmg part, thus forming a loop, and the right-hand side is taken over the
double, aml the loop formed by the double, as in the above knot.
508. "Boidine" (Figs. 395, 396).-Holding the standing part of the rope in
the left lum~, w~th the right ~1and lay the end over the standing part pointing to
the l~ft. Keepmg the end 111 place with the right hand, make a loop with the
standmg part over the end, as in Fig. 395, pass the end under the standing part,
and finally down through the loop previously made, and haul taut the eml aml
the double of the knot together.
5O9~ ''Running bowli1~e."-A running bowline (Fig. 397) can be formed round
a spa:, slipped down, and tightened at any point. To make it, take the coil of the
rope 1~ the left_ han<l, p~ss the running end round the spar from left to right, and
c\raw it back with the tight hand as far as required. Still holding the end in the
right .harnl, take the ~tanding part in the same hand, pass the left hand under the
stanchng part, and w1th the finger and thuml) seize Uie running part of the rope
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dose to the spar. . Draw it underneath the stanuing part from right to left ancl
up, and at that po1nt make a bowline knot on it with the l'ttnning end. The knot
is then run through the loop.
. 510. "Bowline on a bight" (Fig. 398).-Double the rope, and lay the loop, heicl
m the nght hand, over the two ends, helcl in the left hanu. ·with the left hanu
make a loop over the doubled encl, and opening out the <loubled end, bring it
upwards OYer the whole of the knot, and haul the double taut.
511. " Tin,be,· hitch" (Figs. 399, 400).-Pass the end of the rope over and
romul the spar, &c., arnl round its own standing part close to the spar. Then
twist i~ two or thre~ times back roun~ Hse~f, antl haul the fall taut, thus jamming
the twisted cn<l agamst the spar. Tlns knot can be easily undone when the strain
is taken off the fall, and is found to be very secure for lifting spars, &c., as when
well made it will not slip.
512. "Single sh,et-brncl" (Fig. 401).-Take a bight or double at one end of
a rope, holding it in the left hancl, and pass the end of the other rope held in the
right hantl up through this bight, down on one side, under and up over the
bight, and under its own standing end; it is used for joining two anchor cables
together.
513. "Double sheet-bend" (Fig. 402).-Wlrnn greater security is required, a
double sheet bend is used, in which the running end is passed twice round the
bight and under its own standing encl each time.
514. "T1co ha(f-hilehes" (Fig. 403).-With the end of the rope in the right
hand, and the stancling part in the left, pass the end of the rope round its standing
part, and up through the bight, thus form..ing one half-hitch; two of these alongside one another complete the knot. In Fig. 403 this knot is represented on the
standing part of a rope passed round and made fast to a spar, but it should never
he used for hoisting a spar. The encl may be lashed clown to the standing part
by a piece of spunyarn, "·hich adds to its security, an<l. prevents the end from
~lipping.
515. "Round turn and t1co l,a(f-hitc/ie.," (Fig. 404).-This knot is the same
as the last, with the exception that a complete turn is taken round the spar or
other object to which the rope is to be fastened, and the half-hitches taken
afterwards l'otmd the standing part. This knot is sometimes called a rolling
bend.
516. "Fisherman's bencl" (Fig. 405).-T"·o complete turns arc taken round
the spar or other object to which the rope is to be fastened, and the end passecl
over the standing part, through the two turns next the spar, over its own p~rt,
thus formincr one half-hitch and the second part taken round the standmg
part alone. 0 It is used in ~ontooning to fasten the cables to the rings of the
anchors.
517. "Sheepshank" (Fig. 406).-This knot is used for shortening a rope, _the
en<l.s of which are made fast. The rope is bid up in three parts, and a lutch
taken over each bight "·ith the standing and running parts respectively of the
rope, and januned taut.
.
.
.
_
518. "Caf..;paw" (Figs. 407, 408).-Form two equal b1ght_s as m Fig. 401;
take one in each hand, and roll them o,·er the standing part till surrounded by
three turns of the standing part, then hook the block into both loops.
519. "Haicsr,. bend" (Fig. 409).-Make a lnght at the end of one of the
hawsers, take a half-hitch with the running end round the stand~ng part, lash
them together just beyond the hitch, and seize the encl to the standing part; pass
the end of the other hawser through the loop so formed, take a half-hitch l'Ouncl
its own stanclin.r:t part, and lash as before.
.
520. "Car~-ick bencl" (Fig. 410).-This knot is used for fastemng the four
guys to a derrick.
.
.
.
521. To whip the en,/ of a roz,r.-Rope ends are whipped with twme _called
whipping, to pt'BYent their strands becoming unlaid. Lay the end of th~ wluppmg
along the rope, with its point towards the end, and take a turn l'OUnd it and the
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rop<'. Continue the turns until within three turns of the poin~ a~ which the
whipping is to cease, and there make a lon~ loop on t!1e. wh1ppmg toward~
the end of the rope, the end npw:m.ls; contmur the wh,1ppmg for three turns
more, pull them tight by means of the end, and cut off the end close to the
~~~

.

The methods of making the knots given above appear to b? the ~unplest ~OF
pnrposv-.; of instruct.ion ; there arc, however, other ways which will speedily
suggest themselves to men in practice. ~
522. To form a 1,ail-ql sheers (Plate XLYII.):-The_ two spars for the sheers,
of eqnal length, are laid alongside each other, with tl_1eir butts _together ?n _the
rrround the parts below where the ]ashing is to be rcstmg on a piece of sk1<l<lmg,
~r a sh~rt spar. A clove bitch is then made roun,l one spar~ and _the lash_i1~g taken
loosl'ly eight or nine times round the two spars, above 1t, without nd~ng. A
couple of frapping turns are then taken between the spars, round the lashmg, ai~cl
finished off with a clove hitch above the round turns on the other spar. It will
then appear as in Fig. -111, Plate XLVII. The butts of _the spars are then openecl
out, an<l a sling passed over the fork of the spars t? wluch th~ block 1s hooked or
lashed. Fore and back guys are then made fast with clove hitches so arranged as
to draw their heads together when the strain comes on them, as in Fig. 412, footropes are secured to the butts of the spars and to pickets, and the sheers are ready
for raising. If the tackle be heavy, it nee<l not be hooked on at first, but a whip
must be seemed near the top of one of the spars, by which it can be raised afterwarcls. In securing the rope of the whip to the block, for this purpose, it should
be bent on to the eye in the strop of the block, an<! not to the hook. The block
can then be raised to its proper height, and a man can hook it into the two parts.
of (he sling, which he would find very difficult if the whip were made fast to
the hook itself.
523. To lash three spars together to fonn a gyn or tripod i>'estle.-To form a
gyn or tripod trestle, the distance from the butts at which the centre of tbe lashing
is to be is marked on each spar. Two of the spars are then laid parallel to one
another, rather farther apart than their own diameter, with their tips resting on a.
piece of skidding, and the third spar is lail.l between them with its butt in the
opposite direction, so that the marks on the three spars may be in line. A clove
hitch is then made on one spar, and the lashing taken over and under the three
spars loosely eight or nine times: the lashing will then appear as in Fig. 413. A
couple of frapping turns are then taken between each pair of spars in succession,.
rotmd the lashing, and finished off with a cloYe hitch on one of the spars: the
lashing will then appear as in Fig. 414. A sling is then passed over the lashing,.
and the gyn is ready fOT raising.
524. To lash a transom to an 1tpright s_par.-The mode of lashing a transon1
to an upright is shown in Figs. 415, 416; in the description the transom is supposed to be in front of the upright. A clove hitch is made row1d the upri<•ht
below the position of the transom, the lashing brought under the transom, up0 in.
front of it, horizontally behind the upright, down in front of the transom,.
and ~)ack be~ind the upright below the clove hitch, and so on following round,
keepmg ~u~s1de of previous turns on one spar, and inside those on the other,
and not ndmg over the turns already made. Four turns or more will be required .
.l\ co~1ple of frapping turns are then taken between the spars round the lashing,
h~ndmg_the whole firmly together, and the lashing is finished off with a clove
lutcb, either round one of the spars or any part of the lashinO' throuO'h which the
rope can be _passed. The lashing must be well beaten with ~ hand;pike or pick
handle to tighten it up.
DESCRIPTIONS OF VARIOUS :MILITARY B_RIDGES.

525. TRESTLE BmDGEs.-These are applicable to shallow rivers whose beds
are sound and firm, and which are not subject to sudden floods during the periods
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within which a l:'.illl'C communj cation across them is requireU; hut they are
unsuitnhh. . for deep, muddy, anLl flu ctuating streams.
. Tn~stlrs havC' the n_d\'antages of reqni1·ing (compared with other bridges) but
h ttl~ tunbcr, and of bemg port1:tblc : for materials to make a good trestle may Le
earn ed hy one mule; and if these be prnviorn~ly fashioned, fitted, and the parts
11mnbcre(l, ~he ~restk~ mny be soon put together. Trestles so prepared should be
fastened ,~·1th non bolts and keys; but if made on the spot, there to remain,
woOLlcn pms may be us~tl.
~...,igs. 418, 419 are a sit.le and end view of a trestle of the usual construction
when put together with nails. The capping plate, or head beam (A), shoul,l be a
stout beam 8" square, and will vary in length (according to the required width of
roachrny) from 10 to 16 feet.
The legs (1, /), 6" or 7" square, should be notched to fit under the heacl beam,
so as to support it well, and should make an angle with one another, so as to rest
on a base about half their h eight, as in the end view, aud they should incline
longitudinally, but to a less extent, as in the side view. The braces (b, b), about
6'' hy 3", giYe great strength to the trestle.
"\Yhen a trestle of the foregoing description is only 4' or 5' in height, the
braces shown in the side view sh ould meet one another under the middle of the
h eat! beam.
526. A two-legged trestle, Fig. 422, Plate XLYIII., may be usecl in streams
6 feet deep and running with a velocity of 5 feet per second ; or in deeper streams
if the velocity of the current be less. They are suitable for any kind of hare!
bottom. The materials req nirecl are1 transom, 10 to 14 feet long, and 5f' to i" in diameter; or 2 transoms may be use<l,
as in sketch a.
2 legs 4 feet longer than the trestle is high, 4½'' to 6" diameter.
2 diagonals, 3½'' to 4½'' in diameter.
1 leUger, 3" to 6".
6 lashings of 1 ½" rope, 5 fathoms long.
3
2½

Timber of the proper scantling being obtained and cut, the pieces are_ laid on
t.h e ground and lashed as shown in the figure. Four men should make tlns trestle
in one hour.
527. A fonr-le•med trestle of the form shown in Fig. 423 may be used in still
water, where a gre;ter length of leg than 12 feet is not required~ or in running
s treams where the water is not more than 3 feet deep, or the velocity greater than
3 feet per second. It can only be used on an even bottom. The following
1naterials are required:2
4
4
4
12
10
2
4

transoms, 10 to 14 feet long; scantling 5'' to 6".
legs, scantliug 3¼'' to 4f'.
diagonals, scantling 3" to 3f'.
ledgers
,,
2·!" to 3".
lashings, 1½" rope, 5 fathoms long.
2;
spike nails, 8".
iron <logs.

Timber of the requisite size being obtaineU, each frm~rn is formed s.eparately on
the (!'round in the same ma1u:ter as the frames of the Single Lock Br1Uge. They
are then r;ised. anU locked together, and the end ledge~ laslu•d on. Six ~ien
should make this trestle in a little oYer one hour. It 1s cumbersomoJ to adJust
when made.
528. Tripclll trestles of the form shown in Fig. 424 ~re par~i cularly usefu~ for
nlilitary bridges, as the level of the roadway can be readJusted 1f the water r.1ses,
or if one tripod sinks into the mud more than the other. The legs of each tripod
should be 80 adjusted that their point of crossing may be e:'actly over the centre
o f gravity of the triangle which forms the base of the tnpods. The transoms
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may be supporteJ, if necessary, on the tops.
requi red:1 tra.nsom, 14 foct long, i11 to 811 lliamcter.
6 legs 311 to 5" diameter.
4 e,·o;s-bcarers, 4 to 6 feet long and 3" to
4 stake~, 2 feet long, 2" diameter.
6 ledgers, 6
"
I f' to 2f' diameter.
12 Iashiugs, 1½'' rope, 5 fathoms long.
6

The following materials are

3r tliamcter.

2,

529. Before making a. trestle br idge, a section of th e river shoul_d b e made in
order to determine the lenn-tbs of the legs of the Yarious trestles, wlnch ~houl 1l be
nrrmwecl on the bank in the orller 1·equired, the first trestle being nearest to the
wate/ After a. trestle has been got into position, two additional legs may be
fixed by driving piles into the bL•d of the river, one on each side of the trestle,
and boltina them to the h ead beam.
In fori~ing a trestle britlge, the trestles may b o got into position in various
ways(a.) By hand, if the water is slrnllow, ancl the weather not severe.*
(b.) By boats or rafts, if such are available.
(c.) By "boominy out" from one bank towards the opposite on~, when it is
impracticable, from depth of \Yater or absence of boat s, to work 111 any other
manner.
530. The following is an outline t description of the method of "booming
out":First Jay two 11,1ay baulks, similar to B, Fig. 426, with th eir ends (weighted,
if necessary) resting on the bottom of the river, at the place where the trestle is
to stand-the distance between the baulks should be a little less than the length
of the trestle ; then place the trestle on the inclinecl plane so formed, as at b ,lower it to the bottom, and push the heacl outwards till the trestle is upright,
as shown at c. Ascertain that it has a firm bearing on the bottom. The first set
of baulks (usually 5 or 6 in number) can then be laid, their shore ends resting on
a beam (a, l<ig. 428) sunk to receive them, as described in Art. 573; the plank s
forming the floor are next Ja-id, and the roadway completed as far as the first
trestle. The next trestle would be fixed in position by laying two beams
(as B, Fig. 426) in an inclined position, resting on the bed of the river and on the
first trestle, in a similar manner as before. The fresh trestle would then be laic.l
on the beams, lowered to the bottom, and afterwards placcfl in its intended
position, the baulks and planks being next completed as far as the seconcl
trestle. The whole bridge would be constructed in this way, trestle after trestle~
As soon as the roachvay of planks (chesses) is complete, the beams acting as
ribands should be laid on each side and 1·acked clown, as in Fig. 270, Art. 291.
After a trestle is placeLl: it may be further secured from the action of the current
by heaprng large i;tones round its base. This precaution, however, must not be
carried to excess, as it contracts the watermiy and i11creases the scour of the
stream.
531. Trestle bridges, as before stated, are unsuitable for streams liable to sudden
floods (which would probably destroy them), and they h~ve the further disadvantage of not allowing drifting matter (trees, &c., probably sent down stream
by an enemy) to pass under the points of support, and of stopping the navigation
of the stream.
* In the constru~tion o[ the trestle bridges over the Beresina, by which the wreck of the
J:r~1~ch am1y <'rossed m then· retreat from Moscow, in 1812, no boa.ts coultl be procured to
tacihto.te the work, and the pontoneers were obliaed to remain in the water throu"hout the
0
whole of the operations, which were carried on d~ring a senre frost.
t For the detail of tlrn drill suitable· for this and other bridgin,:r operations with a workilw
party of si.xteen men (numlier usually in the working Sl1uads at the Royal llilitary Co11ege0
Sandhurst), see the e1hl of this cha1Jter.
'
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532. PILE BmDGEs.-In tl1cso hri1lgcs the piers are each formed with a row
nf stout _piles (p,p, Figs. 427a'. 428a) ,!riven by some kine! of pile-driver as far as
posg1hlc mto the bed of the nver; their tops :we then sawn off level with onf'
another jn ord~1· to rel'eivo a cap .plate (a), which i8 either holtecl to the piles
or R1'ctut·ll by iron dogs. On tlus cap plate the baulks arr laid in the usual
mrmncr, and ~ho roadway formed with p~anks securetl by the usual ribanL1s
ancl rack lashmw. Braces (?, b) should, 1I the level of the ,rnter permit, be
added to each pier of piles. The outer piles of each pier shoulcl be stouter than
the others.
Pile piers shoulcl be as far apart as the length of the baulks procurable will
admit, and should not he nearer to one another than 10 feet.
Pile bri<lges are suitable for deep and mnlkly rivers, and -,,y}rnn the communication is reqnirecl to last for a considerable period.
Piles m·c also very usrful for forming bl'eakwa.ters to protect Ll'idges in strong
currents from the force of the stream, or from anythi.i1<r floatina in it whet}wr
hY accident or set adrift hy an enemy with the view of° destroyinc, t};c brid<re.
:E'or this pur~ose three or more piles set in a triangular figure shottld be clriv~n
:ihovc each lHer (whether of rafts, trestles, or boats), and fastened together liy
strong cap-pieces, well braced and planked, so as to form a powerful buttress or
breakwater, presenting an angle to the current.
Pile bridges arc unsuitable eL1nally as trestle bridges for streams liable to
sudden flooLls, a.nd both natures have the objection of not allowing drifting matter
to pass under the points of support, as is the case with floating bril1ges.
533. To dn'i•p thP piles.-\'Vhen the bridge is intende(l for light weights,
piles 6" or 7 in diameter may be used, and driven by hand with heavy mauls,
as shown in Fig. 420; and in this way piers may be formed sufficiently strong
to bear infantry on a front of two or three files, with open ranks, and not keeping
step.
When piles of 8'' in diameter, or upwards, are used for the piers of a bridge,
they will require to be driven by some kind of pile-driving machine. Vlhen
pile-drivers are constructed in the field, the rmn (or weight used to drive the
piles) might be made from an 8" or 10" shell filled with lead. The shot or shells
of rifled guns would be still better for the purpose, owing to their shape and flat
bottom. The shot is suspe1u1ed by a rope or chain, which is made to pass over
,, pulley at the head of a couple of standards properly guyed or stayed. A raft
of some kind is required for the pi1e-<1rivcr to work upon: its breadth should be
such that it can be used betu;een two of the piers. Casks, if procurable, are most
convenient for the raft.
534. Hmul Pile-dl"icing, Swiss method (Fig. 421, Plate XLVII.).-A vertical
hole is bored in the centre of the heacl of each pile, truly parallel to the length,
to a depth of abont one foot, and in this hole is temporarily placed a guiLle. rod
of 2" iron, 6 feet long1 up and down which a 1,10nkey is worked by hand by
four men who stand on a platform fixed to the pile.
.
The monkey (a, Fig. 421), weighing 130 lbs., with a hole clown its centre, 1s
made of a piece of oak about 9½'' in diameter, 3 feet long, B.J.lll provided with four
iron hanL1les.
11

FLOATING BRIDGES.

535. PoNTOO~

will be first clescribcll under this heading, R-S they
illustrate a military bridge in a form more nearly perfect than other floating
bridges.
.
The general shape of the pontoons used by most nat10ns 1s that of a flatbottomed boat, with upright or slightly sloping sides.
.
The Austrian, Belgian, and Prussian pontoons arc open iron bo~ts or bateaux.
The :French and Italians use open wooden batcanx. The Russ1~1s use open
canvas pontoons, with a wooden framework, which can be taken to pwces.
BRIDGES
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SERYJCE PONTOON BRIDGE.

(Plate XLIX.).

536. The pontoon bridge is form ed of pontoo11s kept at 15 feet central
intervals hr baulk,.; fi tting on to sa,ldfr,~, which rest on central sacld/P ll('ams.
Tho nt;mher of hrrnlks used is five for the advanced bridge (for infantry,
caYah\', aml field artillery) an,1 nine for the heavy bridge (for siege artillery aml
"steru;1 sa ppers," a species of traction engine). They (the_baulks) support the
chesst.~, which are kept in position by a 1·ibanrl on each side, racked down by
rafk {a:{h'lnr,s to the outer baulk, and leaving a clear roadway of 9 feet.
T he po~itoons were clcsigncll so that they sl~ould n?t be ~mrnerscd to wi~hin one
foot of the top of their coamings when canymg then ordmary loads of mfantry
in marching or1..lcr, in fours crowded at a check, 01· carriages equal in weight to the
16-pr. gun, weighing 42 cwt.; and ~o that .they should not. be immers~d to
within six inches of the tops of then· coammgs when ca.rrymg extraordmary
loads, such as infantry in a disorganize<l nw.ss, or weights such as the 64-pr. gun
and carriage, weighing 99¼ cwt.
537. The pontoons are fl at-bottomed boats 21' 7" long, 5' 2" broa,l, and
21 8 11 deep runidBhips, including the coamiug 5" in height. The ends are decked>
and the sides are partly decked, the "well" having coamings 5 inches in height.
Each pontoon weighs about 800 lbs.; it draws when flol-Lting empty 2½ inches,
and when in britlge 6 inches : roughly speaking, each inch of immersion gives
500 lbs. of buoyancy.
The pontoon consists of a strong framework, to which arc secured the sides
and the bottom of thin wood having canvas attached to both sides by india-rubber
i:;olution.
Each pontoon is a serviceable boat, capable of containing a considerable
number of armed men.
Attached to the framing of each pontoon is a saddle beam, over which fits a
movable saddle, furnished with cleats so arranged that the "baulks" have merely
to be placed in between them.
The baulks are 15' 9" long, 3" broad, and 6" deep. They are halvecl at the
ends, where they are strengthened by iron plates at top and bottom. The bottom
plates are made with claws at each end; these fit over the saddle, and keep the
pontoons at central intervals of 15 feet.
The chesser~ are single planks 10 feet long, l foot broad, and l¼ inches thick.
The breadth at each end is diminished to facilitate their being Jaill by hand, aml
to e11a.ble the rack lashings to be passed between two adjoining chesses.
The ribands are of the same dimensions as the baulks, and are provided with •
14 h11ttons underneath to fit in the openings at the ends of the chesses.
The buoyancy of the pontoon bri<lge is sufficient to admit of carria(l'es of 5-!
0
tons weight being passed over it with safety.
538, An unit of the pontoon train consists of20 pontoon wagons loaded with pontoons and superstructure.
4. "
,,
,,
trestles antl supeTStructure.
6 store wagons l
1 forge wagon J (R.E. pattern.)
Ea?h of the 20 wagons loaded \Y!th pontoons carries (with a few trifling
ncept10ns)_th_e same pontoon stores-v1z., I pontoon and superstructure for 1 bay
(15 feet) : 1t 1s therefore quite immaterial in what order the wa(l'ons are unpacked
0
and the pontoons arranged in bridge.
. 539. An arrnl' in the field is accompanied by a certain amount 0f portable
hnclge eqmpment m the shane of pontoons and trestles.
The proportion. for the British Army is one pontoon troop (one unit) for an
Army Corps, ca.rrymg 100 yanls of pontoon bridge and 20 yards of trestle brido-e.
P orta?le bndges of this description, owing to their mobility and rapidity0 of
constructwn, are too valuable to be left for long in one place : having served for
the passage of an army, they should be supplemented by bridges of a more
permanent type, antl thus set free for further operations in front.
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540. Tl;,e_hrid~e may l~ c ~onstructed in_ either of the following ways:(a.) Dy

Uoommy out,

1

t.('. ,

by puslnng out the pontoons in succession

from tho shon•, the roadway being completed each time from the shore to
the nearest pontoon ; in this case the shore end of the britln-e is the last to he

completed. The bridge can be brought ou shore by a revers; operation termed
"booming in."
'
This method is expeditious, an,l occupies only a short lenath of the bank of
the river; it has the defects of requiring some men to work in the water the
lahour of ~ifti~g is _very gr~at, and th_e cables require to be constantly shifted ,~·hile
the operatwn 1s hemg earned on, w}uch would be extremely difficult in very rapid
streams.
(b.) Dy "furming up." In this case the shore end is first constructed, and the
pontoons are warped up to the head of the briclge and anchored in succession.
This is a good m~thod, but is not so expeditious as booming out; none of the
men have to work m the water, the cables are secured at once in their final
position, and there is no hea\'y lift; but the superstructure has to be carried to
the head instead of to the tail (shore encl) of the bridge.
(c.) By" rafts." Rafts consisting of two pontoons are first constn1ctetl at
convenient positions ; they are rowe,l into position for the bridge, and anchored;
the roadway is then formed across the intervals between them, either successiYely
or simultaneously.
(d.) By "s1dngin[1." In this case the whole bridge is formed alongside the
shnre. The head of the briJgc is shoved off, and the current is allowed to swing
it into position. Anchors are cast in succession as each portion of the bridge
comes into the line of the intended position.
In this manner troops can be thrown across a river in presence of an enemy
nry rapiilly. The bridge would be formed under cover of some kine\ (behiod an
island, for instance), then dropped down stream and swung across at the intended
position. Troops placed on the bridge before it is swung would be thrown ashore
immediately the head of the bridge rcachecl the opposite bank.
541. For bridging pmposes, the unit fixed on is a detachment of 1 N.C.O.
and 7 men. On~ detachment can man a boat or a raft. Two detachments form
a bridge sectivH. ]Tour detachments form a bridge division, and can in still,
narrow waters boom out a bridge after having unpacked the wagons.
542. Forming Guts.-Cuts may be required in pontoon, as in other floating
bridges, to allow of traffic passing, or of large floating objects (trees, &c.) being
guided through the bridge.
To form a cut, one or more rafts have to be disconnected. These rafts should
be fixed on beforehand, and provided with special baulks (Figs. 437 -8-9-40,
Plate L.). These baulks, which are not halved at the ends, go into the intermediate cleats of the saddles. They are not, like the other baulks, 6" deep, and
can after the chesses which rest on them have been removecl, slide in freely under
the'superstructure of a bay, as far as their inner cleats_- In order to make them
slide in together they should be connected by oars or hght poles, so as to form a
kind of frame.
The pontoons on which the bay, or bays, for the cut Test should be kept
about 6" from the bridge pontoons by breast lii:ies. In ". forming cut" thes~ are
cast off, and the stream cables are paid out until the raft 1s well below the bndge.
It is then warped up into place behind the brid~e.
.
Plate L. shows the details for forming a cut 1n a regular pontoon bridge.
.
The principle can be easily applied to bridges of boats, or of casks,. &c.
543. BRIDGES OF BoATS.-Bridges are frequently made across l'lVers wluch
are too rough ruul broad for ordinarJ pontoons, by using t}~e boats that can be
procured on the river as floating piers ; an<l _ by co1u1ectmg them by bau~ka
fastened to a temporary trestle or saddle fixed m each boat; the cl~esses fornung
the roadway are laid in the usual manner, and arc secured by nbands to the
baulks.
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The following cornlitions ~houh.l be fulfillctl, as far as circumstances will
permit:.
.
Bonts., con£-tructed to carry cargo, should be used, 1f _avmlablr.
.
Boats of the same size sh ouhl be used, as they w1ll 1)e equally mnncrsed by
('qtw.1 weights, thereby keeping the r orulway as level as po~sihle. " 7ith . very
I.u·ge bonts or barges this precaution is not so necC'ssary,_ as the~r buo~rancy w1ll be
much in excess of what is required to support the heaviest weights likely to pass.
Under such circumstances, the intervals should be made as great as the timber
procurable for baulks will allow. The boat nearest to
shore at each encl shoul<l
he stroncrer and more capac10us than the others, as 1t has to withstand the
pressure ~f henvy vehicles descenclinp _from the banks .to the br~dge.
.
If small boats of different capacities are n ecessarily used m the same bndgc,
the interYals between them should be regulated accordingly.
The construction of the bridge should be such as to allow the boats to
undulate a little with the swell, as the security of the bridge will thereby b<mnch increased. This will be effected by securing the baulks to a saddle or
trestle, the top beam of which rises aboYe the gunwales, as in Figs. 4±2, 443, as the
boats can then incline considerably to either side without inconvc11ience to the
road way.
lt would be objectionable to lay the baulks on both gunwales of the boats,
if much motion in the boats were probable, as such motion would be too much
restrained, and would tend to break the baulks and also injure the boats.
It would also be obj ectionable to lay the baulks so that each baulk rests merely
on the nearest gunwales of two adjacent boats, as a heavy weight passing over the
bridge would cause the boat to dip or heel very much. This objection, it must
howeYer be observed, becomes less in degree as the boats used are large, and hardly
applies at all to barges, lighters, and vessels of from twenty to thirty tons or
upwm·ds.
The buoyancy of each boat* should be such that the greatest weight to be
carried should not immerse it sufficiently to risk its being swamped at the moment
of its maximum immersion. A height of l ' aboye the surface of the water is the
minimum that should be allowed for the gunwale at the moment of its greatest
immersion : n.nd t o prevent the wash of ·waves at that time filling the boat, it
is a gootl precaution to cover the boats with a light framework over "·hich canvas is
stretched.
In a brillge of boats, each boat is usually anchored head and stern ; and the
boats arc sometimes fastened t ogether by pieces of timber lashed across their ends,
or hy cables secured thereto, so as to preserve the proper intervals and relieve the
baulks from strain.
" Then large, strong boats are useLl, the sru.11.Ue may be formed by placing a.
stout beam of the proper length, according to the intended width of the roadway,
on other beams laid across the boat, as in Fig. 444; but with sma.11 l)oats, the sides
o}_ which are usually slight, it will be necessary to support the beam (A, B,
:Fig. 441) on the keel.son.
,vhen constructing a bridge of boats, provision should be made for allowinO' a
portion of it t~ be :1uick1y withdrawn, in the event of its being necessary to p~ss
vessels or floatmg tunber, &c., through the bridge. Sec Art. 542, "Forming Cut"
in a pontoon bridge.
In a tidal river, alternate hoats should point up and down stream.
544._ CASK BmoGEs.-Aftcr what has heen described in exphmation of the
construc~10n of pontoon ~nd boat hridges, it will only be necessary to consider
casks with respect to then· buoyancy, and the manner in which they are usually
connected together so as to form the piers of a floatino- bricl,rc and the manner
0
in which these are joined together in a bridge.
'
VVhen collecting casks for bridges, they sh ould be carefully sorted, Large

tlrn

i:,

,11: For most J?rac~ical_ pmposes, the buoyancy of n lJoat may he determined with sufficieut
a<:curacy by loa<lrng it with shoti men, or other known weights, and observing its immersion.
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c.1sks arc to he prcfoi?Ptl to small ones, beca:use, with them, piers are more easily
11ut toge~her; and with e<.1nal buoyancy a 111e!' of large casks will weigh much less
than a pier of tlrnall ones-a matter of great importance should they require to be
transporte<l hy Janel. The casks generally used are 4' 3" long with head
<~1ai1wter 2'
and bung 1liamctn· 2' ~,,; their weight averages 174 lbs. each.
Heven of thetlr <.;a~ks connected togcthL•r m the manner about to be described form
::m ... efficient substitute for a pontoon, each cask ha.Ying a buoyancy of about
11 ,O lbs.
545. The following stores are those used with the above-named casks for
forming piers and rafts of casks :Gunne/g, :31 feet long, 4" x 5'', or 511 to 611 round, flatte<l on one side. The
centre of each gunnel should he marked, and marks for the outer baulks made
with paint or a saw at clistrmces of -±' 6 on each sitle of the centre mark.
Slings formecl of a piece of 2¼-inch rope oriainally 6 fathoms Jona but
0
rcduceci by making an eye splice, I foot long, at one0 end.
'
Braces of l½-inch rope, 3 fathoms long, with a small eye splice at one end
and a "figure of eight" knot about I foot 5 inches from the eye.
'
Tie baulks, l5 feet long, and 3" to 4" round or square: the central intervals
between the piers bei11g marked by two marks equidistant from the ends.
Tif> baulk lashing::-, I-inch rope, 20 feet long.
Baulks, 14 feet to 15 feet long, and 5 in diameter.
Chesses: those for pontoon bridges, or similar ones.
Anclw,·s: those of about 1 cwt. hold well.
lVays, for launching piers, formed of two baulks or side pieces, with curved
rnds, framed together and provided with three icay 1·opr:1S on each side, similar to
the braces.
546. The stores required for one pier are as follows-

?",

11

11

7 casks.
2 gunnels.
2 slings.

12 braces.
2 breast-lines,
1 boat-hook.

In jorrn-in;J thP Uarrel piers, Figs. 452-3--±, the ('Ctsl,"6 are laid out in line with the
bungs uppermost, tJi ,, r;unnels are placed over the enJs of the casks, and the slings
a.re then secured under the ends of the casks and to the gunnels.
Between each pair of casks, on each side, a bi'ace is secured on the sling, and
is then led round the gmmel; the opposite braces are crossed, and secured again
on their own side.
The pier is then launched into the water.
The drill for forming piers with seYen casks (founde<l on the pontoon ,.lrill) is
given in Art. 587 at the encl of this chapter : a pier always requires two more
men than twice the number of ca.sks to form it: thus 9 casks wouJ<l. require
2 (9 + 1) or 20 men.
547. When small casks only are procurahle, they may be formed into piers
in a variety of ,rays. Two methods are giYen in Plate LI., Fig. 44 7, and ]figs.
-1-18, 449,
In Fig. 447 the casks are first made into small ~iers, each of 3 casks : these
small piers being arranged side by side and toucbmg, are coru1ected togeth~r
by two baulks on top of their gunnels, and on these the road bearers will
rest.
Figs. 448, 449 represent a pier formed of two rows of casks, end to ~ml.
The braces are first fastened to a baulk, and stretched out perpendicularly to
it ; the casks are then place<l en<l. to encl on each side _of the baulk, and over their
own braces. On the casks are laid two gunnels, prev10usly lashed together at the
ends and at two intermediate points by lashings which have after,vanls to be
racked up : the distance from out to out of the gunncls should be less than a bung
diameter. The braces are then secureLl to the gunnels by two round turns anLl
two half-hitcheg. The four lashings connecting the gunnels are then racked, and
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finally the two at the ends aro secured to the tie baulk by lashings which are
racked 11p.
548. Ga,,k Bl'idyrx.-The piers formecl as described in Art. 546 are connecteu
together, and the bridgt' forme<..1, as follows (Plate LII., :Figs. 455, 456) : Across tht• end of the gunnels the tio baulks aro lashed so as to retain the piers
.at the proper central inten·als (10 feet with the piers shown in Figs. 452•3-4,
Plate Lll.); the baulks can then be laid (for ordinary work these do not need to
be lashe,1).
In }"'iO', 455 the baulks are shown overlapping, as they rest at each end on the
two gum1~ls of a pier, and so the ribamls (which have the same dimensions as the
baulks) have to overlap also.
For wheel traffic the ribands should be large aml should butt over the centres
of the piers.
.
Rafts made of barrel piers (the number of piers varying according to the
l'cquirements) are very useful for conveying heavy stores which cannot be stowed
in boats, for bridge•ends, for placing trestles and piles, and also for diving
from, &c.
If, however, a raft be kept too long in the water, the ropes will rot, and the
1·aft may break up at any moment.
Cask bri,lges may be formed from piers by any of the methods described in
Art. 540 for pontoon bridges.
In forming a bridge from rafts, the quickest way, when there are enough piers,
is to allow the outer piers of each raft ( which may consist of from two to six
piers) to touch, as in Fig. 455; otherwise each raft must carry with it the superstructure for one bay.
:Fig. 455 gives all the details of a cask briJge, which is, in the illustration,
in process of being formed by ''booming.out."
Near the shore, at the tail
end of the bridge, is shown a pier in reaJiness to be placed in position when
the britlgc, already formed, is " boomed-out " for the length of one bay of
10 feet.
549. The stores for one pier and 10 feet bay, to carry infantry in fours,
crowded, are :Dimensions.
Detail.

Weight.

No.

Length.

-,-,.-.Casks
Gunnels.
Slings
Braces
Tie baulks
., lashings
Baulks
Ribands ...
Chesses, or pla~ks
Boat hook
Rack sticks
Rack lashings
Anchors ...
Ca.hies
Buoy
...
Buoy line
Breast line

Total weight

2
2
12
2

8
5
10
1
6
6
1
1
1
1
1

4
21
36
18
15
20
14
14
10
16
1
6
3
180

3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
60 0
60 0

Size.
lbs.

2 ft. 9 in. and :l ft. 2 in. 1,218
5 in. round
162
3-in. rope
i
1½-iu. rope .. . . ..
10
3-in. round spars ...
50
1-in. rope
8
5 in. round
450
5 in. round
1½ in. X 12 in.
503

}

..i½ i·1~: r~~1~1d:::

30

l ~-in. rope
2 ft. 0 iu.
3-in. rope ...
10 in. diam ..
1-in. rope
I -in. rope

4
112

3

132
10
3
3

.. . 2,705

549A. Make.sh~(t Anclt01·s (Plate _LI.).- In bridging operations on a large
scale, it 1s often necessary to- 1mprov1se temporary anchors to moor the boats
rafts, &c.
,

PlLTI Jiq.r 4.52 to 457
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;-\.n anchor may be 1!1:.11.lc as in Fig. 445, of _two picks lashed together in two
pli1ce_:::, aml_ two othery1ek-hea~ls fitted ~ver_ their ends, which are prevented from
sh ppmg al\ by two slight lashmgs. It 1s difficult to select picks that will fit firmly
together for this anchor.
Another anchor, Fig. 446, corn~ists of one pick, the hanclle of which is rounded
just bel?w the head, and another pi~k~hea~l driven ?n the handle at right angles
to th~ first, :m<.~ wedged_ there by clr1vm~ m tw? spike nails. The holding power
of tlus anchor 1s much mcreasetl by lashmg, as m the figure, one or more shells in
saml-bags to the head.
Either of the above anchors could be made by a couple of men in fifteen
minutes.
550. Raft B1·idges.-Rafts of timber used as floating piers are resorted to
when other kind~ of floating piers are n_ot. to be procured; but they have the
defects of possessmg low buoyancy, and (1f rn the water for any length of time)
of Lemg apt to become waterlogged ; * they are also comparatively clumsy, beino
0
very heavy, and require considerable time in their formation.
At the same time they have these merits-they are able to be put together by
inexperienced workmen ; they cannot be sunk by hostile fire ; and if not disturbed
they will last for a considerable time.
Raft britlges of timber are suitable for currents not exceeding 2 to 3 miles an
hour, and should not be used in riYers where the current exceeds 4 miles per hour,
as heyoml this velocity the water will he so much impeded that it will hardly be
possiLle to secure the rafts, which necessarily occupy a considerable portion of the
waterway, and shocks from bodies floating down stream would soon destroy the
bridge.
The lightest woods obtainable, such as fir, pine, larch, willO'w, &c., should be
chosen, avoiding such heavy wood as oak, teak, &c.
The size of the trees may vary from 25 to 45 feet in length, and from 30 to
70 inches in girth.
Rafts of timber are most conveniently put together in the water, on account
of the ease wit]1 which the timber can be moved about: if formed on land, it
should be, if possible, on ground sloping gently to the water, and the timbers
should be laid on 1ray.~ to facilitate launching.
In arranging trunks of trees, or other large timbers, for a raft pier, the shape
shown in Fig. 450, Plate LI., should be given to the pier, if in a non-tidal river,
so as to present a bow to the current. The timbers should be connected by
braces, &c. A second tier of timbers (as in the left of Fig. 451) may frequently
be re<]uisite, in order to obtain the desired buoyancy.
551. Figs. 450, 451 show in plan and section a bridge of timber rafts thrown
across the Danube, a non-tidal river, by the Russian Army in March, 1854.
Each pier was formed of seven logs contiguous to each other (the thicker ends
directed up stream) and pointed as shown in the plan.
Two piers were formed into a raft, the interval being 6 or 7 feet.
The rafts formed in this manner were at like intervals, and were so connected
by baulks as to allow of a motion adequate to the very slight movement which
these long rafts could acquire from the small waves. of the Danube.
Each pier had an anchor up stream, the cable bemg made fast to a small wooden
capstan fixed on a platform near the ends of the logs. There was also one anchor
down stream for each raft (two piers), the cable being fixed to a small capstan on
a platform between the piers.
. .
The roadway, which was 14 feet in width, was placed with its centre over the
centre of flotation of the piers ; and in addition there w~s a footway the whole.
length of the bridge, about 2½ feet wide, between the carnage way and t,he larger
ends of the logs.

* To prevent this as much as possible, the ends of the timbers shonld be taned, as stated
in the General Rules, Art. 499, par. 7.
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,Yhen the lorrs wero small and insufficiC'nt, supplemental logs were placed in
the i.nterya}s mu.l~r them, as shown at .t, Fig. 451.
552. Flyin.fJ ot Swinginy B,,irlges.-A flyin g bridge is _ono in which the action
of the cmTent is made to move a boat, or raft of two piers, across a stream, by
acting obliquely against its side. The side of the boa.t, or boats, should ho k ept at
an •:rno-le oi about 55° with the current.
' '11~ <ffery case it is desfrable to use long, narrow, deep boats with vertical sides
(such as canal boats), to which lee boards may be attached, because the longer the
boats that are used the greater length of side there is for t~e. current to act upon,
and also the bow offers less resistance to the current when 1t 1s narrow than when
it is broad. The ·weight of the boat, or boats, should be considerable as compared
with that of the cable.
Strairrht reaches are rrenera.lly the most suitable parts of rivers, being most free
from irregularities of cu1;ent or backwaters. A velocity of two miles per hour at
least is wanted in the current .
Landin(I' stafl'es should be formed at each bank.
Ramps 0whicl1 can be raised or lowered are convenient at each end of the raft.
There are t hree ways of working flying bridges(!) By using a suspension cable, as in Fig. 460, Plate LIII.
(2) By using anchorages and swinging cables, as in Fig. 458.
(3) By using a warp.
553. Bridge with Suspension Cable (Figs. 459, 460).-A post is set up on solid
ground on each bank, and ,rnll stayed or strutted ; the top has a cap with a grooved
bearing for the cable to rest in. The cable is got over, raised, anchored, and
strained as taut as its strength will allow. The centre of the curve sh ould be
well above the highest fl ood level. As the steepest parts of the curve are near
the posts, these should be placed as far back from the banks as the strength ancl
length of the cable will permit ; the pulley to which the raft is attached, and
which rests on the cable, has then only to travel on the central parts of the curve.
Figs. 463, 464 give details of the pulley. Two lines are attached to this pulley
and to the raft. The length of the longer one can be va ried as required, an<l for
returning it is shifted to the other side.
This method is employed in India, where spans of over 400 yards are crossed
by using wire cables (which are always best).
554. B l'idge ,l'ith Swinging Cable (Fig. 458).-In bridges with a swinging
cable, the length of the cable should be from H to 2 times the breadth of the river;
and if the cable he long, it must be supported on intermediate buoys or floats, or
?etter still, on masts placed in the bows of the boats, to prevent the cable dragging
m. the water. The boat nearest to the anchors should be moored as shown in the
figure, ancl ought to be distant from. them 10 times the depth of the stream.
The cable end is secured near the middle of the flyhlg bridge, and the boats are
:..teercd ; or the cable may be fastened to the bight of a rope, as in Fig. 458, the
two ends of which are taken in or let out, to give the required inclination to the
current.
A bend of a river, as in Fig. 462, may sometimes afford a convenient anchorage
on land.
In a. v~ry rapid curr~nt, the cable may be anchored to the opposite bank,
thus ~bv1atmg the necessity for the boat m°'ing upstream in its passage across.
In this case, _a seconcl cable anchored on the near bank of the river (Fig. 461)
m~1st be pro:'1dcd, and taken back for the return journey; and four landing places
will be reqmred. \Yhen each boat ~·eachcs the lower landing place, it will be
hauled up to_ the upper one, whence 1t starts again.
If the nver be too wide for a simple flying bridge, the passage may be
effected by means of one cable to a boat or buoy moored in the centre, and by a
second cable from the boat to the opposite bank. The encl of the cable not in
use should be left on the boat or buoy from which the second cable has been
taken.
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555. Bl'idyc ,,,///, a Wa, 11 (Fig. 46~a).-The third method is to stretch a
warp across the riYer and let it run OJI rollers, as at A, D, and C, in Fig. 462a.
A and . B arc used in going one way as in the figure, anJ A and C on the
return .1ourncy.
.
}'"'lying hridges sometimes hang as they near the banks, on account of the
current slackening; a line from the pier buoyed in their track may in such case
be used to pull them in. A spare anchor an,l cable should also be kept on board,
in case the swinging gear breaks.
Flying bridges usetl in the face of an enemy should haYe musket.proof
parapets formed on their exposed i-idcs.
556. D1uoGES FOR Cnossrno SMALL STREAMS, &c.-The bridges that ham
hcen hitherto described are those ordinarily used for the passage of large streams ;
i.n general they rrquirn considerahle preparation beforehand, in order to constn10t
them with case and rapidity; but small streams, ditches, &c., urn.y form serious
impediments to the movement of troops, an<l afford ample scope for ingenuity
in cleYising nwthocls of passing them with the materials that happen to be
immedin.tely procnrahle. Sume of the methods that haYe been successfully
followed in vnrions cases will now be described.
557. Lhulwr Larl1ler Brid{ff'.-This is shown complete in Fig. 469, and may
he thus formed :-A cart is run into the stream ,,·ith a ladder secured to it (the
FIG. 469.

limber of a field gun, with the boxes remoYed, may be used); the shafts are then
raised into a vertical position, and secured hy guy ropes to pickets on either shore.
,A second la,lder is then passed to the opposite shore. The ladders are secured
to the splinter bar, or to a beam lashed across the shafts at a point which will suit
the depth of the stream. The rungs of the ladders are then coYered with planks.
This bridge is suitable for infantry in single rank. In broad streams two
or more pairs of wheels may be used, so as to divide the whole length of the
bridge into portions suited to the lengths of the ladrlers that are aYailahle.
558. Trussed Larlcler Bridge.-A ladder laid on its edge forms a species of
trussed beam, and may frequently be used as such in the absence of strong beams.
The following is a description of a portable bridge (shown in section in Fig. 470)
which was used in the operations in China in 1860, to enable the General and
his cavalry escort to cross canals in reconnoitring the Peiho forts.* Two benms 24'
FIG. 4i0.

A A.

Ladders acting as beams.

* The detail of the Urill for making a trussed la<lLler bri<l.ge of this kind and also the
limber ladder briJge i!J given at the end of the chapter.
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Joncr were formed out of four scaling ladders, each 12' long, by lashing them in pairs,
emf to end, by means of planks 3' long at the )unctions. Th~ beams so made wcl'e
laid across tho canals, and set up on edge u1 grooves cut m the banks for the
purpose, the earth bein g banked up at their ends to k eep them in position. Planks
4' Ionrr were laid across, from beam t o beam, to form the roadway; cleats were
fasten~d umler the outer edges of the planks to prevent their slipping off the beam s.
Thi& bridge, 24' long, was laid and crossed in a quarter of an h our. Its total
weinht was 750 lbs. , or about 31 lbs. per foot run. It was crossed by half a
con~)any of infantry, marching two deep, in step, with files well locked up,
without suffering the slightest injury.
Britlnes of this kind are made at the R oyal l\Iilitary College, where the beams,
each fo;med of two 12-ft. scaling ladders, are greatly strengthened by being
trw-1sed in the following manner. A strong rope is passed on both sides from the
upper side of the ladder at each end, underneath a block of wood placed beneath
the centre of the ladder. If hauletl sufficiently taut the rope will immediately
take the strain, as soon as the ladders begin to bend from the weight pressing on
them. To enable the rope to be hauled taut, the ladder resting (on edge) on the
block of wood is bent downwards at each end while the tying is being effected.
559. Portable Trussed B eams (Figs. 465-6-7-8, Plate LIII.).-Beams of the
kind sh own here were used in the Ashantee Expedition in the construction of the
bri<lge across the river Prah.

They are made portable and take to pieces,
each piece not e.xceeding 10 feet in length, so as }
to be easily carried by hand.
These beams ar~ each calculated to carry
infantry in single rank, and may be used separately with a 2-feet pathway, or side by side to
form a wide roadway.
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17 lbs.
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160 ,,
1
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Two 2-feet roadways (Fig. 466), if used with a clear space of 2 feet between
them, will carry 9-pr. guns (unhorsed), any available material being put down to
act as wheel guides.
In placing these beams, care should be taken to keep the planes of the
trussing vertical.
FRAME BRIDGING.

(Plate LIV.).

560. Standards in a frame bridge are the principal spars which support the
entire structme. Their butts rest on the ground or other foundation for the bridne
0
in a manner similar to the legs of trestles.
'
Transoms are horizontal spars which connect the pairs of standards, and also
carry the baulks of the roadway. They therefore require to be stout and strong.
L edgers are slight spars, used for the purpose of connecting together the pairs
of standards, close to the butts of the latter.
Braces are slight spars which connect the pairs of standards diagonally; where
they cross each other, they are also lashed. Their use is to stiffen the frame
formed by the standards, transom, and ledger. They will be most efficient when
they . cro~s each other at right angles, as in Fig. 417, Plate XLVII. Their
pos1t10n 1s usually between the transom and ledger of each frame.
561. The first thin~ to be done prior to commencing a spar bridge is to
meas~re the gap to be bridged, and to draw a section of it, with ropes and pickets,
full size, on the ground. The width of the opening, the depth of the sides, and
the length of the available spars, decide the form to be given to the bridge.
. ·whatever number of pomts of support for the baulks can be obtained, their
distance from each other should be nearly the same ; the total width of the chasm
on the section is then divided into as many parts as there will be intervals
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between the supports, anJ a ricket driven in the line at each point to mark the
pos1t10n of a transom, the tluckness of winch 1s represented by a maul or piece of
spar. The pos1t10ns of the other spars can tlien be marked by lines or by the
spars themRelvcs, and the distance from their butts at which the transom will be
1a!-\he<l can Uc measured and marked on the spars to be used in makinc, the
0
bridge.
. In lashing frames the _butts of the spars should be further apart than the
tips, to give greater stability. The splay may be about 1 in 20.
562. TnE SiNGLE LocK_ BRIDGE (Figs. 471-2-3, Plate LIV.), is suitable for
spans of 30 feet or less. It is composed of two frames which lock into each other
'
as shown i~1 Figs. 471 and 473: these frames should not slope more than ·f.
The brH.lge can be erected by a party of two or three non-commissioned officers
:md 20 men, one-half on each side of the stream or chasm : if the spars he heavy,
the number of men may bC' increased up to 32.
. The. first operation is to take an accurate section of the gap, and to <lraw it full
siz_e (as m Art. 561) on the ground. On this section must he marked the positions
s~~1tahle for the shore trai~soms or sleepers, or, where these are not required (as in
E1g. 471, for a mas01uy bn<lge), the pomts such as E and F, where the road bearers
will rest ; also the position of the centre or fork transom, and the points A and B
where the butts of the standaixls are to rest.
The standards AC and D Jl, Fig. 471, wl1ich represent one of each of the two
frames, are then laid with their butts at the points A and B in the section /allowance being 1_n~de as neccssa~·y for sinking, according to the nature of the foo'tings ),
and the pos1t10ns of the mam frame transoms, C and D, can then be determined.
The object of making the section in the manner described is to obtain the distance of each frame transom from the butts of its own standards, i.e., the distance
of C from A for the frame to be formed o:n the left side of the gap, and that of D
from B for the frame on the right shore. :11rarks are made on the standards at C
and D, and are drawn at right angles to them from the upper edge of their respective ttansoms.
The standards for the two frames are got into position on each bank opposite
the site for the bridge, their butts being placed towards the stream; the inside
dimension of the wide frame being made a few inches greater than the outside
dimension of the narrow frame at the position of the transom, so that one frame
may fall inside the other when hauled across the stream.* The ledgers are lashed
on above, and the transoms beneath, the standards at the positions marked; the
diagonal braces are then lashed to the standards (two butts and one tip above
them) and to each other. Two men work at each lashing, and great care must be
taken that the spars are kept in their relative positions all the tiij1e, checking the
measurements of the diagonals of the frames before the braces are lashed.
In the meantime the footings for the butts of the frames can be prepared, and
pickets driven for the foot and guy rope,. The pickets for the former should be
about 2 paces from the bank, and 4 paces on each side of the central line; those
for the guy ropes about 20 paces from the bank, and 10 paces on each side of the
central line. The foot ropes can also be secured by timber hitches to the butts of
the standards, the fore ancl back guys to the tips, and the fore guys passed across
to the opposite side by means of spunyarn, &c. The guys of the narrow frame
should be inside the guys and the standards of the wide frame.
563. vVhen all is ready, the frames are got into position, either one after the
other or both at the same time if there be sufficient men. One man is told off to
each foot rope, and one to each back guy, to slack off as required, two turns being
ta.ken with each of these ropes round their respective pickets. The other numbers
* The inside dimension of the narrow frame de1)ends upon the intended width of roadway.
For planks 9 feet in length the standards of the narrow (inn~r) frame should be 9' 6'' apart at
the position of the transom, and 10' 6" apart at the ledge_r m the clear; for the other frame
l' 6'rfurthllr apart throughout, so that one frame may lock mto the other.
N
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raise tho frnmo and launch it forward, being assisted by the men mam1ing the fore
"llYS on the other side of tl1e stream, until the frame is balanced on the edge of the
bank ; the butts must then be gradually lowered jnto the footings pl'~pared for
them by slncking off the foot ropes the head of the frame hauled over till beyond
the purpeudiculnr, and lowered neal'ly into its ultimate position by ~lacking off the
back guys, the men on the fore guys as~ist~1g to gnid? it. It can bo kept in thiR
position by making fast the guys to theu· pickets, until the othel' frrunc has been
treated iu a similar manner. The two frames are then gradually lowered by means
of the back guys, and guided by the fore guys, until the standards of the narrow
one rest on the transom of the other between its standards ; the wide frame is
then lowered, until the two frames lock into each other, their standards each resting
on the transom of the other.
The centre or fork transom is then passed from the shore and placed in the fork
formed above the two frame::3.
The operations thus far described should not occupy more than forty-five
minutes, provided proper stores arc availablei and in position on either side of the
stream.
The roadway shoulcl be laid as described in Arts. 57~-4-5, and should not
require more than twenty minutes, so that the whole bridge should be completed
in a little ove1· an hour.
If the bridge has to be made OYer a broken arch, &c., where the footings for
the frames are to be in masonry, as in Fig. 471, one hour or more in addition
should be allowed for forming them.
564. The following is an estimate of materials and tools for a single lock
bridge of 30 feet span :-

4 spars of 22' to 24' (7" at tip) for
standards of frames.
of 15' (10" throughout) for
fork transom.
2
of 15' (9" throughout) for transoms of frames.
2
of 15' (7" tlU'oughout) for ledgers.
4
of 20' (4" at tip) for diagonal
braces.
2
of 12' (immaterial) for shore
transoms.
10
of 22' (6" at tip) for baulks or
road bearers.
4
of 22' (slight)for racking down
baulks.
40 planks, 9 feet long, 1 foot wide, for
roadway.
8 guys, 3-inch rope, 20 fathoms each,
for fore and back guys.
4 foot ropes, 3-inch rope, 6 to 9 fathoms
each.
4 lashings, 2-inch rope, 8 fathoms each,
for mam transoms.

4 lashings, 1½-inch rope, 5 fathoms
each: for ledgers.
1½-inch rope, 5 fathoms
each, for diagonal braces.
10
1-inch rope, 3 fathoms
each, for road bearers.
16 rack sticks ancl lashings (8 feet of
2-inch rope).
1 ball of spunyarn.
8 park pickets, 5 feet long.
2 mauls.
4 pickaxes.
4 shovels, field service.
2 rods, measuring, 6 feet.
2 tapes, tracing.
2 tapes, measuring, 50 feet.
1 bunclle of pickets.
And the following, in addition to the
above, when footings have to be
made in rock 01· masonry :
4 crowbars.
4 striking hammers.
4 brick chisels or jumpers.

IO

565. THE DouBLE LocK BRIDGE is suitable for spans of 40 feet, and consists
of. two frames which lock n1to a connecting frame of two or more distance pieces
with cross transoms, as shown in Fig. 47 4 ; the gap is thus divided into three
spaces, and the span of the road bearers is about 14 feet. The bridge can
be constructed by a. pnl'ty of two or three non-commissioned officers and from
24 to 48 men.
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The section of the gap being taken and drawn on the ground, the positions of
the shore transoms or sleepers are first marked ; the distance between them is
~lividcd into three equal spaces by blocks (or maul heads) at A and B, which
represent the sections of the road transoms; the points, C and D, where the butts
-0f the frames are to test heing marked, the standards are laid in position over the
roatl transoms (allowance being made for sinking, according to the uature of the
bottom), the distance piece is bid underneath and touching tlie road transoms,
the positions of which are marked on it, "·hen the positions of the main transoms,
E and }\ can be determined. The following measurements are then carefully
made :-C E and D F to obtain the positions of the main transoms on their
respective frames ; also the distances of E and F from their respective shore transoms as a guide to obtain the final positions of the frames when slacking off the
ba.ck guys.
566. The side frames arc then lashed on each hank in the same manner as
the wide frame of the single lock bridge, and are launchecl and lowered down
to a little ahoYe their final position, and held there by means of the hack guys.
Two road bearel's are got out from each bank to the main transoms, and men
.go out to each of those transoms. The two distance pieces are then got into position (if necessary, by a pair of sheers, or by a block and tackle lashed to the head
of a standard) inside the standards, and the roacl transoms are placed, and
lashecl to the distance pieces at the points marked. The side frames are now
lowered till they jam, and the framework is complete and self-supporting.
The operations thus far described should not occupy more than about two ancl
a-half homs, ancl the roadway could be laid and the bridge completed in three
hours. Extra time will be required if the footings have to be cut in masonry or
rock.
567. The following is an estimate of materials and tools}or a double lock bridge
of 40 feet span : -

4 spars of 20' to :l2' (7" at tip) for
2

of

4

of

2

of

4

of

2

of

15
6

,,

of
of

standards of frames.
25' (7" at tip) for distance
pieces of connecting frame.
16' (9" throughout) for transoms.
16' (7" throughout for ledgers.
20' (4" at tip) for diagonal
braces.
12' (immaterial) for shore
transoms.
20' (6" at tip) for road
bearers.
20' (slight) for racking down
baulks.

50 planks, 9 feet long, 1 foot "·ide, for
roadway.
8 guys, 3-inch rope, 20 fathoms each,
for fore and back-guys.
4 foot ropes, 3-inch rope, 6 to 9 fathoms
each.
8 lashings, 2-:i:nch rope, 8 fathoms
each, for transoms.
4
ll;-inch rope, 5 fathoms
eilch, for ledgers.
10
!½-inch rope, 5 fathoms
each, for diagonal braces.
l0
I-inch rope, 3 fathoms
each, for road bei:tTers.
20 rack sticks and lashings (8 feet of
2-inch rope).

And, in addition to the above, spunyarn, park pickets, &c., &c., as detailed for
the single lock bridge.
.
.
568. Sri<GLE SLING BRIDGE (Fig. 475, Plate LIV-).-Tlus lmdge can be used
for spans up to 50 feet : it consists of 2 fra~es loc~mg into cac~1 other m the
same manner as inthe single lock bridge, and 1t provides ~hree points of support,
viz., one 011 each frame (at A and C in Fig. 475), a11d a thml (at B) suspended by
slings from the heads of the frames.
The bridge requires a party of two or three non-commissioned officers and
from 30 to 48 men,
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The section of the gap being set out, the span is divided by pickets into four
parts, equal if possible, and blocks (o~ maul he_ads) are laid above the lino at the
points A and C, and the stn.n<lards lai~ m pos1t10n under them : these are then
marked for the ledgers and for the mam and upper transoms. The upper transom
must not be less than 9 feet above the level of the l'Oadway, so as to afford proper·
head room. (See Art. 499, p. 3).
The two frames are then lashed: in the narrow one the stanclanls must be·
9 feet apart, in the clear, at the roadway, and 8 feet at the top transom; and in.
the other frame 1} feet farther apatt throughout. A enatch block, with a falh
roYe throu"h it, is lashed to the tip of each standard of the narrow frame.
The fr;mes arc then launched, narrow one first, and got into position as in thesingle lock bridge; or, if necessary, by means of a pair of s~1eers.
A couple of road bearers are now got out t o the mam transoms, two men
climb to the top to assist in getting into position the fork transom F, which is
raised by means of the blocks attached to the tips of the standards; one end is
raised first, and slewed into its fork beyoncl its final position, an cl hauled back
again when the oth er end has been got opposite its fork.
The suspended transom B is then, by means of the blocks, got into a position
a little above that it will finally occupy, and is supported by ropes, arrangecI
as slings, in the manner described in next Article.
The operation of getting the frames into position will require about 3 hours,.
and the roadway can be laid and bridge completed in about 4 hours. Extra time
shoulcl be allowe,l if the footings for the standards have to be cut in masonry or
brickwork.
569. Spanish Windlass Sling.-A 3" rope (one of the guy ropes) is sent upto the top on each side, passed over the fork transom F, clown underneath the
suspended one B, up again round the top one, and so on until there are four parts,
or more, supporting the lower one: the ends are then secured together. Care
must be taken that the suspendecl transom bears equally on each bight of rope,
and also that the ropes do not ride over one another.
Wlien the roacl bearers are laid, the thick end of a handspike is inserted in
the space between the ropes passing up and those passing downwards, and by
turning the handle several times round them, with the thick end as a centre, theI'Opes may be twisted and tightened up to the desired extent, until the transom is:
raised sufficiently. The handle of the handspike must be secured to one of the
standards, or to a road-bearer, by a lashing; and to prevent accidents, great care·
must be taken that it be not let go in the operation of twisting.
570. _In order to give the standards more support at the points of loading,
A and C, it 1s desirable to have long ou,ter road bearers continuous from A to C,
and to lash them at these points to the standards ; or, still better, if spars of
sufficient length can be obtained, the standards can be strutted at A and C
by the spars A E and C D, shown by the clotted lines. The loads at A and
C are thus supported by the resistance to crushing of A D and A E, and of CD
and CE.
571. The following is an estimate of materials and tools for a single sling·
bridge of 50 feet span : 4 spars, 35 feet (6" at tip) for standard
of frames.
,, 15 feet (10" throughout) for
road transoms.
3 ,, J 5 feet (6" throughout) for top
and fork transom~.
2 ,, 15 feet (4" to 6" throughout)
for ledgers.
2 ,, 15 feet ( 4" to 6" throughout)
for shore transoms.
3

60 planks, 9 or 10 feet x 12" x lf' forroadway.
8 guys, 3" rope, 20 fathoms each, forfore and back guys.
4 foot-ropes, 3" rope, 6 to 9 fathoms
each.
8 lashings, 1½'' rope, 8 fathoms each,
for transoms.
4
l" rope, 5 fathoms each
for ledgers.
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wav irns to bo mmlc of spars, the inequalities must be fille1l up with brushwood,

clay,In&c.
b f
1 h . ht
i·emoving the planks or chesses, the men advance as c ore JY t e ng
side of the bridge, lift the planks as they are tumed u~ by the men on the
road bearers, and leave the bridge by the left SH.le, carrymg the_ planks 1mtl~r
the ri r,ht ar111. By following this metho1..l, the men do not get 111 each others
way, ~1Ll there is n. continuous supply of material brought on or removed. fro1n
~~~

.

576. A mmp or slope of earth should be made at the ends of all bridges,
where the roadway is above the level of the ground, to allow of the easy passage
of carts, &e., on to the bridges : it shoukl be covered with stones or planks if
the traffic is likely to be heavy.
A handrail of rope on each side should be made by driving pickets at each encl
of the bridge, and making a clove hitch with the rope rourn.l the standards oruther spars, about 3 feet above the level of the roadway.
ADDENDA TO CHAPTER XII.-CALCULATIONS (St:\IPLE) FOR BUOYANCY
AND STRENGTH OF ROAD BEARERS OF MILITARY BRIDGES.

577. A bridge of any kind ought to he more than strong enough to
withstand the greatest possible stress to which it 1s liable to be subjected, and
this rule must eminently apply to all military bridges.
Two distinct and separate conditions are required to be fulfilled in a floating.
hridge, viz. : ·
(1) The floating bodies (piers), whether formed with pontoons, boats, casks,
or rafts of timber, must have sufficient buoyancy to sustain with safety
the greatest weight that can be brought to press on them.
(2) The baulks, or road bearers, which span the i.ntermls between the saddles
of the piers, must ha.ve the strength requisite to stand the greatest stress.
that can bear on them.
~..\..rt. 498 gives the weights brought on military bridges.
Every pier in a bridge has to sustain the weights ·which may press on thespace between the points ·which are in the centre of the intervals between the
piers ; the distance between these points is equal to the sum of the halves of two.
adjacent bays of the bridge.
When the piers are arranged at equal interYals (as is usually the case) the
,listance is evidently equal to the central interval of the piers, or of one bay of the
bridge. For this reason the maximum weight to be borne by each pier of a
bridge ·will be composed of the maximum weight of passing bodies (troops,
artillery, cattle, &c.) that can be packed on the length of one bay, in addition to
the weight of the materials (superstructme) of the bay itself.
As remarked in Art. 499, nine-tenths of the buoyancy of closed bodies may
be made available (an allowance of one.tenth being made for leakage), while with
open boats or vessels their greatest immersion must not be so great as to risk
their being swamped at the moment they are exposed to the greatest stress.
578. BnOYANCY OF Bonrns.-The buoyancy in water of a closed bod//
is found by subtracting the weight of the body itself from the weight of the
mass of water it displaces (equal to its own bulk), when it (the body) is fully
immersed.
"\Vhen open vessels arc used for the piers of floating bridges, the available
buoyancy of each vessel will be found by subtracting its weight from that of the
·water displaced when it is immersed to its maximum intended depth.
\~en the cen~ra.l intervals between the piers of a floating bridge have been
1!eterrn.1ned, the weight of the superstru~ture (road bearers, chesses, ribands, &c.)
ror one hay can he calculated; the available lmoyan('y of one hay of the bridge
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will then be fouml by subtracting the weight of the supcrstructme of tl,e bay
from the available buoyancy of the pier.
. On the otheT hand, i.n cases when it may be required to determine the central
n1terva~s bet:vcen the piers of a floating. lu:illge, the dimensions and buoyancy of
eac;h pier bemg assumed to be known, 1t 1s necessary to estimate the probable
weight of the superstructure of the bay; this weight of superstructurn bei.nrr
tleducted frm~1 the bu.oyancy of ~he pier, ,~ill give the available buoyaucy of each
1,ay of the bmlge, winch latter (m lbs.) bemg dividecl by the greatest weight (also
111 ll~s.) t1ui:t can press on each lmeal foot of the roadway, will gin·, in feet, the
maxmrnm 1nternU between the centres of the piers.
579. 8TRENGTH OF BAULKS OR BEAMS.-The strenNth of different beams of
the sn1~1e material varies direc~ly with their breadth, inve~sely as their length (i.,,.,
clear chstance between the pomts of support) aJ1C! as the square of their deptli.
If, therefore, three beams of equal length have their breaclth and ,!epth •~ here
stated, viz. :-

Xo. 1
,, 2
"

3

...

1 broad x I cleep.
3
X 1
x:3

their strength will be respectively as I, 2, and 4; No. 3 beam having the same
sectional area as, and therefore an equal weight with, :Nu. 2, although it has 1loublc
the strength. As a general rule, however, it is not advisable in military bridges
to make the depth of baulks more than twice their breaclth.
580. The baulks usecl as roacl bearers in a military bridge are liable to two
different stresses : either the weight pressing on them is equally distributed over
their length, as is the case when infantry or cavalry are moving across the bridge;
or the weight may be more concentrated, as when artillery or laden wagons are
crossing. In the latter case, as regards artillery, the greatest stress is caused by
the gun itself; for when limbered up, about one-thircl only of the total weight is
borne by the limber wheels, the remainder being borne by the gun wheels.
581. ·when beams are supported at each encl, as is the case with the baulks
of a bridge, they will support tlouble the weight, if it be evenly distributed over
their length, that they can do when the weight is applied to their centres. From
this it will be apparent that artillery strain the baulks of a bridge in their
passage over it much more than is the case with cavalry or infantry, even
although the weight on each bay is less; but the difference will be even greater
than might be assumed from the foregoing, for two reasons : (1) Because the
weights allowed for are not in excess of the reality, as regards the passage of
artillery, for the weight of a gun and carriage is fixed, whereas the weight of the
infantry that presses on a bridge will in all probability be less than !,hat
estimated, on account of the men not keeping step, and therefore not closmg up
to one another. (2) Because the wheels of the gun carriage wiJl not press evenly
over the whole of the baulks whereas with infantry the weight may be
considered as equally distributed,' not only over the length of the bridge, but also
over the breadth of its roadway.
.
.
.
The foJlowinrr table o-ives the safe fraction of the Ureakinr; 1l'l't(!ld of var10us
materials, called::. the J·acto1· of safdy, which should be used for bridging
purposes:U nselectcd wood, dry
,,
Selected
Rope, hemp, or wire

Iron (wrought)
,, (cast) ...

"\Vhen the weight is moving, the stress is r-onsillerably incrcase<l, prirticula1·~~
if the roadway be rough, which causes jolting. For .th~ road ~carers and transo.m::;
of a bridge (where the weight is applied gradually) 1t 1s consiclcred thrit the hvc
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(mo,·inN) wci" ht shoulcl be mulliplicu by U to obtain the e'l,uivalent clcau (or
station:.~ry) w~ight; or in other won.ls, the liVo weight is only two-thirtl8 the dea1l
wright; thr stresa in each case being the same.
.
.
582. The followiug is a good general rule for_ calculatmg the load wluch
cn n be borne by timber of given leugth and scantlrng :-

If b= brentlth in inches, d=depth in inches, L=lcngth of span in feet.

STRENGTH OF RECTANGULAR BEAMS.

F or fir, safe distributed dead load in cwts.
,,

,,

b d'

= L.

ceLlar and mahogany, about the same load as fir.
larch
¾)
beech, oak, and ash l¼ j. that of load for fir.
teak
1J

This formula gin:-s a theoretical factor of ~afety of about 8; the practical
factor of safety for large scantlings being about 5.
The strength of a circular polo is lo that of a square beam, the side of which
is equal to the diameter of the pole.
\Yhen a beam is loaded with the safe load given above} the deflection in inches
L' in feet
will be about -lox d in i;lches for fir, oak, anJ mahogany ; and one-half the same
for teak.
U there are five baulks in a roadway, each baulk should he calculated to bear
one-fourth of the total weight. This is done on the suppositiou that the two
outside baulks only do half the work of the centre ones, which if not strictly
accurate is an enor on the safe side.
583. The following are the approximate weights per cubic foot of different
kinds of timber :Ash
])eE>ch .
Elm
J?ir
Larch
Oak

47 lbs.
43
36

32
32

Pine
Poplar.
Sycamore
Teak (Indian)
(African)

Y~w

54

40 lbs.
24

37
41
61
50

584. The Luoyancy of a cask is given by the formub5 c2 l- TV.

\\·here c is the circm:1£ercnce of the cask in .feet halfway between the bung and
the extreme Cnl~ ;_ l 1s the ~ength in feet, exclusive of projections, measureJ along
a stave ; anll H 1s the weight of the cask in lbs.
585. The cubical content of unsquared timber may be calculated from the
following rule :1\Iultiply the square of one-fifth of the mean girth in feet by twice the length
of the trunk rn feet, to obtam the content in cubic feet.
Example : If the log measures 6 feet round the middle and is 20 feet lung,
the cubic content will be-

(1)2 x 20 x 2 = }~ x 40 = 57% culiic feet.
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EXAMPLES
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CALCULA1'IONS FOR BRIDGES.

EXA)I PLE I. ~ Jt i.~ requi,,'f'fl to .find flu• f/JY.!atc8t di,dance jl'Ont Cf'nfrr to centre of
t_hr. huals in a military /Jdd!fe, unrler the .f'ollowin!~ condition:; :-The l.wirlge to suppm'·t
21_~tanfrf fou~· dt'f1J, ('J'nll"d('(l h!J a ('heck, which /Jrings a wriaht of 560 lbs. on each
l1_neaf .tou~ oj ll~P ,·oadway. . 'l'hP jloatinu bod£es a,·e jl.at-bottm,wcl boats 'tcith 1tpright
1:1ules, 5 j11et 1nrle and 3 .fel't deep: the gl'eate,.;t imme-n,·ion of the boats to be 2¼Jf'r,t: 1nf'an lrnr1th ri; the part 'lnunersecl bein!f 16 fed. The weight of each boat iS
1,000 lbs. ; that ~t' the super•lmcture for the bay is 120 lbs. per foot lineal.

H ere 16" x 5" x 2}" = 200 cubic feet: the quantity of water displace,! by each
boat at the maximum intended immersion,
,md 200 x 62} = 12,!iOO lbs. : the wei~ht of water displace,! by do. do.
Deduct 1,000 ,,
for giYen weight of boat.
11,500 lbs.= available buoyancy of one bay, ac!Jed to the
·weight of its superstructure.
If I = length of bay in feet.
ll ,500- 120 1
17 feet nearly.
l =
560
ELUrPLE 'J.-ThP boats acting as piers in a /foaling bridge al'c at central
intervals~!' 15' 6", 1/u• span ~f' the baulks is 15 feet, the ,cidth qt the saddle beam
l.J,-,inr; 6 inches. 1'he Uanlks W'P five in nm,iber, Uut each i's to be abfo to bear onP/'unrth ~!' the total ,ceir1hl. The breadth qt' each baulk is to be one-ha(( its depth.
Calculate the brew Ith and del'th of the baulks to ccwry i>(fanll-y four deep, au1cdecl
O!J a clu,ck, G8 in la1-Jf e::,·amph,.

Here 560 x 15 = 8,400 lbs. live load, equally distributed, on the l,aulks.
8,400 x H = 12,600 ,,
dead load
ditto
ditto.
1 :! 1°0
., =
3,150 ,,
28 cwt. nearly, ditto
on each baulk.
As, in this instance, the breadth of the baulk is to be one-half its depth, the
!;dxcl 2 d 3
b d2
formula W = T""ill become, IV = ~ = 2 L

d'

Substituting, \\·e ha Ye 28 = ~O; whence d3 = 8-iO, ancl d =

V 840

= 9½"

11early.
As remarkeJ.. in Art. 582, the aboYe calculation gi Yes a factor of safety of 8,
which means that the maximum weight on each baulk will be only one-eighth
of its breaking weight.
.
If a factor of safety of 5 (or ½breaking weight) be used, the calculat10n
would result thus :
(l3
28 x ¾=Jo; whence cl 3 = 525, and cl = ,V525 = 8" nearly.
EXAlIPLE 3.-Requ;irPd the a1.:ailavle lm.oyancy, per lineal foot of roadlcay, of
the bl'idge nf casks i;/wu:n ,jn FigR. 455, 456, Plate LIL, the weight of the super-_
structure bei11g takni w; l~O lba. per liueal foot of roctdlf"a!J, and the iuvyancy oj
each ca.-.:"k, a,.; 1-dated in Art. 5-14, being 1,170 lbN.
The lenNth of each bay, as state,! in Art. 549, is JO feet.
The nu;1ber of casks to each hay or pier is 7.
The buoyancy of each cask is ... ...
1)70 lbs.
117
DeducL /u for leakage, &c. (General Rules)...

Available buoyancy of each cask

1,053 ,,

Ditto of the seven casks, 1,053 x 7
7,371
De,luct weight ofsupcr~tructure, 10 ft. at l:?0 lbs. 1,200 ,,
A n1ilrtLle buoyancy per bn.y

. ·. Duoyan(;y of hridge per lineal foot = ~--}-6-l =

6,171 ,,
617 "
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1$6

This is :nnplc to carry inf,.mtry in fo~us, crO\vded b:y a ch eck; also 25-pr.
)I.I. Guns. See Table in .A.l't. 498 for weights of guns, &c.

,!f°

EXAMPLE 4,- lVl,at should be the greate.t ccntml interval vet,ceen the p frrs
l'aiks -in pi·eceding e.t'amJJle to ca ,.,-y i1tf'ant1·y in fours, c1·01crfrd Uy a check 'I

The anilable buoyancy of the se,•en casks of each pier is stated in Example
3 to be 7,3i1 lbs.

,veight of infantry in fours, crowde<l, is 560 lbs. per linenl foot.
Ditto

superstructure . ..

...

...

120 ,,

,,

,,

Total "·eight carried by each pier is .. . 680 ,, .
,, . ,,
.
Consequently IJ¥.1= 11 feet (nearly) is the requu·ecl maximum mterval.
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TO

SUIT

THE

\VORKJNG

SQUADS AT THE

COLLEGE, SANDHURST.

SINGLE

LocK

SPAR

BRIDGE,

DETAIL OF DUTIES, ETC., WITH A WORKING PARTY OF

Fall in, t wo deep, with stream (or gap) on the
right.
Number from right of both ranks. llront
rank work on left bank of stream : rear rank on
right bank.

8
6
4
2

N.C.O AND

7}i
5

16

:MEN.

Front rank.

-------------

Fann parties.-Even numbers of each squad
step to rear, the whole squad turn to right
(towards stream), so as to have the even numLers
on the right, odd numbers on the left of each
squad.

1
3
5
7

Rear rank.

Fann .franies.-Nos. l, 2 bring up the ledger; 3, 5 on the left, 4, 6 on the
right, bring up the standards ; 7, 8, the transom. Transom must be first laid on
t he ground, then the standards, lastly the ledger. In lashing, 1, 3 and 2, 4 will
lash the ledger to the standard; 5, 7 and 6, 8 will lash the transom. (See Fig.
472, Plate LIV.)
Braces will be brought up by 1, 2 and 7, 8, and lashed by same numbers as
lashed ledger and transom ; centre lashing by non-commissioned officer.
]lake fast guy and foot ropes.-Nos. 1 and 2 attend to the foot-ropes; 3, 5, 7
and 4, 6, 8 to the guys, each on their own side. Park pickets to be driven as
1·equirecl by Nos. 7, 8.
Pass ovei- guy.-1.- In passing guys to opposite bank, those of narrow frame
must be passed inside the standards of the other (broacl frame).
Pf~pare to launch frames, lift, foncard, steady, down,- \V11en the frames are
lowered, foot ropes to be secured .
. .1l fan gnys, tw-n ot.'l'l'.-Frames are hauled by means of the guy ropes, so as to
turn over and lock one into the other, the narrow frame being inside.
B elay guys.-Guys are secured to park pickets or to available trees.
F_otk o,· road transom.-Nos. 7, 8 right bank bring up the fork transom, and
pass 1t on to the frames, assisted by 7, 8 of left bank, who get on to the frames
and adjust it. They remain on the frames to assist in adjustino- the baulks, after
0
which they rejoin their squad on sh6re.
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, Ba1d~·s.-?os. 1-6 bring up a haulk <.'ach, No. 7 a plank, Xo!-:, 7 8 acrust
1hr baull\.s, usmg a. pl.1:f1k ,la,\. gmdc n1 b.)mg them. Xos. 7, 8 on each'side t1ien
"'cure the baulks by pickets on each side.
. The whole party then fall in, two deep, on the hank 11-hcre the superstructure
1s storell.
Lay planks.-Nos. 1 stand on the baulks with their backs to the stream, and
lay all ~he planks as. t.l1ey are ~rought up. The other numbers (in order, 2, 3, 4,
&c.) _brrng up the planks, carrymg them under the right arm. (If planks are carried
by. ~-mgle m~n, the front rank of each ~le leads; if by two men each, they are
~~1ued hy__ files, the front rank man bcmg in advance.) The men advance by
iiyld of bndgc, wheel to _left at head of roaclway, hand over pla11ks to Xos. l, and
retire hy ~he left, and hrmg up more planks as may be required.
Fall w, two deep, on side where ribands arc stored.
Prt>paretorackduu·n.-Nos. 1 and 2, 3ancl4, 5 and 6
on each_ side will carry the ribands, and lay them
~n pos1t10n on . their . own side of bridge.
:Nos.
, , 8 on each SHle will carry four rack lashinas and
'along
distribute them along their own side; Nos.
the front (hea.l) half of the bridge, Nos. 8 the rear
,btto. The whole of the men then stand up on their
own side, rack lashing in hand, facing outwards.

f

--1
2

3
- -

4

Ra,cl~: dou·n.~Each nmnl)er will secure its lashing properly, with the stick on
the o:1ts1<le of r1ban<l, and its head to the right; then sit clown with feet over side:
of bridge.
Allention.-Stand up and face the head of the bridge.
Form, hancZ,.a,il.-Face inwards and join hands.
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DOUBLE LOCK SPAR BRIDGE.

DUTIES, ETC., OF WORKING PARTY OF

1

N.C.O. AND

16

MEN.

Detail of work, same as for the single lock bridge, until the frames on eacl1
l,ank have been hauled into position, and left suspended by the back guys.
~.B.-One distance piece and one top transom to be on each bank.
Distance Pieces.-Nos. 1, 3 (on left) and 2, 4 (on right) on each bank get on to
the transom of their own frame, and assist to get the distance pieces (and afterwards the road transoms) into position. The distance pieces to be brought up
by Nos. 5, 7 (by means of ropes secured at each encl with a timber hitch and a
half-hitch) on their own left side of bridge ; when they have hauled over the
Llistance pieces to Nos. I, 3, they (Nos. 5, 7) bring up two baulks and lay them
on to the transom of their own frame to form an incline, on which to roll forwa:rd
the road transom.
Road Transoms.~Nos. 6, 8 bring them up (secured by timber hitches), roll
them on the inclined baulks, when N os. I, 3 and 2, 4 adjust them above the
,listance pieces, and under tl1c standards, and touching both.
La:,h.-Nos. 1, 3 and 2, 4 of each hank lash road transom to distance piece~
\Vhile lashing is being done, N os. 5, 6, 7, and 8 bring up the baulks in readiness.
to be laid, also a plank to guide the men in laying them.
Baulks.-Tbc baulks are then passed from each shore to Nos. I, 3 and 2, 4, who,
adjust them on the road transoms; Nos. 5 and 6 attend to them on shore. VVhen
adjusted, N os. 7, 8 picket the baulks.
.
.
The baulks of the shore bays to be close to the outside edge of the planks, m
orLlcr that those of the centre bay, which. are to be laid inside them, may be
properly secured by the rack laahing.
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The working party then fall in, two deep, on tho lxmk whcro the supcrstmcturr is ston•ll.
The Temai1Hlor of tho work is the same as detailed fo1· single lock hridge, the
-successiYc words of command being-Lay plank;;/ Pn•parc to rack dulrn / Rack
flu1tn and (if rn:>cessary) for11t handrail.

.589.

"DooMING OuT,, A TRESTLE DmnoE WITH FouR-LECOED TRESTLES, AS IN

Ji'rns. 418, 419,

PLATE

XLYII.

DETAILS OF DUTIES, ETC., WITH A WORKING PARTY OF

1

N.C.O. AND

16

?ilEX.

}?all in, two deep, with stream on right.
1Ywnbc-1· Ji·ow, 'rigid of each rank.
Right tum. Open out to ,cidth of roadway.-Front rank work on left siJe of
l,ridge, rear rank on right side.
D utfrs of 1Vitmbers while forming each succe&;ive Bay of the Bridge.
Nos.

Designation.

Dnties.

Place bight at mi,!tlle of foot rope over the off leg of
trestle before it is turned over on to the icays; pay
out while trestle is being lowered ; when trestle is
adjusted, withdraw foot rope, laying it in centre of the
bridge, and about 6 feet from the heaJ of the finished
portion of road way.
They then stanJ on the outer baulks, back to the
stream, aml lay the chesses (planks).
·with boat hooks gently push trestle down the ways;
Boat H ook lllen.
when clown, assist to turn it OYer on to its legs (taking especial care not to overturn it). They then
measure the length of bay by means of the marks on the
boat hooks. \Vhen trestle is adjusted, lay boat hooks
in centre of bridge and close to foot ropes.
They then assist to lay the baulks of the new bay.
Each brings up one of the tcays, and places it in
position for the trestle to be lowered upon it, making
,Yay l\Ien.
fast the lashing to some convenient portion of the bridge.
\\Tb.en the trestle is adjusteLl, withdraw v:ays (lashing
still on), lay them in the centre of bridge, and close to
boat hooks.
Both numbers then get on to hea<l beam of trestle just
laid, and assist to lay and adjust the haulks of the bay.
4, 5, Trestle anU Chess Bring up each trestle, end on and head downwards,
and 6.
l\Ien.
hy the right of the hridge ; wheel to the left at head,
and lower trestle on to roadway. \V.hen foot ropes are
on, they turn the trestle over on to the ways, man the
foot ropes on their own side, and assist (if necessary) to
haul the trestle into position.
Then bring up three chesses in succession, by right of
bridge, hand them to N os. 1, and retire by the left side.
'l and Baulk and Chess
Bring up two baulks to net as lecers, and as1:,ist to tu,,n
8.
]Hen.
ot ·Pi' each trestle.
\Yhen trcst.lc is aLljnsted, hand these
1)aulks to Kos. 2, who lay them as outi:;ide baulks, and
~hen bring up the remaining baulks of the lx1.r, 3 (or 4)
111 number.*
· Bring up two chesses in succession to N os. 4, 5, 6,
and hand them to N os. 1.

1.

Foot Rope i\Ien.

* If 18 or more men l,e asa.ilable for the works, Nos. 9 should bring up an<l apply the
lc1:ct baulks for ea(;h bay.

Coarse of Fortification, Etc.

•

Prqmr,· to 110nm md.-Nos. 1 get really the foot ropes, Nos. 2 the boat hooki:::
Nos. 3 the ways, Nos. 4, 5, 6 turn the tirst trestle to be used on to its head
prepal'c to carry it, Nos. i each take hold of a (leYcr) baulk.
'
Wayo.-N os. 3 launch the ways, so that theil' feet hold in the bottom of
Rtrenm at the 1wopcr inclination ; they then secure the lashiwrs to bridge
0
TrPsflc.-The trestle. is then brought up as described.
•
Ilalt: Dotrn.-Trestle is lowered gently on to bri<lge.
Foot roz,es.-Nos. 1 then adjust foot ropes on to off leg of trestle.
Turn oiw.-Nos. ±, 5, 6 then turn the trestle OYer (assisted by Nos. 1 with
the foot ropes) on to the ways, and lift the heacl of the trestle clear of the bridae
0
baulks aheady laid. They then man the foot ropes.
Lo1cer.-The trestle is grntly and slowly pushed down the ways by the boat
hook men (N os. 2), the foot rope men checking the descent by means of the foot

and

ropes.

Lfl"er baulks.-Nos. 7 then adjust these baulks under head of trestle; Nos. S
douhle man the levers to assist.
Turn om·.-Nos. 2 with boat hooks, Nos. 7 and 8 with the lever baulks theDI
lift up the head of the tl'estle, and push it into the upright position. Nus. then
measure the breadth of bay with their boat hooks.
Adjust dislance.-If necessary, by hauling on eilhe,· or both foot ropes.
Baulks.-The baulks are then brought up by Nos. 7, 8, laid by Nos. 2, 3, a"detailecl.
The foot ropes, boat hooks, and ways are withdra\'i"Il, and laid, as detaile"d, in
readiness for use with next trestle.
Chesse..;.-Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 in succession briug up the chesses in manner
,letailecl, ancl hand them to Nos. 1. Nos. 1 get on the outer baulks and lay the·

2

chesses.

"'hen the last chess of each bay is laid, the operation is repeated.-Ways,
Trestle, &c., &c., until the roadway is laid across the stream.
The " racking clown ' 1 is then effected in the manner described for a singl~
lock spar bridge.
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PIERS OF CASKS.

DETAILS OF DUTJES, ETC., FOR CONSTRUCTION OF PIERS OF SEVEN CASKS WITH A
WORKING PARTY OF 2 DETACH1rEKTS, EACH CONSISTING OF 1 COMMANDER .AND

7

MEN.

Fall in, in single rank, with stream on left, ranks closed 11p, and commander:F
on the left : each detachment is sized from right to left.
Nmnbu from right of each detachmeat.-Commanders and ~os. 1 are gunnd
men, the remainder are brace men.
PreJJare to fonn pie,·.~The four gunnel men bring up two gunnels, and lay
them outside the position of the pier, i.e., perpendicular to the bank, and parallel
to the pier ; N os. 2, 3, 4, and 5 front detachment, and 2, 3, 4 rear detachment,
each brin<r up one cask and place them in line between the gunnels with theia·
bungs upPermost. No. 5 rear detachment brin~s 2 breast lines and 1 boat ho~k,.
lays one breast line on ground a.t each end of pier, boat hook at shore end of pier
and on the ground. Nos. 6_ bring up 6 braces each, and distribute them ?n their
own sides of the casks outside the gunnels. Nos. 7 each brmg up a slmg, and
place them loop end towards the stream and und~r the _encl~ of the casks, ~nd on
their own sides of them. The party then fall m, facmg inwards, on their own
sides of the pier.
Line casks.-The oclcl numbers of each detachment (except No. 1 rear) place
forefinger of right hand on bung of cask to their own right. The even numberS;
move the casks as required.
Steacly.-Otld numbers remove fingers, and all stand at attention.
Gunnels.-The brace men stoop down, the gunnel men lift the gunnels (over

r
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1iNl\lS of brace men) anU place them on the casks about -1 inches from thcil' ends,
•w ith centre mark over mich.llc of pier; the brace men stand up and place both
hands on gunncls, to kee,p them in place. .
.
.
Slings.-Commandcrs pass loop of slmg o-ver CJ~d of gunncl, kcepmg it
·uprio-ht; Nos. 1 then take up tho other end, and facmg the commanders, place
inw;""rt1 feet on cask an.U. haul tnut; take one turn romul tho gunnel from the
inside, and belay with two half-hitches. Brace men keep slings in position with

their feet if necessary. ,vhen slings arc fixed, gmu1el men stand at the end of
aunnels and holu them steady with both hands.
Braces.-Each brace man provi<l.es himself with a brace, he passes eye of
brace under the slin<r in the centre of interval between casks, draws encl through
eye, and hauls his b~ace hut_ clown to the eye (keeping sling steady with his feet),
then coils up brace, holds 1t m right hand, and removes foot from sling.
Take a tnm.-Each brace man takes a turn r0tmd the gmmel to the le.ft,
-exactly over the eye of the brace, and throws coil behind him to his 1·ight rear.
Heatie and hold on.-Each brace man hauls up standing part of brace with
left hand, and holds on with his right by the turn; then places left hand on
turn, and coils up remainder of brace with right hand.
Cross.-Each brace man places his own coil on the cask to his left, using right
1iand only.
Tu:o.- Takes coil of opposite brace man from the cask on his right, under the
mrnnel to l~t'f of standing part of his own brace and below the knot thereon.
"" Three.-Passes brace round standing part of his own brace to the right, and
places it (under the gunnel) on the cask to his right from which he first took it.
Four.-Then takes his original brace from cask on his left, passes it under the
:gunnel to the left of standing part, and holds on to it. (Fig. 453.)
Prepare to rock and heave.-Brace men step back a short step, place left foot
-011 gunnel, and haul taut the braces.
Rock and heave.-The rear detachment co1nmence by hauling, front detachment push with their feet, holding their braces taut, the gunnel men assisting to
move the pier ; the front det"chment then haul, rear detachment push, and the
pier is rocked backwanls and forwards three or four times, the braces being hauled
.taut all the time.
Steacly.-Brace men remove feet from g1,mnel, keeping the braces taut..
Take a round tuni.-Each man takes a turn round the gunnel with his brace
:to the left, and holds it down with the heel of his left hand.
Make fast.-Makes fast end of brace with two half-hitches round the two
])arts of his own brace near the gunnel, hauls them taut, and places spare encl
,(if any) of brace between the casks.
The whole then stand at attention.
Prepare to tum pie,- to the 1·ight.-Front detaclunent place both hands 011 the
:gunnel, rear det achment stoop down and take hold of the casks.
Turn the pier.-Rear detachment lift, front detachment haul on the gunnels
till the casks stand on end.
Fix breast 7-ines.-The commancler and No. 1 front detachment each fixes a
oreast line, with a clove hitch round the upper and lower slinas respectively close
0
'
-under the gunnel at his own end.
Aclj,,st slings.-Brace men see that the upper sling is straight anti just below
third hoop of casks.
Prepare to lower the pier.-Front detachment stoop down and take hold of
the lower gunnel, rear detachment take hold of the tops of the casks.
Lower the pier.-Pier lowered gently. All stand at attention.
Prepa,·e to turn pier to th e l~f'/.-Front detachment stoop clown and take hokl
o f the casks, rear detachment take hold of gunnel.
Turn the piet.-As before.
Adjust slings.-As before.
Ways.-Gunnel men bring up the ways, placing them close behind the front
;=,

Oow'Sf' r,j F,wtification, Efr.
,letachmrnt, "·ho must stnml close to the casks.
that tlw woy rop<'s arc clear.
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They (gmmcl men) must see

Prepar1• to lom•r tlw pi1 ·1·.-R,,ar detachment stoop <lown and take hold of

~unnel, front detachment take hoJ.l of tops of casks.
Lo1r1'r tJi,, pfrr.-RNn' <letachment lift, front detachment haul and lower tlw
pier ~ently on to the ways. All stnntl at attention. The commander and No. 1
of the front cldachment pince the coils of the hrenst lines on the end casks, am!
No. r, rear cletachment places boat hook on the shore end of the pier.
1'/an thP 1ray ro_JH's.-N os. 6 arnl 7 man front way ropes; commanders au.cl
No~. 1 take hol,l of pier to pu:-h it forward; Nos. 4 aull 5 man centre way ropes;
No~. 2 and 3 man rear way ropes.
Laun,.h flt£• pir-r.-All move forward; each number as he gets to the edge of

the water falls to th,· rear aml assists to push the pier. Commanders take hol<l
of the hreast lines on their own side, No. 1 front detachment takes the boat hook
and pushes the pier, m; soon as it floats, off the ways, which arc pulled on shore
by Nos. 2 assistecl by the other men as soon as the way ropes come out of the
water.

Tl"a!fs to tlu• rear.-Ways a_re then retire,! and laid ready for further use with
all the ropes clear.
,,~en the men are expert at working in slow time the piers may be formed

by the following words of command oruy :FORMING PIERS OF CASKS IN QUICK

TmE.

PtPpare to form pier. )
Lin, rasks. Steady.
{

As before.
Gunnels.
Slinas.
Braces.-As before, but braces to be kept coiled in right hand.

j.

Hem•e and hold on.-As before; braces do not require coiling.
Gross.-Crossing to be completed without further command.
Rock and heave.-Pier to be got in motion at once.
Round tum and make fast.-As before.
Turn pier to right and fi.c breast lines.-As before; sling to be adjusted by

1·ear detachment.
Lowe,· the pin-.-As before.
Tum pier to left and brina up ,cays.-\\·ays to be _brought up and sling
,adjusted at once.
Lou·er the pier.-As before; way ropes to be manned at once.

.

Launch the pier.-Pier to be launched as hefo1·e; ways to be withdrawn
without further command.

591.

LIMBER LADDER BRIDGE WITH ·woRKING PARTY OF

8

i\fEN.

S TRE AM.

Pady falls in, single rank, right resting on s~ream.

4

.lV'mnbe;-.-Odtl numbers

ces to 'the front march. The whole to the right turn.
paBe fore commenc1'-,,~0 to form
bricl"c
the limber boxes shoulJ be remoYec.1, and
o
.

the .1.•onn
~iafts vl"l
,re,d·ersed
..,,,Tos l ,an,! 3,
(JC.-J.., •

9

_,

and 4, 1>lace one lad,ler between the shaft of

~

Cour~e of Fortification, Etc.
thC' limber, tip to the front, nnd r<'sting on the ~plinter hnr 0 Yer the iron strap, the
outer sillc of the second round of the lallder bcrng about 2½ from the strap.
Lash.-Nos. 1 an<l 2 on their own sides (with the lashing on the la<l<lcr) lash
the tip of the ladder lons,ly to the iron strap on splinter bar. Nos. 3 am! 4
lash hand spike or a short length of spar across the shafts, about I foot from the
end allll over the ladder ; lay a second handspike or short spar on body of
limber. Nos. 5 and 6 make fast to top of shafts the back au<l fore guys, coil
up and place on the limber the fore guys in readiness to pass to opposite bank, lay
out the back guys to the rear inrea<liness to be manned. N os. 7 and 8 on their
own sides place on the limber two foot ropes each, and prepare stores for the second
half of bridge.
Prepare to boom out.-Nos. 1 and 2 man back gnys and pay out as required.
L(ft.-Remaining numbers on their own sides lift the ladder.
Fonrard.-By means of ladder, push the limber into stream. V"\11en in position,.
deacly, du1<·11, adjnst laddP'I' (if required).
Prepare to boom, out second portion.-N os. 1 and 2 on limber, facing inwards-,
hold handspike across at each end; N os. 3 and 5, 4 and 6 bring up second ladder,
tip to the front, passing it over the ladder alrefl,dy in position, and over handspike
h eld by N os. 1 and 2, bearing down on the butt, at the same time pushing it,
forward till it reaches the opposite bank.
Steady, down.
Gross over.-Nos. 3 and 4 cross to opposite bank, and drive in two strong
pickets, to which to make fast the guys.
Adjust ladd,i·.-N os. 1 and 2 on the limber, 3 ancl 4 on the shore, adjus~
ladder in position, butt of second la,lder over tip of first.
Foot ropes and g1tys.-Nos. 1 and 2 pass over fore guys to opposite hank,
make fast foot ropes to one of the spokes of the wheel below and on each side of
the axle tree, and pass them to N os. 3, 5, 4, and 6.
lilan gu.ys.-Nos. 3, 5, 4 and 6 man back and fore guys; 7 and 8 drive in
two stakes on near hank for guy and foot ropes.
Together, heai•e (Nos. 1 and 2 assist to lift shafts up when guys are hauled on),
1

deady, belay

(/U!JS

and foot ropes.

I'lanks.-Nos. 5, 6, 7 and 8 each bring up one plank, and lay it on rounds of
ladder, commencing from the shore.
Clear bridge.-Nos. 1 and 2 remove the handspike which is lashed across the
shafts (if required for head room), and proceed with it to the opposite shore for
<luty with Nos. 3 and 4.
,

592.

TRUSSED UDDER BRIDGE WITH >VORKING l'.illTY OF

8

llfEN.

STREAM.
2
4
6
8

Pm·ty falls in, single rank, right resting on stream. .1.Ywnber.-Odd numbers
4 paces to the front, march. The whole to the right turn.
,., 9Prepare to ~russ ladders.-Each rank will truss one scaling ladder, Nos. I ancl
1, .., and 8 bnng up each a ladder on their own side, standing it on its edge;
Nos. 3 and 4 each a wooden block about 11 6" x 9" diameter and place it under
the middle of their own ladder; Nos. 5 and 6 each a 2½" rope about 20 yards
long, and lay them, doubled, close to ancl parallel to their own ladders, the bight
or doubled port10n of the rope towards the tip of the ladder.
T,·~tss Lcvlclers.--N os. 1 and 7, 2 and 8 place themselves at their own endsof their respective ladders, and bear down on them, so as to form a cambet.

Cvunw nf Furl1ffration, Etc.
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Nos. 3 ancl 4 place the l,i,:ht of the rope OYer their laclcler ancl in front of the iron
strap at thr tip. Nos. 3 and fi, 4 and 6 pass the ends of the rope on each sille
c-1f the lall1k:r urnlrr thC' wooden l>lock, through the iron strap at top of the
liutt end of the hlll(ler, 1iaul taut, eross over top rail, down, cross under bottom
rail, up, roun,l turn with each portion of rope, and make fast round standing part
of cahle with two half-hitches.
Pt(pa,·,, tv pas8 UtPr ,S_par.-~os. 1 and 2 at centre of intended place of briLlge,
facing ll1war1.V,, hol,l a handspike or short ber1m, &c., at ead1 end.
Pn1,are to l(ft Spar: L,:tt: Foncarrl.-Nos. 3 and 8 lift up spm\ pass the
tip over the han1l~pikc, &c., hel1.l by Kos. 1 and 2, and prn;;h forward until it
Teaches the opposite lxrnk, at the same time bearing down on the butt to facilitate
the operation.
Launch Larldt'J'.'-1.-Xos. 1, 3, 5, and 7 bring up their trussed ladc.le1\ tip to the
front, lay it on its s:itle upon the spar across the stream, and push it gently till
it rca1:hcs the oppo~itc hank, when tJH'y will giYe it a gentle cant off the spar
towards their ldt, lettillg the la1.lder Jiu flat. Nos. 2, 4, 6, and 8 will then pass
their ladder oYer in the same manner, except that they will eant the laclcler off
to thC'ir right.
TI~ithclrcw, Spar.-Xo. 1 (if necC'ssar,r) makes fast a lashing to butt of spar,
and all numbers wit}Hlmw spar to the rear.
Oros.'{ 01•N.-X os. I aml 3, ~ and 4, by means of the la1.klers on flat, pass to
the opposite bank.
Sn·nrf' LwldPrs.-The numbers at each end cut small grooYC'S in the bank,
al)out 4 ft>et apart, to receive the ends of their own ladders on ellge, and picket
them down on eaeh side with two or more strong pickets, making good the earth
round the emls.
Plankq_-Ko. 5, standing on the ladders, receives the planks from the other
numbers on his own side of the stream (6, 7, and 8), an,l lays them.

0
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.
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144
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Bowline, knot
on bight
,,
running
Bridge heads
.
ladder
11
,, limber .
,. lock, double
,, single .
, , making, drills for .
"
of ditch, field works
,, pile
.
.
.
, , pontoon, formation of
,, 8enice pontoon
,, single sling
,, trestle
Bridges, boat
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.
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.
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558
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562

587
290
532

MO
535

568
525
543
577
544

552
560
498
550

161
105
66
20
182

500
330
213
71
578

Calculations for bridges
182
,,
for field parapets 4-1
Calibre, defined .
4
Capital ,,
70
Caponiers · .
.
.
75
Carriages for ordnance
18
Carrick bend
.
.
163
Cartridges for ordnance
.
3
,,
Martini-Henry .
20
91
Casemates, field .
Case shot, R.O. .
13
Cask bridge, drill for .
!~~
,, bridges
,, revetments
66
1 2
Casks, raft of
1673
Catspaw .
.
Chambers of guns
.
.
9
Chiteau de Coeu.illy, defence 132
85
Cheek of embrasure
Chevaux- de-frise
57
Clearance, defined
4
Closed works
70
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352
3G7
289
246
248
216
41
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140
9

221
234
61
520
5

71
284
44
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548

210
548
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32
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9

221
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Clo.r hitch
Combinations of wol'k ~
t'ommand, dctincd
Common foug-nss
shells, R.O .•
,,
trench work .
Comparative scales
Continuous lines
l\nmterscru-p of clitch
Counter sloping embra sm·e .
Covering troops for parallel
Crest of parapet
Cross tire, dc.tinecl
Crows' feet
Curved tire, defined
Cut in pontoon bridge
Dams
Data for work 1 defence of
posts
.
.
Deblai, defined .
Deep sap .
.
.
Dufence of fi eld wo1·ks
,, houses
,, villages
,,
,, woods
•
.
Defensible posts, examples.
Defilade by parados .
.
calculations for
of closed works
of field works
of open works
,,
plane of
.
Demi-bastioned forts.
Demi-parallels
Demolitions, hasty
Depots, trench .
.
Description of field works
Detonator £or Bickford fuze
Diagonal scales .
.
Diggers, distribution of
Direct tire, defined
,, profiles .
.
Distribution of workmen •
Ditch, mode of excavating •
.
•
,, objects of
Double bridge-head •
lock bridge

eh-ill

" "
redan
shell
.
, , star forts
.
Drainage of field works
Drawing instruments.
Draw knot

Eccent_ricity of projectiles •
Elevation, construction of •
,,
defined
.
Embrasures, field
.
Enfilade fire, defined •
Engineer park .
Entanglement .
,,
wire
Entrances to works

58

195

133
43
156
125
110
115
119
130

434
139
493
404
347
359
381
429
305
311
305
eh. vi.
300
295
249
475
410
464
eh. iv.
416
102
318
68
313
318
322
131
338

97

98
97

93
95
94
82
149
126
145
68
127
31
101

rn

100
101
102
42
107
178
187

72
12
80
104
23
162
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16:J
505
10,j eh. viii.
120
~9
189
57
12
39
484
1J2
28
93
105
330
43
135
2.38
86
H6
468
128
42
19
67
181
55
19
GS
542
169

565

588
224
40
245
327
77
507

5

13

35
34
84
19
H5
56
56
76

Ill
108

252
67
464
183
185
237

Epaulemcnts, gun
E scalades .
.
:Escm p, slope of.
Estuuates, field rcYetments
garri sons of works
,,
time to clig clitches
Execution of fielcl works .
"
,, siege trenches
Exterior crest
siclo
slope
Faces of a work
Fasciue making
pickets .
"
reYetments .
F elling trees with g·un-cotton
J'ield casemates .
,, gun carriage
, , service level
,, works, attack of
,,
,,
defence of
Figure-of-8 knot
.
.
Ii""' ~re, artillery, va1·ieties of .
Fll'St parallel
.
.
.
Fisherman's bend
Flank, defined
Flanking fire, defined.
Fleche
.
.
Flying bridges
trench work
Fo;~ls
Fortification, deti.ned .
Fortress, att::tck, modes of .
Forl~
investment of

J3
140
-12
67
75

Alff.

172
452.

13Z
216
232
329

104
100 eh. Yii.
477
149
42
129
80
246
42
129
69
63
6~
64
128

91
18
104
122
125
162
19
146
163
69
19
71
1 i4
153
110
37
139
1

i:

SO
SO
7S

,, bastion/id
,, double star
" star
Fougass, common
self-acting
shell .
,,
stone
Fraises
Fraction, representative
Fractions, slopes expressed by
Frontal fire, defined
Fuze, Bickford's
•
,, percussion R.L.
,, time, wood, 15"
Fuzes, two sorts of

57
57
57
58
55
28
33
19
127
15
14
14

Gabion, iron band
making
revetment
,,
sheet iron
Gabions, wicker
.
Galleries, counterscru.·p
Gallerv, machicoulis .
GarrisOn gun-carriage
Garrisons for houses .
,, Yillages
,, woods •
,,
of field works
Gas checks, Il.L. guns

61
60
62
61
60
76
114
18
111
116
120
74
10

221
20i
20!
205
418
284
65
328
393
404
503
66
467
516
221

61
223
552
487
346
112
4!8
462
243
246
245

2H
189
191
190
192
178
92
106
61
411
53
51
50
202
200
203
201
199
236
355
62
349
365

382
229
36

In,lc.t·.
rAGl::

AUT,

14

17
420
289
74

Gas checks, M. L. guns
Gate, to blow in a
.
Gatc>s, barrier .
.
.
.
Gatling gun
General rules for brid n-es
0-enouillere
.
•0
Geometry, problems in
Gln.cis, objects of
.
Gorge
.
.
•
Grooves, Armshong gun
,,
M.L. guns .
"
recent D.L.O.
0 round good for defence
,,
tor1)edo .
.
Guards of the trenches
Gun banks
,, cotton, composition, &c.
,, epaulements
" pits .
, , platforms
, , recesses
.
.
.
G1lllpowder, composition, &c.
Guns, machlne .
•
.
, , to destroy

Hale rockets
Half-closed works
Half-hitches
Hasty demolitions
.
,, intrenchments.
Hawser bend
Heather revetments
Hedges, defended
.
High angle fire, defined
Hill occupied by redoubt
House, attack on
defence of
,, to blow clown .
Howitzers, rifled
Hurdle revetments

128

92
21

160
RJ

499
2,H

25
43
69

221

8
8

10
134
57
146
86
3
53
53
92

88
1
21
130
17
70
163
126
51

163
66
50
20
138
121
110
129
8
66

Inclinations of slopes
33
Indirect fire, defined .
19
Infantry rilie
20
Interior slope .
41
Intrenched camp
105
Inundations
58
Investment of a fortress
144
Iron band trip .
.
.
56
,, bridge, to destroy
. 129
Irregularity of form of shot
6
Keeps in villages
,, ,, works .
Kneeling sap
Knotting

118
83
157
161

Ladder bridge .
•
,,
,, drill for
.
,,
parties in escalades.
Lean-to ma . . . azines .
Le Butard, 'aefence of
Level, field service
Limber bridge .
.
,,
,, drill for

175
192
140
90
131
104
175
191

80
137
23

26
34
437
191

468
261
6
172
172
287
265
1
73
428

59
221
514

410
164
519

215
162
68
447

386
347
422

26
212

106
68
69
126
330
194
462

186
425

14
374

250
494
501
558

592
452
274
430
328
557
591

1D7
P.\GE

AJlT.

18

6.:i
221

Limber for gun carrian-e
Lin e of d<:'fenC'c .
~
,, ,, fire, cletined .
,, ,, :;;ight, dctinecl.
Lines of intrE-nchment
,, with inter,al~ .
Live loads on bridges .
Loads, liYe, on bridges
Lock bridge, double •
,,
,,
single .
Loophole, bn1shwood .
,,
log .
.
"
sand-bag .
Loopholes in storkades
,,
,, walls
Loopholing houses
Lunettes .
.

GD
4
4
lOJ

330

105

3:m

1J9
159
178
1 i7

49~
498

50

JO
50
47
48
1!3
72

Machicoulis galleries .
Magazines, powder .
Magistral line .
.
Mantlets for embrasures
i\farquois scales, use of
.
Masonry bridges, demolition
of .
.
•
.
.
Mensuration
Merlan
Militaq bridges
Moncrieff carriages
Mortar beds
.
•
Mortars, S.B., retained
Muzzle-loading ll.O .•

1!4
89

Neck of embrasure
NoisseYille, defence of
Norderrfelt gun .

85
131
22

Oblique embrasures
fil'e, defined
,,
profiles
Obstacles .
Open works
Ordnance .
carriages for
,,
rifled, table of
Outer troops
.
Onrbank carriages
Palisades
Pan coupe •
Para dos
Parallel, first
.
,,
second.
.
Parapet, objects of .
Pa~:;er art~llery. an~ enPercussion fuze, R.L..
Pile bridges
,, driving
Pits, gun .
.
.
.
" military (trous-de-lonp)
rifle
:: shelter
.
Pivots, supporting
.
Places of arms, or parallels

68
86
24
129
32
85

!)

u

,56,)

56i
161

161
161
146

154
353
22.5
3,j,j

272
217
260
79
424

104
2J4

158 eh. xii.
64
18
18
62
55
15
26
8
2.:i-!

431
76

84

253

19
100

67
313
eh. ii.
221
10
61
37
219
65

54

70
5

18
I!

69
19
54

177

71
91
H6
H8
38

282
467
472
115

145

22:l

464

15

.i3

1
16
6?,
53
55
52

532

51

68
HG

J33

li2
179
169
16J
219
467

I llllc.,·.

108

ART.

Plan, construction of .
" defined
.
Plane of dctiladc
,, tangent
Plank runners
l>lntforms, g·un .
traversing, for
guns .
Plunging £re, defined.
Point blank, defined .
Pointed stakes
Pontoon bridges .
.
.
Position, artillery, first
.
,,
,,
second .
Posts, defensible, examples
of
Principles of trace
Problems in geometry
Profile, detiued .
Profiles, to erect.
Profiling work s .
.
.
Projectiles, elongated, u se of
Service R.O . .
11
Projection, orthographic
Project of attack
Protractor, use of

109
108
295
296
288
287
18
20
4
57
167
H5
147

63
68
9
188
535
46J
471

130
70
2J
34
101
100

429
222
80
108
315
313
20
38
108
463

7
12
34
14J
23

Rack lashings
Raft bridges
Railways, to destroy .
"
to disable .
Ramp to gun banks
Range, defined .
.
.
"
shortness of, in S.B.O,
Recesses, ammunition
gun .
.
,,
Rectangular magazines
Red ans
.
.
.
Redoubt on a given hill
Redoubts .
.
•
Reduits
Reef knot .
Re-entering angle
Relief, defined .
Reliefs at sieges .
Remblai, defined
.
,
Revetments of field works .
Rifled ordnance, advantages
of
.
projectiles .
serYice
"
,,
table of
Rifle, Martini-Henry .
,, pits
.
.
Rifling of ordnance .
Rockets, Hale and Signal .
Rules, general, for bridges.

16
160

Salient angle
.
Sand-bag loophole
,,
revetments .
Sand-bags.
Sap, deep .
shallow
.
11
Rapping, nature of

64
61
156
157
148

93
173
130
130
87
4
6

88
88
89
71
138
73
83
162
69
39

147
43
59

7
12
7
11
20
52
6

69
50

78

291
;j50

427
426
263
9

15
265
265
273
223
447
227
250
504

221
120
470
139
eh. iii.
19
38
22
37
70
169
18
57
499
221
161
207
206
493
494
4i4

S.l3. guns, converted R.O.
l>.B.O., defects of
.
8cales, comparative .
.
,, diagonal.
,, .a;raduation of .
,, Marquois, u se of
,, l)la.in
.
.
Second pal'allel .
.
8ection, construction of
"
defined .
Segment shells
Shallow sap
Sheepshank
Sheers, lashing .
Sheet bend, double
,,
,,
single
Shells, common R. 0.
double
Palliser or Battering
,,
segment .
,,
shrapnel .
.
Shelter pits
, , trenches .
Shot, case, R.O.
Shovellers for works
Shrapnel shells .
Siege, outline of .
train
,, trenches
Signal rockets
Sill of embrasure
Single bridge-head
lock bridge
,, drill
"
sap .
.
, , sling bridge
.
.
Slip knot .
Slopes, inclinations of
Sloping embrasure
.
.
Sluice gate.
Smooth-bore ordnance
Sod revetment .
Sole of embrasure
Sortie steps
.
.
Spanish windlass sling
Splay of embrasure .
Splinter-proofs .
,,
" traverse
Standing sap
Star forts .
Steps, sortie
.
Stockade, breaching
,,
tambour
Stockades
,,
for two ranks
Stone fougass .
Storming parties
.
Streets, barricades in .
Strength of beams
Sunken tambour
Superior slope .
.
Supporting pivots
.
Surprise of field works
,,
, , fortresses .
Swinging bridges

PAGE
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16

56
11
93
102

/j

28
31
28
24
28
148
35
34
13
157
163
161
163
163
12
12
12
13
12
51
52
13

102
12
141
143
139
16
85
lOi
17i
186
155
179
162
33
86
59
5

65
85
1.54
180
8J
91
90
157
78

154
128
114
47
48
58
140
117
182
114
41
68
125
139
lH

9-1

79
91
472
110
108
45
494
/jl7

522
513
512
39
40
41
45
43
16,j

166
44
318
43
456
460
eh. xi.
58
254:

338
562
587
493
568
506

106
258
196
10
209
254
490
569
254
284
276
496
244
490
419
356
144
150
192
453
367
579
357
127
219
402
449
552

In,lf'.,•.
Tmnbour
sunken,

Tru;kcnt 11lanc •
'l'tli-ks, for dig-ger~
.
'l'elcg-raphs, to d<·stroy
Th.iais, clefrnC'e of
.
.
Thickut•s:, of field parapc·ts .
Third parallel .
.
.
Thumb knot
Timber bitch
work
Time fuze, lJ'' •
.
.
,, required to dig ditches
Torpedo, g-ronnd
.
.
Tra('c defined .
., of field works
" principles of
Tracing ::tJJpl'Oacbes
field works •
siege trencbe!4
" sieg-e
Train,
Transom lashing
'l'mpczoid, area of
Traverses
,,
splinter-proof
Traversing plntforms .
Tread of banquette
Trench
devuts

"

flymg

work
Tre'~ches, guard; of
shelter

PH;-J;

ART,

l 14

:3J6

114
9J
103
130
131
40

HO
162
163
91
14
10:l
57
34
68
70
150
100
lJO
143
164
32
90

00
18

40
38
H5
!J3
152
l;!j)

J2

:JJ7

2V6
32:J
428

432
123
476
502
Jll
286
JI
324
191
10,~
217
222
4j'8

313
4i8
460
J24
104
2iJ
276
63
124
l17
46'!
487
484
468
166

Trenehes, siege .
Trestle bridge drill
bridges .
two-legged
,, four-legged .
,, tripod .
.
Triangular magazine .
Trip, iron baud .
Triple rcd:m
.
TriJJOd lashing .

199
rAGE

ART.

139
188
164
16J
16J
16J
90
56
i2
164

eh. xi.

Unit of pontoon bridge
,, ,, siege train

168
143

537
460

Yelocity, initial, :final
Villages, defence of •

4
llJ

9
359

1\"alls, brcaehed

129

5Fl9
82,j
52G
,j27

528
274
186
224
J2:3

defence of
,, from al'tillcry
loopholes in
·
11
Waste weir
.
ropes .
Win age defined
Wire entanglement
Withes
.
.
ooden bridge, to de~ofo,h
Woocls, defence of
.
.
1\7orking parties, extension
,,
,,
field works
1·ules for .

,vruaping

J9
163
4

,v

63
129
ll9
151
101
!JI

42!
!J3
160
!J4
196
J21
9
184
204
423
381
481
3!R
480

Zigzags of approach

H7

469

48

49
48

JG

